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f\ 11 UNITED NATIONS INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMEN-1 ORGANIZATIQr' 

IV I ICROELECTRONICS 
ONITQ_~- 13331 

October-December 1983 --~ No. 8 

Dear Reader, 
The er.d-of-the year issue of the Monitor comes out at a time of 

busy activities of the UNIDO secretariat which is expanding its already well
established programme in microelectronics. The next in the series of regional 
meetings on the implications of microelectronics for developing countries will 
he the joint ECWA/UNIDO meeting scheduled to be held in March 1984. Also in 
March a meeting is planned of representatives of intergovernmental and 
non-governmental groups engaged iP the application of information technology 
for development to discuss witr. the secretariat ways and means of harmonizing 
their work programmes and, at a later stage, develop joint projects. The 
possibility of creating a regional network of microelectronics application 
centres in Latin America is teing looked into following the ~ecommendations of 
a high-level team of experts. A series of state-of-the-art studies of the 
microelectronics industry in selected developing countries is under 
preparation with the objec~ive of promoting regional co-operation. A project 
for software for optimization of cane sugar product ion is under way. More 
detailed information can be found inside this issue. 

In the IC industry a certain trend towards semi-custom ICs is 
noticeable. Market analystJ believe that by the e~d of this decade 
semi-custom circuits (or specialized ICs) will account for over 50% of the 
semiconductor business. Two ways of production compete with each otheri the 
gate array approach (cells on an existing array are interconnected in a new 
way) and the standard cell approach (a new combination of proven, standard 
cell designs are put on a chip). This trend jg illustrated by news from the 

industry (see sectio~ on market trends). 

Readers are reminded to fill anJ return the questionnaire attached 
to the previo•1s issue No. 7; the information will help UNIDO in further 
developing a 'user-oriented' work programme in this specific area. 

With the pub.l1cation of this issue the Monitor completes -che 
second year of its existence; a special report on developments in these last 
two years has been prepared for us by Dr. John Bessant of the Brighton 
Polytechnic, which is attached ~s a special supplement. It highlights 
techno~ogical as well as market changes continuing at a rapid pace and gives a 
gli~pse of the fut~re, dominated by flfth-generation projects. 

May I take this opportunity of conveying my own as well as my 
colleagues' best wishes for a prosperous and peaceful New Y~ar. 

G.S. Gouri 
Director, Division for Industrial Studies 
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NEWS AND EVENTS 

State-of-the-art studies on microelectronics in selected countries co11111i1sioned 

In connection with the reco111Dendation of several international symposia that UNIDO 
undertake steps towards the creation of an international centre for microprocessor 
applications, a start vas made by commissioning country level studies in a n imber of 
countrie11 in Latin America and Asia; it is intended to extend this progr&11111e to include 
selectec'. countriei: in Afr-ica. These studiel> vhile focusing on the aclual situation in the 
countries will also hiL~light the areas in which the countries need regional and 
inter-ref, :mal co-operation as well 11s thuse areas in which the countries could contribute 
their own fa:ilities and expertise to such co-operation. 

We will report about further developments in the next issues of the M0nitor. 

UNIDO fields expert mission on setting up regional microelectronics centre for Latin America 

A hi.;h-level expert mission arrived in C11!"'acr.s, Venezuela on 20 November to re·.riew thP. 
possioility of establishing a regional centre for microelectronics applications fol" Latin 
America and tne Caribbean. The expert team considered the p•JSS i bi li ~y of loc11t ing such a 
centre in Venezuela using the existing facilities of the Fcndaci6n Institute de Ingenieria 
in Cara~as anJ recommended it as a centre of excellence specializing in certain facets of 
microelectronics technology within a Latin American Microelectronics Network (REMLA) to be 
created. Tl1is proposed sc?entific and technical co-operation networl.: a.ni0ng centres devoted 
to microelectronics in the different countries of the Latin American and C.ari!Jbean region 
vould link together scientific and technological capabilities, hithert0 dispersed, and thua 
help them to keep abreast of intecnational development in this field. 

ECWA/UNIDO expert meeting to look into development of microelectronics in the region 

As a joint effort, UNIDO is co-operating with ECWA, in organizing an expert r,roup 
meeting with the objective of reviewing major issues relating to the appl:cation of 
microelectronics in the countries of the ECWCA region arid suggestin;; a progr&11111e of action 
for future development in ~his field. Specifically, recoanendations will have to be made 
for national, rP.r,ional and international actions relating them to the proposed ECWA work 
progrllll'llle in this field. The meeting for the ECWA region follows similar activities 
organized by UNIDO for countries in the ECLA region as well as Asia As inputs into the 
ECWA/UNIDO meeting tvo UNIDO consultants will prepare reports based on their findings during 
missions undertaken to Abu Dhabi, Egypt, Iraq. Jordan, luw~it, Moroccc, Saudi Arabia, Syria 
and Tunisia. One of the consultants covered the state-of-the-art of software and computer 
applications while the other was concerned with the state-of-the-art of microelectronica 
applications in the region. 

The meeting is planned to be held for one veek in the firPt half of Kerch 1984. 

The Caneva sllllSllit: TELECOK-83 

The World Telecolllllunication Exhibition and World Telecoanunication Forum, bei!lg held 
every four years, took place in Geneva, Sw~tzerland, from 25 October till 1 November 1983. 
It vas the Geneva "s~i t" of the tin i ted Hat ions dee la red World Coanun i cations Year 1983. 
TELECOK-83 vith the general theme "Teleco11111unications for all" is recognized as tht1 
world's largest ~nd most prestigious meeting of co11111unications 1peciali1to. World 
Teleconnunlcation Exhibition ~ave the opportunity to the lnternation~l co11111unicatlon• 
coanunity to make comparl1ons and provided Information u1e.ful for th~ appreciation of vhich 
new teleco11111unication services to develop and which new Mystoms and products to choose. 

World Teleccmunication Forum a111embled a "brainatrust" of several thouMand top 
e.xecutlves, repre11enting ITU Member countries, administrationa, manufacturer•, etc. 
Thirty-four ae11iona with over 200 pruentation1 enabled participants to hear, meet a11d 
question Industry and goverrunent leaders on current and future developments of International 
teleco-unlcatlons. Part I of L~.~ Forua offered pre1&ntatlon1 by prominent figures In the 
economic sector as vell u the teleco-unlcatlon field. The list of speaker. included 
govern-nt leaders, chairmen of the board, senior corporate 11anager1 and chief 1clentlrt1 
from government and lndu1try. They di1cu11ed the tect,nological and infrastructuro 
roqulreaents of indu1trlallzed and developing nation1. Part II of the Forum waa a 
far-reaching technical and 1clentlflc 1ymposlum with wide-ranging appeals. It introduced to 
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the specialists the advances ;nade s i nee Fcrum-79. Part I II of the Forum deal l:. with the 
legal asp.?cts of teleconmunications related, in particular, to the ever-increasing 
transnstional exchange of data, information an1 broadcasting. 

Organized under the auspices of the International TelecJ11111unlcation Union, TELECOM-83 
provided an excellent opportunity to share information on the progregs achieved and to 
diacuaa ieauea crucia~ to further developments in the field of teleconmunications. 

Computers to be used in search for natural resources 

The United Nations Conmittee on Natural Resources ~sked United Nations 
Secretary-General to focus on remote sensing in identifying, exploring and assessing natural 
resources as well as the application of computer technology in mineral explorat.ion and 
development. The Conmittee also called for an e7tensive scudy on thE use of computer 
techniques in explorin~ for anc developing of natural resources in developing countries. 

Asia ElectroniLs Unio~ 

The Asia Electronics Union jointly with the Indonesian T~lecotmtunication Association 
(APNATEL> organized the Asia Electronics Symposium from 19 to 21 October 1983 in Jakarta. 
The eighth General Assembly of the Asia Electronics Union was alsc held at this occasion. 
The subjects of the agenda of the Symposium were: latest developments of teleco11111unication 
technology; computer software; and application technology transfer. 

British computer society to help develoring countries 

Two specialist groups within the British Computer Society (BCS), the Information 
Retrieval aud Developing Countries groups, have recently met to plan activities designed to 
help developing countries. During 1984 a number of seminars are to be organized at which 
practical and inexpensive methods of imp~oving scientific and technical information transfer 
wi 11 be 1i scussed. The proposed themes for the seminars are: the information needs of 
developing countries; hardwa .. e, software and telecotmtunications, education and training 
progr&11111es; and policy-making for the infonPation tech'lology. The British Council is to 
assist with the promotion of the seminars. Representatives from developing countries will 
be invited to participate in the workshop-type seminars and it is expected that the 
proceedings will be published. For further information write to: Alun A. Benjamin, 
Chairman, Developing Countries Specialist Group, 9 The .::hequers, West End Lane, Pir.nPr, 
Middlesex, United Kingdom. 

IFIP '83 meets in Paris 

The International Federation for Informi.tion Processing (IFIP) met in Paris on 19-23 
September 1983 for its Congress which is held every three years and includes a major 
exhibition of computer systems and service. More than 2,000 delegates attended over 100 
sessions covering formal methods; dataflow design; VLSI architecture; logic progranming; 
database design and th~ social implications of computers. IFIP as of l January 1984 will 
have 44 member org4nizations including regional groupings, representing a total of 49 
countries. Th, permanent secretariat is loctted in 3 rue du Marche, CH-1204 Geneva, 
s~.tzerland (telex 428 412). 

IFIP is a multinational federation of professional and technical organizations (or 
national gr·oupings of such organizations) concern<!d with information processing. From any 
one country only one such organization - which must be representative 01 the nationi..l 
activities in the field of information processing - can oe admitted as Full Member. IFIP 
was founded under the auspices of UNESCO in 1960 following the first Inlernational 
Con!eren-::e on information Proceuing in 1959. It has established official relations with 
the WJrld Health Organization (WHO) and maintains informal relationships 1o1ith othP.r l!l'lmbers 
of the Ur.ited Nations family. 

Th'! aima of IFIP are to pro,..·,., information acience and technology by: 

fo1tering internatloral cp-operation in the fleld of information processing; 

1tlmulating research, development and the application of informat:on processi11g in 
1clonce and human activity; 

f urthed ng t.he di uem! natl on and el'. change of i nfonnati on about the subject; 

encouraging education in information processing. 
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The proceedings of the IFIP congresses are published and form a com~~11hensive library 
of development in information processing as well as ti e current state-of-the-art. 
Information Processing '83, the proceedings of the 9th World Computer Congress Paris, 
September 1983, is availftble at a price of Dfl. 260 <member price Dfl. 125) from 
North-Holland Publishing Co., P.O. Box 211, 1000 AE A.'lsterdam, The Netherlands. 

IFIP publishes an annual Ir.formation Bulletin as well as an IFIP periodical called 
Computers in Industry. 

IFIP has set up a special CoD1Di ttee on Informatics for Development. The Conmiittee' s 
charter was approved at the 1979 general assembly held in London and ita preaent rhai:inan is 
Dr. R. Narasimhan of the National Centre for Software Development and Computing TechniquP.s, 
TATA Institute of ~undamental Research, Bombay, India. 

The aims of the Coanittee are: 

al to consider the methodolo.;y of applying appropriate informatics to development and to 
foster interdisciplinary activities on related problems; 

bl to work with the Technic&l Committees in identifying and studying the particular 
t~chnical problems of less Jeveloped countries: 

cl to provide a technical 
professional societies still 
societies there; 

forum 
do not 

for individual 
exist, and to 

specialists from countries where 
assist in establishing professional 

dl to promote IFIP technical activities and events in developing countries; 

el to assist UNESCO in the implementation of the resolutions of 
Inter-governmental Cor.ference on StrategiPs and Policies for Informatics (SPIN>; 

the first 

fl to interact with international, intergovernmental and non-governmental organizations 
which are con~erned with development, in particular: 

providing financial assistance to appropriate scienti!:'ts and 11per.ialists from less 
developed countries to enable them to attend scientific meetings; 

preparing publications for use of informatics in less-develcped countries; 

organizing the exchange of sciE:ntists and specialists between less-developed and 
industtiali~ed countries. 

The scope of th~ Coi:lllittee is: 

al analysis of inform•tion environment and definition of informatics; 

bl analysis of aspects and components of development; 

c) identificfttion of the role of informatics i11 davelopment; 

d) identification of measures to determine thP level of devf'lopment in informatics in 
various countries; 

el elaboration and analysis of micro and macro informatics models; 

f) eetablishme'lt of priorities. in education applications, research and development of 
informatics in different cou .• tries; 

gl identification of appropriate informatics technology; 

hl study of socitll, economic and cultural conseque'lces of introduction of informatics and 
transborder information and data flows. 

~emir.on/Japan ex~o1itton and technology sympoainm 

The expo1ition 1taged under the 1pon1or1hip of the Semiconductor Equip~ent and 
l1aterial1 Ir.at!tute (SEIU) .ind supported by the US Raba.uy in Tokyo was held at the Tol.:yo 
International Fairgrounds from 1-3 Decemb~r 1983. Some 500 leadint companies from J&pan and 

• 
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tile United States participated. Following the exh'.bition the SEMI Technology Symposiwn '83 
was held featuring technical papers on VLSI lithography, dry processing and thin film 
processing. In addition, the symposium contir.ued the coanunication and co-operation that 
began last year between the eastern and western countries involved in the semi-conductor 
manufacturing industry. 

• • • 

Note by the editor: 

The follc·.iring news iteas have been excerpted from the eources indicated e:.:cept for a 
few trticles on subject• of specific interest which have been reprinted in full with the 
kind permis~ion of the respective journals. In view of the wealth cf material available on 
the subject, by nece~sity, this has to be rendered in the Monitor in an abbreviated form and 
is intended only as a means to highlight a aarket tendencv, technical development etc. 

NEW OEVELOPMEMTS 

'Biochips' may be the brains of tC110rrovs coaputers 

Growing computers froa living bacteria in vats of nutrients? Replacing silicon chips 
with protein molecules? Packing a thumb-size computer with 10 :nillion times the memory of 
today's moat powerful aachines? When a handful of scientists began proposing such 
apparently farfetched ideas a few years ago, they were met with raised eyebrows and 
incredulous stares from their peers. The concept of using or~anic molecules such ~s 
proteins to make coaputers - which was promptly dubbed the "hiochip" - was dismissed by most 
experts as idle scientific speculation or, worse y'!!t, pure fiction. But rapid advsnces in 
genetic engineering, cheaiatry, and physics are turning skeptics into believers. 

"Malting [synthetic) proteins is still science fiction," concedc.s Kevin M. Ulmer, 
research director for protein engineering at ~enex Corp. He was one of the first scientists 
t.:> believe that it would be possible one day to fashion molec•Jles into computer drcuits 
instead of printing ci~cuits on silicon chips. "But," he insists, "it will be science fact 
sooner than anyon& thinks." Ulmer heads a group of scientis~s at Lhe Gaithersburg <Md. i 
biotechnology COlllpany that was set up with a $16.5 million grant from Allied Corp. to 
explore ways of modifying proteins to make useful products that :lo not occur . ::i living 
organisms. And, he says, "I can see a concret:? path pointed at camputer memories and logic 
circuits." 

A growing number of other scientists now agree that Ulmer's idea of building a 
molecular coaputer is pouible and may even Je feasible. In mid-October, the National 
Science Foundation (NSF) 1pon1ored a four-day conference on chemical computers at the 
Uni'w.arsity of California at Loa Angeles. That meeting drew 35 scientists from around the 
world, including Nob~l prizewinning phy1icist Richard P. Feynman and representatives of such 
companies as Ou Pont Co. and Texas Instruments Inc. Other companies, such as International 
Bu•iness Machines, Xerox, Hu,hes Aircraft, and Bell Laboratories, are following the 
technology clouly. Although di:icussions at UCLA centered more on how scientists might 
tackle the probl- than on repoi:-tin~ experimen~.al results, many agreed that chemical 
computer• wi 11 be bu i1 t:. "There's no r!ta1on we can't handle the problems," says Michael 
Conrad, a biologist and coaputer 1cientist at Wayne ~tate University and one Gf the meeting 
organitera. 

What makes cheaical coaputers so interesting is the remarkable reduction in computer 
site that would be po11ible. In the early 1970s computer makers co~ld store only 1,000 bits 
ot data on a memory chip. Nov such devices can hold 25~, 000 bi ts, and by the late ~ 980s 
each 1hould be able to rt~re aore than 1 •illion bits of informatior. While s&miconductors 
may be abh to handle increuing cir.cult densities for the next several years, some comyuter 
en~ineer1 fore1ee a tiae when chips •aJ reach their memory limit. 

so .. of the groundwork needed to turn molerule1 into computers has already been laid. 
Scientl1t1 are experiaentlng with orga~ic chemicals that ~isplay electrical properties like 
tho1e of some co•puter components. Bo.11: they have not found all the che111icals nMded to 
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m1m1c the devices used in building a computer, so at least 11.oae of these vi 11 have to be 
synthesized. Building the computer fro~ those components will require the aLil;ty to 
assemble new molecules atom tJY atom. "We nee-I tha suie capability with little mclecules 
that we have with th.? macroscopic world today," says Gene:a:'s Ul-r. (However, the 
conference strongly 5upported the development of bio sensors, sensory devices based on 
protein that would recognise patterns. These could be linked to com:;iuters Yhich woulri 
provide the analysis.I (Business Week, 28 November 1983.) 

One step chi..P_££oduction 

Chipmakers are puzzling ho·11 to produce the VSLI (very large-scale integrated circuit> 
chips that will act as comput~r brains by the end of the dl"cade. Whereas toda: 's 64k 
dynamic random access memories can hold roughly 64,000 bits of coaputer information, the "' 
rhip of the 1990s will hol-1 .6 megabits - 16m pieces of information. The task, as with 
earlier chips, is to find a production method that gives a high yield of usable chips. A 
disc:ivery just made at Toshiba's R&:> laboratories at ltawasaki, near Tokyo, brings success 
011e !:>ig step closer. It could also ci;t the costs of making existing chips. . . . The Toshiba 
men used 11 laser techniqu.,. They covered the silicon wafer with ~n aluainium mask and put 
both into a vacuum cho.mber filled with chlorine gas at one tenth of atmospheric pressure. 
They then directPd a xenon-chloride gas laser through the aask. They found that the laser 
splits the chlorine gas molecules into chlorine atOL.s, which then react with the silicon 
surface to form silicon chlorid~ gas. EvPn better, that vaFori•ation causes a very precise 
etching. It is so precise b~cause, Toshiba says, the chemical reaction between chlorine and 
silicon does all the etching work, and tbat :eaction oc .. .o;:-= ".'nly on the irradiated surface. 
His team does not really understand why it works, but it does. Other la1er effo;:-ts using 
thermal reactions (i.e., melting) had always had ~ome dispersal of heat, and thus imprecise 
etching. But there is Qnother advantage the Toshiba sci~ntists bad not anticipated: the 
la~er process is so precise that it does net need the laborious proce~ure of putting 
photo-sensitive film on the wafer, exposing it and so on When it is introduced, the number 
of production steps will be cut from seven for each cl\ip-pattern to just one. Toshiba 
claims that at current prices this would cut the cost of a set of chip-aaking equipment from 
about Y4001D <Sl. 7m) as now lo about t'lOOm, and the runnint costs would be only a tenth of 
present ones. Not thc&t Toshiba ii!' about to replace all its chipaaking equipment with the 
new process though. 

There 11.re still snags to be overcome. First, the etching procesp is far too slow. 
:>econd, precision qua:tz lenses, or a mirror system, are needed to direct the laser for the 
really fine etching r.eeded for 16-megabit chips, and these have not yet been ;>erfected. 
(the Economist, 17 December 1983.) 

llare cl':.lps 

Ma~ufacturers are beginning to replace the caterpillar-like dual in-line packages 
(D!Ps) wlth bare chips, which are silicon dice that are glued directly to printed circuit 
bol\rds. Though this obviously eliminate!. the packaging 1tep in 1eaiconductor auembly, 
bonC.:\ng is still neces .. ary, and it is 1till carried out in the P'ar Kast. Bare ch!.ps are 
being used in boards for video gaae car~ridge1 and home co:~uter1. An unusual aanufacturing 
flo~ developed to support this technique. The Photocircuit1' Riverhead division of 
ltollmorgen Corp., Aquebogue, New York, 1tart1 the flow ~J pro~ucing 1aall, additivelJ plated 
[printed ci:-cult) boards, 1hlvped to IC producers like Motot"ola, T!, American Kiero1y1teas 
Inc., National s-icondu:tor, and ~neral Instrument. These fin11 in turn send the boards 
to offshore facilities typically located in lorea, the Philippine•, Hong Kong, or 
Singap<>re where cu1t0111 read-only-ice.ory (IOI!) chips are epo:a:J-die-bonded and then 
ultrasonically wire-bondeu to the boardc. The boards are the~ tested and shipped to 
video-gaae and h098 coaputf!r 111anu:acturer1, vhicb havg found that the chip-on-board cycle 
co1tl le11 than their ortginal -thod: wave-soldering the , ... ch1p1, packa~ed in plutic 
DIP1, to boards of the , ... •i~e and then testing thea. The bare-chip• .. thod 1ave1 90ney 
only when other components are not attached to the boards. CC:lobal llectronic1 Infonu.tlon 
Newsletter, October 1983.i 

Devices that u1e light instead Qf electric currents will fora the buh of t090rrow'• 
blg c011puter and co .. unlcatlon1 sy•t~••· The wiring to~ 1ucb 111tea1 i1 already 
c-n:wnonplace: opt!cal fib::-u. Now, fro. giant• on opposite side• of the tt0rld, America'• 
IBM and Japan'• NTT, C098 two ne,.. ldeu for optical ...cries. Potentially, each could 
pro~uce diavicu capable of 1torlng seve::-al hundred allllon bits rif inforaatlon per 1qu1re 
renti111etre. 
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Both ideas binge on the optical properties of dyes. A dye has a particular colour 
becau1e it absorbs light lrom a particular par1: of the spectrun: it is op1u;ue to Eght of 
that colour. Tune a laa~r to produce ligh~ of the appropriate frequency and the light will 
not pass through the dJP. Suppose you had a sheet of a colourless m!lterial (e.g., glass) 
divided into tiny squares i1' a grid, nnd you wanted each square to act as a memory location 
for one bit of digital inf~rmation. You c~uld decide to colour some squares with a dye Cto 
represent a binary 1) and leave oth6rs transparent Cto represent a binary 0). You could 
then read off the stored information by scannini the material with a laser tuned to produce 
light llbsorbed by the d~e. ADJ square in which the light was absorbed would be read a~ 

a l; any through which the light passed would b~ re~d as a 0. 

The basic idea behind ~oth the NTT and Il!.!f systems is that simple. The hard part has 
been to find a fast and efficient way of writing on to the squares of the grid - in other 
words, of colouring the::i. The Japanese and AmE•ricans have found different solutions. Each 
has its advantages and disadvantages. The J1tpanese rest:archers colour their squares br 
using a laser to ini~:nte a reaction between two chemicals that are, bJ thcm~elves, 

transparent. In the simplest version of their device, the two chemicals are deposited as 
ultrathin layers Ca microMtre, or a thousandth of a millimetre, thick) on a tr.msj?arent: 
base; and sandwiched bet.teeen the two is a still-thinner layer of another tra!lsparent 
material. To colour a square, a laser is focused on to the layer in the middle of the 
sandwich, -its it and allo·•s the chemicals on either side to m!t a::id react. !iny colo·1red 
dots are formed with a luPr pulse lasting about three milli ~::ths of a sec.and. A second 
laser, tuned to the frequ•n~cy of the light absorbf!d by the colour, is ased to detect the 
presence or absence of a col~ured dot in any square. 

The minimum size of ~he dots the first laser ca:i create is about one micrometre in 
diameter. Sc the simplest NLT device would have a storage capacity of lOOm bit~ of 
information per square centigetre. Fortun;ltely, this can be increu·ed by using multiple 
layers sandwiching different colouring reagents. The NTT men have alre•dy demonstrated a 
two-colour system. !n theory, up to eight different dyes could be USt!Cl ta produce eight 
di ffercntly coloured dots, stacked one on top of the other, in each square of t~e grid; 
each could be detected by a la,er tuned to the particular frequt:ncy of each colour. Such a 
device could stQre 800. bits of binary data per square centimetre. 

A snag with the NTT approach is that the memory device may be w::-i t t1>n on only once. 
There is no way of eraaing a coloured dot once created. On the other hand, the Japanese 
researchers reckon the coloured dots ~hould Last for at least 11 years. One ~pplication of 
such a write-only device would be for large reference databanks. 

IBM's device is erasable. The American researchers create it by beginning with a 
coloured material and then using a laser to 'blea~n· dots into the dye. On the face of it, 
this approach does not seem suitable for a high-density storage device. Bleaching, you 
might aRsume, can create only one 'colour' - a transparent dot in place of a ~yed one. Not 
10. The rea1on, and the cunning part of th~ IBM system, lies in the molecular structure of 
the coloured material. It is a solid non-cry1talline material: that it, one with a highly 
jumbled 11<>lecular 1tructure. When a dye is incorporated into such a materi&l it1 molecules 
wind up 1itting in all sorts of different-1haped holes. And this changes their optical 
properties. Instead of absorbing light of only one (or a very narrow range of) frequency, 
different molecule• in different orientations ab1orb distinctly different frequencies And 
this fact can be nplolted to store 1110re information. Because the dye molecules absorb a 
range of different. frequencie1, a powerful laser cnn be tuned to one frequency and zap 
molecule• that absorb in that frequency, creating holes at that frequency; another can be 
tuned to do likewhe at another frequency; and so on. CThe dye is such that, when 11 

molecule a~s:>rb1 light, it •mdergoes a re1ction that makes it colourl9ss.) A less powerful 
laser, which can be tuned fro11 one frequency to another, can ther. detect the presence or 
absence of hole• at each frequency. The IBM 1cientist9 have discovered a mate=ial that c~n 
accomiodate up to 10,000 holes of different frequencies in each square of lt1 grid. So, in 
theory, an IBft device could store over 1 billion bita of bin•~J data per square centlmet~a. 
The veakneu - .ind strength - of the IBll approach i 1 that I ts device wll l func t l<'n as a 
1H1DOry only at very low t .. perature1; it •ust be coohd with liquid helium, an expensive 
proposition. The reason ls that, if the n~n-cry1talline material is allowed to wan1 up, the 
dye molecules witnin it w!Jl begin to move about and L'ill up the previol•sly created hole•. 
The fl l p 1 lde of that col n i • that the device r.an be erased. All -rou need do ii 
deliberate!~ heat it and start again. (The lcon<>ll'l1t, 3 December 1983.) 

Sau t dopes 

lficroelectl·onic chip• have a lot of different uses, and ho" well a chip Is 1ult.ed to 11 

particular uH often depends on the physical propert'"'' cf the semiconductor material it 11 
•ade of. One 1u~h property 11 th" banJ gap, which •euurea how much energy is needed to 
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kick loose an electt'on so that it can ct'eate an electric cut'rent by flowing through the 
semiconductor. A chip designer i.s normally stuck with the band gap characteristic of the 
'!emiconductor. But it is now becoming possible to make chips with band gaps suited to 
diff~rent uses. One way is to combine diffet'ent materials in a single chip: the mixture 
prodcces a bl~nded band gap. These ccmposite semiconductors at'e called superlattices. 

Anothet' way is to intruduce impurities into a single semiconductor material. This 
process is known as dopi~g. and is already used in the pr1duction of chips to gi~e tham tbe 
conductive propet'ties they need. Normal chips, however, at"e doped only a few times. It is 
possible, if the doping is extended and systematized, to p:oduce chips with adjustable band 
gaps. Chips produced in this way are, confusingly, also called superlatt ices. 
Supet"lattices produced by doping, however, may have some adv~ntages over their namesakes 
made by blending different semicondi.ctor materials. Unlike a composite superlattice, a 
doping superlattice can be made from any se1>1iconductor. This opens the way for a wider 
t'ange of devices. An1 the bandgap of a dopillg superlattice does not have to be fixed when 
the chip is made: it can ~e changed later on electronicallr or with light. 

Tt.e properties of a doping superlattice wet'e predicted in 1972 by Professor 
Gottfried Dobler of the "ax-Planck Institute in Stuttgart. The first one was made in 1981, 
seven years after the first composite superlattice. Doping superlat~ices are made by 
depositing alternating layet"s of negatively and positively charged regions of impurities on 
a chip. 1he thickness of each layer can be varied, but averages about 150 atoms. If extra 
electrons are introduced into a normal semiconductor chip, they disappear quickly 
typically within a bill~onth of a second. But electrons introduced into a doping 
sup~r!attice, eithet' directly or by shining light on i~. last an amazing thousand seconds -
e thousand bi 11 ion times longer than normal. Their longevity is due to the sepat"ation of 
negatively- and positively-charged layers. In a normal semiconductor, negatively-charged 
electrons and positively-charged "holes" (created by atoms b:?ing short of an electron) 
quickly migrate to each other. But because of the layering in a doping superlattice, they 
can reach each other only very slowly. This prcJuces a buildup of electrons in 
pos:~:vely-charged layet's, and of "holes" in negatively-charged layers. The result of the~e 
two kinds of buildup is that ~oth the posicive and the negative charges are reduced - and 
thu~ the band gap, too, is reduced. The reduction in the band gap depends on the amount of 
anet'gy introducert into the chip. 

The advantages of an adjustable band gap would be greatest in optical systems. The 
b&nd gap determines the lowest frequency of light that a semiconductor can absorb, so an 
adjustable one allows tuning of optical detectors. It also fixes the frequency of a 
light-emitting diode or a semiconductor laser. It would often be helpful if these could be 
chan~ed while a chip is operating. Professor Dobler himself thinks that doping 
superlattices will prove best for integrated optical electronic systems. An adjustable band 
gap would allow a complete system. including a laser light source, modulator, amplifier and 
detector, to be made out of a single semiconductor materi111. Another big adva:itage is that 
doping superlattices are not as fussy as compo,ite ones, which are be~t made with 
semiconductors like gallium arsenide whose composition varies readily. Doping superlattices 
can be made of an semiconductor. Including everybody's old favourite, silicon. (The 
Economist, 1 Octobet' •983.) 

SOI c ircnit technology 

K1tsubishi Electric is developing silicon on insulator (SOI) technology which will 
achieve large LSis by putting ICs on top of ecah other - a tJpe of three-dimensional LSI. 
The main technology of SOI is to grow single silicon cry1tah on the isolated silicon 
surface. This technologJ has been achieved by a vertical ulle of laser on manJ silicon 
crystals to cr-.ate the single crystala. Due to this easy con:rol, electrical shortages and 
leakages are eliminated. The result is very thin SOI devicu. BJ using this method, 280 
pico-second delay time per cage for 19 CKOS Rings (convertara) can be achieved. This speed 
is about 10 timell faster than the present speed of the usual ClfOS and al~o about four times 
faster tha.1 previous SOI devices which were developed by KE. 

Mitsubishi uys that this SOI techr.ology has not only ezeellent application for the 
future of layered ICs, but it will ~lso be very effective in obtaining fastet' speed for CMOS 
and 11;111 eliminate latch-up. The company will produce a new range of CMOS by using this 
technology. Application vi 11 also apply to a vut range of products such as oper•tor1 for 
flat di1play Lnd so on. At present, IC technology cau1e1 an integration of transistors and 
thyri1tor1 u~ing a silicon surface which consists of •anJ, not •Ingle, crystal•, 
consequently It Is called two-diaienslonal IC. In u1lng thil technology, even at its mo1t 
~dvanced, It ii said th'\t the maximum integt'atlon will be four 111er;a- Ot' 16 mega-bits. For 
this reason, future te:hnology will follow the layarlng method. 
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An important part of this three-dimensional method is that each of the IC surfaces 
should be covereJ bJ oxide or nitride and must be perfectly isolated electricallJ. On top 
of the isol•ted surface a single cry1tal is made which is required for the production of tte 
next IC. However, if the cheaical IN!thod is used only multi-celled cr)·stals are possible. 
Up to the present, the development of SOI technolo~y was as follows: Mu!ti-celled crystals 
are made on the surface of the isolated material bJ using CVD. This is fellowed by the 
selection of deviation 1nd islands are made of the aulti-celled crystal. For purification a 
laser beam, electron beam O!:'." very narrow heater is used to separate each cr1stal and once 
again clear crystals are produced. This method is uped to obtain ~OI structures or to aake 
N-channel MOS transistors. 

However, in the case of all these methods, there is nothing that can be used to control 
the direction in which the crystal grows. The end result is that many single crystals ~xist 
in the same islan:I. Consequently, what is described as a scratch or crystal dislocation 
occurs between each of the tiny crystals within the island. Oft£n a channel occurs and into 
this channel electrons are able to escape. The result of this is electrical leakages or 
shorts, often described as a 'short chann~l effect'. Therefore, in ordPr to geL rid of this 
short channel effect, the width of ct.annels must be more than three microns. That means 
that the most important technolog} was to control th~ scratches between each crystal or 
control the crystal dislocation. 

The new SOI technology d~veloped by Mitsubishi still uses laser to remake the 
crystals. :tovever, by using the laser vertically, ME is able ~o aelt the crystal making one 
crystal of the size required, controlling the electrical path ensuring it travels throu~h 

the gate and does not enter a channel. As a re3ult, Mitsubishi is actually achieving the 
same width of gate and channel. It seems 1DOst lihly that the SOI structure will he the 
most effective three-dimensional technology which will be used in the 1990s. However, SOI 
technology is also applicable in c;rder to achieve both high integration and a fast speed. 
(Electronics Wee~. 17 August 1983.) 

A little extra circuitry on chip and sp&cial software lets VLSI test itself chip by chip and 
board by board 

Testing digital large-scale integrated circuits and the printed-circuit boards built 
around these complex semiconductors at present requires more extra b~ggage than is 
convenient - computer-controlled automatic test ~quipment, plus the extensive software base 
on which this equipment depends. The next generation of chips and boards will snarl the 
testing problem further, since circuit nodes vi ll be even less accessible than in the cast! 
of L!H. In fact, the possibility of very large-scale integrated circuits and boards that 
simply cannot be tested at all has become a real WO':.'.')'. An attractive solution to thl.s 
problem is the concept of self-testing. In self-testing, a chip or a board loaded .,ith 
chips actually is made to test itself without the aid of external equipment or software. 

A very recent piece of 1.ctlon in the expanding self-testing field combines LSSD and 
Bilbo (built-in logic-block observer) features, developed by the Instituce for Theoretical 
Technology, Aachen, Federal Republic of Germany. Storage Technology Corp. , Lou• svi l 1e, 
Colo., has developed an LSI self-testing method using LSSD circuits already designed onto a 
gate-array chip. Pseudorandom test patterns are generated by combining some of the LSSD 
shift-register latches into a shift register of maximal length. Then the pattern responses 
<lf the on-chip logic are analyaed by a Bilbo-like buil!:-·.n liignature register. Another 
important e:rtension of self-testing is the Kicrobit (for:- microprocessor built-in test) 
concept developed at the Corporate Research and T~chnology division of Siemens in Princeton, 
~- J. In this self-testing technique, two Bilbos plus ~ gmall amount of test circuitry must 
be added to a microc.·.nputer board. Al•o, a special test program is stored in the 
proceBBor' s progr&DDable read-only ill8110ry. The program 1e1uentially tests all port ions of 
the microcomputer. 

QuHtior.1 remain, however. For in1tance, can a duign u1ing a 1elf-te1ting technique 
actually produce a chip that ia fullJ testable? A new software 3et fro111 Comsat General 
Integrated Sy•temt Inc. in Au1tin, Te:ra1, ctn provide the an1wer to that question where it 
is mo1t needed - at the designer's work station. Thi~ 1oftware is an adjunct to the Tegas 
computer-aided design program that ls widely used in chip design. When an engineer employ• 
it t'l eval11ate a de1 i gn, he or 1he gets i11111ed late feedback both on whether there are any 
part1 of the design ~hat cannot be tuted and on the diff\culty of perfonning tests. Anned 
with this knowledge, the chip duir.ner can modify the design before capital ls 1pent on 
prot~typing. Further, the 1oft.,are can then pa1s the testability results lo the 
program-generation portion of the package 10 that it may create a teat program. If thi1 
program i1 downloaded to, for in1tance, a read-only memory, the ROM can be ln~orporated on a 
ulf-testing board. (Electronics, 10 tlarch 1983. l 
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Microchips from disappearing silver 

'few lithographic resists for the next generation of microch:ps could be made by an 
unusual light-induced process that causes silver and copper to dissolve in chalcogen:de 
glasses (non-crystalline compounds of sulphur, seleniWD or telluriWll). If a thin layer of 
silver (20 nanometres) is evaporated onto a layer of arsenic sulphide glass (60 nm), and 
then exposed to light, the silver disappears. Analysis shows that the silver has dissolved 
in the glass, travelling up to 20000 nm along th~ direction of the light beam. Sideways 
diffusion of the silver into unexposed regions of the glass in less than 10 nm. 
Furthermore, the boundary between the metal-doped glass and undoped glass in the direct ion 
of travel re~ains sharp. 

Japanese scientists were the first to realise that this effect could be exploited as a 
resist for making microchips. They noticed that the undoped chalcogenide glasses dissolved 
in dilute alkali rut the metal-doped glass remained insoluble. Patterns can be produced by 
exposing the silver-coat~d glass to light through a mask, removing the silver from unexposed 
regions with dilute acid, and dissolving the undoped glass below. The exposed areas remain 
intact. Because there is negligible lateral diffusion, patterns with line widths as small 
as 100 nm can readi'y be pL·oduced. <Polymer resists in use today are ~.mited to about 1000 
or 2000 :un.) The ultimate resolution may be as small as 10 n~. 

Conventional polymer resists also run into problems when they are deposited into 
r~flecting surfaces such as aluminum. Light reflected back from the surface during 
exposure, interacts with tht, incoming light to produce interference patterns within the 
resist film. This gives uneven exposure which affects the resulting patterns. Chalcogenide 
resists are opaque. They absorb all the light so there is no reflection. Chalcogenide 
re11ists can be developed after exposure, with a "dry" plasma etching ?rocess instead of 
"vet" alkali solution. Scientist:. from Bell Labs in the United States fo1•.nd that unexposed 
germaniW11-selenium glasses <etched over 350 times faster than the metal-doped glass in a 
carbon tetrafluoride plasma, much better than most convent ion al :·es i sts. As thP. material 
can be deposited by vacuum evaporat: on, another dry process, it is ideally suited to a 
completely dry technological procedure - something that chip manufacturers are seeking. The 
glasses will dissolve copper as ve!l as silver, a property that might be attractive to 
makers of printed circuit boards, who etch patterns into coppec. (Nev Scientist, 
11 August 1983.) 

New testing concept development 

8esearchers at the Battelle Centres de recherche de Geneve have 1eveloped a new 
approach to integrated circuit testing. According to Battelle, as the complexity of 
ii.tegrated circ•1its increases and customer require-nts for high reliability become 
esuntial, the integrated circuit CIC) testing prot>lem becomH !'IO::-e and more acute. The 
four conflicting criteria are: manufacturing throughput, final production yield, IC 
production cost (manufacturing and testing) and in-service reliability. 

Feasible compromises i·equire innovative solutions to: 

reduce the non-detection probability i.e., the probability of selling a defective IC; 

redure the faJse alarm possibility; i.e., the probability of 1crapping or recycling 
a good IC; 

r-ed1Jce the r-elative IC testing coats, as a percentage of the total IC production 
COits; 

reduce the IC te1ting time, a1 a per-cer.tage of the total IC production cycle time. 

For high reli~bility IC'• (e.g. device cla11e1 B, C, M, S from "IL-STD 8838, 
"IL-"~8510), the 1tandard non-de1tr-u~tive teat procedur-e1 include a 1uitable combination of 
1cr-eenlng test1. The1e te1t1 1hould include internal (pre-cap) and external vi1ual 
ln1pection, electr-ical te1ting and environmental te1ting (e.g. 1tabilization bake, 
temper-atur-e eye 1i ng, centl"l tuge, Hal, burn-in etr.,) . Thi 1 1hould aho be 1upple.aented by 
1tathtlcal let acceptance 1ampling plan•. One of the more tunduenlal con1tralnt1 of 
CJE"rent IC te1t procedure• i1 the tact that moat 1creeniog te1t1 li1ted ar-e implemented in 
1equence1, at many different 1tage1 of the manufacturing proce11. 

Battelle' 1 1olution to thi1 i1 to de1ign a 1ingle teat 1tation and the cor-reaponding 
pr-ocedur-e1 Imaging, electrical Lnd 1ome environ .. ntal te1t1 are carried out together. The 
tut 1tatlon dl91ign may var-y accor-ding to the location in the ••nutacturing pr-oce11. Bued 
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on general infonnat:.on a!lout cir-cuit design rules, electrical rules, layout and defect 
types, as well as testabilty and physical properties of an IC/sensor family, Battelle can 
study the advantages and feasibility of alternative integrated testing procedures. Battelle 
can also draw on its interdisciplinary capabilities {optoelectronics, artificial 
intelligence, ~ater1als, phJsics) to propose prototype desigas for integrated test stations 
in collaboration with the user for introduction in an operational environment. Battelle can 
also carry out the experimental validation of some custom software and/or sensors for these 
integrated t~st stations. {Reprinted with permission from Semiconductor Intrrnational 
Magazine, August 1983. Copy:ight 1983 by Cahners Publishing Co., Des Plaines, IL.) 

One giiabit of memory on a single chip 

1'ippon Electric Co. {NEC) has developed a magnetic memory device concept which it 
claims will male it possible to store 1 gigabit (1 billion bits) of information on a single 
chip 1 cm2. 

The concept takes advantage of magnetize.tion of a single-crystal garn.::t 
already has carried out successful experiments to prove the basic operatior1 of 
in co-oper-ation with Professor Susumu lonishi of lyushu University. 

film. NEC 
the concept 

In contrast to conventional n:agnetic bubble memories, which store infonnation in the 
form of "l" or "0" corresponding to the presence or absence o~ cylindrical bubbles generated 
or. the surface of a single-crystal garnet film, the new memory device concept permits 
storage of information by making "1" or "0" correspond to the presence or absence of 
"twuts", called "Bloch Lines" (the magnetic regions in which magnetizations in two 
directions come into contact with each other) in the magnetic domain w:ill arounc! the 
bubbles. The Bloch Lines can be densely arranged in the magnetic wall around the bubbles -
almost 100 times more th'n the bubbles in a magnetic bubble memory, therefore, production of 
large capacit7 memory devices will be possible, claimed NEC. 

A memory using the r:ew concept will require no mechanically-driven memorJ mechanisms. 
In addition, it can access information as fast as magnetic discs, floppy discs or magnetic 
tapes and its memory capacity can be in the gigabit class, which is large ;:ompared to 
semiconductor memories. Another obvious major advantage is that the stored information is 
nonvolatile. {Reprinted with pennission from Semiconductor International Magazine, July 
1983. Copyright 1983 by Cah~ers Publishing Co., Des Plaines, IL.) 

Strained-layer superlattices 

Scientists at ~andla NationP.l Laboratories are involved in the development of a new 
class of ~emiconductors called strained-layer superlattices {SLS). These SLS semiconductors 
con1ist of multiple layers of lattice-mismatched crystalline materials that have a 
crystalline quality comparable to pure bulk material. With SLS semiconductors Sandia 
scientist expect to be able to design electronic devices with enhanced F2rformance. 

Alternating layers of different types of ultra thin crystalline material are grown to 
form the SLSs. Under normal c.Jnditions the atomic: spacing of the alternating layers would 
be different. However, due to the thinness ~f the SLS layers, the atoms of non-alike layers 
align easily by elastic strain during the growth process. No imperfections between layers 
re1ult from this proc.ass. Thesa layers are five thousand times th! nner than a sheet of 
paper and this thinness allows the cry:1talline structure to strain uniformly compensating 
for the normal mismatch rather than generating defects that degrade or destroy electronic 
and/or optical effects. 

Presently, Sandia Labs is using two specialized processes for growing these very thin 
layers: molecular beam epitaxy (KB!) and metal organic chemical vapor deposition <MOCVl'l. 
T!l& compos 1 tlon of the SLS layers "ome from the Group III and Group V elements of the 
Periodic Table. Dr. Robert B\efeld was the first scientist at Sandia Labs to grow SLS 
material back in the spring of 1981. The material was gallium arsenide phosphide-gallium 
phosphide (G&AsP-GaPl strained-layer sup11rlattice grown by MOCVD and proved to have the 
optical ?roperties described by Dr. Gordon Osbourn of Sandia Labs in his theoretical atudies 
of the1e SLS 1tructures. 

To date, work at Sandia Laba ha• concentrated on theoretical studies, 
11aterlal1, and meaauro11ent of electronic and optical properties. Construction 
ha• been largely limited to very simple semiconductor devices, namely diodes. 
the first SLS device1 and wu the first to dope SLS material as n- and p-typc. 

growth of 
of devi ce1 

Sandia made 
Res<larcher1 
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at Sandia believe further progress with SLS material will lead to develop111ent of many new 
types of devices. Initial emphasis will likely be placed on opto-electronic devices rather 
than i~tegrated circuits. Recently researchers at University of Illinois, Ch~paign/Urba~~. 
and Varian Associates have published wort on SLS materials. <Reprinted with permission from 
Semiconductor International Kagadne, August 1983. Copyright 1983 by Cahners Publishing 
Co., Des Plaine~. IL.) 

IB" scientists find new superconductor 

"i:BK scientists have discovered a new class of organic supercondu!:ting material. This 
is only the second class of organic materi~ls ever observed t~ become superconducting. The 
IBK material can, in addition, be made with a variety of chemical and structural variations 
ti1at p'-:mit systematic study of the factors conducive to superconductivity in inorganic 
materials. The materials are in the general class of organic solids called donor-acceptor 
charge transfer salts. !he donor part is a molecule called BEOT-TTF. The acceptor part is 
the anion ~eo4 . Like a variety of related donor molecules, the 9EOT-TTF molecules form 
linear stacks, ~•ch associated with a column of Re04. Electricity is conducted through 
the stacks. Three slightly different conducting forms of B!'WDT-TTF with Reo4 have been 
prepared at IBi1's San Jose Reseu·ch Labs, but only one became superconducting. The:!e 
materials show a variety of properties as their temperature and pressure are changed. They 
are variously metallic conductors, insulators, and superconductors Small changes in 
structure or r.omposition seem to determine w~ich state has the lowest energy, a~d is 
therefore m.:>st stable, at s given temperature and pressure. The IBM work showed that 
CBEDT·-1"TFl 2Re04 becomes superconducting at a pressure of 4000 atmosphert:s, at a 
temperature of about two degrees above absolute zero. Higher press.Jres lo".:r the transition 
temperature, but the oaterial does not become superconducting at ~11 at lower pressures. 

The question is: can the superconducting transient temperature be rais~d by developing 
materials that make the transition at a lower pressure? The eluRivity of the 
superc'lnducting phase in these materials is also st.own by work carried out at the Institute 
for Molect:l'1r Science in Japan. Scientists there p::epared similar materials with CI04 as 
the acceptor, but found no superconductivity. Tt1ese materials, as well as the IBM 
non-superconducting Reo4 phases, seem tu have more interact ion between adjacent &tacks of 
donor molec11les. This could be re1_:ited to the absence of superconductivity. <Electronics 
Weekly, 7 September 1983.) 

Specialty chemicals 

Chemical manufacturers that are losing money on bulk petrochemicals are turning to 
specialty chemicals for profit. Kost popular are the "electronic" chemicals needed for 
making microchips and the i;>rinted circuit boards on to which the chips are mounted. There 
are some 30 chem~csl processes involved in various as~ects of chip-lllaking today. This is 
not an easy market to serve, however. Electronics manufacturers naturally want ever-cheaper 
chemicals. At the same time, they demand chemicals that: make the chip-tuilding proceu 
more reliable; enable more circuit5 to be packed on to individual chips, for the next breed 
of superfast c0mputers; and allow the chips the~selves to be packed together more densdly. 

Earlier this year, America's Monsanto introduced a new ttaf er that keeps oxygen 
molecules clear of the surf ace on which chip circuits are drawn. The wafer has a 
polycrystalline silicon backing that tends to Jr aw the oxygen down to the base of the 
wafer. There its tendency to attract metal contaminants is a positive ad;Tantage. 

America's Union Carbide is manufacturing purer poly1ilicon, the raw material from which 
silicon wafers are made in the fir11t place. Polysilicon i1 usually made from chlorinated 
derivatives of silane gas (a mixtur'! of silicon and hydrogen). The chlorinated gas is 
heated and decompous, leaving a deposit of 1ilicor:. Suag: the hydrogen chloride scid 
given off can corrode or contaminate the poly1ilicon. The obviou1 solution would be to use 
pure silane gas ir.stead of the chlorinated ones. Union Carbide says that it has r1ow 
developed a way of 111&1-:ing the silane ga1 cheaply enou~h to produce a competitively pricetl 
poly1ilicon from it. A plant using the new proce11 should come on stre&Jll oy late next 
year. Outsiders wonder just how cheap the Union C1rbide proce11 really is. U~der contracts 
fro111 the American energy department, the compan7 itself i• looting at other potential ways 
of making purified pol11ilicon more che&ply still. 

Other araas of chip-making that chemical companies are working on include: 

Re11.\.!l!!.- Up to now, the etchant& uud to create circuit patterns for chips have 
mo,tly been wet chemicals. In order to draw fine• circuit line1, chlp-makers are turning to 
dry etchantR instead. Thea'!r dr'i etchant& can hadly d&111age co:iventional resi its, so chemical 
companies arP trying tn develop tougher ones. 

If 
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Cheaical "earths". Chlp-aalters 1tre !teen on creat it g more cleis'!ly packed c ircui ls. 
But these are more susceptible to outside electrical intErference. So new chemicals are 
being developed to act aa •ini,ture earths, to leak away unw~~ted electrical charge. 

In connecting up different printed circuit boar• :.i, conduction pathways are laid ir> 
gold. Gold, of course, ia t~ugh and an excellent conductor. It is also ezpensive. 
America's Dupont has recently developed a palladiua-nickel alloy as a substitute that c~sts 
roughly a quarter as aucb as gold. The palladium in the alloy gives it toughness; the 
nickel makes it a better conductor. The new alloy is now being tP.<Jted in the American 
market. New resist& for ~ircuit board& are being investigated because the conventional dry 
resists do not all.lW fine aetal conductance pathways to be crammed together with sufficient 
accuracy. One bet is that it will be necessary to switch from dry resists to liquid ones. 
Switzerland's Ciba-Geigy bas already developed one such compound. Other ccmpanies are also 
looking at liquid resists - including Du Pont, itself the leading mllDufacturer of today's 
dry resists. 

One way to get more chip• pacled more closely logether is to stack them up instead of 
laying them out in only two diaensions. One problem is to dissipate the heat that tight 
s~acking would generate. In collaboration with computer makers, Du Pont • looking at ways 
of engineering chips into heat-dissipating ceramics. It reckons that a ceramic stack could 
pack the same number of chips into a space about five times smaller than could a printed 
circuit board. (The Economist, 13 August 1983.) 

Sub1trate1 Review: Silicon, Sapphire and GaAs 

"Silic~n Valley" gets its nuie from the dominance of silicon technology in the world of 
Haiconductor device fabrication. Silicon is only one of several dozen materials which 
po11esse1 semiconductor properties, yet none of the other materials has challenged silicon 
as the leading semiconductor material. For those old timers in the semiconductor business 
there are melllOriee of when silicon was not the dominant material. In the 1950s, the e&rly 
days of the semiconductor industry, gf'nnan ium was the most coDlllOn material. Gradually, 
ho-ver, in the latter part of the 1950s and the early 1960s, silicon assumed its dominant 
role in semiconductor device fabrication. Silicon has a nuaber of characteristics which has 
made it such an attractive aeaiconductor material. One of the key reasons for its primary 
role is its abundance, second only to ozygen in weight percentage of the earth's crust, 
~8'.. This makes silicon cheap in comparison to other semiconductor materials. For ezample, 
a square inch of silicon costs approzimately 85t compared to anywhere from 4 t~ 

30 dollars for a square inch of gdlium arsenide (GaAs). Other titan the economic 
advantages, silicon pos1esse1 a unique combination of chemical, physical and electric 
properties which makes it the overwhelming choice for semiconductor device fabrication. For 
instance, one of the reasons for going away from gennanium t' silicon was that germaniua 
devices could not operate at temperatures above as·•c whereas silicon devices can oper-ate at 
teaperatures up to 2oo•c. Furthermore, the o:a:ide of silicon (Si02l is an electrically 
insulating material and fora• a very good protective layer. Silicon also is comparatively 
euy to uu for device fabrication uhich is partly due to silicon processing technology 
being fairly well along on the learning curve. 

Other materials are being used for aemiconductor device substrates, but their use is 
limited to special applications. One of the most prominant alternative substrate materials 
is GaA1 which is being used for optoelectronic and microwave device applications. Sapphire 
substrates ha·.re be&n used for many years but have not seen wide-sprea:i use, al though at 
times there was hope for silicon-on-sapphire technology to play a significant role in device 
fabrication. Other substrate materials are available but these three constitute the most 
prominent in device production today. 

Gallium arsenide 

In its present state GaA1 technology is a long way from being a mature proces1 
technology, but al the u1e of thi1 material increases 10 will the knowl~dge 1urrounding the 
processing of the aaterial. Uan Ro1e of Rose Associat~•. Santa Clara, California, fore1e91 
a steeper growth curve for GaAs as compared to silicon. He does point out that this can be 
attributed in part to GaJ.1 being only a very 1111all segment of the total 1ub1trate mar.-et 
All the GaA• 1ub1trate1 sold in 1982 had a dollar v1tlue of only $24 million compared to $922 
million for aillcon substrates. As stated above, projections are for a healthy increa1e in 
Ga.-1 substrate usage, going frOll $2• million now to $112 million in 1986. However, aven in 
1CJ86 GaA1 1ub1trate1 will onlf make up a very small percentage of the semiconductor wafer 
•arket, between 5 and 7~. The Japane1e and United Stat~s projection• on the uaage of GaA1 
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sutstrates differ considerably c!ue to a difference in philosophy on how to achieve 
hi gh-speeJ computers al"d other devices. Tb.. Japanl!se see GaA1 as the war to develop 
high-speed computers, and consequently their frojections are higher than the United States 
forecasts. According to some industry sources GaAs substrates are fcrecasted to make up 
between 10 and 20T. of the Japanese substrat!! market. United States device •anufacturers 
believe that they can achieve the desired device performance from silicon technology. 

Mike Eamen of Morgan Semiconductor, Garland, Texas, believes this reliance on silicon 
technology on t"ne part of the United States a.anuracturers for high-speed devices is a 
mistake. He states one .:if the r~asons for this lack of enthusiasa by United States 
manuf actur~rs for Ga.As is that there is a great amount of ca,)i tal dollars invested in 
silicon technology which make> them reluctant to move away from this technology. On the 
other hand, the Japanese are eager to spend the capi tel dollars needed to advance GaAs 
technology for high-speed devices. F•1rthermore, sil iccn device speeds can be stretched 
nominally up to those of GaAs devices, but yields wl. IJ suffer 'Jecause it is difficult to 
make the dP.vices with sil!con materials whereas it would be easy with Ge.As materials. 

The obvious difference between GaAs and silicon is that while all the atoms of the 
silicon lattice are the same, the GaAs crystal lettice consists of alternating atoms of 
gallium and arsenic. This structural difference has significant effects on the electrical 
properties of the two materials. Because of these electrical difference, GaAs n-type FETs 
have a higher performance than their silicon counterp4rts and conversely Si p-type FETs have 
a higher performance than those of GaAs. GaAs is a direct band gap semiconductor which 
ma~es it ideal for LEDs. The chemical properties of GaAs make it significantly more 
difficult to process, the primary p~rameter cf interest being the vapor pressure of arsenic 
(As) which limits the processing temperatu~e unless special techniques are employed. 
Lastly, GaAs is mechanically a very brittle material ~hich often makes handling A nightmare. 

There are basically two techniques for GaAs crystal growth, Bridgman and liquid 
encapsulated Czochralski (LEC). For a detailed discussion of these techniques see "GaAs 
Bulk-Crystal Growth Technology", in the Ji;ne 1982 issue of Seaiconductor Icternational. 
Important factors to consider with respect to these two techniques are that the substrates 
grown have two differenci:s as a result of the respective growth technique. The Bridgman 
crystals have dislocation densities of 103 to 104/cm2 which makes them better suited 
for LEDs, laser diodes, and other optoelectronic devices. LKC-grown \;aAs has dislocation 
densities of between 5 x 104 for 2 in. wafers and 5 x 105/ca2 for 3 in. wafers. 
Because of the greater dislocation densities of the LEC-grown r.aAs, it is used for microwave 
devices and high-spe • digital devices. Larger area Bridgman wafers also have higher 
dislocation densities. 

Another important difference between the substrates grown by the two different 
techniques is the resultant sh.ipe of the substrates. Bridgman srovn substrates have a 
characteristic D-shape. Presently these are available with areas ranging frOll 1.5 in.2 to 
3.5 in.2. LEC yields the more traditional looking round substrates which are available in 
diameters up to 4 in. However, most of the demand is for 2 in. and some are using 3 in. In 
terms of square inches, Bridgman grown substrates make up between 60 and 70T. of the market 
and LEC 30 to 40't. Le&d times for GaAs wafers are running at 6 to 8 weeks according to 
several of the supplierr of GaAs substrates. 

Si Heon 

The processing technology for silicon is by far the aost advanced of all the 
semiconductor substr~te materials and there are rigorou1 specification1 for s~licon 
substrates as docuh1ented by the Semiconductor Equipment Materiah Institute (SDII). The big 
question revolving around silicon substrates is their size. A quick glance at the industry 
might indicate a simple answer that device manufacturer1 are going to larger and larger 
wafer sizes. A more careful examination would indicate that not all sectors of the indu1try 
are going to larger wafers. For ln1tance, many manufacturer• of di1crote devices are still 
using the smaller diameter wafers (3 in. or less). rhh 1hovs up a• a fairly constant 
market share for these s~aller diameter vafer1. There are aany s .. 11 silicon wafer 
suppll~rs who specialize in these 111&ller diameter wafer slz:e1. Virginia s-iconductor, 
Fredericksburg, Virginia, supplies ••aller diameter wafer• ranging up to 3.25 in. for the 
diode and transistor market. These wafers are grown u1ing the Cz:ochral1ki aethod but they 
do some float zone small diameter high re1istivity wafers a1 well. 

Although there aeem1 to be a continued demand for 1maller diameter wafers, the indu1try 
hu been moving to larger diameters. Pre1ently the indu1try is dOllinated by 75 - (3 in.) 
and 100 11111 (4 In.) wafers, but the trend la pointing to 125 - (5 in.) and 150 - (6 in.) 
wafers In the not-to0-dlstant future. AlreadJ It has been reported that Texa1 In1tru-nts 
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has been dhcuuing with equipment vendors the pouibilities of achieving 200 - (8 in.> 
wafer technologJ bJ 19S5. iight nov one of the stuabling blocks in going to 150 11111 (6 in.l 
wafers is tl~ere are somie processing areas in which the existin~ e.;iuipment cannot handle 
them. IC aanufacturers vho are going ahead with 150 - fab lines ar;? either filling the 
equipment gaps with in-house built equipment or approaching equipment vendor~ to ask them to 
develop equipment capable of handling the larger wafers. 

Economic factors. The 1981-1982 downturn in the semiconductor industry affected most 
aspects of the silicon wafer industry, including the transition to larger wafer sizes. Many 
IC manufacturers held up converting their 3 or 4 in. fab lines to 5 in. be;:ause of the 
•ecess ion. Because of the slowness in the semiconductor industry over the last two years, 
the supply of wafers has cutpaced the deaand. l!s.ny sili-on wafer manufacturers are only 
producing at 70 to 75~ of t~eir capacity. Even though manutacturing costs have risen, wafer 
prices have stayed constant sin~e 1980 90stly due to the over capacity. Some of the smaller 
silicon wafer suppliers see the possibility of a price increase in late 198. or 1984 if the 
industry continues to recover. However, they feel the giants in the industry, Monsanto and 
Wacker, must lead the way in this regard. Lead times in the indust•y are between 5-1! 
weeks. However, small suppliers such as PCA, San Jose, California, can give lead times of a 
couple of weeks for prime wafers and even lower lead times for test wafers. Total worldwide 
square inches of silicon wafers used in the semiconductor industry will show a pickup in 
1983 and show further gains through 1986, according to Dan Rose. In 1982 the worldwide use 
of silicon wafers was 1152 ail lion in.2, of which the United States accounted for 563 
million in.2 OI:" just about 50!.. The United States market is made up of both captive and 
merchant manufacture•s. Merchant manufacturers supplied the industry with 309 million 
in.2 which is 55~ of the total market. By 1986 it is estimated that merchant suppliers 
will garne~ 60!. of the total United States market. 

A key to the production of silicon wafers is en uninte•rupted supply of polysilicon, 
which is the pure fol"lll of the raw ~aterials for single crystal silicon growth. According to 
most siliron manufacturers there is a glut of polysil'con right now. There are two factors 
which have created this glat, one being the slowdown in the semiconductor industry and the 
second an increase in the polJsilicon production capability. Even with the glut, 
polysilicon prices have reaained stable with perhaps a slight decrease ove• the last year. 

Single-cristal silico~__&!'.Qvth. Single-crystal s~licon growing is a ~ell-developed 

process and is done in one of two aetbods, Czochralski or float zone. By far the 
Czochralski method is the workhorse of the industrJ. In fact, float zone techniques are 
used only to produce silicon wafers for specialized applications. Float zone wafers are 
high in resistivitJ and puritJ which is needed for infrared detectors and high-power 
devices. Both Virginia Semiconductor and Rockwell International manufacture float zone 
wafers. 

For a review of the Czochralski meHod see "Silicon Crystal Growing: Needs vs. 
Equipment", in the February 1982 issue of Semiconductor International. Parameters of 
concern in growing silicon cr11tal1 with the Czochralski method are doping levels, 
dhlocation den1itie1, electrical properties, and impurities. The first three of these 
parameter• are routinelJ 1ati1fied wherea1 carbon and oxrgen impurities are of majo• 
concern. Shin-lt1u Handotai of Japan (S.E.R.) was one of the first silicon wafer 
manufacturers to paJ clo1e attention to ~he oxygen and carbon impurities in wafers. 
Con1equent11 theJ have been able to -ke inroad1 into the United Statn market. This is 
al10 an area in which Dl hu 1pec ial \zed. The demand for low oxygen and carbon content 
wafers is still onlJ a •-11 part of ~he total 1ilicon wafer market. 

Another 1pecialized area of 1ilicon wafer production i1 epi.taxial wafers. In this area 
Semimetals, WeJtburJ, N.Y., produces 1llicon wafer1 with an epit•xial layer grown on top. 

Sapphire 

Silicon-on-1&pphire (SOS) technologJ )'tu been around sincf:! the mid-to-late 19601 but 
ha• generallJ reaained 90re a technologJ for 1pecialtJ application1. One of the ~ey factors 
re1tricting it1 u1e ha1 been the co1t involved in sapphire 1ub1trate1. The present co1t of 
a 1quare inch of 1&ppbire h $7-10 coapared to 85t for a 1quare inch of silicon. The 
1apphire w&fer •arket wa1 under the Sl •illion mark for 1982, small in comparison to other 
materials 1ucb u 11llcon. SOS technologJ doe1 offe~ 1ome advantagu which have been 
recognized and utilized bJ a 1elect fev IC •anufacturers. SOS technology i1 •ble to 
fabricate 1illcon l1land1 which are i1olated electricallJ bJ either sapphire or oxide. Thi• 
eli11lnate1 the need for guard band1 or p-n junction• used for isolation in conventional 
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silicon technologJ. The net gain of sos technology penni ts pot1>nti •11! ~reater comfonent 
densities. ElectricallJ, SOS eliminates the concern about parasitic effects which plague 
other technologies. 

As stated, the major factor limiting silicon-on-sapphire technologJ is the cost of the 
sapphire substrates. The high cost can be attributed to both the growth and preparation of 
the material into finished wafers. Two methods of graving sapphire are the Czochralski and 
the edge defined film hd growth (efg). Like sili-:on and GaAs, sapphire can be grown in 
round crJstals bJ the Czochr•lski method, but the slicing of the ingots into wafers resultb 
in considerable material loss which drives up the price of the wafers. The alternative 
method is to pull a continuous ribb:m of sapphire from a shaping die. The die determines 
the thickness and width of the cr11tal. Ribbons are scribed into square wafers which can be 
further processed i.nto round wafers. Ac..:ording to r:evin Lonie of ~aphikon, l!ilford, Nev 
Rampshire, most of the wafers sold are in the round form. With respect to wafer diameter he 
safs that the greatest demand is for 3 in. There is some demand for 4 and 5 in. wafers as 
well as 2 in. wafers. Saphikon and Union Carbide, San Diego, C•lifornia, are the big 
supplier• of sapphire substrates to the semiconductor industrJ. 

Conclusions 

Other materials such as garnet and GaP have been used as substrate material but on a 
verJ limited basis. Garnet, for e:rample, has been tied to the bubble memorJ market which 
has a relativelJ slow growth rate. The garnet market is around $2 million per Jear. For 
the forseeable future silicon will remain the life blood of the semiconductor industrJ. 
GaAs pre1ents the onlJ significant alternative material now and in the near future, Jet it 
too is onlJ used for special applications. 
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Fifth Generation: The dan~ers of reliance on artificial e:rpertis~ 

Rapid development of e:rpert •J•tems has been obscuring manJ of the serious doubts 
entertained bJ academics and computer proh11ionals alike abc.ut both content and 
de1irability. Expert sy1tem1 are the outward vi1ible symbol of the fifth generation effort 
and currently represent its coa111erc!al 1harp end. Venture capital companies have been 
falling over themselves to fund new fin111, while univer1itle1 have been busily setting up 
1pin-off1 to exploit their own research, and even long-e1tabli1hed giant• like !CL and !BK 
have not remained unmoved by the fever. While 1uch sy1tea1 are not new, and have been 
working with varying degree1 of 1ucce1e for 10- time, it h the key role given to the 
de.,·elopaent of intelligent knowledge bued •J•tems (!J:BSJ by the Jap~nese, United States and 
United lingdom al'tificial intelligence Cai) co-unitie1 that hu brought them into auch 
1harp focu1. This drive to a marketplace e1ti•ated at manJ hundred• of million• of dollar• 
over the ne1t few years ha1 ob1cured many of the 1eriou1 doubts entertained by academics and 
computer profe11ional1 alike. The1e range from technical worrie1 to more fundamental 
que1tion1 about desk.illing of work, or the larger i11ue of political and 1ocial de1irability. 

At recent prominent computer gathering• - like that organi1ed by the International 
Federation for Information Proceuing <Ifip\ in Pari1 lut 110ntb and at the recent SPL Fifth 
Generation Conference - the critic• have been fighting back.. To evaluate the arguments for 
and agein1t th~ vide1pread diffu1ion of e1pert 1y1tea1, it algbt be helpful to look. fir1t at 
an •approved' definition. Lut June the Briti1h Computer Soclel.J (BCS) co-ittee of the 
apecialht group on e1pert 1y1tem1 ~ame up with the tallowing: 'An "expert 1y1tea" i1 
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regarded as the embodiment vithin a <.;umputer of a knowledge-based component, from an expert 
skill, in such a form that the system can offer intelli~ent advice or take an intelligent 
decision about a processing fur.ction. 'A desirable additional characteristic, which many 
would consider fundamental, h u ... capability of the system, on demand, to justify its own 
line of reasoning in a mauner directly intelligible to the enquirer. The style adopted to 
attain these characteristics is rule-based programming.' 

Paradoxically, this ~CS definition contains a lot of the major p<.: 1f depsrture for 
most of the critics. Profeuor ~anny Lehman, professor of compl!ting s1.:1ence at Imperial 
Col~ege for example, attacks the emphasis here on rule-based prograra..,ing in logic as 
exemplified by one of the front-runners in its development, Pro log. •A fundamental issue 
that has not yet been faced up to is tie degree to which human beings make jumps to 
conclusions on a basis that caa't be expressed in logic - whether using Prolog or the rest. 
Important deductions often arose from human beings having sharp enough wits to no~ice what 
information was missing,' he stressed. 'ltnowledge will always be limited in any situation, 
but inferences are still made. Therefore the widespread use of exper~ systems with 
knowledge bases two to three times larger than at present involves a threat that man can't 
afford.' Lehman insisted that work on both 'correctness' of databases and the management of 
change within expert systems needed to proceed at the same time as the technical 
developments. •I am pleading for the development of quality control techniques before we 
rush to s~ll to the world.' 

The need for some sort of internat\onal co-operation and possibly even a moratorium on 
some areas of research is underlined by others like Professor ltelly Gotlieb of the 
University of Toronto who sees the likely imfact of expert systems as enforcing existing 
distinctions based on class education, and m.lney. 'The limited success in introducing 
computers to the larger population through sc~ools for example, has been by and large to 
re-enforce the existing structures. Expert systems and artificial intelligence in general 
are likely to Le no better in effect.' 

Gotlieb agreed w!th D. Dennett's (Dept. of Philosophy, Tufts University, Mass.) fear 
that intelligent systems could also be used as a tool of a new 'intellectual imperialism' 
against Third World countries by creating an 'abject dependence' on a technology that must 
be purchased from, and serviced by, the technologically developed nations. The gap between 
those who have some control over their lives and those who are largely at the mercy of 
others would thereby incresse. 

One ray of hope in the gloom was offered by ltristen Nygaard from the University of 
Oslo, who is currently working on a new approach to expert systems which could allay many of 
the fears from professionals and others about de-skilling, social control, and the validity 
of the information base. Nygaard has good credentials for such work since he has spent 10 
years workin~ with trade unions, and was involved in one of the first trade union projects 
in Norway designed to build an understanding of information technology in the context of the 
world labour movement. The Sydpol project, System Development and Profession Oriented 
Languages, which he is currently working on, is a move away from the unions to the 
white-collar professions, but the approach could have far-reaching implications if it 
succeeds. 'Increasingly, people are involved with building systems who are removed from 'he 
area of expertise. There is a considerable danger that the current concept of expert 
1y;tems will lead to cer.tralilation and connercialisation of knowledge. Who is going to 
define what is relevant?• said Nygaard. •It would be very easy to turn round such systems 
and use them for social enforcement. The professions will be very seriously affected and a 
whole prof'!nion could be undermined. More and more people will need specially oriented 
expert systems,' Nygaard added. 

The two- to three-year project, which brings together researchers from Sweden, Denmark 
and Stanford University, is not an attempt ::.o build yet another high-level language, he 
emphu i z.ed - •That Is too simple an approach.' Instead, the team will try to isolate the 
e11entia! features of a profe11ion, then identify the concepts relating to data procening 
t1nd 1ee how they can be integrated. Nygaard is anxious to keep the project free from the 
domination of computer people, who, he feels, have a strong set of conceptual models they 
are likely to enforce on it. The research team is deliberately multidisciplinary, including 
1ocial anthropologists, p1ychologist1 and linguists. 

•Our approach will be verJ close to the way we worked with trade un ! ons - with the 
1tre111 on participation and discuuion. • . . . (Computing, 31 October 1983) 
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"The computt.>r is claiming 11> intdligence is real. and ou" 1s artificial." 

(American Scientist, September -- October 1983) 

KA.RICET TRENDS AHO COMPANY NEWS 

"National computers" to be out by 1990 

Between now and 1990 the computer indust~y will change in a number of ways. It will 
become recognized that there really is no such thing as a national computer. The computer 
might be assembled by a company whose equity is 100 per cent owned by a given government or 
within a country, but the hardware will be international with components from at least two 
or three countries being incorporated in the system. This means that the "Buy aritlsh" and 
"Buy French" exhortations will be even more open to quest.ion than today b&cause, certainly 
as far as the hardware is concerned, the national content will be minimal. We will clearly 
see further growth of the Japanese er.croachment. We talk about it today, we see it 
h .. pper.ing; but in the period I am referring to it will be highly developed. We may well 
see a situation wt.ere virtually all RAM chips co&e from Japan, with odd exceptions such as 

the United Kingdom ~overnment-backed Irunos venture. 

E11entially, the trend in hardware will be to various forms of licensing agree-nts, 
with the United Stales and the Japanese the main provider• of hardware. Obviously, 
indigenous suppliers will try to put in a quota of locally produced components. But there 
i a little doubt that the vast majority of hardware will be manufactured by American or 
JapanP.1e companies. To emphasi:r:e this hardware trend, I think the position will be that, 
regardle11 of whether the device is a low-cost, chi p-ba1ed terminal or a major 
manufacturer's mainfrB!lle, it will contain a much larger proportion of internationally made 
elements than hitherto. Th9refore, no ·1endor, including the American• and Japane1e, will 
have a major fully localized - that is one country made - hardware product 1erie1. I have 
always forecast that the minicomputer wa1 in for a bad time, that it would be th11 margarine 
between the mainframe and the micro. There h little do•Jbt thh i1 happening. We have 
already uen the beginnings, and, by the end of tne decade that the traditional mini ti.at we 

knew five years ago, will be dead as a co1111ercial DP box. 

Another important trend in our industry i1 that instead of providing only the hardware 
and its operating 1y1tem, •anufacturer1 now aim to market a wide range of application• and 
similar !IOftware as well. The tuditional mini 1upplier1 who ull low-cost, hig~. 
performance hardware wl th 1ub1tant i al d hcount• to third parde• or 1oftware hou1e1, now 
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realiza that theJ cnn no longer be involved with such discounting. These mlnl1uppller1 are 
beginning to realii;e that their future is in the sale of applications program.a and allied 
software. We all for~cast that the revenues produced from hardware would go down. However, 
I do not think that mar.J peopl~ realii;ed t.ow r.ecessarJ it would be to boost revenue by means 
of software and applications programs. Or how difficult it is to do this effectivelJ. 

To those who doubt this argwnent, let me point out that even !BM realizes that it has 
been hoist bJ its own petard. For Jear~ IBP.'s strength was the vast quantities of bOftware 
avai lab::.e from software houses. M•nJ a user has stated that one of the reasons wh)· theJ 
were buJing IBM hardware was the abundance of sc~tware available, albeit not produced by 
IBM. This is now causing IBM a major worrJ because it realii:es that, even allowing for 
reduced hardw~re costs, the argument i.; true. To offset this problem it will have to get 
fully into the software business at the applications level. This will not only be a ~ajor 
exercise for IBM, but v.ill also place in jeopardJ many of the software houses which have 
made a highly successful business out of being complementary to IBM's policy. 

Distributed processing has so far failed - ':hat is, if we talk about true DDP (not 
dispersed processing), meaning mainframe linked di.-ect to other mainframes and 
minicomputers. Not manJ such SJstems exist todaJ. This is because of manJ things - the 
cost of telecommunications lines, availability of suitaole hardware and software, provision 
of trained peopl".! and the difficultJ of control. But by the end of this decade, if not 
before, we will see all the appropriate ingredients. Lines will be available, net~orks will 
be established, but, probably more important pove1·ful, low-cost computers wi 11 be with us 
and therefore, at last, we vi 11 be able to have the best of both worlds. I be Ii eve large 
mainframes will be needed, particularly in database and number crunching environments, but 
also for handling the effective distribution and processing of data. This will be done in 
conjunction with a major central computer complex, g1v1ng control and cohesion to the 
system, but making processed data available to the remote elements of a network. And these 
elements themselves will be quite powerful computer units, able to coDlllunicate with all 
other units in the network, either directly or via the central mainframe. Thus we will 
achieve what everybody has desired and, companJ politics apart, we ought to be in an ideal 
world. 

Probably the most important ingredient when discussing the future of mainframes, m1n1s 
and micros is cost. So far, most suppliers of medium to large computers ha .. e introduced new 
hardware at about the same price as earlier models, but with three to four times the po1r·er. 
This mEans that prices have remained high. In the future we see the power going up by the 
same orders of magnitude, but costs will come down. (This article is based on a speech by 
Bill Read, Sperry vke-pre1ident and general manager, computer systems operations, at a 
recent seminar.) (Computer Weekly, 4 August 1983.) 

CMOS market 

New-generation CMOS semiconductor chips require less energy and generate less heat than 
other chips in current u1e. The technology has been around for a decade, but its cool speed 
and reliability demonstrate a breakthrough in semiconductor technology. While CMOS chips 
wi 11 account for onlJ 10 per cent of the 1983 world• s $15 bi 1 marlr.et, by 1990. they vi 11 
hold SO per cent of the projected $60 bil market. For many year:1 the CMOS circuits were 
more costly and slower than the favourite NMOS chips and development lag~ed in the United 
States. At end-19701, the Japanese demonstrated that CMOS chips could economically be made 
to run as fast a1 their NMOS counterparts. In 1979 Hitachi introduced a low-power very fast 
1tatic 4i RAK chip using CMOS. The Japanese created a CMOS static RAM market and contro'led 
90 per cent with sales amounting to S325 mil in 1983. The United States controls 60-70 per 
cent of a $1 b il mar-ket for CMOS logic chips for telephones and svi tchboards. (Technology 
Update, 22 October 1963.) 

~ulpaient induatry to grow 

The 1emiconductor equipt11ent industry i1 benefiting from the surge of consumer spending 
and is npected to grow 30 per cent/yr through the next S years. The industry is dlvl.ded 
into three 1eg111ents; wafer proce11ing, a11embling, and testing. The most competitive 
1ector 11 photollthogr\phy and GCA ls leading the pack with a machine called a stepper. The 
1tepper is finding more favour than the 1canner, which Is believed not to be precise enough 
for mo1t 256i production. Many customer• base their equl~.11ent selection on aervice because 
the equipment 11 extn,mely delicate and could co1t $5,COO/hr for down-time. Automation may 
be on11 of the industry'• next developments since It could reduce the need for- service and 
help eliminate human errot" In production. Fortune 1013183 pp. 86-88 (Technology Update, 
22 October 1983.) 
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Sun sets on Silicon Valley 

The sun is about to set on the birthpl•ce of the vorld' s sunrise industries - To 
emphasi~e the point a United States congressman wants to build a high-tech museum ~o 

co11111emorate past achievements in microelectron:cs in Silicon Valley in California, where it 
all started. Apple Computers, a pioneer of microeleclronics, announced plans to set up a 
rival centre to Silicon Valley 35 kilometres down the road. It has bought a large part of 
Coyote Valley where it plans to build an "Apple Campus". Three other big names in 
computers, IBM, Tandem, and Verba.tim, also i'ltend to move t.o Coyote Valley. The museum, 
meanwhile, is billed as the first in the country to be devoted to the history of high 
technology. Ed Zschau, the congressman who heads the campai~n. wants $32 million for the 
~cheme. The museum would take three years to plan and five ye~rs to build. (New Scientist, 
.t4 July 1983.) 

Packard packs its bags in Silicon 7alley 

The flight from California's Silicon Valley grows apace. The latest firm to tire of 
the electronics Mecca is Hewlett Packard the third biggest corporate 3pender on 
electronics research in America, after IBM and AT & T - which has plans to disperse the work 
of its research laboratory i.1 Palo Alto_ Britain is one of the places that the company is 
considering es a site for a branch office of the Hewlett Packard Laboratories, which 
currently employs about 1000 people. 

Hewlett Packard':; idea of transferring basic research out of the United States is a 
sensitive issue. Although Doyle is also looking at France, West Germany and Japa.n, h9 is by 
no m.eans .::ertain that such a move would be successful. It would be resisted by the 
company's American scientists and could result in duplicated effort. Doyle, liimself an 
expatriate Briton, believes that European university research is on a par with that at 
American universities, with the exception of fields like high-energy physics, where the 
United States is ~head. What concerns Doyle is that Hewlett Pa.ckard should be able to set 
up the same sort of close links with academe as exist with American universities. To a 
certain extent, Hewlett Packard is prepared to buy these links. The company's $500 million 
budget for research and developll!ent in 1983 includes some $30 million in gifts to American 
universities. Doyle said that l'.is company, which gains 30 per cent of its revenues from 
sales outside the United States had not been as generous with researchers abroad as it had 
been with those at home. 

Hewlett Packard is also involved in collaborative proj1cts with the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology and the Stanford Research Ins·.itute involving artificial 
intelligence software and the design of advanced semiconductor .:_;,ips. The company is also 
involved in the Semiconductor Research Co-~perative, a group of computer firms who contract 
work out to universities. (New Scientist, 22 September 1983.) 

Aggressive IBK is beating PCM• for European market 

IBK is winning the battle for European mark~t share, and will continue to do so at the 
expense of its plug-compatible rivals, according to a Fro1t and Sulliv"-n report, The IBK 
Market in Europe. 

Shortened product cycles, and the ability to outclass compet l tors on research and 
development are among the factors behind thi1 trend. These are coupled with the comran:' s 
release from the United States anti-trult suit which, 1ay1 Fro1t and Sullivan, mt>an1 "th,, 
company is now accelerating its level of market Lggre11ior.." The face of IBK is changing, 
•purred by increasing cc.mpetition from Japan and the revamped AT & T operation which ls 
pu1hing the compan7 towards inten1e product development, entry to new market•, flexible 
pricing policie1 and a more co-o(>erative attitude to 1econdary 1upplier1 and value-added 
hou1e1. Again1t these attempts to gain an even larger 1lice of markets which IBM largely 
dominates already, say1 Fro1t and Sullivan, the plug-compatible manufacturer• (PCMs) can do 
little except try to e1tabliah market niche• where they are 1een a• providing more complete 
products or better 1ervice1. "At 1take ii a market for data proce11ing hardware worth 
naarly $6 billion in 1982 1hipment1," which according to utlmatu in the .-eport, will ri1e 
to above $16 billion by 1987. 

The conflict bet~een JBK and the PCM• ha• beco119 11101t apparent, according to Fro1t and 
Sullivan, in the large-1cale 1y1tem1 1ector. Traditionally, high profit margin• and a 
con1ervative product development policy gave other 1upplie~1 the chance to comp~te 

effectively. Fortunately for IBK only Amdahl and National Advanced Sy1tem1 have become well 
eatabl I shed in Europe, and the releue of the upgradable 3083 range came as a body blow to 
Olivetti, BASF and ICL, the report co;dudea. 
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The IBM 3081 archltecture, ~he king-pin of its big aainfrase•, fonas a aarket estiaated 
to be worth S'.i billio~ bet-en now and 1987. Other suppliers will find it ir.creasingly 
difficult to get a share. 

The old formula used bJ thf· PCll• of 20 per cent a;ore power for lv per cent less cost is 
i:lcreasinglJ being -t bJ IBll itself, reports Frost and Sullivan. Ir. the slow growth 
-dium-scale •J•teas aar\::.et, all true PCM• will gradually lose market share, with the 
exception of Nlx~orf vbich has established a firm base in Europe, particularly the FRG. IBM 
will "gradually claw back" fr09 its low share of tbs distributed systems aarket with 
Einicomputers such as th& 8100, although its greater success will tend to be restricted to 
"major systems," concludes Frost and Sullivan. Cfoaputer Weekly, 20 October 1983.) 

United States personal coaputers 

The long-forecast 1hake-up in the overcrowded personal computer industry arrived with a 
vengeance 1&1t -ek. Texas Instru.ents announced that it was pullini; out of the home 
computer market and ending production of its 99/4A home computer. A day lat~r. the 
International Business Machine• Corporation CIBM) unveiled its Personal Compater Junior 
CPCjr), the project previoullJ codenamed the Peam1t and the cause of turbulent tradirg on 
t~~ stock market for the p~1t two months. 

IBll's PCjr, which will be on !!&le early next year, will cost $700 and is designed to 
comple-nt the c09panJ' • aore ~rful Personal Coaputer which has already captured aore 
than a quarter of the aarket for aachines 1n the Sl,000 to SS,000 price range. The basic 
ma.:hine will have 64 tbyte1 of ll890rJ but a 128 kbyte version with a disk drive will be 
available for Sl,300. A key 1elling-point will be the fact that the PCjr is compatible 4ith 
the Personal ~omputer, so that buyers vbo already use the Personal Computer in their offices 
will be able to use many of the same programs at home. (Nature, 10 November 1983.) 

8051 fever 

America's makers of 1eaiconductora were whining last year about Japanese competition. 
Not now. They are too busy. The Seaiconductor Industry Association reporC.ed orders of 
S992m in October, sore than 200 per· cent higher than a year earlier. Shipmen ts were worth 
S617m, ~lmost 50 per cent higher than in October, 1982. 

Bu1ine11 i11, indeed, terrific. But beware of the extreme boom-and-bust cycle that the 
chipeaking industry usually goes through. The best measure of the balance between chip 
supply and demand is "lead ti11e". This is the average time between the placing and the 
filling of an order. In period:i of high demand, like now, lead ti-s of some products 
lengthen. For i.he chip now in shorte1t supply the lead time is 36 weeks, up from three 
weeks last year. When lead ti .. • •tretch out like that, customers tend to pani~. 

There are two characteristic reault1. First, overbooking which makes the chart of 
s~miconductor sale1 zigzag like an electro-cardiogram. Cu1tomers place the same order with 
every manufacturer, hoping that one will produce ct.ip1 before the others. This multiple 
booking creates a 1hadow d-and that chipmakers have a hard time interpretini. It usually 
results, a year or so after the boom begin•, in stacks of unsaleable inventories in 
chipmaters' hand• and a sudden sharp downturn in demand. The second consequence of customer 
anxiety is that a grey (and often black) market in scarce chips develops in Silicon Valley 
during every boom. The 1carce chip this time is an II-bit microproceuor called the 8051, 
which i1 made by Int11l, Advanced iticroDevices and Siemens (with Signetics soon to start 
production). The 8061 i1 u1ed for telecomaunications devices and computer dist drives. The 
companies that make it were 1elling it earlier tlll• year for about SB. With the ··hipmakers' 
be1t customer• already being rationed, the price for the 8051 from spot sellers of 
que1tionable virtue i• said to be about $200. 

The 1queeEe was not 1upposed to harpen thi1 time. Semiconductor companie• made heavy 
capital inve1t .. nt1 over the pa1t two year• getting ready for this boom. But nobody counted 
on IBtf'• rapid 1uccn1 in the per1onal-e011puter bu1ines.q. '.'.'he Big Bluf' is said to have 
ordered 10- 3m 7-chip 1et1 tor its personal computer. The main device In thou set• is 
Intel'• 8088 microproceuor. It is -de on tho , ... production lines u the 8051 chip, 
which ha1 thu1 won the di1tlnction of being the world'• harde1t-to-get chip. (The 
lconomi1t, 10 Noveaber 1983.) 

Chip dui&n 

Chip11ater1, whose Integrated circ•Jlts have tr1n1formed so many other indu1trles, are 
beginning to feel the impact of their ovn invifntlon1. More powerful comput.ers and cleverer 
aoftwaro are allowing custo .. ra to dealgn chip• to their ovn needs Instead of making do with 
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off-lhe shelf, standardized versions. Optimists reckon customized chips could account for 
half of a $40-bill!on-a-year world-wide chip market by 1990 (they look over 10 per cent of a 
Sl8-bi 11 ion-a-year market in 1980) . And many of the prizes may go not to tt1e present 
chip111aking gi.ints but the fleeter-fcoted firms used to dealing in small volu-s and to 
packing their products with services. The ease and cheapness of simply stringing together 
standard chips outweighed the inefficiencies Yhen the chips themselves were not highly 
integrated. They do not always today. Because each chip now packs in so many circuits, 
along with the =ircuits he wants, a user's systems designe~ is saddled with lots he does not 
want. In so~e systems now 90 per cent of the chips •r~ doing only 10 per cent of the work. 

Technically, the ideal solution would be a fully-customized chip. But the design of 
s.ich a chip can require up to th1ee y+iars and ~500,000 plus the services of a 
fuliy-fledged circuit engineer. There are probably fever than 2,000 sue~ engineers 
world-wide. The alternative is to let systems designers have a go at creating 
semi-customized chips; there are about 400,000 of them. That requires three things: the 
pt'ovision of 11oftware and machines to aid them to design chips; advice and some design 
help; and facilities to make the chips once t.hey have been designed. Soae companies are 
specializing in one of the fields; some are trying to do all three. In ri::ing order of 
sophistication, the tools being offered include: 

- Prcgr8Jllllable logic devices. Kade by California's Mor1ulithic Kemories and Signetics, 
these enable designers to alter the way a chip functions by literally "blowing" some of its 
circuits. Ea~h logic circuit, or step in the chip's thinking progress, is equipped with a 
fuse. 

- Gate arrays. These chips are produced vi th a standard coapieaent of logic gates 
(on-and-off switches) but without connections among the individual circuits. Using a 
computer, a designer can specify the way in ;thict he wants them wired up to suit his needs. 
Gate arrays are expected to remain the best-selling se111i-cu1t<>ll chip for the rest of the 
1980s. Britt.in'" Ferranti was an e .. rly champion of 111.rrays and still claims nearly • fifth 
of the se111i-custom-chip t'larket with them. But it is now being challenged by California's 
LSI Logic on its own turf; headed by Mr. Wilf Corrigan, an expatriate Briton v~o used to 
t'un Fairchild Semiconductor, LSI opened a design centre for gate arrays in Britain earlier 
this month. 

- Standard cells. These enable designers to choose among previously-designed blocks of 
logic, memory and processing uni ts stored in a computer's memory and to specify vh i ch ones 
he wants wired up how. Leading finns in st~ndard cells are California's VLSI Technology (in 
which computer-maker Wang recently bought a 15 per cent stake), American Microsystems, and 
Z)'lllOS. 

- Cell compilers. These are co111puterized syste111s bued on a design developed by 
Professot' Carvet' Mead of the California Institute of Technology and Dr. Lynn Conway of 
Xerox's Palo Alto Reseat'ch Center. A cell coapiler allows a sy1teas designer to define only 
t~e broad outline of the logic he wants for his chip; the compiler itself does the tedious 
job of translating the specified functions into a detailed circuit layout. VLSI Technology 
and another Cali forni sn company, Silicon Compilers, both offer 1ystem1 now and Ferranti 
plans to provide one in 1984. Western 6iectric, AT & T's manufacturing arm, is preparing to 
offet' a software p:-ograa11e called PLEI that will do the 1.- job as a compiler. But the 
mat'lcet for such syste111s 111ay remain small for some years; they are difficult to use. (The 
Economist, 17 December 1983.) 

Intel pla~s $100 lltbit bubble 

Fot' the fit'st time a one-megabit bubble -lllOry syst!!a chip-Ht will cost under SlOO. 
That's the proaii se of Intel Corp. as it tr I.es to pop the lid off the c099erci al equipment 
market for non-volatile memories. Today, Intel 1tart1 a two-year price reduction progr&JfGe 
fot' i ta BPJ:J0-4 one-111egabi t bubble storage chi p-ut that g·J&rantees i t1 price will be under 
S99 in the fourth quarter of 1984. Today, the volume price wa1 lowered to Sl99 with another 
reduction to Sl49 promi1ed for the fir1t quarter of 1 ?84. 

Thi• new pricing progr ... e fot' volume user• is al11101t a re~at of the one Intel cart'ied 
out ft'om late 1980 to la•t year. When the BPK70 bubble me110ry kit was ln~roduced in 1979, 
it coat S2,500. But the 1980 guu·antee prog'"&mle dt'opped it to $995, and in two 1tep1 to 
leu than S300 la1t August. Thi• chip 1et lt;clude1 thfl bubble chip, conct'oller, fonnatter, 
cut'['ent pulse genet'ator, pi:-eddvet', and two tran1l1tor1. That fit'1t pricing pr-ogt'&llllle wu 
to stimulate a 1luggilh bubb1e meinory market growing fat' slower than any of the producer• of 
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industrJ u:perts bad forecast. How, Michael Eisele, product marketing manager of Inte 1 
• s 

aagnetii::s operation, saJs the first pl"ice guar11.ntee progr.- was siucceuful, stimulating 
u1e of bubble -iaorie1 in environaentallJ harsh applications. tl•ny of tho1111 use• are in 
indi.:strial and militarJ data acquisition equipmen•., especially at nmote outdoor situ like 

•Oil wells, 1ei111ic recording stations, and air-borne sJstems 

But now, the far greater markets in c01Dercial telecom, computing and office equipment 
.s what Intel is after. The firm is far enough down the learning curve on its one-megabit 
b••bble 11e11<>rJ products to begin attacking the lover price requirements of these larger 
markets. But while the price will drop during this new price slashing progl"Ullle, the unit 
volwne requirements to get those prices will increase. 

The current $199 price requires an order of 5,000 pieces. The $149 price for the first 
quarter of 1984 vill require 10,000 pieces, and the $99 price for the end of 1984 will 
require 25 ,000 piec"s. However, that schedule does show some 10011ening up of unit volume 
requirements, since the $295 price announced in Augu11t, 1982, required 25,000. Intel 
estimates that the 1983 total market for bubble -aories wi 11 b'9 slightly over $100m with 
some two-thirds of that used in harsh environment aoplicati lns. By 1987, Intel estimates 
the lotal market will grow to about $500., with some ~o per cent of it being used in 
coanercial equipment. (Electronics Weekly) 

R & D partnerships in the United States 

By raising private venture capital from limited :>•rtners looking for tax advantages, 
big corporations can band together to fund massive, high-risk research efforts like the 
target projects of Japan's tlinistrJ of International Trade and Industry. 

Limited partnerships would permit companies to co-operate on com:on research problems 
and raise interest-free money without tapping R & D budgets. Venture capitalists would be 
limited partners, thus qualifying for two tax breaks: an ianediate 50 per cent write-off on 
their in·1estment a11d capital-gains treatment of future royalties from sale of the 
technologJ. "The advantage is obvious" says Larry W. Sumney, executive director of the 
Semi<.:onductor Research Corp. {SRC), the research co-operative fonned in 1982 by a dozen 
electronics companies. "The moneJ would come from outside the industry." 

Four million-bit chip. SRC is considering a limited partnership to raise money to 
develop a 4 million-bit, random-access computer memory - two generations beyond next year's 
256,000-bit chip - at a cost of perhaps $100 million. <Business Wee!, 8 August 1983.) 

Kuropean computer giant• in research pact 

Three of Europe's major computer companies have agreed to develop a joint research 
institute to undertake pre-competitive research into selected areas of infonnation 
proce1sing. The French firm Compagnie des Machines Bull, the British firm ICL and the West 
German firm Sie-n1 intend to build the research institute at a neutral site in Southern 
Bavaria to co-ence operations at the be~inning of 1984. Surprisingly, Olivetti, Europe's 
largut computer -nufacturer, has not been included in the agreement and will be barred 
fro• the rHearcb in1titute for at least the first two years of its operation. The joirt 
research institute will emploJ about 50 staff within two years, some seconded from the 
parent companies and so111e recruitea directly by the institute. Research will be centred on 
knowledge proce11ing, and the results of any research will be freely available tc the 
participating companies. 

The agree .. nt between the three companies can be seen as a reaction to similar 
collaborative agree .. nts in the United States and Japan, in which other major computer 
companies have agreed to share the huge costs of research into knowledge processing. 

The research institute will be owned and costs will be shared, equally by the three 
compan i ea. Kach of the c<>11pan i e1 involved wi 11 continue to fund its own research in other 
areu, and the agre-nt between the three is strictly limited at present to research. 
There are, for ex .. ple, no plans for joint production of equipment as a result of the joint 
re1earch. ICL will continue to participate in the United Kingdom's Alvey research 
progr.-, and all three c<>11pan !es wi 11 continue to participate, whether separately or 
jointlJ, in the European co-i11ion'1 !1prit str.ategic research progr&11111e in information 
technologJ. (llectronic1 Weekly, 7 September 1983.) 

IBM t~lk1 with French 

IB" and France'• 1tete-owned Compagnie Generale D'!lectr-iciUi (CGEI ht.Ve revealed that 
they are holding prell•inary talks which could lead to joint manufacturing and mark,..ting 
venture• In data proce11ing, teleco-unications and other high technology erees. IBM, whose 
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subsidiary ISll-France already marks up the biggest profits and turnover in the French 
computer l.11dust.-y, could now look forward to ext9.1dlng its aarkete in France and elsewhere. 
But they fit intc the pattern already set by th,• world's leadln~ telec~unications and 
computer groups which are joining forces in rea~lne~s to devise the next generation of 
t~lephone switching systems in which data processing will play an increasing role. 

Illl! earlier this year called off an arrangement with llltel for developmient of the 
Canadian fir111's X-2000 PABX. Then the company bought a ainority interest in 
Califc.:-nia-based Rolm, one of the world's biggest PABX makers. CG!, which has recently 
acquired ..mat amounts to a ftlc)nopoly role in the manufacture of digital tlme divisi~n 

telephone exchang~s in Frarce, could ho~e to boost its sales in parts of the world where IEI! 
i~ strongly installed. Through its subsidiary Clt-Alcatel, CCI i1 selling switching systems 
to 33 countries and controls 30 per cent of the international mart.et. IBK and CGE 
executives stress that the talks now under way are only a starting point and are not 
fully-fledged negotiations. 

CGE's CIT-Alcatel offshoot is looking for foreign partners in teleco11111unications 
ventures following the parent firm's exchange of assets with Thomsor.-Bran~t. France's 
biggest electronics group. CIT-Alcatel has teamed up with Phillps in mobile radio and has 
got a French government go-ahead to build electronic typewriters - with the possibility of 
moving on to full-scale office kUtomati~n systems with Italy's Olivetti. The talks between 
IBK and CGE could mean a serious challenge to Aaoerican Telephone and Telegraph Co., and 
Philips which have formed a joint telec~unlcations venture. It could also undermine the 
potertial of an alliance between Olivetti and CG!. Kore serious still for French industry, 
it could leave the ailing, state-controlled Bull group, the bigge~t in France, in dangerous 
isolation. (Computer Weekly, 3 November 1983.) 

Siemens expects to break Il!bit RAK barrier by 1985 

The Illbit dynamic RAM is on the way. Sie.11ens expects its first design to be ready in 
mid-1985, with the first sampl~s to be produced in the autuan of that year. According to 
Dr. Diederich Widman, who is responsible for develo~ing the VLSI aanufacturlng processeP at 
the Kunich-Perlach site, the lKblt RAMs will be about 60 to Jr:-2, a cell size of 40u2. 
As this chip will have minimum dimensions of lp, Slemen11, in conjunction with Zeiss, has 
developed a very high resolution lens for use in the optical lithography process. This lens 
said Widman, will enable them to achieve submlcron dimensions. 

The company has already developed the pro~ess for 256l dynamic RAMs. Pilot production 
of these chips will b~gin at the end of this year. Kasa production is expect~d to begin in 
1985 at t;.he Sie111ens plant in Austria. The 256l RAiis have a chip size of 45111112, a cell 
area of 90µ2, and an access time of 120-150ns. 

Siemens has invested DK9m in the installation of a new clean area where manufacturing 
process for structure of lp and less will be developed. The facility uses the entire 
ceiling as a fi .ter area, and the en ti re floor a1 an exhaust area. Th ls ell mi nates the 
areas turbulence normally found in clean rooms. The air flow will be about 30 cm/sec, much 
higher than usu'\l, and the filters used can filter particles down to lp. Siemens believe 
that this is the most advar.ced facility of its kind in Europe. (Electronics Weekly, 
9 November 1983.) 

scs (Italy) expands Catania plant 

Italian semiconductor manufacturer SGS will 1tart wort. on a new production area capable 
of handling sub-micron designs at its site in Catania, Sicily next year. T'he company's 
Catania facility i• the beadqrarter1 of its di1crete and standard logic division. No final 
decieion has yet been reached on what puts vill be built in the 1ub-micron area, but they 
are likely to include CKOS, NKOS, silicon-gate MOS and power llOS devices. Division dirgctor 
Salvatore Castorina, said: "The inve•t-nt in th-. building alone will be about $12m, then 
we will have to invest in equip"ll8nt. Our objective in building the sub-micron module i' to 
have a production area which should 1till be competitive in 1990. We don't t.now vhat ve 
will malr.e th1sre yet, but the technologies available will not be ob1olete five years from 
now." SGS' Catania factory will aalte its first CMOS wafers earlf next year on an existing 
production line. They will be the 4000 Series standard logic devices already in production 
at its site near Milan. 

Catania is also re1pon1ible for development and aanutacture ot the device• for the 
world power mart.et. Currently under developtDent is the coapan1'1 an1w.r to Kotorola'1 Smar.t 
Power component• which incorpc.rate both a power tran1i1tor and logic on a single chip. 
Although sampling ia expected to start next yeftr voluae 1hipment1 of the device will not be 
1v1il1bl• before 1985. 
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Despite contin~ing losses in its discrete semiconductor business SGS returned to profit 
after about 10 loss-malting years in June. This year's bookings and billings are both 
substantially up on last year's comparable figures, with fourth-~uarter billings forecast to 
increase 31 per cent to Sl55m on 1982's fo~rth-quarter result of Sll8m. Total billings for 
1982 reached about Sl70m, of which about 77 per cent went into t;1e international market. 
The company's United Ststes business has grown fourfold since 1980 leaving it on course to 
open its first United States man~facturing plant in 1985. (Electronics Weekly, 
9 November 1983. 

Custom "OSICs in Europe 

Eurosil Electronics GmbH is a new joint-venture company formed by partners 
JEG-Telefunlten, United Technologies CUTC), and the Diehl Group. The new company has been 
formed to concentrate in the development, production and marketing oi custom :~03 drcuits. 
The agreement calls fo~ Eurosil Electronics to take over the present activities and assets 
of Diehl's Eurosil GlllbH. Established in 1972, Diehl's Eurosil recently hid the technical 
foundation for a modern electronics components factory in Eching, ne&r Munich. According to 
Peter L. Scott, executive vice president-electronics of UTC, "These foicilities will enhance 
tt.e capacity of Eurosil EleC'tronics to accelerate its timetable for achieving a prominent 
position as a major supplier to European industry." Eurosil electronics will provide ils 
customers with custom designed circuits and CAD software services. Scott reported that 
Eurosil Electronics will also design, develop and produce VLSI components and will C'ecieve 
advanced VLSI technology from the Unit~d Technologies "icroelectronics Centec- and Kostek, a 
wholly owned subsidiary of UTC. (Semiconductor International, August 1983.) 

New Semi-Custom Design Center for Europe 

FaiC'child has established its European design center foC' semi-custon logic arrays in 
ShiC'e Hall, Reading, England. The company is also caC'rying out the design of new items in 
some standard logic lines, especially its FAST se~·ies, in the same center. The center is 
able to handle three simultaneous customer's' design teams, and has facilities foC' all of the 
necessary training and all stages of the semi-custom process through to the output of the 
111aslt datP. CuC'C'ently designs are implemented on the GT075C bipolar gate !lC'ray. Full CAD 
equipment is available at the center which is malting further developments in the CAD 
package. A VAJ. 111780 is employed with a Systems 164 arC'aJ processor for the C'unn i ng of 
simulation and analysis pC'ograms. An Applicon AGS-895 system has been installed foe- mask 
layout and design. 

FaiC'child stated that many of the reasons for selecting Reading were g.iographical, but 
other important factors were a 25 per cent grant for the cost of capital equipment and their 
favourable ezpeC'ience with the creativity obtained from British engineers. At present, work 
on an array at Reading terminates when the maslt data are produced, which then goes to lhe 
United St.ates for maslt malting and metallization. However, Fairchild's new facility at 
WasserbuC'g, Germany, pC'esently used for assembly and testing, will be equipped foC' wafer 
fabrication in the near future. FaiC'child believes that the main limiting factor on the 
size of gati, aC'C'ays employed in many applications will be the capacity for testing them. 
They are prepared to accept a penalty of up to about 20 per cent in the area of the silicon 
used in order to have scan testing capabil~ty for th~ir product. (Reprinted with permission 
from Semiconductor International Magazine, June 1983, Copyright 1983 by Cahners Publishing 
Co., Des Plaines, IL.) 

Honeywell-NEC 

Honeywell, one of Americs'1 biggest and oldest computer companies, is teaming up with 
Japan's NEC (Nippon Electric) in its attempt to hold market ·hare against IBM. Honeywell, 
vhich fint 1upplled technologJ to NEC twenty years ago (NEC broke off the relation1hip in 
1979), will 111arket NIC'a top-end 111ainframe in the United States. In addition, Honeywell 
will have the option to build the 111ainfra111e, and the two companies will undertake joint 
development and otherwi 1e •hare technology. (Bus ir.ess Week, November 7, 1984; and 
llectronic1 New1, October 24, 1983.) 

AT & T i1 ordered to drop the Bell 

American Telephone and Telegraph last week accepted the United States District Court's 
requiro111ent that it give ·1p the trading name "Bell" when It divests Itself of its 27. 
operating companies in JanuarJ 1984. The requirement i1 one of the conditions .Judge Harold 
Greene made In July l 983 for accept in~ tlle term• of the settlement between AT & T and the 
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Justice Department. The deal ends a nine-year anti-trust suit against AT & T and allows the 
company to enter new computer-related telecoaaunications marlets. Alllerican Bell 'lfi 11 be 
renamed AT & T Information S11tems. 

Bell Laboratories and AT & T's foreign affiliates will be allowed to keep using thr 
nuie, but apart from that the entitlement to use it 'fill pass to the seven new regional 
companies that will take over tlH! 22 local vperati.ng companies. The logo of a bell in a 
circle that AT & T has used i.ince 1889 will be replaced by a blue globe with while grid 
lines. 

AT & T will keep its long distance teleco11111unications services, which will operate 
under the name AT & T Co11111unications. as well as the manufacture and sale of telephones and 
switching syst£ms by its Western Electric subsidiary and its research activities at Bell 
Labs. 

As well aL the requirement to drop the Bell name, the conditions included allowing the 
operating companies to sell rights to AT & T patents. (Computer Weekly, 11 August 1983.) 

Western Electric Co. 

Western Electric Co. declared recently ttiat it would enter the co11111ercial market for 
semiconductor devices this fall. The annour.cement failed to generate concern among 
chipmakers because th~ ;J:erican Telephcne and Telegraph Co. subsidiary has never peddled its 
chips on the open 111arket or had to scramble to get production costs low enough to match 
hotly competitive Unit~d States and Japanese producers. But most of Western's critics and 
fl..ture rivals are now takinb a second har~er look and are beginning to worry about cOlll?eting 
with Bell's chipmaker. only does the dramaLic bid have the strong backing of AT & T top 
management and the gob!" .: Cflsh needed to compete in the open market but Western also is 
demonstrating that it is on a par with industry leaders in building some o! the latest 
chips. The company already has the muscle of a high-volume producer and is churning out 
integrated circuits (ICs) for its equipment divisions at a $3~0 million annual clip. Only a 
doz~n chipmakers in the world are larger. 

Western has picked a momentous battleground for its first fight in the chip wars: the 
256K memory chip. The AT & T subsidiary will greatly enhance its reputation by becoming the 
first United States producer to go into coanercial production on the so-called 256K random 
access memory CRAP!), a new generation of computer memory capable of ~toring more than 
256,000 bits of diiital data on a tiny silicon chip. The battle for this market is widely 
expected to be the bloodiest ever, because the chip wil~ be the largest-seller in industry 
history. Sales will hit a spectacular $3.7 billion annually in 1989, says Dataquest Inc., a 
San Jose (Calif.) market ~esearcher. (Business Week, 18 July 1983.) 

Hitachi in Penang 

Hitachi of Japan is moving ahead with plans to boost semico •• ductor production at its 
two Penang facilities tnis ::-ear. Production capacities at the plants are being raised 
through the installation of smaller high-sfeed assembly equi!"ment. Output is being rdsed 
on all production lines except tran1istors. Hitachi Semiconductor (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd 
(HISEi'!) has manufactured transistors and other semiconductors in Penang for 11 years. The 
company owns Hitachi Semiconductor Technology (M) Sdn Bhd (HISET) which occupies part of the 
Penang site, and also Hitachi Semiconductor (Kedah) Sdn Bhd (HISAH), recently established in 
Kedah State. Asse~bly and testing is C•~riad out in Penang while 111 research and 
developmont is undertaken by the parenl company's seven laboratories in Japan. 

Production director Katayama disclosed that plans for dev~loping HISEM this year 
include increa1ing the plant':J 1emiconductor production capacity by 20 per cent. However, 
tran1istor product.ion capacity will remain at 60 million devices monthly, 50 per cent more 
than projected monthly production aver4ge1 for the re1t of thi1 year. 

A• HIS!Dt' s factory floor space ii fully occupied, product ion capacity i ncrease1 are 
being achieved by in1talling 1maller machinery and also u'ing the new Hitachi plant in Kedah 
to boo1t the parent company'• total production ln Kalay1ia "Here at HIS!M we 111u1t increa1e 
te1ting, u we are al10 te1ting HISAH'• production al vell," Kataya111a said. "Con1equently 
we mu1t 1tart u1ing new 1111all-·1ized machines to 1ave 1pace. In Japan they are building 
a11e111:>ly and tett equlptMnt which ii ••aller, thinner, lighter and 1horter - thi1 ii the 
phllo1ophy." 
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"Already we have thrown away some machines after they have been depreciated. We have 
thrown away a few hundred machines of all types so far," ltatayama continued. "We are 
bringing in new wire bonders, smaller in Sl%e and also smaller die attach eq~ipment. We are 
bringing them in because we need the space. Our new -ire bonders are about 60 per cent of 
the old size, the die attach machinery is 80 per cent ~f the old size and the new testing 
equipment is 70 per cent of the old equipment she." About 70 per cent of HISE!f's 
production is exported to Japan at present. Another 20 per cent is exported to Hong ltong. 
The balance is exported to the United States and Singapore. (Electronics Weekly, 
7 September 1983.) 

Toshiba plans fl22m custom plant 

Toshiba has given the go ahead co a fl22m plant dedicated to custom and semi-custom 
integrated circuits. Freshly back from Japan, Toshiba's newly appointed general manager of 
the semiconductor division, Phil Pittman, 'laid: "Semi-custom is where the whole industry 
not just Toshiba, is seeing huge growth". The new plant will be built about 260 miles north 
of Tokyo at ltitakami in Iwate prefecture. It will be able to manufacture five million 
custom and semi-custo~ parts a month. This will double Toshiba's present capacity. 
(Electronics Weekly, 7 September 1983.~ 

APPLICATIOhS 

Process control 

For the past 20 years or so many plants have been operating semi-automatic process 
control systems. Plants use a control room or control panel from which pumps, valves, 
comr:>ressors, or other equipment in remote lo::ations can be stopped and started. The great 
jump forward with microprocessors is that they allow you to stop or start this equipment in 
any sequence you like, with many different timings between steps. Typically, for E800 you 
can get a programmable logic controller (PLC) which can open and close 10 valves, stop and 
start 10 motors etc. in any sequence. fli&ger systems require bigger PLC's and a bigger 
budget. 

Computers are now used to control very large plants ·- thousands of valves, motors, and 
other equipment - and give complete management infor111ation on plant performance. These big 
systems are fine, provided you can get a huge budget. The present state-of-the-art however 
makes it very attractive to automate bit by bit, starting with the least critical portion, 
using it as learning experience. The concept of having one big computer running the entire 
plant was in vogue up until 1980 when the really low cost microprocessors came into their 
ovn. The current tr~nd is towards decentrali%ed control, where each section ~as a computer 
controlling its operation. 

In a dairy, for example, you might have one microprocessor controlling a group of 
3 pasteurizers, one controlling a cleaning in place (CIP) washing set, another controlling 
raw milk co0ling and storage, and so on. This form of 'distributed control' has distinct 
advantages. Each block can act independently of the other. If one microprocessor fails for 
any reason, the rest can carry on independently. 

In a typical existing plant, the engineer will install a microprocenor for each 
section, but the ultimate aim is to have the plant controlled from one roo:m. Therefore, a 
management computer is used to control the various microprocessors. The microprocessors in 
turn provide information to the management machine so that the overall plant records such 
data as temperature, pressure, flowa, tank levels for management use while in ope rat ion. 
The biggest nas1le here is inter-co11111unication between microprocessors and management 
computers of different manufacturers. In general, microproceasors and management computers 
of the same manufacture can coanunicate; there are well establiahed systems for getting 
aicroproce1sor1 and microcomputers (desk tops) of specific different makes to 'talk' to each 
other. However, mixing up all sorts of microprocessors normally leads to trouble later on. 
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Over the l.ut 18 months, a number of Irish dairies, breweries and food manufacturers 
have installed microprocessors to cc-ntrol CIP systems. Briefly, these systems are used to 
wash mill tanks, pipes, pasteurizers and other equipment in the dairy. Was~ing micht 
consist of a wash of water followed by a hot caustic wash followed by hot water rinse, and 
lastly a cold water rinse. Up to recently this 'program' was followed thr~wgh typically by 
an electro-mechanical relay syst~m with drum timers etc. The opening and closing of water, 
caustic, and steam.~eating valves and control of pumps all followed the program. These older 
systems are troublesome (high relay failure rate), inflexible (difficult to change duration, 
chemical concentration and temperature of washes) and provided no communication to other 
systems. The same applies to the old punched card program. 

The new microprocessor systems cost between £800 and £2,000 - depending largely on the 
number of programs. Their advantag~s include: 

- reliability 
- repeatability 
- ease with which operators can change programs 
- r"cording. Some micro's can Le tied into a printer to give a read:'.>'Jt of each wash, 

its duration temperature etc. This is a better arrangement than tne traditional 
recorder. 

All microprocessor systems must be designed to cater for failure. What if the 
microprocessor blows up~ One can't have dirty milk tanks, nor leave cream in tanks for days 
to go off because the emptying program doesn't work. So we have a back-up. Typically, this 
could be a mimic panel or VDU. This equipment allows each valve to be manually controlled 
in the event of failure. A must. Also a must is feedback from the system - that is, if a 
valve hasn't opened as instructed, a signal from a proximity switch says 10, and the 
microprocessor stops the program and alanns. This is a great security and a great feature 
of the microproceuor. The bitgeat plus for a micro based system ii the repeatability. 
Every day, each piece is washed at correct temperature with correct chemical for the right 
duration. Problems ~end to be 95~ mechanical, for example caustic dosing pump failure, wet 
limit switches, caking on level probes (especially in hard water areas) etc. The operators 
and dairy electrician usually learn how to use the system, change programs etc. in a day, 
given a sttndard microprocessor. Other process control applications now include batching, 
in-line blending, milk transfer and microprocessor control of an evaporator. It is 
important to have a local 1upplier to install the system, for you'll need to change it, 
expand it, or modify it somehow. That will cost a lot in time and money if there's no local 
back-up. 

Ultimately, the larger dairies will be computer controlled - run by one man or maybe 
none. Such a plant is that of the Dutch Co-Op Coberco who1e butter factory is the largest 
in Europe Conly just bigger than Avonmore). It proce1ses 700 million litres of milk a year, 
and the entire proceuing/cleaning Hction is controlled by one man. Labour is u1el4. for 
tanker unloading and tending the packaging machines. Al weekends, the plant i1 unr&n~ed, 

but if there's a problem, the computer rings the operator who is 'on call at home, to alert 
him. Other industries where computerized process control will take over soon include: 

- Chemicals 
- Killing 
- Keat Procasiing 
- Enet'gy Sy1te111 
- Food ~roce1sing Call type1) 
- Plastics 

The number one problem area is in1trumentation, which ha1 not progre11ed a1 auch a1 the 
microproce11ors which control i~. Thi• i1 especially 10 in the food indu1trie1 where 
hygiene i1 a special requirement. llectronic in1truaent1, especially, have a name for being 
fragile. However, they are improving in leap1 and bounds. Pneumatic in1trwnents are still 
useful: good quality air, and good maintenance 11 e11ent\al for long term reliable 
operation. The other flies in the ointment include faulty feedback switches (usually caused 
by water) or caking on probes which consequently give false signal. The simple cure for the 
latter is taking them out and giving them a wash on a regular basis. 
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Finally, there is no point in autoaating a planl to ensure reliability and 
repeatability if you still leave the operator the facility to make a aajor error. 
Interlocking is one -J out of this. It may be software interlocking so that while the 
computer is running, there's no danger of, say, a detergent valve opening and spraying into 
a full chee1e vat. But if the coaputer fails? Then we're operating manually from the mim!c 
p&nel or VDU. Soae people don't believe it is worth the expense to have the interlock for 
this operation. I wouldn't agree at all with that view. Operating manually will not be 
normal so the operator will not be -11 versed with the routines, he can easily make a 
~istake. You aust have a certain amount of hard wire interlocks for working in the manual 
mode. Then you end up vi th a totally safe sys tea, no matter what happens. 
(Technology Ireland, June 1983. Article by Martin McCarthy.) 

The economic• of NC • 

For the purposes of this article let us assume that a manufacturing coapany has 
1evere problems in meeting delivery dates and cu1tomer quality requirements. Manageaent, by 
systematically going through a check list of problem areas, has defined the proble, as being 
one of lack of capacity in the turning area of manufacturing. On the face of it, the 
solution to the coapany's problea is to buy new machines to replace old equipment. However, 
before that decision ii .ade, it is iaperative that certain basic questions be asked and 
answered honestly. 

They are: 

1. Are the exilting .achines being used effectively? If not, can anything be done tr: 
increase use/productivity to the levels required? 

2. Are the new aachines being bought &1 direct replacements for existing equipment? If 
so, there is a danger of perpetuating obsolescent pro~uction methods. 

3. I• there sufficient vhibilit_ to determine whether the new equipment purchased is 
compatible with SOiie new production being planned? 

4. Wi 11 there be a continuing supply of sufficiently skilled people to meet the needs of 
the future? 

5. I1 new technology available which vi 11 reduce manufacturing costs? If so. vi 11 this 
red1.ction in cost• be sufficient to yield a 1athfac'l:ory return on investment on the basis 
of current price1, thus .aking it attractive to invest in new technology as opposed to 
conventional equiP119nt? 

In general, IC equip119nt i1 et it• llOlt profitable in the following conditions: 

- Where batch size• are s.al: to .. diua. 

- Where coaplex shapes/contours have to be machined. 

- Where .any changes to design have to be aade. 

- Where accuracy and repeatability are very important. Th ii upec t of NC machines 
greatly reduces inspection costs. 

- Where expen1ive tooling by way of jigs and fixtures is required. 

- Where shorter lead ti .. 1 are required. By virtue of the greater 1peed of NC 
aachining it h ro11ible to greatly reduce lead ti-•. This bu the added advantage of 
reducing both in process and finished gooda inventories. 

- Where skilled labour is in short supply. 

These generalizations are very helpful in focu11i~g attention on a particular pie~e of 
equipment, but there i1 only one way of deteraining the 1101t economical way of producing a 
nuaber of coaponent1. That i1 to evaluate their production co1t1 for different machine• and 

Managing Di rector of Konklland Pree ii ion Eng i neerl ng 
The company 1peciallu1 in amllll to medium batches of 

• BJ Patrick Connolly, 
Coapany Ltd. of Athlone, Ireland. 
high precision machined coaponent1. 
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p~ot the results. This analysis of aanufacturlng co1t1 11 very tl .. con1ualng, but 
essential if proper decision• are to be reached. Where large lnvestaent1 ere cont .. plated a 
very detailed financial analysis including a prellainary comparilon with existing .. thod1 
should be made to detet"llline whether there is good reason to do the full 1cale &l!&lysl1. 

For the 1aall company with liaited accounting and -n•g-nt resources the financial 
analysis need not be so exhaustive. E11entl.ally the analy1is vlll involve comparhon1 of 
costs and 1avings between exi1ting equipment and the propo1ed equipment or between 
alternative proposals. su.-pose that the lack of capacity coupled vltb poor quality is in 
the turning area where there are two •-i-autoaatic cap1tan lathes. llanage .. nt 
investigations have revealed that the aachinH are ful.ly utillz:ed and because of their age 
nothing further can be done to iaprove perforaance in the area 1lgnificantly. The decisions 
that nov have to be aade are: 

- Does the coapany replace the capstan• with aore 90dern aachine1. 

- Does the coapany purchase NC equipment. 

To help vi th these dee i lions, an expenditure forecast should be aade on a foraat as 
indicated in the table belov. 

Great care should be taken to list all the expense related to the purchase and 
installation of the equipment to the poi::!t where production can c~nce. The following 
items should be covered under c~pital expenditure: 

1. The machines including transport and in1urance. 
2. Foundations. 
3. In1tallation. 
4. Special tooling or equipment such as tape preparation ~quipment or computer back 

up. 
5. Grants. 

There vill also be some once-off expenditure: 

- Pre-production costs - mo1t of vhich is the cost of studie1 by manag ... nt or 
consultants. 

- Movements and re-arrange .. nts. 
- Training Cost1. 
- Other miscellaneous expenditure. 
- Dispoul1. 

Under annual expenses are lilted the day-to-day expenses of running a aachine 1hop. 
Wbetner in-proce11 inve~tory 1hould be con1idered in thi1 category ls arguable and for the 
purpo1es of the remainder of the calculations ve vill oait it. 

Foreca1ting expenditure - hov an NC lathe might coapare vlth 
the Capitan lath•• 

De1cription of equipment 

Capital expenditure 

llachinH 
Foundations 
In1tallatlcn 
Special tooling 

Grant. 351. 

TOTAL 

TVo 
capstan lathes 

£ 

30 000 
1 000 
1 500 

_.2QQ 
33 000 

(11 500) 

21 450 

NC lathe 

£ 

60 000 
4 000 
2 000 
8 000 

74 000 

(25 900) 

48 100 

Additional 
capital cost 

30 000 
3 000 

500 
7 500 

41 000 

26 650 



Annual ei:penditure 

Direct labour 
OVerti-. bonus etc. 
Indirect labour 
Fringe benefits 
Special tooling 
Consuaables 
Scrap 
Tool aaintenance 
lquip1ent aaintenance 
In process inYentory 
Other ei:penditare 

Once-off ei:penditure 

Pre-production costs 
Training 
Factory layout changes 
Dhposall 
Mi1cellan•ous 

E 

12 000 

• 800 
6 000 
3 000 
1 500 

800 
6 000 

900 
300 

• 500 
1 000 

E 

1 500 

1 000 

350 
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E 

6 000 
1 500 

10 000 
1 800 

350 
600 

3 400 
900 

1 000 
3 000 
1 000 

E 

2 800 
5 000 

1 500 

Cli:cerpted fro. ar article in Technolog1 Ireland, August 1983.) 

Difference in 
annual 

ei:pendi tu re 

6 000 
3 300 

<• 000) 
1 200 
1 150 

200 
2 600 

(700) 
1 500 

11 250 

Difference in 
annual 

ei:penditure 

1 300 
(~ 000) 

1 OOIJ 

Cl 150) 

(3 850) 

Recipe calculation •1•t .. iaprove1 rav aaterial utilization in meat proce1sing 

Two coiaputerized recipe calculation systems which provide meat processing companies 
with improved opportunities to optiaize the raw materials used in p~ocessed meets have been 
launched in Sweden by AB Proman. They are aiaed At small- and medium-sized meat processing 
fira1, since big coiapanie1 solve recipe foraulation problems by employing large central 
computer 1y1t .. 1. The saall 1y1tea, the PYL 1000, comprises a microcomputer, progr&11111ed 
with inforaation about water, protein, fat, carbohydrate, salt, collagen content, binding 
ability, colour quality and th~ prices of 25 raw materials. By entering different 
quantities of raw aaterial1 and running a recipe calculation progra11111e, the qualities of the 
finished product ar• obtained. Changing the composition of a recipe is accomplhhed by 
adding or deducting a desired quantity of a raw •~terial. 

The 1y•t- also includes a printer, magnetic card reader and magnetic cu·d1. Rav 
aateriall input can be easily changed in the calculator. Since information is also stored 
on aagnetlc cards, a reserve copy always exists. The bigger sy1tem, the PYL 2000, is a 
table-top computer with a teralnal and pr inter. It can 1 ~ore a recipe "library" and 
calculate n- recipes. In addition, it can siaulate and optimize existing recipes and 
calculate the total raw aaterial1 nece11ary for an entire factory. The sy1tem also includes 
functions for aanufacturing orders, general repricing, and routines for the most common 
adainl1tratlve functions such as accounting, cu1t011&r receivables, invoicing and word 
proce11lng. 

Centralized control of Stockhola'1 traffic-light network with new 1y1tem 

l n- •J•t- which will autoaatlcally .onltor and control th11 Stockholm traffic-light 
network has been ordered by the cltJ'• roads and works depart-nt froa !rlc11on Radio 
SJ1tea1 AH and Dan1k Signal Indu1tr1 A/S. It will provide an alann i ... ediltely a 
traffic-light fault occurs, indicate which traffic lights are involved and du.:ribe the 
nature of the breakdown. Th• •J:itea allows a controller in a central unit to reprogranne 
signal• ac~or.dlng to sp..cial traffic 1!tuation1, which can be influenced by rush-hour 
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bott!enect1, road worts, deaon1tration1, etc. At present, the -jority of Stocthola's 
tra:fic lights are pedestrian-controlled via pu1h-~utton1 or detectors. Light• are 
c'l--ordinated froa 30 regional centres, which progr.- th- in accordance vi th traffic 
patterns. These regional centres will be connected to the central u~it of the new 1y1tem. 

(Science and TechnologJ., July 1983, published OJ 
Bureau, Linnegatan 42, S-114 47 Stocthola.) 

SIP, The SW.dish-International Pre11 

The chemical process industry's growing dependence on coeputer1 

The chemical industry is now emerging free one of the aost 11evere and prolonged 
recessions that it has ever ei:perience1. Md at the s ... ti-, the industry ii facing 
increasing co111pet it ion from its Japanese and l!iddle Ka1tern counterparts. !!ore than ever 
before, the industry faces the need to increase its overall operating efficiency and its 
productivity. Of course, the chemical industr-y is not alone in these needs. But it is 
differ-ent. Unlike labor--intensive manufacturing oper-ations that can solicit pr-oductivitJ 
gains from its employees, the chemical industry i1 a capital- and energy-intensive business 
with relatively few employees. Thus the industry has little choice but to turn to the 
computer industry for the h<!lp it needs in streaalining its production facilities. An 
obvious way in which the industry can improve efficiency and productivity is with process 
control technology. Process control, of course, is not new. Whether performed by people or 
machines, chemical process control has always been needed. The careful monitoring and 
adjustment of process parameters such as pressure, temperature, and flov rates are necessary 
- both to assure a quality product and safe operation of the plant. 

A leader in the development of automated process control SJ•t-• for the chemical 
process industries is Foi:boro. With its long history of designing and marketing 
sophisticated sensors and instrumentation for the process industries, it was a natural 
development for the company to ei:pand its e:rpertise into automated process control. The 
company has found its entry into the market a rewarding one. roi:boro says that today, total 
United States ei:penditure for process control equipment are running about $3 billion per 
year_ And the company ei:pects that to double within l\l years, an average annual compound 
growth rate of about 8 per cent. Users of the equipment are finding that it pays for itself 
in many ways. Automated controllers can more closely and accurately aonitor the performance 
of a plant, thus mai:imizing yield and minimizing energy consumption. Further, in the case 
of batch processes, the use of automated controls can increase the turnaround time between 
batch runs_ Some compan ie1 are taking process control a step further. August Systems, for 
e:rample, has been a pioneer in the development of fault-tolerant systems automated 
controllers that are virtually i-une from the glitches that soeeti-• di sable today• s 
ordinary computer-based systems. Becau1e such coaputers operate vith nearly certain 
reliability, their application can be ei:tended safely and effectively to monitoring and 
safety-shutdown systems. Fault-tolerant system• are naturally being adopted for proceu 
control vhere potentially hazardo~s materials are being handled. But chemical companies are 
finding the new systems beneficial even in t~e traditional applications of process control. 
The reason: their high reliability means fewer interruptions and plant 1hutdowns due to 
computer errors. And that translates into increased production, greater efficiency and 
enhanced personnel safety. 

Perhaps a less obvious, but more fundamental application for today's computer equipment 
i1 the need for lncreuingly sophisticated laboratory equis-nt to support the chemical 
industry• 1 research and development program•. Just this year alone, the chemical industry 
will 1pend more that $6.8 billion dollars on R&D, an 18.8 per cent increase over 1982. That 
increase is well above the average for lndust17 as a whole, 10 it 1hould come a1 little 
1urprise that the chemical industry 11 mating substantial invest1Hnt1 in automated equipment 
to make it• R&D as productive and efficient a1 it pos1ibly can. In fact, Hevlett-Pactard, 
one of the foremost makers of analytical instrumentation, says that aore than $2 billion 
will be spent on lnstru.ents thi1 year, up frOll les1 than $1 billion in 1973. "oreover, the 
company projects that sales of the instruments will continue to grow at about 16~ per year 
for the ne:rt 10 years. One of the s.o1t important reaaons that this segJ19nt of the industry 
is growing 10 rapidly ls that today's ln1tru .. nts do 10 auch aore than analyze and measure. 
"odern ln1trUJ11entation systems al10 collect, 1tore, 1ort and recall the data for future 
manipulations, long after the initial analyses are c011pleted. The syst .. s are also capable 
of printing reports, c011plete with graphic repre1entations of the data. In one re1pect, the 
analytical in1trWHntation 1y1tea1 being produced today are even a bit lite procea1 control 
1ystem1. Left unattended, they vill continue to do everything that's been a1ked of them - a 
real productivity booster. And last, but hardly least, the ch .. ical industry i1 ~urning to 
computer-a11isted de1ign to obtain the nece11ery co1t 1aving1 it needs to 1ul"vive into the 
ne:rt decade. CAO, according to Coaputel"vilion, ls already a $3 billion bu1lne11 In the 
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Growing at an 8 per cent per Jear clip, use of CAD should double over the 
Cheeical and related indust~ies account for about 10 per cent of the market 
1eiu-ent is growing much more rapidlJ than the market as a whole 40 per cent 

One reason that the chemical process industries will step up its purchases of CAD 
equipment over the next few Jears is that, quite franklJ, the indu~try and the technologJ 
got off to a slow start. Early in their development, CAD systems were confined to designing 
in two dimensions, and had limited storage capacity. TodaJ, all that is changing. Hardware 
costs have come down and software is getting increasingly sophisticated. AlreadJ, entire 
chemical plants are being designed using the latest in CAD technology. In just a very short 
time, those plans will be transmitted to manufacturing plants that will automatically 
machine the parts designed using CAD - a process called computer-assisted manufacturing 
(CA!!). 

The benefits of CAD/CAM are multifold. Companies that are now installing these systems 
ultimately expect the technology to reduce the installed cost of a chemical plant by 
2-3 per cent. For- those companies limiting the use of the technology to initial design, 
total time spent designing a plant can be cut by half or more. Another benefit of the 
systems is better control over the design of the plant. It can be built to finer tolerances 
and its ".>utput and other characteristics can be more accurately predicted. All told, the 
chemica~ process industries are making tremendous use of the tools that the computer 
industry is putting at its disposal. The gains in energy efficiency and productivity that 
result are hel?ing chemical companies stay profitable, drspite difficult econ".>mic conditions 
and the growing c~mpetition from companies in Japan and the Middle East ... {Excerpted from an 
article by R'bert T. Martinott in Chemical Week, 14 September 1983.) 

Computer takes guesswork out of factory planning 

Production engineers who devise new methods for turning out goods normally rely on 
little more than guesswork to evaluate the effect of their innovations. Now a set of 
software techniques from an engineering consul tanc:r gives planners a more effective way of 
assessing the contribution of new machinery. The factory planner keys into the computer 
system, called Foresight, a specification of what changes he is advocating. These can 
include the introduction of new kinds of machine tool, abetted with robots or other devices 
for transferring items between different machines for, say, cutting or drilling. The 
engineer would also give the computer details such as the kind of goods he hopes to make, 
the rate of production, the percentage of defects he is prepared to tolerate and how many 
workers are present and what they are doing. Armed with these facts, the h .. rdware would 
assess what is likely to happen if the new factory mechanisms were in place. The computer 
system could even run through aeveral weeks of simul•ted production to find out whether, for 
example, the new way of working is cheaper. 

The software on which the system is based was developed by engineers at British Steel 
to plan changes in the way steelworks run. Ingersoll Engineers, a consultancy at 
E.:iurton Hall, near Rugby, has done a deal with the 1teel company to use the system as a 
planning tool. With the equipment, according to Brian Small, Ingersoll's join::. managing 
director, the engineering firms that are his customers can work out more quickly the effects 
of advanced automated machinery. (New Scien~ist, 29 Septemb~r 1983.) 

Type on the cheap 

Microcomputers could be about to make a new inroad into an industry dominated by large 
machinery. Linotype-Paul, maker of thot casting machines on which generations of printers 
have set type into metal, has launched a photo-typesetter driven by a home-computer 
keyboard. The idea is to allow organizations such as large companies and local authorities 
to print their own material to professional standard. The cost: around ElS,000. 
(New Scientist, 10 November 1983.l 

Succe11 of computer-linking of European ports 

A pilot scheme of computer link• between 24 ports in continental Europe and the 
1'1riti1h Ports A1rociation, aimed at lowering co1t1, reducing the risk of pollution and 
increuing safety and efficiency, has been declared a major success. London, Copenhagen, 
Hamburg, Bremen, Rotterdam, Antwerp, Le Havre, Genoa, Piraeu1, Naples and Venice are among 
the members of the !uropQan Port Data Processing A1sociation CEVHAl. The acheme compri1e1 a 
data connunication1 feasibility study, a dangerous 1ub1tances study and a final network. 



SJSte:a studJ. When a ship sails from &DJ EVHA port, information, including it• naae, 
destination, draft, a su.marJ of anJ dangerous substances it maJ be cal'l'Jing, it• ti- of 
departure and estiaated time of arrival is fed into the computel', which 1tol'e1 it until the 
port of destination make an inquiry. Ports are able to prepare them.salve• for tbs arrival 
of ships in a W&J that has never before been possible on a large 1cale. Time and 111<>neJ can 
be saved, and ad~ance warning can mean safer handling of dangerous cargoe1. The threat of 
pollution can be reduced, as can risk to dock vorkers. (Outlook on Science PolicJ, Vol. 5, 
No. 9, September 1983, published bJ Science Policy Foundation.> 

Cargo-handling by computer 

No matter how manJ tonnes of cargo a ship carries, when she put• to 1ea her voyage is 
also burdened with a vast amount of documentation, passenger list•, crew Hats and wages 
accounts, bunker fuel intake and consumption, stores lists, cargo bookings and freight 
invoices - all these and other data and statistics have tc be com.piled, sorted, extrapolated 
and entered up for every voyage. This has traditionally been a tedious and time-consuming 
manual task but the picture, quite literally, is changing fast as more and more shipping 
lines are now going on-line with SHIPS, Shipping Industries Processing SJstem. This is the 
name given bJ London computer services specialists Turnkey and Applied Computing 
Systems Ltd. to a flexible hardware and software package that can be tailored to meet the 
particular documentation needs of individu1l clients. 

Koreline - Korflot International Liner AgencJ - which manages a large fleet of Russian 
ships including cruise liners, has invested s<>111e E400,000 in a SHIPS pack!lge comprising a 
OEC PDPll/70 computer in its United ltingdom HQ in London and a PDPl/44 in its Tilbur-y 
office. These "speak" to eacn other over leased phone lines and Koreline's office in Hull 
is also connected to the London computer via two terminals. The United ltingdom's system is 
linked, again through leased telephone lines, to computers in Hamburg and Leningrad. 
Koreline says that 80 per cent more bills of lading can now be handled without any increase 
in office staff. 

For example, USSR/UK man if est data can now be automatically transmitted in 20 minutes 
direct to Tilbury where it enables the PDPll/44 to produce copies of the manifest for 
Customs and the Port of London Authority well ir. advance of a vessel's arrival; 
notification of arrival to consignees; invoices, delivery orders, and land haulage 
instructions. For vessels outward bound from the United ltingdom. a single entry of l:>ill of 
lading and freighting details to a VDU procluces bill of lading, freighted and unfreighted 
cargo manifests, freight invoices, updated sales figures, nominal and voyage ledgers, cargo 
types, shippers, consignees and revenues as well as other statistical reports. 

The latest software package by T&ACS covers container control, tracking the movements 
and location of containers in the United ltingdom and linked with their repair and 
maintenance plus storage and handling. 

The use of the SHIPS system has been such a success ~hat Koreline is now looking into 
computer exchange of manifest data to cover its services to the Mediterranean, East Africa, 
India and Paki1tan, and the Far East. In fact, Koreline would like to extend the system 
into agents' offices in ports around the world, considering that this would be well worth 
while if only for the benefit of transmitting manifests by computer, particularly to more 
remote areas, instead of having to rely on couriers and air tran1port. (Electronic• 
Weekly, 24 August 1983.) 

Speech-recognition system fit• in watch, re1pond1 to five one-word coamand1 

Minimal power con1umption and 1mall size combine in a novel speech-recognition sy1tea 
now in development at A1ulab AG in Ne1•chatel, Switzerland. TheH attribute1, plu1 the low 
coat of the final chip, will make the 1y1te• applicable in batterJ-powered con1wner product• 
like watche1, clocks and toy•, a1 well a1 remote-control unit• for ho .. appliance• and radio 
and TV sets. Sporting a 15-word vocabularJ, the system currently under development for 
watchu vi ll recogn I u 10 1poken dig i t1 and five one-word comiand1. It• 1, 500--bi t memory i 1 
1mall enough for low-volwne and inexpen1ive chip implementation, yet large enough to 
completely program. a watch or, for that matter, other equipment around the hou1e. 

Unlike other 1y1tea1, the A1ulab chip u1e1 virtual!y n~ peripheral dovice1. It 
compris•• an analog preproce11or and a 1pecial aicroproce11or, both A1ulab-de1igned. After 
prea.m.pll fy hig the acou1t i c 1 i gnal from the external mic1·ophone, the preproce11or analyi:e1 
that 1ignal within a 200-to-4,500-herti: range, breaking it down into •even channel• by mean• 
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of bandpass filters. Once the signal from each channel is rectified and averaged, its 
energJ is extracted and digitiud with a variable threshold that tracts the level of the 
input acoustic signal. Saaplinr; everJ 10 milliseconds Jields a data rate of 700 bits per 
second at the parallel outputs, implemented as a seven-line data bus. To keep power 
consumption low, all circuits used in signal anal JI ii, 1uch as the fourth-order bandpass 
filters and the energJ extractors, are designed in low-power switched-capacitor technologJ. 
The bandpass filters are realized bJ cascading tvo second-order sections. 

Further signal processing is done in the microprocessor. It eliminates redundancJ in 
the voice signal and codes and compresses the 700-b/s data stream from the preprocessor bJ 
u1in~ run-length coding, poFula~ in image proce11ing. Then, in the recognition mode, the 
microproces1or goes through the correlation procen according to a program stored in its 
10-i read-onlJ memorJ. This process entails comparing the characteristics cf t~e incoming 
word with the sonogram of the word stored in the RAB. At a clock rate of 32 kilohertz., a 
co~n value for electronic watches, it take• onlJ about 100 milliseconds to perfor111 a 
correlation, this short time being 11 result of a well-defined instruction set. (Speech 
recognition s11tem1 already on the market also feature 100-ms C'orrelation times, but at 
clock rates much higher than 32 kHz..) The microprocessor's sequencer handl~s s1stem timing, 
and its arithaetic and logic unit performs functions like estimating the similarity of input 
and reference words. 

Thus far the Swiss eugineers have integrated the switched-capacitor filter banks, the 
le~el detectors for analog preprocessing, the ALU, the sequencer, and the RA!!. The software 
and all critical parts of the hardware have been extensivelJ tested. At this point, Asulab 
director von Willisen is reluctant to give information on chip prices. But he hints that, 
g:ven the small silicon area and the relativelJ small vocabularJ, the cost will be fairly 
low. 'Electronics, 19 R•J 1983.) 

Easier-to-service digital TV 

ITT has invested £20 million over the past decade on the design of a television set 
that handl~• picture and sound signals .n digital code instead of the conventional analogue 
waveform. For the public there will be no imediate advantage when the "Digivision" sets 
first come onto the market in 1<;84. ThaJ will cost the same as conventional analogue 
television sets, and the pictures will loot the same. But the Digi vis ion sets will contain 
fever com1X>nents to go wrong, and will be far easier to service when they do. Also, they 
will be e&IJ to upgrade bJ fitting new chips as theJ become available, offering features not 
po11ihle <1ith analogue circuits. A digital television i-ediatelJ decodes the incoming 
soun~ and picture signals and converts them into an 8-bit digital code. All-digita! 
circuits, like those in a computer, handle the signal. The signal is conv~rted back into an 
analogue waveform just before it i1 fed to the picture tube and loudspeakers. The set will 
have seven integrated circuits or chips which ITT makes in the Federal Republic of Germany. 
Th• seven chips replace 282 1eparate components, for instance transistors and resistors and 
cut bJ over 700 the number of 1older connections. The sets will therefore be very easy to 
make. Computers will do the phJ1ical "tweaking" needed to adjust the picture, and to 
control qualitJ. And if a Ht goes wrong later, a 1ervice engineer can bring the picture 
back to normal bJ plugging in a computer handset which re-adju1t1 the circuits in the ·$,;.;ne 
way. 

But the most exciting aspect of Digivi1ion is its future potential. The next 
generation of chip•, which the companJ could fit in existing digital sets, will offer 
Hlective zoom, still pictures, r.nd multi-standard operation. A frame store could freeze 
an:r moment of the action on 1creen, and displaJ it as a still picture. The zoom control 
would allow the viewer to enlarge anJ area of the picture displayed. And bec.)1_.;se the 
signals inside the television are in digit•, it i1 of no consequence to the circuit' whether 
the input l• the us 1tandard 525-line or the European 625 lines. So a single set can cope 
with either standard. It i1 al10 relatively ea1y to double the number of lines displayed 
to improve definition, or to double the number of picture fr&JDe1 di1played every second to 
eliminate flicker. A viewer will also be able to check what's on another channel by 
inlaJing a small picture of that channel in the corner of the main picture. Interference 
and ghost image• cau1ed bJ reflections of the received 1ignal are more easily cancelled out 
in a digital television. ~~~v Scientist.) 

Computer tran1lator1 1ay goodby to water goats 

In an atte•pt to cut the E300 million it 1pend1 everJ year on tran1lation1, the !EC ha• 
launched a project to build an all-purpose, automatic, translating machine. Although the 
IEC already has a translation machine called Syrst,.an, at belt It can manage to get only 
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eight out of 10 words right. It can translate documents only in specific technical areas, 
and it cannot be reYised with a better vocabulary or better gr .... r routines. The result of 
these shortcomings, according to Douglas Arnold of Esaex Universi~l'S language and 
linguistics department and one of the projec· 's co-ordinators, is that Syrstran has a habit 
of translating hydraulic raa as "water goath, and out of sight, out of riind as "invisible 
idiot". 

The EEC's new sysiea, under development at 11 European universities, will not only be 
able to cope vi th the 42 European languages and variations, but will be part of other 
autoaated office aids such as electronic aail. The Eurotra syst-. which should be in 
service by 1986, will enable a typist to tap in a document in one language and a language 
expert to check the aachine's tran¥lation on a second screen before printing it. Although 
Eurotra will not produce perfect translations - the coaplexities of syntax are just too 
great, says Douglas - it will allow the EEC to count out the people who do the first 
translations. Translators for soae language coabinations, such as Danish into Greek and 
Dutch into Greek, are particularly bar~ to find. 

Working at a rate of arouud 10 seconds per sentence, the Eurotra system will run on a 
large coaputer to begin with, although ArnolJ says it would be possible eventually to put it 
on a aicrocoaputer. (New Scientist, 15 Deceaber 1983.) 

Metal staapings 

A software-controlled laser systea can effectively produce prototype metal staapings, 
according to TL Vanderwert, Data Card's Laserdyne Div. (Eden Prairie, mt). Prototype design 
changes can be acco.-odated with computer-controlled !aser equipment siaply by changinr. ~he 
tooling software, i.e., an NC program. In addition, laser aachining makes it possible to 
produce a liaited nuaber of staapings 'olfhile r-ermanent dies are being fabricated. To be 
effective in prototyping, laser machining must be able to produce a finished product with 
characteristics equal to or better than die staaping parameters. Advantages include narrow 
curve capability and close tolerances, replac.ament of dies and tools with prograas, easy 
parameter changes by altering the CNC ae..ory, more efficient use of aaterial, coaparable 
equipment operating costs, and the ability to integrate laser machining into a total 
automated environment. Machine D, 10 June 1983, pp. 107-111. (Technology Update, 
29 October 1983.) 

Computers in fight against oil pollution 

Computer simulations of the North-Weit European Continental Shelf tidal currents 
promise improved predictions for oil spill tracking. 

Scicon, on behalf of the Department of Transport, the Department of Energy and the 
Off1hore Pollution Liabillty Association Ltd. (an oil industry a11ociation which adaini1ter1 
an agree-nt whereby offshore oil operators accept liability for pollution daaage and the 
cost of remedial aea1ure1) has carried out tidal 1tream 110delling with 1pecial reference to 
the Channel and Moray Firth region•. The databanks re1ulting froa the1e simulations have 
been extensively validated, with reference to known data, and have been shown ti"' reproduce 
accurately the observed current pattern1. When u1ed with Sci con' 1 oil spill modelling 
program SCOOP, they provide valuable a1;i1tance in countering oil spill• and locatin~ 

coa1tline1 mo1t at ri1k from, for example, off1hore oil operation. 

Accuracy on i nfonaatlon on current• has been a liai ting factor in foreca1t i ng oil 
movements and the more detailed information produced using the re1ults of Scicon's 
hydrodynamic aodell i ng vil 1 give a con1 idt-rable iaprove-nt over 1iaulatlon11 u1 i ng the 
hitherto 1par1e data availajle. Hydrodynaaic modelling, u1ed to generate tidal stream 
databanks, wa1 car.·ied out on one of the large mainframe c<>11puter1 at Scicon'• Milton leyne1 
ba1ed bureau ~peration. Data on water depth, coa1tline definition and tide height required 
by hyd•~dynaaic models v~• obtained fro• both British and French sources. Graphical 
technique• were used to 1peed the data input process. (llectronic1 Wee~. 
7 Sep~eaber 1983.) 

C<>11puter1 trap polluters 

When fi1h 1tarted dying in the River PrOll8, near Bath, United Ungdoa, last July, no 
one knew why. But within hours of a 1aaple of water arriving at the local water authority'• 
laboratory, 1clenti1t1 knew the che91ical re1pon1ible trichloroethylene and 110re 
iaportantly, the factory the pollution came from. The incident vu a good illu1tratlon of 
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the V&J in which new tJPe• of equipment, developed originallJ for medical laboratories, can 
help authorities trace and prevent pollution. The Wessex Water AuthoritJ, which covers 
parts of seven counties in southwest !ngland, claias to hav~ the most advanced equip11ent in 
Britain. The aachine responsible for catching the trichloroethJlene polluter was a mass 
spectrcmeter. It works bJ coaparing characteristics of chemicals in the sample with more 
than 30,000 che11ical "f!.ngerprints" in its me90rJ. It then prints out the name of the 
ch-ical. With old, aanual -thods, n-ing a chemical was possible only after a lot of 
repetitive work. "If we had worked on it for two 11anths, we might have got somewhere", one 
scientist said. 

Another weapon the autbori lJ laboratory has against pollution could provide the water 
analJsis business with its biggest breakthrough since the work of Louis Pasteur. 
Gareth Jones, a scientific officer, sav an advertise.Mot for a blood-testing machine and 
realized it could be adapted to spot bacteria in water. The machine consists of water baths 
for growing up to 112 •-plea of bacteria, and a c<>11puter which measures their growth bJ 
110ni toring changes in their electrical conduct ivi tJ. The rPsults appear as a graph on a 
screen, and can spot seriously cont-inated water in tvo to three hours. Even more 
interestinglJ, it is someti-• possible to identify a bacterium by the shape of its pattern 
of growth. But the scientists say they will need at least eight more months of development 
work before theJ can be sure. But theJ are confident that fever people will get aW&J with 
duaping nastJ substances in the rivers. (Nev Scientist, 15 September 1983.l 

Energy saver 

i. Bristow, a British electrical engineer, found that a single chip 111icrocomputer c1.n 
substantiallJ reduce the amount of energJ consumed by electric motors. Just how much energy 
can be saved depends on a&DJ factors, including the size of the motor, its loading and hov 
efficientlJ it noraally operates. Bristow hiaself is cautious about making specific c:aims, 
but a reduction of 10-15 per cent is likelJ vith relatively efficient motors. Officially 
known as the "Fairford SJstea 311C Module", this specially prograJ11Ded microprocessor performs 
1everal functions fo~rlJ liaited to auch more complex and costly controllers for 
three-phase induction 11ators. In technical terms, the Fairford motor controller comprises a 
silicon chip containing the logic necessarJ to regulate the power applied to an induction 
motor according to the phase lag between the supplJ voltage and the current. BJ linking the 
power input of the 11ator to its load require-nt in this waJ, energy can be saved. The 
Falrfold chip also provide11 for "soft start" (i.e. gradual start-up) of electric motors, 
detect.a loss of phase current, and eliainates starting in-rush currents. 

The sitnificance of this breakthrough is at least threefold. First, because it matches 
power input with load requireaent auch more accurately, it enables motors of smaller 
capaci tJ to be used to perfora the job now being done by motors of larger capaci tJ. With 
large el~ctricallJ-operated industrial aachinery, thi1 can add up to ~eal savings in capital 
cost, and even with saaller mGtors, the savings will be 1ub1tantial. Second, because it 
provides a nuaber of fora• of protection, including automatic shut-down in the case of 
overload, the Fairford 11ator controller will undoubtedly find use all over the world, it has 
1pecial 1ignificance for developing countries. In recent years, altho~gh energy-intensive 
indu1tries in the developed countrie1 have achieved substantial savings in energy 
consumption through conservation and increa1ed efficiency, Third World indu1tries have not, 
for the most part, aade nearlJ as auch progress in thi1 direction. Con1equently, the motor 
controller offer1 th- an opportunitJ for greater rationalization. Moreover, it hu the 
c;.dvantage of being auch less expenlive than exhting 110tor control sy1te111s: even produced 
in limited quantities for industrial use, it is only expected to co1t around £30 (approx. 
sus 45). 

Although the rairford aotor controller i1 small, can be made cheaply and looks simple, 
its development vas no MaSJ task. Bristow began working on it in 1979, collaborating with 
two computer software 1peclal ht• at Plpiouth PolJtechn i c and aided financ iallJ by the 
Intermediate TechnologJ O.v•lopment. Group (ITDGl, set up by E. F. Schumacher in the 19601 to 
help saall industries in both industrialized and developing countries. Perfection of the 
device was to take seven aan-years of hard work. When Bristow realized that his goal wa1 
within his grasp, he formed a saall coapanJ, Fairford llectronic1, to market the device. 
Sales pr0110tion has just got under waJ in Britain and the coapanJ h now looking for 
partners in other countrie1. UaderstandablJ, Bristow is concern~d that while needing to be 
large enough to 1erve growing aarkets in other countries, joint venture partners should not 
be huge congl011erates, or they a&J 1iaplJ swallow up a •••11 coapany like Fairford. At the 
s-. ti:Jle, ITDG is working with rairford in introducing the .otor controller to developing 
countries. 
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Further lnfoI"llatlon on the Fairford miotor controller can be obtained frOll Brian Padgett 
at ITDG, 9 ling Street, London WC2, United lingd011, or fr<>11 Ray Bristow at Fairford 
Electronics Ltd., Maynard House, 3 The Plains, Totnes, Devon T09 5DR, United lingdom. (Ward 
Morehouse, President of tae Council on International and Public Affairs in New Tork. 

Heating bills 

Energy auditing is catching on almost everyvhere. Although new homes are being built 
more energy-efficiently, old ones often need serious patching and padding. France's 
department of energy is subsidizing up to 8~ of home energy audits there and in Denmark 
energy audits will soon be virtu•llJ cOllpulsory for any house being sold. In Aaerica, all 
private utilities now offer energy audits virtually for free. Auditing a house can be done 
in various ways. Usually it's a pencil-and-paper affair with blanket recOllll8ndations, 
although in the United States some auditors use a large ••inframe c<>11puter at their 
headquarters to do the analysis and Britain's Building Research Establishment is trying a 
similar approach. 

The trouble has been tb,t, typically. the bou1ebolder does not act on the 
recomnendations. Because be simply does not beLieve the projected 1avings or because he is 
unwi 11 ing to dish out money for longer-term savings. The CIU (C011puterised Instrumental 
Residential Audit) progruae may change this. Its novelty ii that it can be run on an 
inexpensive, po!"table microcomputer. This -•ns that an auditor or surveyor who knows 
nothing about computers can measure up a home on tt;e spot - with a lot of input from the 
home owner. ihe prograane instructs the micro fir1t to ask the surveyor and client a number 
of questiond about the house: e.g. the type of fuel u1ed for water and space heating, the 
direction that the house faces, the thickness and material of each wall, the number, size 
and condition of the windows, number of occupants at different ti-• of day, and so on. 
Factors such as local weather patterns are already included in the progr...e. The computer 
then weighs up all the factors leading to energy wastage. A few minutes later the verdict 
is made; a print-oi.t 1hows the recoamendations for improve-nts. These take into account 
the cost of, e.g., roof insulation, the owner's budget and tile period over which he wishes 
to recoup his expenses. 

The detailed print-out also advises the client on which measures will save what 
percentage of his present bill. Listed, too, is the total amount needed to retrofit the 
house and the payback period for every measure taken. 

The CIRA programie is accurate: fed with adequate information about a house, its 
e1timates of hew much energy that house will use compare well with its actual energy use. 
And since the client is so involved in the diagnosis of hi• house, the hope is he will be 
more inclined to take remedial steps. If so, the savings could be considerablP. In 
AJllerica, building• gobble up the energy equivalent of Um barrels of oil a day. CIRA' s 
developers say this could be halved if people followed their (and other auditor1') advice. 
(The Economist, 17 September 1983.) 

Clinic is calling on dor.tors 

Doctors are to get a look at how computer• could transform their surgeries bJ the 
year 2000. An exhibition called Clinic 2000 h to tour the United lingdot1 to demon1trate 
how a computerized reception can cut down on admini1tration work, allowing doctor• 110re time 
with their patients, and how computers can aid clinical investigations. It will al10 
demonstrate computer-aided diagnoai1 and online data banks containing information on 
different treatments and drugs. Doctors vi1iting the exhibition can try out any of the aid1 
on show. 

over the next two years the exhibition ~ill tour po1tgraduate centre•, being updated a1 
It goe1. It 11 being run bJ a department of the pharmaceutical COllp&nJ Saith, lllne & 
French. The exhibition 11 purely for educational purpo1e1. But it i1 ba1ed on a progrume 
undergoing clinical evaluation at the Goven Health Centre in Gla1gov. Sllith, lline & French 
ha1 provld•i an educational 1ervice to the .. dlcal profe11ion 1ince the 19501. It pioneered 
the uH of colour clo1e circuit televhion for .. dical purposH in the United lingdom and 
later the development of videodi1c aid1. CC011euter Weekly, 20 October 1983.) 

Prom h•JJUn hearts to microchip• 

People 1uffering from cardiova1cular di1ea1e1 c•n expect in future to benefit from 1ome 
1triking experl .. nts now In progre11 at Stanford Univer1lt1 in California. Scientl1~1 th•re 
ha·1e deaon1trated the po11lbilltJ of taking I-ray plcturH which, free froia the u1ual 
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shadowing and interference caused bJ bones and other tissues, sbov in detail onlJ the heart 
and blood Yessels. And of doing 10 with less risk to the patient. The Stanford group, 
led bJ Dr. I. B. Hughes, bas got around probleas bJ using as an I-raJ source a particle 
accelerator, a powerful electron synchrotron. A s1nchrotron can produce radiath>n in a 
range of wavelengths, from long wavelength infrared radiation to shortwave I-raJs. Thus the 
wavelength of the radiation can be "tuned" .... 

"oreoYer, SJDchrctron radiation is far brighter than conventional I-ra1s. This -ans 
that pictures can be built up line bJ line, each line being recorded in a fraction of a 
heartbeat, free froa &DJ blurring due to movement. SafetJ is also increased: lover doses 
of iodine can be adainistered into peripheral veins (eliminating the need for a catheter) 
and lo-r doses of I-r•J radiation used. The Stanford team has successfully demonstrated 
the technique on aniaah, and is now creating a facility for human patients. Trials on 
h1111an patients are e1pected to b~gin earlJ ne1t fear. The snag, of course, is that 
synchrotrons are aas1ive, e1pe111ive pieces of equipment. While, in theory, dedicated 
facilities could be created (at a cost of $10 m or morel, the more feasible approach is 
probably to create angiographic fadlities at the fev centres that happen already to have 
suitable s1nchrotron1, and have patients travel to them. There is talk of creating 
facilities at Brookhaven in Long Tsland and at Haaburg in the FRG. In Britain, there is a 
machine near Warrington that could serve "anchester and Liverpool but there are u yet no 
plans for creating an angiographic facilitJ there. 

There are aanJ other applications for the brilliant radiation C"i syr.chrotrons. Mostly 
these are research applications, ranging from studies of the surface behaviour of cataly~ts 
to the Mchanisas of metal fatigue. But synchrotrons could als!> become tools for the 
manufacture of tomorrow's electronic chips. 

Chip-makers developing the ne1t generation of superfast computers need to print 
circuits with line definitions of a fraction of a micrometre (a millionth of a metre). Chip 
circuits are usually created by shining light through a mask on to a photosensitive coating 
on a silicon wafer. T~e trouble is that light - even ultraviolet light - has a relatively 
long wavelength, and this limits the definition of the lines it can draw. The powerful, 
shortwave I-ra1s produced by a synchrotron could produce much finer circuits. IB" thinks 
the s1nchrotron is a ~erious contender as the lithographic tool for the ne1t generation of 
superfast microchips and a consortium of European companies is investigating the 
po11ibilitf, too, using a new synchrotron in West Berlin. Of course, what chip-makers need 
is a machine that can be used in the secul"e, clean controlled envil"onment of their own 
manufacturing plant1: a dedicated machine. Happily, that need not be so powel"ful as the 
machines needed for angiogl"aphs. Scaled-down synchrotrons, costing perhaps under $2 m each, 
are now being designed for the purpose. (The Economist, 17 September 1983.) 

Computel" muscle stiaulation 

Bio "edical Research of the Shannon Development Centre, Limerick, Il"eland has developed 
a machine, which u1ing a computer can help in muscle stimulation. This development, which 
so far hu co1t £112 a, promiHI to be of great benefit to paraplegics especially. The 
attachment h put on the 1kin in the same manner as the well-known Slendertone health and 
beauty aid. It feeds electric pulses to dead muscles or those ahich al"e not being used and 
causes l"eviving reactionarJ movements. 

Bio Medical'• main mal"ket i1 seen in the United States but strong interest car. be seen 
coming froa the Il"ilh Athletic mal"ket. When Electronics Repol"t spoke to Neil Cusack, for~er 

Dublin CitJ "•rathon winner, he said that he was very impl"essed with what the new 
development could achieve. Runners could be aided imensely in their warm-up and warm-down 
period and it could even be uaed to increaae the speed of recovel"y after an injury. 
Bio-"edical R&1earch Ltd., ~a• e1tabli1hed in 197S a1 a subsidial"Y of "edical and Biological 
In1truaentation Ltd. (llectronic1 Report, Ireland, October 1983.) 

U.S. patent office pl"epar•• to automate 

Paperle11 operation bJ 1990 ha1 become the goal of the United States Patent and 
Tradeaarll: Office, nov that the hardware needed fol" the job is either on the verge of 
production, in the case of optical-disk 1toragft, or u1es technology already In hand, in the 
ca1e of te1t and ir~g• proce11ing. Tho1e advance1, in the view of John Bry~nt, the agency's 
adainhtrator of autoaation, now make coaputeriz.ed storage of some 24 million pages of 
patent docUM11tation feasible. The integration and corr-elation of character data with 
digital i•age1 also can be done, he 1ay1. But the neceuary custom-tailored 1oftware, he 
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adds, could cost up to $75 aillion, which is 2~ of the $341.S •ill ion budget for the 
eight-year project. The objective of his agency's aut<>11atlon, he ~sserts, is to en.-ble 
patent ei:aminers to guarantee the accuracy of patent decision• and to aake the• vi thin 
18 months. Nov, decisions coae in 30 months with soaething less than guaranteed accuracy 
because at any one time some 7~ of the agency's files are aissing. 

Confronting Bryant's autoaation strategists when they started moving forward two years 
ago was the question of how best to convert a total of 4.S aillion United States patents and 
9 million foreign patents into machine-readable fora. The answer: digitize i:he tei:t of 
2 mill ion of the most re..:ent United States patents and the pictures and Jiagra111s of all 
13. S million. The ianediate storaga require-nt is 60 billion bytes of character data and 
about 3 trillion bytes of digitized information: 37 aillion pictures coapressed into 
80-r bytes apiece. 

Optical disks promise the density ne~essary for such an undertaking. With a 12-inch 
optical disk having a capacity of 1.6 billion bytes soon to be aarketed by 31! Co. of 
Minneapolis, the patent office would need about 1,850 disks. Better yet, Bryant says, would 
be a disk capacity of 4 billion bytes, which would result in a very aanageable 620 or so 
.'latters. That capacity advance should make Bryant's ti-table. Scheduled for early 1984 
is volume production of a 4-billion-byte model by Storag:. Technology Co&:p. of Louisville, 
Colorado. 

For software, the agency will have to go beyond off-the-shelf prograas. Current 
archival-based systems including IB!t's Stairs, Battelle Memorial Institute's Basis, and 
General Electric Co.' s Gescan handle only character data. These firas could aodify their 
software to incorporate digital iaage processing, but Bryant doubts whether any will agree 
to invest in what promises to t.e a one-shot market. So, seeking to avoid the cost of 
starting from scratch, Bryant has his hopes pinned on Cbeaical Ab1tract Services of 
Columbus, Ohio. It has 1pent $SO million developing software comparable to what the patent 
office needs. Although software is ei:pected to pose the most serious obstacle to 
automation, Bryant predicts there will be hardware capable of perfo!:'lling some jobs that now 
can be accomplished only b1 software. For ei:aaple, he nes the possibility of imag& data 
compression being implemented by a aicroprocessor-based •J•t- that ii faster and less 
expensive than existing programs. 

With its 18-month, guar.:;~eed-integrity goal in aind, the patent office has apecified 
the following performance requirements for the system: 

- It must be fully available 9~ of the time during the scheduled ll. 5 on-line daily 
hours of operation and acco11111<>date at lea1t 9~ of concurrent users in peak periods. 

- Simple text and image searches should average less than 3 seconds, with 12 1 at mo1t 
for more complicated tasks. Additional pages 1hould not be dwlayed more than 0. S s after 
the initial display. These capabilities imply a local network running at 200 megabytes/a at 
least. 

- Total recovery of a data base of 2 billion bytes shoul1 not require more than 
three hours. If a breakdown affects a file in u1e, recovery should take less than 
10 minutes. 

Still to be specified is the resolution of iaage displays. Going with 100 picture 
elements per inch versus 200 or 300 pixels/in. would aake the sy1tea faster and cheaper, but 
it would sacrifice quality. 

Putting together hardware and software configurations that .. et those criteri~ will be 
the aajor ta1k of the vendors that 1ubllit design proposals for the systea later this year. 
The 1y1tem contractor, the !titre Corp. of McLean, Va., will issue rec~ndatlons by 
mid-1984. A1 !titre conceives it, the modularly expandable architecture will be built around 
five 1ub1y1tem1, 1ay1 Williaa T. Bi1ignani, aanager of the project (1eo "The patent office's 
five building blocks"). One of the more viable approaches, according to the coapany, would 
be to cent· ~lize the text storage but to localize the graphics storage. 

With coaplet ion of 1ub1y1t- in1tallat ion and data-base conversion :.ate nezt year, 
Bryant beHeve1 that computerization of all patents can be done between 1985 and 1987. 
During the nei:t r.hree y1tars, final upgrades will be incorporated into the 1yut- to al::.ow 
for truly paper-free operations. However, unle11 non-governmental u1er1 go to one of the 
40 public patent depository libraries scattered acro11 the United States, there will be no 
free acce11 to the agency'• data. The patent office plans to sell its search and retrieval 
st1rvlce1 to private companies like "•ad Data Central, the Dayton, Ohio, infon•tlon bank. 
"ead, in turn, will charge cu1to-r1 dearly - about SlOO per hour - to tap the voluminous 
patent files. qpect_ronlc1, 21"ay1983.) 
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The future of computers in education in the developing world (by Jamesine Frie~d *) 

In some ways, the future of educational computing in the Third World will parallel what 
has happened in the United States. The first uses will be in administration and in the 
tedching of computer science at the university level, and only later will computer-assisted 
instructior. CCAil be used in other than small experimental projects. In other ways, the 
Third World is in the position of "leapfrogging": l.iy taking advantage of technological 
c!!anges that have occurre.:. over the last 20-25 years, the developing world can enter into 
tile field of computing at a more advanced level i11111ediately. Not only hardware, but also 
software from the industrialized world can be ~sed without going through a lengthy 
development process. Especially in administration and in computer science departments, 
ready-made software can be imported and put to use innediately. It is less clear that 
imported CAI programs can b~ used in the Third World, though, since the educational needs of 
developing countries differ from the needs of the countries in which such programs are now 
available. Before looking more closely at the possible applications of CAI in the 
developing world, we turn to a brief overview of ti1e history of CAI in the United States. 

Computers have been used in the United States for teachinir; for 20 years, providing 
individualized instruction that is both motivating and effective. The first educational 
programs were written for large mainframe computers which co11111unicated with remote sites by 
means of telephone lines. One mainframe computer could serve many schools that were as far 
as several thousand miles from the computer center. Because of the high cost of telephone 
service, many schools began to acquire their own minicomputers. Although minicomputers 
serve fewer students, the lower cost of smaller computers plus the saving in telephone 
char~es made them a viable alternative to central mainframe computers. The more recent 
microcomputer, with its even l~wer cost, ~as given new impetus to com~uter use in the field 
of education. There is hardly a school in the United States that cannot now afford at least 
one microcomputer. 

Mary of the educational programs developed for mainframE: computers and minicomputers 
can provide :Jtudents with daily lessons for months or even year!;. Some of the programs 
provide drill-and-practice exercises, which arE: meant to supplement a regular course of 
instruction. These programs derive their effectiveness from their ability to pro7ide 
individualized instruction, offering each student the precise kind of practice needed to 
fully develop skills previously presented in the classroom. Another kind of program is the 
tutorial program which provides instruction as well as practice; tutorial programs are 
intended to provide complete instruction in a given subject, and are most often used by 
students who do not attend regular classes. One of the most attractive features of the 
tutorial programs is that students can study at their convenience, working at any time of 
day, and for ~ny length of time. 

A number of research studies have shown that both drill-and-practice programs and 
tutorial instruction cad ~e very effective for many subjects and for a wide range of 
students. While drill-and-practice programs have Ileen most co11111on in elementary schools, 
tutorial programs have l.ieen used most often by high school or college students, or by adults 
who are not regular students. Drill-and-practice programs are characteristically d~veloped 

r skill subjects such as arithmetic, grBJ1111ar, spelling, and foreign languages. Tutorial 
programs have been used for a wider range of subjects: logic, computer progra11111ing, 
algebra, history, geography, statistics, physics, etc. 

Several other forms of computerized instruct ion have also been u:ied, al though to a 
lesser extent. Intelligent computer-assisted instruction, which involves the application of 
artificial intelligence techniques, is a sophisticated development, promising programs that 
are more "knowledgeable" about both the subject matter and the individual student. 
"Artificial intelligenc£" refers to the capacity of the computer to simulate human 
intellectual an·' cognitive behaviour, which can include voice recognition and personalized 
re1ponses. So far it has seen little application outside of a specialized, research 
environment, and much basic researc~ is needed before intelligent computer-assisted learning 
replaces the more standard drill-and-practice or tutorial programs. Simulation r-rogramP are 
aho very promising; in a few short, interactive seuions, these programs can provide 
1tudents with experience equivalent to hours spent in the laboratory or field. Flight and 
driving simulators use a computer to control elaborate s!mulation equip111ent and provide 
training that would otherwise be more costly, more dangerous, and more time-consuming. 

* James i ne P'riend has worked in educ at ion for 20 years, with over ten years in the 
design and production of computer-•88isted instruction. She was the Overseas Director of 
the Radio Mathematics Project in Nicaragua. 
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Dental and surgical patients have also been simulated bJ computer fo: use in training 
dentists and diagnosticians. Th2se are elaborate ct'•u::tructs that simulate human reactions 
to drugs, blood loss, etc., in quite a realistic fashion. There are also simpler kinds of 
simulations which use a simple computer terminal to simu!ate experiments with rock.et 
trajectories, chemical mixtures, life CJcles of organisms, and so on. These simpler 
simulations are highly verbal, describing outcomes rather than providing realistic 
simulations, and although they do not p~ovide the same kind of realism as the more complex 
simulations, they can be quite effective teaching devices. 

Most of the kinds of programs mentioned above are implemented on mainframe computers or 
minicomputers. Some of them can be translated for use on microcomputers, although the 
smaller memory and storage space available in microcomputers pracludes easJ adaptation of 
the bigger programs. 

Teaching programs for microcomputers are usually small efforts, aimed at providing 
game-like instructional activities to supplement teaching in specific topics. The prograas 
are intended for occasional rather than daily use, and few guidelines exist to help teachers 
integrate the use of CAI programs intc their planned curriculum. Only a k.novledge1&ble and 
well-trained teacher can successfully select, from the miscellany of available small 
programs, a mixture that is well integrated with on-going instruction and vell suited to the 
needs of individual students. 

Not much research has yet been undertaken on the effectiveness of programs produced for 
microcomputers. However, one would expect greater variance in quality U10ng the 
microcomputer programs than among programs for larger machines, primarilJ because small 
producers of microcomputer software are not subject to the kind of qualitJ control that has 
existed in producing programs for mainframes and minicomputers. Thia vork.s in tvo ways. 
On the one hand, some independent entrepreneurs have little interest beyond producing a 
marketable item which may have much inmediate appeal but no enduring educational valu~. On 
the other hand, precisely because there is less bureaucratic encumbrance, some truly 
innovative and educationallJ knowledgeable people are producing excellent programs. 

Although there are teaching programs that are remark.ably effective, the decision to use 
a particular program must be based on its cost as vell as its effectiveness. This is 
especially true for the developing countries that cannot afford to purchase expensive 
systems simply to improve the quality of instruction, much as they would like to. Since 
much of what is taught by educ at ion al computer programs could be taught by other means at 
lesser cost, no matter hov good the computer programs may be, theJ might not be suitable for 
use in the developing world. This is not to say that all educational applications of 
computers are out of the question for poorer countries, but the decision to use them 
ultimately rests on their cost effectiveness, rather than simple effecti•1ene1s. It must 
also be considered that a program that is cost effective in the United States du~ to saving 
in labour costs may not be so in another country where teacher salaries are lover. 

Eve:i vith cost in mind, there are several possible applications of computer-a11i1ted 
instruction in the educational systems of developing countries. One of the1e i1 for 
remedial instruction, which has proven one of the mo1t co1t-effective applications of 
computers in United States schools. For anJ countrJ that is nov providing 111all-gr:>up 
instruction for students vho are below grade-level, drill-and-practice by computer might, in 
fact, be quite -:ost effective. A potential problem with thi1 application, however, ii the 
development of suitable software. Programs that are designed for the United State• are 
probably not suitable for most other countries. The content mar not be appropriate; 
reading and 1ocial studies program•, for example, are 1pecific to both language and 
culture. The •tJle of in1truct\on and format of progra1111 maJ al10 be inappropriate; many 
of the programs now available for microcomputer• are more concerned vi th motivation than 
with teaching, which may be neither acceptable nor appropriate in other countrie1. 

Anothe• co1t-effective u1e of computers in education i1 in cla11room1 with low 
student/teacher ratio•. Thil most often occur1 in univer1itJ cla11e1 on 1uch advanced 
technical 1ubjects a1 topology, thennodfnamics, multivariate analJ1i1, and econometric•. In 
1ome countrie1, there mar be verJ fev 1tudent1 for even le11 advanced topic•, 1uch as 
probabilitJ theorJ, differential equation•, and organic chemi1try. The co1t of providing a 
qualified in1tructor for only a fev 1tudent1 mar vell be higher than the co1t of pro~iding 
tutorial in1truction via computer, e1pecially if the program• can be u1ed, and the 
developi11ent co1t 1hared, bJ several countrie1. 

A third, and even more promi1ing, po11ibilitJ i1 to prepare in1tructional prograa• that 
teach computer literacy and progr..-ing. There will be an ever-increa1ing demand in t,,e 
Third World for instruction about computer• them1elve1, and there are now few qualified 
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instructors. Several successful experiments have shovn that students can learn progr ... ing 
from instructional programs, even in the absence of a teacher. Here again, there may be 
only a few students in any one location (at least in the i-diate future), so the cost 
savings would thus derive from sharing development costs. 

To sum up, many of the co111110n educational applications of computers in the 
industrializ:ed world today will be in wide use in the Third World in the near future. 
Particularly likely to be transferred are microcomputers for d:-ill-and-practice and for 
re•edial instraction, and specializ:ed technical courses bJ computer for advanced education. 

Cost effect i ·reness is an issue that needs careful review, vi th local teacher salaries 
factored into hardware and software purchasing decision!\'. As more evaluations of programs 
and software become available, it will be easier for decision-makers to have & basis on 
which to judge and compare the merits and relevancy of various systems to their unique 
situu.ions. 

It is hoped that the United States experience with CAI over the last 20 years will be 
of value to developing countries, and that this experience may help such countries to avoid 
some of the start-up errors that so often go hand-in--hand with the introduction of any new 
technology. (Reprinted with permission bJ Development Coaaunication Report•.> 

SOFTWARE AJID COMPUTER EDUCATION 

Software rentals 

For personal computer buffs, some of the ads in magaz:ines are irreGistible. "Feel like 
a kid in a candy store," says one, offering rental of software progr&111s at one-fifth their 
purchase price. Another beckons with: "Try before you buy.... Eliminate the risk - Rent 
first." Such are the pitches of more than a half doz:en rental companies, most c.f them 
formed in recent months. But attractive as the ads might seem to consumers, the offers make 
software publishers seto red. Their personal computer programs arl' easily copied, and the 
publishers say the rental ~usiness amounts to piracy. One market research consultant, 
Jean L. Yates estimates that piracy and the already troublesome informal copying of personal 
computer programs could drain as much as $500 million in annual sales from software 
companies. 

With that much to 101e, the industry is looking for protection. But so far laWJers 
have. raised as many questions about software ownership as they have answered. Now, however, 
what ls believed to be the first United States suit on the rental issue may begin to define 
the law. Last month MicroPro International Corp .• a major San Rafael (Calif.) software 
producer, slapped a piracy suit on one of the most agbressive advertisers, United Computer 
Corp. KicroPro, the developer of ~ordStar, a word processing program that has 45 per cent of 
the world ms.rket, is a strong standar-:1-bearer for the industry; United, based in Culver 
City, Calif., vows to mount a tough defense of the rental business. KicroPro's suit, in 
federal court in San Francisco, charges that United is infringing its copyright and 
violating its licen1ing agreement. "A substantial number of defendants' rental customers 
have copied and are continuing to copy (KicroPro's sol'twa:-e) without authorization," the 
suit allege•, adding that "the coamercial succes~ of defendants' software rental business is 
predicated upon the unlawful copying" of so!t~are ... 

Chief aDOng the thorny legal question• is whethef." the software industry's licensing 
system, developed by International Bu1iness Machines Corp. and used by most publishers, is 
valid. The license, packaged in each piece of 1oftware, declares that the buyer of software 

• Development co .. unication Report, published quarterly by the Clearinghouse on 
Development Corimunication, has 11 circulation of over 5,000. The newsletter is available 
free of charge to readers in the developing world, and at a charge of $US 10 per ye•r to 
readers in the indu1trializ:6d countries. 

A cttnter for materiall and information on important applications of connunication 
technology to development problem•, the Clearinghou1e i• operated by the Academy for 
lducational Development, a nonprofit planning organization, and 1upported by the Bureau for 
Science and Technology of the United State• Agency for Internati~nal Development as part of 
its program in educational technology and development co .. unication. 



i1 purchasing only the right to use 
publisher, and the user cannot legally 
United is not an authori%ed MicroPro 
(Business Week, l August 1983.J 

FT makes its first lllOVe into software 

- ... -

it. Ownership, it i1 cl•i-d, re-ins with the 
give or sell the prograa to anyone else. Because 
dealer the publisher views it as an end user. 

The Financial Ti-s 11<>ved into the software business last -ek with the launch of a 
financial modelling package for 16-bit micros. The package, called FT Jt.>neyvi,e, was 
developed by MoneyvisP Software Li•ited (MSL), a small independent coapany set up about a 
yea: ago. MSL took the package to the FT because it decided the average reader was the type 
of user it wished to reach. The two companies have established • joint aarketing 
agreeaent. The FT ir;tends to launch other packages and Siaon Bisson, of MSL, said: "We 
will be taking more products to the FT including enhancements to FT Koneyvise." He 
emphasi%ed that altboagh the FT was endorsing the product, it was in no sense badge 
engineering. 

FT Moneyvise has been recogni%ed by the National Computing Centre, w:-iich bas awarded 
MSL £350,000 through the Department of Trade and Industry's software products scheme grant. 

The Financial Times claims that FT Moneyvise is 10 ti-• fa1ter than coapetitive 
products. It will initially be available on the Sirius and the IBll-PC, and there are plans 
to adapt it to other micros. It costs £395 plus VAT. Last aonth the FT announced a tie-up 
with ITT to establish an electronic business news service, International Financial 
Intelligence. (Computer Weekly, 24 Noveaber 1983.) 

Chinese software fills gap 

China has developed its own computer software for design and analysis of offshore 
structures. The system is called DASOS-JIGFEX-Design and Analysis System for Offshore 
Structures based or. the China-developed general-purpose structural analysis programae, 
JIGFEX. DASOS-JIGFEI is the result of co-operation between the Dalian Institute of 
Technology, the Scientific Research Institute of Oil Ei:ploi tat ion and Development and the 
Design and Research Institute of the Bohai Oil CompanJ, beaded by Profes1or Zhong Wanxie, of 
the Dalian Institute. It 1till fills gaps in China's coaputer software, and will be 
especially useful in designing offshore platforms. 

Zhong Wanxie said: "Platforms account for 50 per cent of the cost of offshore 
development but with the help of thi1 machine, China can save large amounts of foreign 
exchange in the joint development of offshore oil with foreign coapanie1." The new 1oftware 
increa1es China's competitiveness in bidding on off1hore oil development contracts at home 
and abroad. He added: "Our tentative enquiries to buy or lease computer programs from 
foreign companies were turned down - they even refused to talk to u1 10 we decided to 
develop our own aystem." (Electronics Weekly, 7 September 1983.) 

"U1er-def ined" 1oftware 

Mr. Nettig, owner of Photo-Nettig CAu1trial, a retail chain dealing with film•, c&111era1 
and other photographic equipment, developed an EDP model for the retail bu1ine1s. With the 
basic concept Hr. Nettig went to IBM and had hl1 aodel te1te1 for suitability in a concrete 
situation. A1 a result Mr. Nettig was invited to present his model to a forWD of data 
proce11ing 1peciali1t1 in Bru11el1 in September thi1 year. Interested retailer• from abroad 
are already applying fo•· the Nettig-IBM model to reorganiu their business. The advantage 
for Photo-Nettig i1 clear: hi• pact with IBM ii based on especially favourable conditions 
and his organi%ation bu gained a competitive edge over others thanks to IBM know-how. 
Al10, co .. i11ion fees will be paid to Nettig •• the original inventor of the EDP aodel. One 
of the biggest photo retailer• in Mexico hu decided to i111tall the nev 11y1tem. Pini• in 
the FRG are al10 negotiating for the 1y1tem. The 1y1te• 1upplie1 important 1ale1 
inforaation every hour. Special sale and discount offers can directly be fad into the cash 
regi1ter1 of all branche1 10 that cu1t01Mr1 pay the 11.1118 pr\ce for a specific product. 
(Excerpted from lurier, 14 October 1983.) 

Re1earcher1 cash in on artificial intelligence 

-'.cademic1 at the univer1itiH of Bath and Cambridge stand to gain financially fr<>11 a 
venture that will 1ell advanced coaputer 1y1tems to the United States. Metacoapco, a 
software company in Bristol, •i•• within the next year to sell 1000 software packages based 
on the 
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principles of artificial intelligence, the general aia of which is to aake c-lllputers operate 
in a W&J similar to the huaan brain. The software is written in a fora of LISP, an advanced 
proces·;ing languc.ge, that re1earchers at Bath and Ca.abridge developed. Under a coaplicated 
arrangement, royalties froa each sale will go to the acadeaics who have had " share in 
devising the language. Further pa,...nts will go to researchers at Caabridge who developed a 
set of basic software principles called TRIPOS. Thil foras what is called the operating 
1111tem of the aachine. The software should prove attractive to resea::::-chers in artificial 
intelligence in academic institutions. Other custoaers could be doctors who want to 
construct "intelligent" data bases to help the• diagnose diseases. Because of the W&J LISP 
is structured, it is useful in applications in which a computer has to draw upon a s~ore of 
established information, in aucb the .... W&J as the huaan intellect taps the vast array of 
details locked awaJ in the brain. Such applications include aaking sense of ordinary 
speech, a task beJond aost of tod•J'S coaputers. These ••chines require that data are 
presented to the• in special foraats that bear onlJ a passing resemblance to Enslish ... (Nev 
Scientist, 10 Noveaber 1983.) 

Why fifth-generation languages? 

Declarative languages such as Prolog and Lisp allow a progr&11111er to define a desired 
result without concerning hi1tself about the detailed instructions of how it is to be 
computed. Unlike conventional languages such as Fortran and Pascal, theJ are well-suited to 
parallel-processing -chines because prograa evaluations can be run in any order without 
regard to sequence. Aside froa the perfonnance advantages of parallel processing, 
declarative language• offer a solution to the software crisis. They are shorter and me.re 
concise, more powerful and understandable than present-day languages, say their proponents. 
Furthermore, prograas can be first written for clarity, then greatly speeded up by program 
transformation, a task that can be -chanized. Prolog is best known in Europe as the 
language Japan chose for its fifth-generation computer project. It is derived from formal 
deductive logic, lhe groundwork for which was first laid bJ Aristotle with his syllogisms. 
In a more modern guise, such deductive logic is the basis of set theory. 

But there is ~nother class of declarative languages of which Lisp and Imperial College's 
Hope are examples. These languages coap~ise sets of equations by means of which a required 
function can be defined in teras of siapler, more primitive functions. The idea is to 
decompose the original state11ent into si•pler tasks that can be easily executed in parallel 
by the computer. To deteraine factorial n, for exU1ple, all its produc.t terms (n, n - 1, 
n - 2 ... 1) are fir1t generated, then product pairs are successively multiplied until the 
expre111ion has been reduced to a single tenn. Any such reduction process can be expressed 
'' a tree net'lfOrk, each node of which represents a computation. In Alice, there is a data 
packet for everJ node in this network. 

That i1 the way it i1 suppo1ed to work. However, there are many problems that are still 
to be overcome. One i1 the need for 1uitable hardware, because these languages run slowly 
on a conventional aachine. Another problem is how lo interface such languages - which have 
no 1en1e of ti11e and 1equence - with a real .world dominated by both. (ltevin Smith in 
Electronics, 24 February 1983.) 

IBM Research Lab i 1 working on development of a nev computer la;iguage that would not 
require the progr.-r to detail everJ in1truction in a program. J. Backus, a codeveloper 
of FOiTllAJf, says that a new kind of language frU1ework is needed, which is very logical and 
carefully constructed according to well-defined rules. IL Soloway of Yale University is 
studying how beginners actually write programs, in order to determine how languages should 
be written to avoid co..an ailtaltes. Soloway says that algebra-like programing will be 
extremely difficult for the average person. Backus hopes to develop sophisticated programs 
that the user can coabine at will. Such a language could be ready vi thin a hw year-;. 
Solovay's language is 5-10 year• in the future. About a dozen errors that novice 
programier1 make repeatedly are being used to detenaine the thought paller'nl that people 
bring to a problea. Soloway feels that users should be *ble to see the step-by-step 
execution of a prograa, whereas a functional language would hide the steps and make it more 
difficult for u1er1 to understand what is going on. S. Papert, creator of LOGO (a 
progr.-ing language for children), fears that so- of the habit• being created today may 
not be good in the long tera, •• new technologie1 and languages are developed. <Technology 
Update, 15 October 1993.) 

Inao1 sets it1 heart on occaa 

Inao1, 
speculation 
Occ... An 

the state-backed chip •alter who1e future has been the subject of recent 
and controver1J, i 1 pushing ahead vi th plan• to 1e 11 it11 progruai ng 111.nguage 
evaluation kit for the language hu been bought by severa 1 hundred 1oftware 
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development organi%ations round the world since its release last Dec~ber. Nov Occaa moves 
from the e:i:peri-ntal stage towards the aarketplace vi th a set of tools to be called the 
Occam Progr ... ing System, providing support for real ti- •Jsteas designers. Occaa was the 
brainchild of Profe11or Tony Hoare, director of research at Oxford University, and Inmos's 
David !!ay. It is based on the principle of concurrent rather than sequential operations 
which Inmos says is vital for the fifth generation of coaputers. The language has been 
exciting a lot of lnterest in Japan. The arrival of the toolkit could help to bring Occam 
from the academic world into the c<>11111ercial world. CCoaputer Weekly, 28 JulJ 1983.) 

A fundamental language 

Progr.-ing languages are a major obstacle to the use of coaputers in Third World 
countries. Even the so-called "high" progr ... ing languages like BASIC, which are closer to 
everday language, present difficulties in that theJ are - to varJing degrees - SJIDbols based 
on European tongues. Prograaaing languages are therefore twice removed froa the Third World 
user. 

The Japanese have come up with a solution - a computer progr.,..ing language translatable 
into anJ world language. Called AFL CA Fundamental Language). It is a sJIDbolic sJstem with 
unco11111itted symbols that can be assigned &DJ values in &DJ langua~e. The progrUl9er types 
his instructions in his mother tongue. The inforaation is then handled bJ a translating and 
editing unit which processes simple sentences and prepares thea for the computer. It is 
higher than the highest languages in use, since it does not require the user to programe 
the computer directly. Data maJ be entered in any shape or fora. 

Not onl)' is AFL a translatable language, it reduces the need for training progr.-ers, 
Matsuhita, whi:h is marketing AFL in Japan, plans to make it available in other languages 
before the end of 1983. Arabic and ltorean software is alreadJ in the pipeline. (South, 
May 1983.) 

Wang picks its words 

Wang Laboratories has picked up the vorld-vide electronic publishing rights to some 
major reference books through a merger with Dictronix. The Concise Oxford Engliah 
i.Jiction<iry and Rog<?t's Theseurus are UK>ng the standard reference texts which will nov be 
linked in vith Wang's office automation software. (Computer Weekly, 13 October 1983.) 

Macmillan link• with Sinclair over software for children 

Publisher Macmillan moved from the era of Itipling an.:I Henry J ... a to that of the ZX81 
and Spectrum re.:ently. And 89-year-old former Prime Min liter Harold Macmillan made an 
appearance to ble11 the new alliance with Sinclair Research. The occasion was the launch of 
a new range of software for five to 12-Jear-olds bJ Macmillan and Sinclair. The first 
programs of the series went on show at the Schools Computer Pair at a London hotel. Opening 
the show, Roger Watson, chairman of the Education Publisher• Council, urged the government 
to give every secondary school £400-£500 to spend on software. one of the main supplier• of 
computer suppliers to schools, Reuarch Machines of Oxford, bas said it will give £1,800 
worth of prograas to any 1chool that buy1 its Riil. chain network 1y1tea. Meanwhile, its 
rival, Acorn of Cambridge, the BBC micro maker, has strengthened its expert he by taking 
over ICL's schools division. The teaa of 11:. was set up to produce boots on coaputers in 
society, but has since branched into 1'riting software for the claurooa. It 11 to be 
integratc1 into Acorn Computers Education Services. (Computer W.etly, 17 Noveaber 1983.) 

CAD may not last as single market 

Computer aided design is on the way out as a single market. The needs of CAD/CAJIJ users 
a~e changing, 1a11 United States CAD giant C?aputervision, and different aartet sectors are 
demanding different products. "We serve a series of industries," 1ay1 Coaputervi1ion 
president Jame1 Berrett, "and used to offer aachine1 with generic capt.bilitie1. A• a 
supplier we now see industry-specific req. \rements developing. Tbh will conti11ue to drive 
generic 1tandardi%ation out as there i1 aore specialization." CAD/CAii 1y1teas au1t be able 
to manage design information too, add• Berrett. It i• not enough ju1t to have the core 
capabilitJ of creating dHign and aanufacturing information. Th• ability to control the 
information will grow in 1ignificia11ce. To .. et the requireaant• of the diverging 
applications, Computervi1lon i1 hiring indu1try 1peciaU1t1 to tailor pr.oduct1 to meet the 
particular need1. For e1aaple, aero1pace nov wanted 1oaetbing coapletely di~ferent fr<>11 the 
automotive indu1try, B•rrett addod. "Thi• i• not a mature industry, 10 we 9111t 1ta1 abrea1t 
of its need1." Over 1,000 of C<>11putervl1ion1'1 5,00•'> 1taff are involved in reHarch and 
development, and the compan! devote• between 12 and 13 per cent of it1 turnover to R & D. 
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The ca.paDJ bu given 125 aillion in CAD/CAii equipment to universities and colleges in 
the last fiYe Je-.u, so that people will coae out with the right training. In the Unitea 
l:ingdoa, Coaputervision ba1 ver1 close tie• with War'Wick UniversitJ, vbich has a CAD/CAii 
cour1e. (CC!l!Puter Weekly, 20 October 1983.) 

New concept• in CAD/CAii - an anal11i• of trends 

CAD/CAii i1 clearlJ one of the aost dJnaaic grcvth areas of the computing industrJ. But 
it is 1ul"pri1ing how the different aanufacturers and software suppliers see the trends 
moving in different directions. CAD/CAii 1eeas to be moving towards networks, towards 
micro•, towards host •J•t ... and towards turnkey s11teas depending solelJ on the products of 
the supplier concerned. two things that are certain are that the industrJ is largelJ 
1cftware driven, and that integration as a concept is just beginning (though still on its 
ovn CAD drawing board). 

Norsk Data, however, takes the integrated approach one step further. Phil Nadin, 
marketing aanager explained: "Having formulated the integrated approach to CAD/CAii 
technologJ, Norsk Data is looking to develop further growth areas, particularly in the 
aechanical, electronics and civil-structural engineering markets. "Long-term goals include 
further investigation into the field of artificial intelligence as it relates to the CAD/CAii 
market bJ refining the concept of the 'e:rpert •J•t-·. "Building design rules ~nd high 
engineering principle• directlJ into the software prograa itself would give the draughtsman 
access to knowledge a11ociated with senior engineers, improving project efflciencJ bJ 
raising the skill level of all profe11ional designers and development engineers. "In 
short," he continued "Norsk Data approaches the CAD/CAii market with vbat aaounts to a 
strategic planning concept for aanufacturing concerns, rather than a specific range of 
dedicated products. Integrated software tools coupled with powerful machines wi 11 prove to 
be the waf ahead for design activities in the future." 

Pafec is one of the recognized software leaders in the CAD/CAii area. Ian McKenzie, 
Pafec Cl";J ~anager, told u1 that he is "about to announce new products in the areas of 
computer-aided numerical control and three-dimensional wire frame modelling. Later next 
year - shall aho be releasing products specifically tailored for the architectural and 
reinforced concrete design areas." 

In the aeantime, Kclenzie feels that CAD/CAM buyers do not alwa1s make sufficient 
demands on the vould-be supplier. "Kany companies," he explained, "sti 11 present the 
CAD/CAii supplier with a checklist - and are satisfied if he is -relJ able to tick off an 
item 1uch •• finite element anal1sis. "It isn't always realized that this is an e:rtremely 
complex subject. Just because the sale1aan claims his product can do it, doesn't mean it 
can 1upport or h even 11roperlJ interfaced to the draughting and design function•. "It is 
only slowlJ that the bu1er1 are beginning to appreciate the full complexities in CAD/CAM 
requirements, and the differencea between different types of three-dimensional modelling; 
between wire fraae modelling, solid modelling, and surface modelling." The real solution he 
feels, aaJ relJ on "attending a training course, or insi1ting on a trial rental from one of 
the 1uppliers". 

Harris SJ1taa1 i1 one of a large nuaber of hardware suppliers that support Pafec 
software. Jonathan Long, Harri 1 marketing specialist, aees a "CAD/CAii market trend away 
from turnkeJ •J•teas to larger, more fle:rible 1upennini host based 11ste111 with low-cost 
vork1tations. This trend is being driven by dilappoindng performance from the heavily 
loaded turnkeJ •J•tea, a growing need for a large and integrated databa1e, and the need to 
•hare the CPU with non-CAD/CAii applications." 

Another supenaini supplier is Digital Equipment, which i1 never backward in its claims. 
"We utiaate", 11id aarlteting specialist Bob Grindley, "that 11lu of DEC computers bought 
to run CAD/CAii software rank us as the nuaber two supplier for CAD/CAii 111tem1 in t~e world 
- but if JOU add to this the nuaber of DIC coaputer components included in turnkey systems, 
ve are undoubtedlJ the clear aarket leader." Digital Equipment has never considered itself 
a aajor applications 1oftware supplier, preferring instead to enter joint ~arketing 
agre-nt1 with the leading third part1 1peciali1t1. "But, said Grindley, "DEC will 
continue to produce the generic tooh thet 1o1 id integrat Ion and where appropd ate, we vi 11 
aarket relevant application software. In short, Digital Equipment will provide the 
environaent tor •J•t .. 1 builders to design integrated CAD/CAM 111tea1. "The pre11ing 
prloritJ tor all CAD/CAif uteri au1t be the I ntegrat Ion of CAD/CAM wl th the rest of the 
aanufacturing process. Tbe benefits froa thi• are likelJ to field 1avlng1 that far outweigh 
the gai111 that can be achieved bJ auto•ating anJ of thtr functions lndividu&llJ." Ferranti 
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Cetec is one of the C091panies with which Digital has a aarketing agre..ent. leith Nichols, 
product aarketing aanager, feels that theory is far outstripping practice. "The CAD/CAii 
marketplace," he explained, "is being driven by the aarket analysts who are setting 
expectations far in advance of current technology. For exaaple, - have recently see!I the 
CAD/CAI! concept being taken rapidly throu&h CAE (coaputer aided-engineering) and on to~ards 
CH! (computer integrated manufacture), which pro1.-ides a fr ... work for product design right 
through to factory automation." Nichols does not deny the desirability of these concepts, 
or even that they will eventually coae. But he fears that "in their desire to keep pace 
with these market expectations, some vendors have atteapted to expand their sy1te111 
capabilities at the expense of diluting their suppcrt services". 

Finally, we must give some mention to the microcomputer aarket. So far, it effectively 
covers CAD only but who knows in the future? l!!ike Layfield, founding director of 
Interactive Graphics, believes there are many companies which need CAD/CAii facilities but 
cannot sf ford the large systems necessary. "!!!any of the current micro-based CAD 
applications suffer from performance limitations, 1ince hardware that may be sufficient for 
business afplications is not adequate for the number-crunching requireaents of effective CAD 
work. "At present, the maritet is waiting for the arrival nf J2-bit micros with suitable 
working software and when this happen;; there will be a stampede to .ove the proven CAD 
software from the powerful minis and mainframes dovn to the new aicro systems. "In the 
meantime," he contin~ed, "Interactive Graphics is providing an interim soluti~n with its ovn 
bit-slice processor coupled to a CP/I!! microcomputer." This graphics processor was designed 
so that CAD software developed during the last 10 years or so by British Rail could be moved 
straight on to it without change. "Overall, it bu provided mature CAD software wit:h the 
required level of performance, but on a systea that is compatible with the vast CP/I!! 
applications library - and all of this for a cost of little over E17,000 on a hard disc 
mict"'o." 

Hytech Consultants is also part of the micro market. We asked Ron Lee, managing 
director, if he thought that cheap micro CAD systeaa such as Interactive Graphics' Brightpad 
and his ovn Micro-Design~r might not lead to mass unemp~oyment among draughtsmen. "No," he 
re pl i '!d, "because there is already a shortage of good design draughtsmen even in today's 
recession. Our e~perience is that companies use CAD systems to improve the service offered 
and the quality of work rather than to cut down on the number of draughtsmen." So we 
levelled the suggestion that a CAD system can only be as good as the progr&11111er, a 
discipline that is surely much different from that of the draughtsman. 

"This assumes that there is a reduction i:I the level of skill necessary to use a CAD/CAM 
system. It also assumes that a progr&11111er is len of a craftsman than a design engineer. 
Both assumptions are wrong. A computer system is unable to provide any design input, it is 
simply an aid. "The designer's knowledge, flair and skills are still required - but he also 
needs to learn the new techniques of designing with a computer for an assistant." (Reprint 
with kind permission of an article in Computer Weekly, l December 1983.) 

CAD/CAI!! takes over the factory floor 

Just as manufacturers have come to realize that word processing is only a part, albeit 
an important part, of the overall concept of the autoaated office, so are they now realizing 
that CAD/CAM is but a part of the automated factory. Indeed, S<>Me manufacturers are now 
taking the concept further by claiming that the automated aanufacturing process includes 
both the automated office and the automated factory. The move towards tills new integrated 
approach started in the early 19601 with computerized numerical control ••chines. 

Dennis Papworth, Data General senior marketing speci ali •t for CAD/CAM and industrial 
automation, explained the development. "In tilose days," he said, "autoaatlon con1isted of a 
lathe that might have a punch tape controller. A progra.11er would vrite a sy1tem to control 
the lathe - a method that, in modern terms, wa• arduou1, difficult, lengthJ and e:i:pen1lve. 
The breakthrough came with the arrival of ainlcoaputer• at a auch lower co1t than the 
traditional mainframe. "With high l~vel language• like Fortran it became ea1ier for 
comranies to automate the aanufacturing enviro:ment - process control, -chinery control, 
and 10 on. At this stage the two leading light• in the minicomputer world were DEC and Data 
General. "From then on," he contlnuotd, "we have seen a 1teady proce11 of evolution. More 
and better software ii becoming available on cheaper machines. Where only the British 
Aero1pace and ICI1 of the world could afford the £1 ailllon-plu1 neceuary for aainfr ... 
CAD/CAI!! (and •till do, of cour1e), now even the ••aller ctlllp&DJ can afford CAD/CAM on 
£10 ,000 micros. . . In the -•nt. ime, other -nufacturer• are equally active, and all are 
beginning to pur1ue the autoaated factory concept. 
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A few weeks ago J ... s Berret, president and chief executive of market leader 
Coap~tervision, visited the United lingdo!ll to explain !tis companJ'S recent moves in the 
aarket. "During the past several months," he announced, "we have madP. a number of 
agreements, associations and acquisitions, including that of Ca.mbridge Interactive SJstems 
from JOUr countrJ and Grado of the FRG, as well as the Organization for Industrial Research 
from "assachusetts. "We have also signed an important technologJ-sharing agreement with Sun 
"icros1stems of California," and last, but not least, "a major ccntract with IB!!." 

He went on to explain the significance of these acquisitions. And the picture he drew 
vas one of a growing realization that CAD/CAM, Computervioion's ovn specialitJ can no longer 
be viewed in isolation from the rest of the fact~ry. 

"CAD/CAM systems," he explained, "were originally conceived to make the engineer's job 
easier that vision has been realized." Nov, he continued, "our customers have told us 
that they want to give their entire engineering staff access to an extended range of 
CAD/CAlt-related c~pabilities. For example (the engineer) maJ want access from his terminal, 
through a coDlliunication network, to manufacturing cost data so that he can select the most 
cost-effective part or material for a particular job. Or he might want to use some office 
automation capabilities such as word processin~ to prepare specifications or reports on his 
work. In many cases, his activities will generate conce~tual design information which will 
be used at a later stage in the product aesign and manufacturing process. For example, an 
electronics engine~r might use his engineering workstation to complete a logic design, then 
pass that information through a coll'll!unications network to a CDS 4000 system where the 
printed circuit board layout will be completed." 

Hence the agreeme.-.ts and acquisitions with Sun "icrosystems for the networking 
capabi 1 it i es; and CIS and Grado to produce nev software for the nev concept. And to bind 
it all together into the auton.ated factory is IBM. "By integrating selected IBM hardware 
4nd software into a complete CompuLervision systems solution, ve will be able to provide not 
only the capability to create new engineering and manufacturing information, but to manage 
and control that information as well." 

Chasing the same concept, but from a different starting point, is Hevlett-Pa~kard. HP 
alr~ady has the necessary hardware and connunications capabilities. "Now," explained Mathew 
Wallis, third party marketing manager, "HP is actively seeking the best of t~e market's 
r.AD/CM! software to go on to our KPN." KPN, it must be explained, is the HP Manufacturer's 
Productivity Network, a vast and ambitious project that aims to integrate four separate 
manufacturing areas of administration, CAE, factory and plant automation, and operational 
planning and control systems. "To achieve this," continued Wallis, "we need a netiltorking 
approach where different users can share connori peripherals, like plotters and large discs. 
We've chosen an Ethernet network, ~nich is working nov, but are slowly working towards the 
ISO-recognized IEEE 802. 3 standard. This is an Ethernet compatible baseband standard that 
should be available bJ the end of 1984." At the heart of this new approach is the 
proprietarJ Focus 32-bit chip. This has enabled HP to develop its primary CAD/CAM 
workstation, the HP9000; in concept a supermini, in size virtually a desk-top micro. 

One third party software developer connented that he could get "about half a Vax from 
the 9000". Below this is a 68000-based microcomputer that is virtually used as an 
entry-level device into the KPN. With t.his hardware "our strategy", continued Wallis, "is 
to use third party software as much as possible. We accept that industry standards already 
exht, and we want to ensure that those standards are available to our ovn users. "Today, 
we have to accept that software very much drives the selection of hardware. You cannot 
simply market boxes any more. People don't buy boxes - they buy solutions. Our aim is to 
provide those solutions in an Integrate' and automated manufacturing environment." (Reprint 
from an article In Computer Weekly, l December 1983.) 

CAD cuts airport design time 

The application of CAD techniques to the design of Heathrow's fourth terminal cut the 
time taken to do the job bJ a Jear, according to len Gilham, of Scott, Brownrigg and Turner, 
the architect on the project. 

The appLcation of CAD techniques to the project began in 1979. During design work, 
about 1,500 drawing• were produced In 13,000 workstation hours. Gilham said: "Using CAD 
technique• doesn't affect the conception or the design. But it does help enormously with 
the •peed of re•ponu In terms of producl ng drawl ngs." But he added: "The techn I que• do 
aid de1lgn by giving a more pow•rful tool to the designer. They make It ea9ler and faster 
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to make alterations on a drawing." It is not possible to a1se11 11.t the aoinent bow much 
l90ney bas been saved by using CAD techniques. "The cost of each stage of the project i 1 

being closely 1DOnitored and when it is finished we shall go back and try to estimate what 
the costs would have been without the use of CAD," explained Gilham. 

He suggested that the success of CAD techniques on the Terminal 4 project will mean 
building sites are computeri:ted before long. "Instead of generating all drawings in the 
arc hi tee ts' offices a disc will ~e sent to the site and the drawings produced there_" 
(Computer Weekly, 28 July 1983.) 

CAD for building industry 

A te.llll of researchers at Sydney University claims to have reduced the price of computer 
aided design (CAD) with a new system developed for the building industry. The university's 
Department of Architectural Science said the system would reduce the cost of installing a 
computer to carry out architectural d•afting by more than two thirds. 

The Interactive Computer Aided Drafting System was designed by Associated Professor John 
Gero, director of computer applications research unit in the -~partment of Architectural 
Science, and Andrej Sambura, a research fellow in the depart!llent. The university has been 
approached by two Australian companies interested in manufacturing the system and one United 
States company interested in marketing it. 

The system was designed with Australian bui~ding codes and conversions in mind, but its 
designers claimed it can easily be modified for overseas codes. The two designers said they 
had been able to slash the cost of CAD by developing a system specifically for the building 
industry. (Electronics Weekly, 5 October 1983.l 

The computer-aided-engineering (CAE) mart.et, will explode to $60 million in 1993 vs $19 
million in 1982, up 65 per cent/year to 1987, according to Dataquest. Much of this 
explosive growth is due to the great demand for design automation capabilities in 
electronics, particularly !Cs and PC-boards. Engineering workstations give elPclronics 
design engiri'!ers desktop access to powerful software tools that automate the tedious and 
error-prone process of designing the co~plex chips and systems used in modern electronic 
products. The advent of 16- and 32-bit microprocessor-based desk.top computers has given 
designers access to the mainframe and minicomputer-based software tools on an individual 
basis. Xerox, one of several big firms rushing to compete in this market, offers 
electronics design twists to more general purpose wort.stations, while Hewlett-Packard has 
introduced its 32-bit HP 9000 microprocessor and plans 3rd party electronic design 
automat.on software for it, and Digital Equipment is licensing many electronic design 
software tools, including pact.ages from Phoenix, Silvar-Lisco, NCA, and CGIS. Offsetting 
the tremendous optimism based on CAE's growth potential is the propensity for chaos in the 
end-Jser market. Once the market settles dowr. or shakes out, there wi 11 be several long 
term effects on the electronics industry, e.g., changed relationships between IC vendors and 
cu1tomers that will have workstation design power to produce or spt>-:ify proprietary IC 
designs; and the reduced time needed to bring an IC design through developmental phase to 
the market. Elec.Busns. 9/83, pp.90-101. {Technology Update, 17 September 1983.) 

~o_!!Puter aidec1 _!_ngineering station 

Computer-aided engineering system is said to be the first coamiercially available system 
that allows an engineer to create a logic design and continue the design process through to 
the creation of VLSI circuits. Called SCALDstar, the design station features two 
high-resolution graphic CRT di splays: a colour di11play for preeenting the design 
topologically, and a monochrome displa1 for use in logic design. Once a schematic has bee~ 
entered, a set of computer programs ,,erform verification procedures throughout the design 
process. The programs include a compiler, timing verifier, simulator and post-processor. 
These software tools allow the user to simulate a delign and perform worst-case timing 
analysis before the cells in the topological design are created. As design rule checker 
tests the layout agaiast the pr..>cess design rules, providing i .. ediate feedback to the 
designer and catching errors before they proliferate throughout a chip. Circuit 
connectivity is extracted from the layout and the logic diagraa and then compared to Insure 
that the design Is correctly impleir.ented in silicon. Typical price for the system 
i1 $70,000. Valid Logic Syclems, Inc., Sunnyvale, Calif. (~e111iconductor International, 
August 1983.) 
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UlCCD sponsors training course on IT training centres 

The Ul Council for Coa:.•uting Development (UlCCD) is a professional, non-profit making 
organi%ation, vith the objective to foster, co-ordinate and direct support by the Ul for 
developing countries in the development of their ovn computing capability. It vill organize 
a course on the • Establi shlllent and "anagements of Information Technology Training Centres• 
at the Polytechnic of Central London from 11 June to 20 July 19811. The course is ai-d at 
directors or senior P.xecutives in existing or proposed public or private computer training 
institutes in developing countries. Further enquiries should be addressed to Professor Y. 
Paker, The Polytechnic of Central London, 115 Nev Cavendish Street, London Wl, England. 

Davn of the aicrochip university 

Entrepreneurs in California are preparing for the arrival of the world's first 
electronic university. A company called TeleLearning Systems is introducing a 
telecouaunications system to owners of personal computers. Initially, it will provide 170 
courses, available 211 hours a day, through an electronic "mailbox" that will link professors 
and students. TeieLearning executives hope to interest people vho do not have the time or 
ability to attend traditional courses at technical school; or universities. AnJ ovner of a 
computer can buy from TeleLearning a "knowledie package", consisting of the software, 
telecouaunicatio;is hardware (a modem) and a course catalogue. The cost: between $100 
knd $230. Courses cost a further $35-$150, depending on the course and the instructor. 

The software allows easy communication vith TeleLearning's host computers, which in turn 
will automatically file lessons, including graphics, in the student's computer. At the 
other end, a student's work vill oe stored at TeleLearning's electronic mailbo~es until the 
instructor gets to it. At certain times, both student and instructor can coanunicate 
directly. According to Ron Gordon, TeleLearning's chairman and ex-h~ad of Atari, a maker of 
video games and small computers, TeleLearning is negotiating with universities to vin 
official recognition for courses taught by their faculty through TeleLearning's system. 
Te~.eLeun ing • s executives plan to market the package at electronics and department stores 
and are drafting an international marketing plan to sell it abroad. The package vill 
operate on most personal computers, and courses are being written in several languages. 
TeleLearnin~ has won fans in Washington: the United States government's secretary of 
education endorsed the concLpt last week. (Nev Scientist, 22 September 1983.) 

Computer crooks 

"icrocomputers just had to produce some nev crimes. An increasing number of cnmpanies, 
especially in the United States, are opening their offices in the morning to find someone 
has violated the office computer overnight. A "hacker" sitting at home has dialled into the 
corporate databank and has either stolen information or has left the digital equivalent of 
his calling card. It recently happened in Britain in a very public way, when people 
wheedled their way into British Telecom's Prestel system ,ind left meS!lages - clean ones, 
fortunately. Another criminal side effect of the computer boom is the thei t of software. 
Someone buys a software package for a few hundred pounds same number but different 
currency if you are in the United States - and passes copies on to friends with compatible 
computers. 

Both these difficulties are more a symptom of sloppy practice in the computer business 
than growing criminality. It ien't difficult to prevent data theft, you just have to be a 
little bit clever. You can even protect software from the pirates, thanks to the arcane art 
of cryptology ... (Nev Scienti1t, 20 October 1983.) 

British firms move again1t software pirates 

British computer companies are banding together to produc~ a foolproof method of 
preventing the pirating of 1oftware for personal computers. Twenty firms met at the 
National Physical Laboratory (NPL> in Teddington, West London, to discus• building a 
prototype device for coding programs that vill be ~nbreakablP.. NPL and the British 
Technology Group plan to pay about £50, 00".l towards the cost of research, and they expect 
some 10 conaercial firms to contribute another £5,000 each as a subscription to the scheme. 
NPL already runs two similar "club1": the ley Club for data encryption and the Speech Club, 
vhich researche1 into making computers under1tand the voice of human beings. 
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Brian Wichmann, the project leader, said that firms were reluctant to produce software 
for personal computers because of the risk of their progr-• being stolen. Wichmann said: 
"Over the next tvo or three years, vi th the arrival of 32-bi t aicro-processors like the 
Motorola 68, 000, it vi 11 be possible to run the sort of complex software on personal 
computers previously only available on mainfra!lk!s. Many companies feel they cannot produce 
that software without proper protection," be adds. The NPL iatends to produce a box which 
vill plug into the back of a persor 11 computer. Prograas vi 11 be encoded before they are 
sold, using a system called public key cryptography. The bo][ vill contain the key to the 
code. 

A British company called Open Security Systeas has already produced a similar device, 
although Wicb81ann says NPL plans to produce a cheaper, simpler deciphering machine costing 
around ElOO each. The specifications of the aachine have not been settled. "Those vbo ca.ae 
to the meeting are no~ deciding e][actly vbat they vant," said Wichmann. But the device will 
not be used to protect computer games - it would be too expensive. Instead the aim is ~o 
use it for much larger computers containing more thnn El,000-worth of business softvi\re. 
(Nev Scientist, 6 October 1983.) 

ROBOTICS 

New Developments in Manufacturing Technology 

Four principal technologically based systems are being implemented worldwide in 
manufacturing operations. They are discussed below. 

A new generation of small and relatively ine][pensive robots is in use today. The 
biggest users are major mass producers like automobile companies or machine tool companies. 
In the United States, only 4,000 robots are in use today, compared to Japan, vhere some 
14 ,000 are in use. The range of tasks the robots perform is vide - and applicable across 
the spectrum of manufacturing. A single robot can typically be fitted with a variety of 
heads to enable it to pick up, reposition, lubricate, drill, weld or paint. Such 
multi-purpose robots illustrate .1 key characteristic of the present trend of automation, 
which separates it distinctly from earlier attempts: flnibility. In place of the very 
expensive, rigidly specific machines of the past, manufacturers can now purchase a ~ange of 
options. Thanks primarily to microprocessors, automation payback ia now no longer a 
question of single-product production volume as it is of function throughput - and with 
multiple-function capacities, the opportunities for using such machines are markedly 
increased. It is no longer necessary to justify machines in terms of a single product or 
even a single process. With decreasing microproceuor costs, such economies, accuracy and 
volume as were once the domain of large scale manufacturers become accessible to the 
smallest batch producer and custom shop. 

Integrated Flexible Systems 

Many roboi:s today are workinr; side by side with human labourers, eliminating human 
participation in the hazardous, unpleasant, highly routinized or particularly diffieult 
jobs. Such integration is a first step, but it limits production to human capacities. The 
sequence of manufacturing processes i1 limited by human abilitie1, especially speed. 
Clearly major productivity increases require going beyond human speeds, accuracies end 
staminas. Prograt1111able controllers can oversee 1everal machines, providing substantial 
b~nefits. Texas Instruments cites a 33~ increa1e in productivity, dollar savings in 
production, and improved accuracy in thermo1tat calibration•, for in1tance. The next 1tep 
beyond individual robots is the integrated manufacturing 1y1tem, combining automated 
manufacturing procenes vith automated materiah--handling and proces• monitoring. Here too, 
u vith robots, the key to the future h flexibility. To be feuible for most of United 
State1 industry, 1uch system1 must deal with frequent shifts from one product to another. 

In both robots and integrated syetems, the key to efficiency is careful coordination -
of material•, machine utilization, sequencing, inventory removal, and the like - to in1ure 
maximum machine utilization. 

Automated, computer-monitored job-shop system• ar~ already in place today. They 
typically con1ht of a group of general machine tools, integrated with materials handling 
1y1tem1 to perform a 1equence of operation• on a number of different products under computer 
direction. 
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CHAIT 1 

Generally Accepted Fuad ... atal Aa1uaption1 

Old Style Technologr: 

BCODOllJ of Scale 

Bsperience Curve 

Task Specialization 

Work a1 a Social ActivitJ 

Separate Variable Co1t1 

Standardization 

Flesibility and Vari•tJ are g,pensive 

Desirable Operating Syat .. Characteristics 

Central hat ion 

Large Plants 

Balanced LinH 

S.Ooth Flows Ability 

Standard Product Design 

CAD/CAii £nwironaent 

!conoaf of Scope 

Truncated (or espanded) 
Product Life CJcle 

Kulti-Ki11ion Finaa 

Unaanned S11teaa 

Joint Co1t11 

Variety 

Flexibility and Variety Create Profits 

Decentralization 

Disaggregated Capacity 

Flexibility 

Surge and Turn-around 

Many Cuatoa Products 

Low Rate of Change, Innovation and Responsiveness 

High Stability 

Inventory •• a Decoupler Oell&nd Production Tied to 

rocu1 as an Organizing concept Repeated Functional Range for Reorganization 

Job Enrichment and lnlarg ... nt Rtvarda Repona l bll l t" tied to 

Batch S71tea1 

- Ingersoll Rand installed the first c011puterhed integrated •Y•tea in 1970 - over a 
decade ago. Palletized parts are autoaatically shuttled to the correct tool, loaded, 
proce11ed and returned to the •&terial1-handling conveyor after procea1ing. The ay1te111 
aanufacturea 10.. 150 different part• in batches of two to ten pieca1. The system reduces 
part• co1ta by an average of 45~ coapared with conventional aachine shop operations. 

- Caterpillar Tractor purchased it1 1y1tea in 1971. Th• syatea aachinea 'lousing• for 
two faallie1 of aute11&tlc transahaion1, producing the finished, aueabled ra1e and cover 
froa rough castings. After the rough ca1tinga are manually loaded, the systea recognize• the 
part, delivers it to the aachlne, and handle• the r ... lning aachinlng, in1pection, 
tran1portatlon and other operation•. In addi tlon, the coaputer performs an elaborate array 
of scheduling, prioritizing, reporting and auditing functions. 

- Deere and CoepanJ ordered a robot-tended fledble aachinlng 1yate111 in 1980. Thia 
aystea, designed to produce a variety of part• - many of vhlch have not yet been de1lgned -
vlll co1t over S2,000,000 as a turnkey project. 
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- The first General "otors flexible aachinlng 1y1tt1a was installed at the CheYrolet Gear 
and Ade plant in Haatramek, "lchigan, earl)' in 1982. This line "'ill aachine a variety of 
short cycle parts in saall batches (but totalling oYer 100,000 pieces per year in d-and). 
The flexible aachining center offers the potential for substantial cost savings in retooling 
to meet product design changes, and constitutes a very visible 11e>ve away frOll traditional 
"hard-tooled" transfer lines. 

Computer-Assisted Design with Compu~er-Aided Manufacture (CAD/CA!!) is another step 
beyond the integrated manufacturing syatea. Coupling the coaputer into the design process 
offers substantial increases in productivity at each 1tep in the proce1s. For instance, a 
designer can draw a design on a monitor 1creen with a li~ht pen. The computer will 
a1Jtomatically generate different vietts, rotate the iaage or reverse it on comaand. Lettering 
can be added, the drawing scale changed, or other 11c>dification1 easily aade at the keyboard. 
Once a 1atisfactor1 monitor image has been produced, "bard copy" can be autoaatically 
generated by the computer. In addition, the coaputer can be instructed to produce a tape 
that will guide nuaerically-controlled production aachinerJ. 

Computer-assisted design can be used for revi1ions of existing work, too. It ls 
estimated that 1ome 801. of drafting work consists of llOdifying existing designs. CAD data 
bases can s~ore large numbers of standard designs to be retrieved and modified. 
Computer-generated drawings reduce rep"!tltious drafting, •• well as increasing drafting 
productivity. 

Be1ond such econoaies, CAD/C~ can also integrate other 1orts of data - aaterials 
constraints, stress and load factors, engineering formulae ana the like - to be evaluated 
automatically in the course of a design. Thus routine constraints can be autoastically 
attended to, flaws or inadequaci6s autoaAtically detected, and adjustaents aade at early 
design stages with substantial conaeq1:e.oit saving1. In addition, such syat,... peralt human 
designers to concentrate on creativity and aesthetics, confident that the underlying 
parameters have been taken into account. All of these capac!tiea are in use today. 

- St. Cobain designs elaborate perfuae and liquor bottles by aeans of CAD. Precise 
volume capacity is attained, along with elegant design. De1ign productivity has lncre&1&d 
sevenfold, while the needed turnaround time from design to aanufacture ha1 decreased. 

- ~ used CAD to downsi:te the Cadillac Seville, producing a shorter, lighter, aore 
fuel-efficient car. In 1978, CAD cut the I-body car delign process by a year, accordin~ to 
~ estimates. 

- Boeing use ... CAD to .iesign two new planes, the 7S7 and th., 767, siaultaneoualy - a feat 
made pouible bJ productivity increases due to the new .;y1teas. "o' ,.,:--gr, by enabling the 
company to incorporate engineering data more readily into the de1ign process, costly design 
flaws could be identified and eliminated before manufacturing began. 

Computer-integrated systems sequence and optiai:te a nuaber of production processes, 
achieving order-of-aagnitude improvements in equipment •tili:tation and capital productivity 
by cutting down on queueing time, waiting time, machine d01JDtiae (through 110re predictable 
maintenance and operation) and eliaination of in-process inventor)'. The lignlficance of 
computer !ntegration for proceu improvement can be cstlaated by the tJpl:::al traditional 
machine-usage tiaies: of time in the shop, a part spends tJpically only 5!. on a machine, and 
l~u than 3of. of this (1.5!. of the total time in shop) is incut tiae. !liaination of 
substantial portions of the 95!. aoving and waiting time proai••• fuller utilization of 
machine capacities as well &1 substantial reductions of in-shop tiae and thus inventory in 
proceu. In one major integrated facility, operating now at "euerschaitt-Bolkov-Bloho in 
Augs::iurg, FRG, incul time has increased to 75!. or better. Production lead tiae !or the 
Tornado fighter plane is 18 110nth1. In c011pari1on with 30 months for planes produced bJ 11e>re 
conventional means. The s)'•t-. which cost more than $50 aHlion, reduced tbe n1111ber of 
required NC machines by U!., required personnel by ·U1', required floor space bJ 301., part 
flow time bJ 251. and investment costs by 9!.. 

Unaanned aach!nes at Niigata Co:>verter'• lamo Works, Nilgata, Japan, have proven, on 
average, nine time• 1110re productive th•n the conYentional machines theJ replaced, with incut 
time ranging around SOI. and often going as high as 751.. 
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Integrated •J•te•s at John Deere were cited as the sources for improvements in 
manufacturing efficiencJ that boosted Deere· s net L8~ ciespu.e [ u..:elf.ii .:i.iL"L"cu.::; !;:;:;:;:::: ::::! : 
sales decline of O. ST. for the quarter ending October 31, 1981. Deert:' s efforts include 
computeri%ing engineering, planning and analJtical methods for tooling, part and process 
sequencing and automated •&chining and asse•blJ. 

In each s1ste•, computer controls and progrannable, "smart" machines offer the 
advantages of 1pecialized, automated processes and the flexibilitJ of easily changeable 
specifh.ations. The most b1portant characteristics of these sophisticated, computer-based 
manufacturing systems include: 

- Extreme flexibility of product design and product mix The new machines perform a 
variety of tasks equally well, so that traditional logic of batch si%e versus inventory 
costs, for instance, will no longer be meanin~ful. New systems will p"."ocess an almost 
unli111i ted variety of specific product designs with in a reasonable family of design options, 
including alternative materials. 

- Rapid responsiveness to changes in demands, in product mix and design, output rates 
and equipment sched~ling. 

- Greater control, •~curacy and repeatability of process operations, leaiing to better 
quality products and much Jll(.~e reliable manufacturing operations. 

- Reduced waste, lower training and change-over costs, and lower, more predictable 
maintenance costs. 

- Greater predictability in all phases of manufacturing operations and vastly increased 
amounts of information. This will lead to more intensive management and control of the 
system. 

Faster throughput due to better utilization of all machines, less in-process 
inventor1, fewer stoppages for missing parts or materials or machine breakdowns, and the use 
of higher speeds and a variety of exotic new processing techniques made possible (and 
economically feasible) by the sensory and control capabilities of the smart machines and the 
information management abilities of the new CAM software. 

- Distributed processing capability made possible and economical by the encoding of 
process information in easily replicable software instead of hardware. (Excerpted from an 
article by M. Jelinek and J.D. Golliar in Columbia Journal of World Business, Spring 1983.l 

The following survey on government policies in OECD countries concerning the use of 
industrial robots is reprinted from a recent OECD report "Industrial Robots: Their Role in 
Manufacturing Industry". 

Government measures 

Many national governments have adopted measures designed to facilitate the use of 
industrial robots and other form• of flexible automation, to stimulate domestic production of 
the equipment and tQ promote reaearch and :tevelopment. The United Kingdom has instituted a 
CAD/CAM awueneu progra.me and is expected to spend Eli million in 1983-84 on support for 
robotics. The Netherland• haa introduced investment incentives in the form of low-interest 
loans for companies inveating in flexible automation applications. Japan has had a special 
depreciation progra.me, which allowed 10 per cent. of the purchase price of high-performance 
robots in first-year depreciation in addition to the normal depreciation allowance. France 
also gives financial 1t1pport to companies investing in robots, while the United States 
Defence Department has an integrated Computer-Aided Manufacturing project to encourage its 
suppliers to upgrade their -nufacturing systems through introduction of robots and other 
automated machinery. 

One of the mo1t 1uccessful initiative• has been taken In Japan where, encouraged by the 
Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MIT!), the Japan Robot Leasing Company was set 
up in Ai:ril 1980. It h a consortium of 66 finu, including indu1trial robot manufacturers, 
whose robots are -inly leaaed to small and med! um-1 i zed companies In its fir1t year of 
operation, 150 unit• worth 1.15 billion yen were leased. 
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Wiiila the bulk vf &V•~~:-.:::~t =~r~~~t !~ ~!~rl ~t •tl•ulalln! the u1e of new 
manufacturing technology, there is help available to the supply side of the indu1try in a 
number of countries. The eaphasis here is on R&D. !n France, a 1pecial agency was 1et up 
in 1980 - the Institut d~ Recherche d'Inforaatique et d'Autoaatique - to undertake ~•search 
in inforaation technology and autoaation, with special attention being given to robotics, 
while another body, the Advanced Aut0111atisation and Robotics Group was set up by several 
research institutes the same year. In the United ICingdom, the Science Research Council hu 
launrh<?d a E2.5 million research programne on industrial robotics, while Geraany and Norway 
also give support to research projects in the field of CAD/CAI! and industrial robots. 

In Sweden, ICr. 260 mi Ilion has been allocated to R&D on robotic a and CAD/CAI! for the 
period 1980/81-1984/85, while Japan's MIT! has drawn up a major national research progrune, 
which includes an allocation of 15 to 20 billion yen for a seven or eight year project 
starting in April 1983 aimed at the development of reJDOte-control robots for dangerous tasks. 

HKPC Mission to study Industrial Robot Technology in Japan 

Japanese industry has been actively applying industrial robots in various aspects of 
production to increase productibility, reduc'! labour costs, i:11prove working conditions and 
material savings. Current forecasts indicate that the sales of industrial robots will 
amount to an estiaated US$ 1.3 billion CHKS 9 billion) annually by 1985. To study and 
observe this fast developing technology, the Hong long Productivity Centre, in cooperation 
with Asian Productivity Organiz.ation, organiz.ed a mission to Japan between August 28 and 
September 10, 1983. The programie of the 2-weet ai ss ion included plant via i ta to observe 
the applications and development of industrial robots in Japanese manufacturing industries. 

One of the programme highlights was a visit to the :983 International Industrial Robot 
Exhibition in Tokyo. Mission -•hers were able to view the latest developments in robotic 
technology in some 300 exhibition booths. These include h•1can manipulators, playback robots 
of fixed or variable sequence, memory playback robots, NC robots, intelligent robots, robot 
processing and application systems. (A.EU, July 1983.) 

Expert sy1tems are in danger of being expert 

The dangers of viewing expert systems as really "expert", rather than as a helping tool, 
was put time and again by speakers. "We are in trouble becau1e of the terminology selected 
for this field; it was not done for clarity, but to get researc.h and development money", 
said Krhtian Nygaard, from Oslo University. Kany of the claim• for expert systems, or 
artificial intelligence, have been widely exaggerated. In spite of this, he said, expert 
syatems will be produced and used on a growing scale. 

The United States, for exaaple, has "exactlJ· 200 people" who are qualified to develop 
expert systems. The result, Nygaard said, is that there will be a large number of extremely 
lousy expP.rt syatems. 

Reinforcing Nygaard' s co-.ints, Niels Bjorn-Andersen, of the University of Copenhagen, 
said that concepts of artificial intelligence will "enforce a logic route on an ambiguous 
world", and in so doing ignore what cannot be defined. Factual and value premises, which 
help reshape our attitudes, cannot be differentiated or evolved in artificial intelligence; 
the resulting danger is of a one-dimensional thought proceu. J101t expert sy1t'!m1 to date 
have been designed with a consen1u1 of knowledge. "How accurate", asked Lei Gas1er, 
profe1sor of computer science at UCLA, "is that con1ensus? How, for instance, do we assess 
the legitimacy of one body of knowledge over another?" Gasser cited as an example 
traditional medical practices u opposed to the holistic approach, which aims to treat the 
whole person rather than just the SJllptoms. (Coaputer Weekly, 29 September 1983.) 

France mobilizes robotic• research 

For a tiny company in the French provinces, Toulouse's Kidl-Robot1 hu landed itself a 
key role. Backed by some advanced local laboratorle1, it will act u intermediary between 
robotic• research centre1 and France'• aain robot manufactures, Renault, Katra and the 
Compagnie Generale d'Elect~icite (CG!). 8idi-Robot1 wa1 set up this year. The main 
shareholder is the CNRS (Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique), the state researeh 
giant. But Katra, CG! and Renault also have shares, a1 does Onera, the lfat:ional Aero1pace 
Re1earch Office, and a nuaber of regional d"velopaent bodie1. As w.11 a• providing a 
ready-made market for Kldi-Pobot1' 1ervlce1, this hotch-potch ha• already given the coapany a 
privileged acce11 to the research labor•torie1 around Toulou1e .... 
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It i1 this sort of product and research-indu1try interchange that !lidi-Robot1 will try 
to aevelop in ~ne iutu1e. "Iuiti&!!3 ~ ~~!! ~~~c!~!!~~ f n p•~c•?tlon and intelli&ent 
1y1tea1", ••J• !ric Daclin, managing director of Midi-Robots. The ~ompany vlll aho try lo 
aake •~re it fits in closely vith the indu1irial infrastructur~ of the region and the country 
u e vhole. Iii di-Robots vill kf!ep i t1 fingers on the puhe of local ine1u1tr1 and local 
research. The fira vill usually farm out production elsewhere, either to its 1hareholders or 
to other com.pan I.es. "We'd rather follov the exuiple of Sinclair and Tl1118:1", says Daclin. 
"Our idea is to develop an innovative product and then sell to the highest bidder." Despite 
the state's role in financing, the company will make profits on its ovn. 

Yet another role vill be to help local industry to automate. !lidi-Robots already has 
responsibilitJ for further applications of the gate-array imag11-proce11or. But it aho has 
in mind a production-planning system based on a microcomputer "user-friendly" enough not to 
deter the relatively innumerate small company. "We don't want to replace one un1kllled 
workman with three engineers", sars Daclin. (New Scientist, 13 October 1983.) 

France wants co-operative Kuro robot 

France has called for European co-operation in developing robots as part c.f a three year 
progrUDe aimed at moderniling the country's production and revitalising its machine tool 
industry. At present France lags behind world leaders Japan, as well as the United States, 
the FRG, Sweden and the Unit~d ~ingdom in robot production, and the French ~overnment hopes 
that offerir.g subsidies to firms that want to automate their factories, vi 11 help it catch 
up. (Computer Weekly, 13 November 1983.) 

Robots sharpen up their vision 

Robots that can "see" the object they are working on no longer need special lighting 
thanks to new develop!llents in vision systems. Early vision-guided robots, such as NEL's 
Nelson 2, needed a very strong c·ntrast between the object they were supposed to pick up, and 
its background. But such conditions are often impossible to maintain in the real world of 
industry. But at twc recent exhibitions of robotics in the United States - Robotic vision 
and sensory controls, in Cuibridge, Kassachussetts; and the automated factory of the future 
e..:hibition in Detroit - the capabilities of the new gener1.tion becc.m~ &ppr.rent. 

Robot makers are taking two approaches to building machines that can "see" in a real 
industrial environment. One is t0 build machines that look for localised changes in 
contrast, and use these to find the "edges" of objects, reg~rdless of their overall 
illumination or brightness. The other involves very inten3e illumination from a lasP-r 
"stripe" of light, which looks for the spot of light where the beam hits a solid surface. 
This method relies on a degree of diffuse reflection by the surface; in theory it would not 
work on perfectly absorbing, or perfectly reflectinr:, ll!'lterials. But you do not find such 
perfect surfaces in the real manufacturing environment. 

General Motors ha• been a pioneer in using "light stripes" to diatinguish objects such 
u castings from the background of a conveyor belt with which tiley have little intrinsic 
contrast. The principle i1 to illuminate the object with two beams of light at an angle to 
the vertical, and to focal a l!ne-1can camera on the li~e where the beams converge. Usually, 
this will be on the conveyor belt itself, so that any object passing under the scanner force• 
th' beams to diverge and ii seen u a dark silhouette on a bright background. At General 
!otors of Canada's foundry at St. Catherine's, Ontario, a variation of this "consight" 
principle has been working for more than two years. It guides tvo Cincinnati Ki lacron T3 
hydraulic robots to 'ick up rear-axle bell-housing castings that are positioned at random on 
a conveyor belt. The castings, bell mouth dovn, pass under light beam~ which converge at the 
height of the "boss" into which the robot's e..:panding gripper will be inserted; the vision 
1y1tem tell~ the robots where to pick them up and place them. The robots handle 1080 
ca1tlng1 •n hour between them, each weighing up to 25 kg, and the vhole plant works 
contl.nuously, with five 1hifts of casting and one shift of maint&nance. Although the m~chine 
wa1 i nitalled by General Ko tors' central lab1, the foundry• s plant eng I nee rs now maintain, 
and have modified, the sy1tem. It it now capable of dealing with different pattern• of 
casting on different shifts. 

Another system u1es light from several fixed lasers, and a fixed camera, to identify the 
exact position in three-dimensional space of tha two ends of the seam between a car's roof 
and door pillar. Tradl ti on ally, f ac to!"y worker• have smoothed the seam wl th lead-based soft 
•older. Now an auto11ated silicon bronze weldin~ proce111 can eliminate this health hazard. 
Without vision, positional variations due to tolerance• on the pt·essings would have made 
auto~ation impos1ible. 

1 
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next year. Oxford University's engineering department has built a very compact vision head, 
in which a light stripe from a laser diode follows seams on pressed steel assemblies du~ing 
welding. Optiscbe Industrie de Oude, of Delft, Netherlands, will offer a robot based on 
similar principles but with a rotating mirror producing the beam. A~EA OF Sweden has 
developed both a simk-le "start and end point finding" vision system for welding, and a 
grey-level processing system to guide robots in automated assembly plants. 

Picking parts from a jwnbled pile in a bin has been one of the tasks that the University 
of Rhode Island's robotics group set itself to master. It has demonstrated a vision-guided 
robot which can select the best "grasping point" ir. ar. image and "feel" fo~ a part in a pile, 
trying again if o~structed. The algorithll is being exploited co111111ercially by Object 
Recognition Systems of Princeton, which hes developed a robot that can pick up bolts from a 
jwnbled pile under ordinary office lights. (New Scientist, 15 December 1983.l 

Robots increase BL pr~duction 

With an in\·estment programe of 850 aillion DK, the British automobile enterprise Austin 
Rover, which is part of the British Leyland conglomerate, wishes to find its 
technological-economic place at the world leadership. In the Cowley plant, where the 
"Maestro" is being built, 116 robots are being installed, and the production rate per 
employee per year is to rise to 18 per 1984. In 1979 this rate amounted to six, and in 1982 
to 14. Productivity will thus achieve Japanese rates, where the quota is about 20. Without 
strong government support, the enterprise surely would have vanished from the market. 
Cooperation with Honda y~elded new kn~w-how. The m1n1 car Metro became "the first 
competitive product", acccrding to Harold Musgrove, chainnan of the board and dire~tor of 
Austin Rover. However, technology is expensive, as Musgrove well knows. The current 
principal requirement is supposed to be the large research and development expenditure for 
small enterprises. With the Maestr'o, a mass-pr.oduced automobile is now receiving plastic 
bwnper's, which can be lacquer'ed together with the body. When the lacquer is turned in, the 
plastic heats to 135° C. (Duesseldorf VDI NACHRICHTEN, 22 July 83, translation from German.) 

The legend automates 

Britain's Jaguar Cars is looking to Japan for an automated helping hand. It has signed 
a three-year' collaboration agreement with Dainichi liko, Japan's third largest producer of 
ind•1strial r'Obots, and Dainichi Sykes Robotics, a British firm which u1es Dainichi robots in 
adva;.-:ed manufacturing systems of its own design. The three hope net just to revamp Jaguar's 
plants but also to find ways for other' engineer'ing fir-ms to benefit fr'om automating small 
pr'oduction runs. Jaguar is not the fir'st British motor' company to buy r'Obots abr'oad. Ford 
has got them fr'om FRG's luka and from Cincinnati Milacr'on of Aller'ica; Land Rover' fr'om the 
3wedilh fi['BI Asca; Austin R:>ver' fr'om Unimation in Amer'ica. Britain now has near'ly 1,500 
robot• according to the Br'itish Robot As1ociation, about a third of the• in the motor 
industry. This puts Britain in fifth place, behind Japan (which has 15,000 working robots), 
America, the FRG sr.d Sweden. 

The Jaguar deal i1 interesting for' three r'eason1: Jaguar', par't of state-owned BL Car's, 
i1 a low-volwne pr'oducer. Even if i fulfills its ambitions to double production fr'om this 
year''• 28,000 can by the late 19801, it will still be dinky when -uund against Austin 
Rover (450,000 car'• a year') or Ford of Britaio (300,000 car'• a year). Jaguar' wor'ker'I have 
already boosted output fr'om 1.2 cars per' employee in 1981 to 3.5 today. Now only new capital 
investment can raise product;vity dr'amatically. (The Economist, 29 October, 1983.) 

Swedish Robot for Cast Part~ 

In the foundr'y of the Volvo l:omponenter AB in Ar'vika the cleanup of heavy ca1ting1 ls 
taken over by an i~tegrated manufacturing cell which i1 equipped with four' tools. An 
industrial r'obot i1 the center of this installation which has been developed and h bdog 
supplied by the AStl. With its 450 eaployee1 the foundr'y in Arvika produces annually about 
25,000 tons of automotive parts for th• 110st par't consisting of graphlte-1hot ca1ting1. It 
i; beco•ing Increasingly difficult to find personnel for the 1tre11ful and unhealthy work of 
casting cleanup. For this o:eason there ha• been installed in Arvika an industrial robot 
having a carrying capability of 60 kg and a po1ittoning accur'acy of ~0.4 -· In rework of 
transml11ion hou1ing1 the riser is first 1eparated frOll the ingot; this i1 acc011pli1hed when 
the robot pn11u a hydraulically driven 1eparatlng di1k against the casting. ffavir.g been 
reduced n,,w to a w•ight of 55 kg lhc. par't i1 then lifhd by the robot and 1ucce11ively 
applied with high pr'eci1ion to the fized tools. The outer edges of the tran1mi11ion housing 
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~~~ ~~!!!~~~ !~~ ~h~ ;nt~rinr metal shavin!s removed by aeans of a compre11ed air hammer and 
a rotating file. The entire cleaning prograa lasts 9 minutes as compared with 12 minutes for 
cleaning bJ hand. The ti- saving is thus 25 per cent and at the 1aae ti- one obtains 
higher and llll)re uniform qualitJ. The aanufactudng cell is supplemented bJ a manipulating 
and storing facilitJ dev~loped in Saffle bJ tufT SJstea; thi1 1tvring and manipulating 
facilitJ is capable of simultaneouslJ taking up 96 parts and delivering th1111 automatic~llJ to 
the robot. This permits unmanned nighttime operation. (Wueri:burg ELlltTROTECHNilt, 18 Karch 
1983, translation from German.) 

Wafer fabrication turns to robot power 

A wafer fabrication facilitJ in which not a single human being will be required on the 
production floor for all the processes from diffusion through to probe and te1t, h being 
constructed bJ Mitsubishi Electric. The fab is basically designed to run the coapany•1 2561t 
DRAM. However, it will start bJ running 64-lt DllA!!s in ~he humanleu plant in JulJ 1984, and 
expects to have production of the device up to five million a month levels bJ 1984's third 
quarter. Mitsubishi• s present 641( f ab is t.1rn ing out 641ts at a r&te of 2. 5 ai Ilion uni ts a 
110ntt. The person-count for the processes from diffusion to test is 500 people .... 

Hitachi is beading in the same direction. "We have an integrated photolith line, an 
integrated assemblJ line, and an integrated packaging and bondint line," said a spokesman. 
"We have plans tc coabine all three together." When would Hitachi have a human less fab? 
"We'll certainly be heading that VaJ bJ the end of 1984." (Computer Weekly) 

Underwater robots 

Oil companies are hoping to take robots underwater. Offshore oil and gas exploration is 
moving into waters too deep and, often, too cold for divers. Even in todaJ'S oil fields 
sending a man down, saJ, to repair pipes on the seabed is both dangerous and expensive. A 
varietJ of researchers are trJing to create machines that can take over the divers• job. 
TodaJ's underwater robots are relativelJ primitive. Called "remotelJ-operated vehicles" 
Crovs), theJ are relativelJ expensive - coating E410,000-800,000 to buy or El,000-10,000 a 
day to rent with their operating team. They are also cumbersome. The rovs must be operated 
from the surface via an umbilical cord, and their grippers and sensors are not capable even 
of many s:mple tasks. 

Eliminating the umbilical cord is the single biggest pri~e. That would get rid of the 
major cause of problems vi th rovs at present: snarled cords. It would al low rovs to work 
where today• s machines cannot: e.g., under Arctic ice. And free-swinl!ing rovs could use 
smaller engines and less power without all that ~ord to drag around. But creating a 
free-svi-ing rov h trickJ. Researchers reckon it will be at least 10 years before such 
machines swim into co-r!"ial use. The two big challenges are coa111unication and power. 
Radio waves do not travel well through sea water. Sound waves can be used to carry signals 
instead, but even sound waves become distorted when travelling from the surface to great 
depths. Equally importan• a rc·r without an umbilical cord to provide its power needs a 
prohibitively larie battery pack to get from the surface to the vorksite and back. 
Researchers at both Scotland's Heriot Watt University and America's Woods Hole Oceanographic 
Institute have developed a partial solution. They have built prototype rovs in two parts: a 
"liluter" rov still tied to a surface mother ship by an umbilical cord and a free-swia111ing 
"slave". Power from the umbilical cord takes both master and slave to the worksite and back, 
and can be used to recharge the slave underwater. So long as the master rov is kept close to 
the slave, it can co-unicate with it via sound waves without fear of distortion. 

Unfort1:nately, eliminating just one link of the umbilical cord does not confer many 
advantages. Although the two-part rov might be able to send its slave into tight spots that 
a tethered machine could not negotiate, it still cannot work, e.g., under Arctic ice. More 
important, the llave'1 capabilities are severely limited by the inabilit;; of sound .,aver to 
transmit as much data as can a coaxial (let alone a fibre-optic) cable. U1ing sound waves 
aean1 cutting back on either the amount of co11munication used to guide the rov or the amount 
used to operate its gripper~ and sensors and take feedback from them. In future researcher• 
hope to be able to provide rov1 with enough "intelligenca" to navigate on their ovn - and so 
allow comunications chan,;all to be kept open for directing actual work. Jesearcher11 at both 
Woods Kole and Heriot Watt have taught their prototype t>ovs to decide wheth~r the sonar 
signals they receive represent an ob1tacle or the object of their mi1sion. But rov1 need to 
be smarter 1tl 11 to navigate on their ovn. Although today's computer software and hardware 
cannot provide the brains needed, both are improving fast. Together with advances in battery 
t4chnologJ - like light, compact lithium batteries which could replace to~ay's bulky packs 
that 1hould make a free-1wi11111ing rov po•1ible within a decada or so. . . (The Economist) 
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Heath•• Hero-I robot ha• been endowed vi th a 1en1e of ... 11 bJ PK Stat.-, Interface 
TechnologJ (College Part., Ill)). llechanical 'sniffers' esilt fer verJ 1peclflc aero1ol1 and 
ga1e1, and the home 1n10t.e detector u1e1 an ioni%ation chamber to detect Froduct1 of 
cOllbustion. De1pite the availabilitJ of thi• technologJ, bow.ver, Heath'• ET-18 Hero-I robot 
bu yet to offer thia capabili tJ. A Seara 439-57301 ..Ot.e detector vu added to the ET-18 
circuitry. A aiaple prcgraa te11ta the leut aignificant bit (LSl!I) of the e:m:peri-nt board 
addre11 to aee if the detector ia activated. When enough saot.e trip• the 12V relay unit the 
robot can tat.e appropriate action1, e.1;., announcing 'fire' repeatedlJ. (Robot Age 8/83 
p.20, 21.) 

Camel Robot (ltalJ) baa developed a aiaple, rigid robot for hot forging application•. 
Due to positive gripping of coaponenh, the aicroca.puter controlled robot can achieve 85'
nfficiencJ, va 45'- for a -chanical tran1fer •J•t-. c.-1 aiapllflH robot controh by 
u1ing carte1ian coordinates in it• NC controls, therebJ 1iapllfJlng linear 110v ... nt1. 
Italian Tet.aid (Torino) uaes 12 Caael robots in a connecting rod forging llna to handle part1 
weighing up tc. 100 t.g. (Ir Age Int 7/83 p8ap5+.) 

A drive -chani .. tor a aotGri%ed paraplegic aabulator has been patented by JP Wier and 
R/, Garrett. US Pat 4,251,815 describes an aabulator drive -chani .. of -dlua 1ize, vitb a 
lov center of gravity and aad111111 aaneuverabllitJ that 1upports a paraplegic in a 1tanding 
poaition. The -chani .. ' 1 unique design enable• •••J llOY ... nt along &DJ of 3 aJ:H of 
action. The drive consi1t1 of 4 wheel• mounted at each corner of the platform and pivoted to 
rotate around a generallJ vertical ash. Aa the reault of an 11 deg inclination of the 
wheeh, onlJ l or 2 of the outer.cit rollers contact the ground at &DJ one u-, offering 
optb1ua aaneuverability. The direction o! platform .-ov ... nt depends on the combination 
cloct.viae and counterclockwise rotation of the 4 wheel a11811blle1. (Robot Age 8/83 p.23, 25.) 

lleiden1ha Electric llfg (Japan) baa c~rciallzed an overhead robot •J•tea to carrJ 
invalidc troa their bed• to the bathrooa and elsewhere around their be.ea. Blderly or 
handicapped per1on1 can raise or l<>Wf•r th ... elvu bJ puabing button•. Forward or backward 
aoveaenta are accoapliahed bJ blowing or 1uct.ing a tube. The •J•t~ vaa 1ucce11ful in trial• 
at 5 bomea, and will be introduced throughout Japan bJ end-1983. (Jpn Icon J 8/23/8~ p.9.) 
<technolog1 Update, 17 September 1983.) 

lobe Steel (Japan) will introduce an indu1trial robot to clean and remove 1urface flaw1 
frOll red-hot ateel alaba. The unit could aave Y30 ai]/yr in •labaat.ing co1t1 v1 t~e 

conventional aanual proce11. Japan aa1te1 vide1pread u1e cf robot• la secondary 1teel 
proceaaing joba, but tor basic production application• robotization baa proceeded acre 1lowlJ 
1ince •lab• and ingot• are beaVJ and very bot. (Jpn Icon J 9/6/83 p.8.) 

Hitachi ha• developed 6 type1 of remote control !a1pectlon and repair robot• to operate 
in radioactive areaa in nuclear power plant•. P~r Reactor & Nuclear Fuel Development, a 
govt organization, aho participated. Hitachi vill uae the robots to repair it1 idle 1pent 
nuclear fuel dhaolution tub facili tJ. Bach unit baa a periscope and TY c.-ra to aonl tor 
it• aurroundiaga, and a hand tc. polhh wall• before ln1pection. TheJ uae dJ• infiltration 
and internal tlaw ultruoaic wave teat• to check their coapleted wort.. (Jpn Icon J 9/6/83 
p.8.) 

Amari can 11111 and parent l:laatograa llaachlnenbau will d..onatrata a rotarJ table and 
robot to perform external 1&0ld rel••••, inaert plac ... at and part1 rllllOval. The unit, which 
can be uaed to produce low pre11ure fo .. part• or Riii part• auch a• steering wheeh, ia 
center=id around the rotarJ table. Bach table HgMnt h lndlYlduallJ mounted on bearla1 
wheeh to accoaaodate unevenneu of the plant floor. The rotarJ table ii driven bJ a de 
drive, which allow• the aold1 to be po1itioned in front of the robot or ah bead with an 
accuracJ of +/-1 -· Bach part and all proceuing par ... tnra, includin15 robot action, are 
autoaaticallJ adju1ted. 1118 alao bu a aev high pre11ure PU aacbine and •h head1. (Plaat 
Tech 1/83 p.17.) (Tecbnolo11 Update, I October 1983.) 

The aoat coaaon pitfall• in lncorporatln1 robot• on the factorJ floor can be avoided by 
5 application analJ•h atepa, according to Dl!I lllfaldz, In1er1oll ln&ineera (loct.ford, IL). 
lloat robot inatallatlon failure• are the reault of an inadequate Hlectlon and preplannlng 
for the application. rrequentlJ, all inatallatlon planning ia done after the robot ha• been 
purchued and h atanding on tt.e factor1 floor. Robot inatallatlon 1ucce11 la ao1·e lit.elf if 
5 1uggeation1 are follow.d: know th• -nufactudng operation1 in detail, including coat 
concentration•, output con1traint1 and produ't and proce11-co1t di1trlbutlon1; take 
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acivaotage U~ ~Ci urpvLt;;;it!:; t: !:ere:~~ ~!!tp~t ~!!~ ~~u,..,. rnst indicated ~y a close 
evaluation of the ll&Jlufacturing operation; opti•ize OtMtrations by simplifying the task 
elements and upgrading the reliabilitJ of the .. tbod; ex .. ine the impact of the new 
work-center capacity on other areas of the factor1; and build a 90-d inventory before 
starting up the robotized work center. (Tooling P 10/83 p.74.) <Technology Update, 
29 October 1983.) 

A flexible aanufacturil!lg •J•t- designed to forge ste.. turbine blades for electric 
generator6 will be used at Westinghouse's Turbine Coaponents Plant CWin!:ton-Salem, NC). This 
$5 mil, robot-manned forging •J•t- will require no huaan assistance either in operation or 
set up and will run on an adYanced rule-based language being developed bJ Carnegie-"ellon U. 
The cell will consist of a te .. of computer-controlled aachines supervised by a master 
computer; it will include a parts identification station based on an Automatix machine 
vis ion system; 2 Versatran aaterial handling robots; a rotar1 hearth furnace; a GMF 
swaging machine; a cropper/stamper; and an optical gaugi~& station also based on an 
Automatix machine vision •J•tea. Westinghouse undertook forging sale project, starting 4 yrs 
ago, mainlJ to r;ain experience in the deyelopment and operation of suclt s1stems. <High Tech 
6/83 p.20-22, TU 3/9/83.) (Technology Update, 3 Septeaber 1983.) 

Dainichi Itiko (Japan) is offering a service robot for restaurants that takes crders, 
clears dishes and converse• with cuslcmers. The Robo Robo Mark I is oper1.ted by remote 
control and moves about on a .-11 cart. It bas an infrared detector to prevent collisions 
and can perform 8 mov ... nts, including extending its torso and bowing its head. Jpn Econ J 
11/1/83 p. 10. (Technolog1 Update, 19 •ovember 1983.) 

A robo'.: watchdog •J•t- Roverbot, could effectivelJ ensure the safety of workers and 
equipme;it, according to J.W. Blankenship, D.11. Strickland and It. l:ittiampan, W. Virginia 
University. If Rove:-bot HDHd that the position of the workstation robot didn't match the 
indicated controller position, the watchdog would signal for a total power cutoff and the 
equipment would be shut down for repair before expensive aachinerJ could be d&lllaged. If a 
person or object intruded into the workstation, Roverbot would have 3 options, depending on 
data fed into lt: ring a warning buzzer, slow down the robot or stop all action at the 
workstation. Machine D 9/8/83 p. 16. 

Oak Ridge National Lab. (Oak Ridge, Tll) is developing a remote manipulator to work in 
enviroD111ents inaccessible to huaans. TbP aanipulator will comprise a transporter vehicle, a 
•-ll hoist, robot-like aanipulator arms and a control 11stem. The control system will 
include closed circuit TV and force feedback sensors to aid the operator in directing the 
manipulator as it works. Tbe lab, operated for DOE by Union Carbide's Nuclear division, is 
developing the manipulator for aaintenance tasks in nuclear reactors and fuel processing 
1y1tems, but the equipment would be useful in any enviroDJ1ent too toxic or hazardous for 
h11111an1 to enter. AID Ktl llkt 10/24/83 p. 7. (Technology Update, 26 November 1983) 

A guide to plutics proceuing robots, ioJcluding current application1, is prhented by 
l. Susnjara of TbermlOod. llonaervo robots are usually saall and powered by air. Larger, 
hydraulically powered non1ervo robots do an excellent job in tending molding machines, even 
when the parts to be handled are large. llonservo robot• are progr&lllled by setting the stops 
at the end1 of the various axes Cmov ... nts). Reprogr ... ing take• little time, and can be 
done during changeover froa one product to another. Servo/point-to-point robots, generally 
larger than nonservo robots, can stop at &DJ point within their reach. Since they are larger 
than non1ervo robots, they can generallJ lift sub1tantial weight• and transfer them over long 
di1tances. The continuou1-patb lead-through-teach robots, all servo-controlled, differ from 
aervo/point-to-point robots, which record onlJ points in space, by recording entire paths. 
The ara of a robot is balanced 10 it can be 110ved physically by the prograimDer during 
progr ... ing. The control •Jst .. is progr .... d by aanually moving the arm through all of the 
motions it will aake in operation. Traditionallr used in spray painting, these robots are 
IDOVI ng into material handling because tbcJ are ea•J to progr .. and are now cost-competitive 
with 1ervo/point-to-point robots. Plast Eng 7/83 pp. 19-24. 

Robot-controlled high-speed plHaa-arc removal of rigging on engine-block cut lng1 is 
being developed at the UnlversitJ of Rhode Island's Robotic Research Center. Even though 
pla1aa-arc cutting is recognized as a faster removal process vs. other proce11e1 In u1e, an 
undesirable side effect of the proceu ii the deep layer of chilled white iron with a 
hardnen of about ~50 Brinell on the kerf surfaces. A 1uitable combination of proceu 
variable•, e.g., cutting speed, current, electrode stand-off and pla1ma-g&1 flo"' rate, can 
reduce the chill•d--iron layer to 0.003-0.00S" thick, which can be removed simply by 
untiarcutting the laJer in a rougb-aachining pa••. Procell drawback Jet to be sat;1factorily 
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['e11olved include: 1110~[' cutting speeds vs. cutting vrougbt ferrous -terials; slag build 
up underneath cut SU['faces; the inabilitJ to use vater injec~ion in tile p:i.a .. as to impi:-uve 
lterf surfaces; process variations due to coapositional and thickness differences; the 5 s 
needed for the plasma arc to re-establish itself for everJ n- cut; and difficulties in 
applJing robot controls to casting variations. Matrl Ing 11/83 p. 9. 

A cog-vheel driven cart for robotic transport controlled bJ an Apple II computer has 
been developed bJ J.R. Grote <Redwood CitJ, CA). The cog-vbeel drive eliainates slippage and 
achieves accuracJ in the fore-aft direction. The cart is driven bJ a DC gear90tor. Vehicle 
position is monitored bJ an on-boai:-d rotarJ position encoder. Control and interface 
electronics and pover supplies are off the vehicle. The cart runs on a cog-track s1stea aade 
of parallel automobile engine tiaing belts glued on aluainua strips. POW9r for the drive 
motor is provided bJ trailing vires or bJ a power track vitb brushes on the vehicle. Article 
discusses in detail the robot operating 11stea, the 11ecb~nical and electronic hardware, and 
software. A possible application is for low-resolution tasks such as picking up printed 
circuit boards and carrJing the• fro• place to place. Robot Age 10/83 pp. 20-29. 
(Technology Update, 3 Der.eaber 1983.) 

COUNTRY REPORTS 

Austria makes its SC entry 

A.~I's Graz facility vas opened in October 1983. The unlikely -rriage between Austria's 
largest industrial conglomerate and the Silicon Valley-based custOll and seaicust<>11 IC coapanJ 
vas first announced tvo years ago. A joint coapanJ, Austrian Microsysteas International 
CAMI), vas formed, and vhile the United States company supplied the technical knov-hov, Yoest 
Alpine vent about raising the money to construct a 11anufacturing facility. Those tvo years 
ago, both parties announced the facility would be ready by autuan 1983, and their' opti11ism 
vas rewarded. 

The st['ategies vhich brought Yoest Alpine and Aaerican Micros1steas together do differ. 
The Austrians are extremely keen to embrace nev technology; the United States c<>11pan1 vanted 
a European facility to stiffen its attack on the Continent's custom IC -rket. The explosive 
g['owth in this sector made it all the aore imperative a base vas found. Once the Austrian 
deal was struck - and there is little doubt the Austrian gover1111ent bas been generous in its 
financial coamitment to the prcject - American Microsysteas assigned ill vice-pre1ident, 
technology Dr. Lee Seely to oversee the facility construction. 

As Dr. Seely points out, development cycles are going to be crucial in winning the 
custom 1emiconductor battle. The faster a product can be guided from de1ign to finished 
devices, the more customers are going to be beating a path to the door. With its ovn 
facility in E!lrope, AMI is going to shrink that time considerably - especially vhen it is 
allied to its nev computer-aided design tool knovn to Sceptre. Sceptre all<>Ws a customer to 
do his ovn design and, according to AMl'R Alan Watts, the tool bas been received very 
favourably since its launch earlier this year. Coaputers plaJ a ~ajor part in all aspects of 
the custom arid semi-custom blisiness, not the least of vhich is in the production process. 

AMI has not stinted on the production equipment nov being installed. Electron beui 
techniques vill be used, and SI.Sm has been shelled out on this piece of equipment alone .... 

The computers vi 11 cut dovn on the paper data usually vt.fting about seaiconductor 
plants. Data fed into the computer vi ll be used to identify each wafer boat ent.ering the 
Graz furnaces, using nearby video display units. At present there are five diffusion 
furnaces, and room for two more. A wafer stepper ~•chine, the Perkin 11 .. r SRA 100, arrived 
only three days before the official opening. 

Packaging is another area AMI, like the rest of the seaiconductor industry, has 
concentrated on, and again latest techniques are used. SoM S•• of the $50. invested thu1 
f~r has been splashed on test equipment, an area still neglected by soae in the s .. iconductor 
industry. The Graz facility has a Fairchild Sentry VII logic tester, a Iincoa ..-ory tester 
and a LTI linear test~r. 

De1pite all this atate-of-the-art equipment, alaost u iapreulve are the utilitiu in 
the basement of the plant. Huge air-conditioning plants blast pure air into the clean rooas, 
and tanks break dovn the chemical wastage. Austria vants the technologJ, it does not vant 
any pollution, and AMI ia ensuring there vill be no cause for complaint. 
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Dr. Seely says the full range of AMI processes vi ll be phased into the Graz facility. 
initially toe company is running its four aicron iii!VS and five •icron C""riV5 processes, out DJ 
nei:t year the three aicron llllOS and Cl!OS processes vill be up and running. Seely is also 
enthusiutic about AllI's switched capacitor filter techniques. These combine digital and 
analogue circuitry on one circuit. According to Seely, the performance of these circuits has 
been i•pressive. "Ve have designed such things as operational amplifiers vith lOKHz 
bandwidth and 120d.B gain, coaparators vith one millivolt accuracy, 12-bit AID converts vith a 
conversion ti- of 100 ailliseconds, DIA convertors vith 12-bit resolution and filters vith 
up to nine poles vith a 25l11z bandpass." 

The plan is to invest another $50. in the facility before it is completely equipped. At 
present there are 250 .. ployees, and this should increase to 500 ~J the end of 1984. Present 
capacity is 1,000 vafers a week; the eventual output vill be 5,000 wafers a veek. All the 
equipment is capable of handling five inch vafers. 

The Gru. facility joins tvo other plants Aaerican llicrosystems has set up around the 
vorld. A siailar joint venture has been set up vith the Ashahi company in Japan, and there 
is a facility in lorea. (Electronics Weekly, 9 November 1983.) 

~iemens IC plant in Austria to produce 2561t 

The si-ns plant in Yillach, Austria, opened in late 1980, is one of the most modern 
manufacturing plants for IC• \n Europe. At present, aore than 1 million 161( chips/month 
leave the plant. a new production line for the 256( chip developed in Siemens' Munich labs, 
vill be completed in 1984. The number of employees vill be increased from at pre,ent 800 to 
1,000. Research amounting to an equivalent of AS 50 aillion in 1982/1983 conce~trated on 
seai-custoa chips (cw.>S as well as bipolar). 

Computer science to be introduced in Austrian secondary schools 

The Austrian llinister for Education announced recer.tly that he plans to include EDP in 
the curriculua of secondary schools and later, once eno;igh teachers vere available, also in 
primary schools. Coaputer science vill become a mandatory subject for students vishing to 
pass the llatura (baccalaureate). 

Australia: Computer ~rder to boost spin-off jobs 

The major computer purchase by the Department of Social Security vill create more than 
350 jobs in "sunrise" industries in Australia. The department's $Al00m computer re-equipment 
progr.- announced recently vill result in at least $Al8• vorth of 111ork in Auslra"..ia. 
Defence Support llinister Brian Howe, vho is responsible for the Australian offsets prograllllle, 
said the local computer industry vould benefit greatly from the projects. . . . "An estimated 
14~ people vill be employed as a direct result of the offset work, according to the companies 
concerned", be said. "Coabined with the jobs to be provided by subcontractors, at least 350 
jobs vill be created in the Australian c<>11puter industry." 

Howe said the coaputer- vork represented a major develoi-nt in the advancement of 
Australian to1cbnology. "The job opportunities provided by the offsets work demonstrate the 
Government'• c~it.ent to supporting 'sunrise• industries which show promise in creating 
emplo,..nt in area~ of increasing market potential", he said. (Electronics Weekly, 
7 Septeaber 1983.) 

IBM plans a 1100. high-tech boost for Australia 

Australia's high-technology industry will receive a $Al00. boost over the nei:t five 
year• froa the American coaputer giant IBM, vhich plans to aanufacture its Personal Computers 
at lt.s Wangaratta plant in northern Vic tori a. IBK Australia Ltd. and the Vic tori an State 
Government said the coapany planned to produce its Personal Computer (?Cl ranKe for 
Australia, lev Zealand and South last Asia at its Wangaratta plant. 

Further initiative• include: 

(l' The e1tabli1~nt of a Software Development Support Centre in Sydney 
specifically to acquire 1oftvare products froa local industry opening up 
international markets to Australian software coapanies. 

designed 
ei:tenaive 

( 2) 1811' 1 plan to produce in Au1trall a 1oftvare and docu-ntat i O'l for the IBK Per1onal 
Coaputer. 

()) lspanded proeur-nt froa Australian industry to include assemblies and components for 
Wangaretta'1 Per1onal Computer production and other IBK products. 



One upshot of 1811 Australia Ltd.• s announc-nt will be that State and Federal 
Governments are likely to treat 1811 bids more fayourably when calling tenders for computer 
equipment. However, of more l ... diate consequence, ls IBll's c~lt.ent to purchase an 
estimated $A27m worth of coaput~r coaponents froa Au1tral1an aanufacturers over the next five 
year,;. In addition, thf' coapaoy said it was actiYely pursuing opportunities for local 
procurement of parts for its other product liaes. The Blnlster for Defence Support 
Brian Howe, vho is respon1ible for the offset progr..-e, welco.ed tbe 1811 announce9ent. He 
s•id IBl!!' s decision to aanufacture its PC central proces1or unit in Australia would be a 
significant development for the capabi Ii ties of the Australian coaputer industry. 
<Electronics Weekly, 2 Noveaber 1983.) 

Belgium puts E6m in office 

The Belgian Government bas announced that it will spend 500 aillion francs (£6 million) 
on office automation this year and double tbi1 annually from 1984 to 1986. 

Announcing the nev move, the Government's Binl1terial Ca1111ittee For lconoaic and Social 
Co-ordination said: "Our objective is to enable Belgium to nt up an industry with the 
capability to manufacture complete office automation systeas which involve a maximum number 
of components, products and sub-systems with high added value and of Belgian origin." 

The Government was also concerned abcut guaranteeing its own iources of supplJ from 
Belgian industry because the Civil Service was a big customer for these system!!. (Coaputer 
Weekly, 15 September 1983.) 

Total of Alberta schools using microcomputers has reached 85 7, or 63. 41., as the resi;l t 
of the influence of Alberta's Task Force or. Coaputer1 in Schools. The Ta1k Force expects all 
graduating students and teacher& to be computer-literate in 5 years, and has made 48 
reco111111-ndations to achieve this. l!!ajor ideas include: givicg all students access to 
compu,-:r learning by 1985, requiring graduating teacher• to take computer courses, testing 
all coursevare prior to reco11111endlng it, developing network standards, and establishing model 
high-tech schools. To foraulate these rec~ndations, the Task Force toured schools in 
Minnesota, Texas and California. (Technology Update, 22 October 1983.) 

Electronic project1 receive priority in China 

The State Planning and Economic C01mi1sions have called for work to en1ure that in 10 to 
15 years, all of China's aajor electroLic products reach standards comparable to those 
attained by indu1trially developed nations in the late 19701 or early 1980s. For, if China 
is to modernize, it• electronics indu1try au1t move 5 to 10 years ahead of other branches of 
the national economy to provide them with advanced equipment. A total of 550 technical 
renovation projects ~n the electronics industry vill receive priority in allocation of funds, 
materiall and labour. They fall into 30 categories, including developing large integrated 
circuits, and wer.a chosen for their importance in China'• construction, or their export 
potential. 1!!01t are scheduled for completion vlthin the Sixth Five-Tear Plan period 
(1981-85). (Outlook on Science Polley, October 1983.) 

Sinclair tigns an as1embly deal vi~b Ctina 

Sinclair Research, which sells home computer• ln the Un!ted States and Japan, ia on the 
doorstep of another potentially huge market - China. The coapany ha1 agreed to ehip 
component• for as1embly by the Chine1e into it1 ZX81 and Spectr•..a hOlle computer•. A factory 
for the assembly of home computers has been built in Canton, And Sinclair says that large 
quantitie1 of computer ca11ponents will be 1hipped if the initial venture 11 1ucce1sful. 

Sinclair has signed agre ... nts with the South China Computer Company and the China 
Klectronlc1 Import and Export Corporation. Chin81e engineers will Ylsit the United States 
aoon for fir1t-hand experience of Sinclair'• a1seably technlquua. Sinclair's United lingdom 
distributor Pri•• bu won a contract to 1tage exhibitions in Peking to help United Ungdom 
machines push into the Chin••• aarket. 

The Sinclair deal i1 likely to be followed by aany other• between western companies and 
China. Already, factories in China aa~e alcro1 aodelled on United State1 and JapaneH 
imports, and Co11mOdore ha& 101M of it1 coaponent1 made there. China'• ala 11 to build it1 
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own computer I. nduatry to serve its heme market, and later perhaps to eJ:port. Demand for 
consumer electronics products hat rocketed in the last two years. The (;hinese marilec 
loots especially ripe for the Japanese, because both written languages requil'."e a great many 
characters. f"uj i tsu has already sold mainframes to China, and Hi tac hi has produced a range 
of computers that can handle an input of up lo 3,000 characters. (Computer Weekly, 
15 September 1983.) 

Chinese computer from HP 

Hewlett Packard company has announced the introduction of a revolutionary and innovative 
Chinese character computer system trhlch is said to be composed of any HP 3000, ifP 1000 and 
HP 250 computer model plus an advanced state-of-the-art terminal printer and printer 
controller. These terminal and printer devices are products available through KP f"ar East 
Limited. The new HP Chinese character system is claimed to be a cost-effective solution to 
satisfy Chinese data processing equipment where the Chinese language is spoken. By design, 
the new C'lmputer does not need modification to current software. It also permits Chinese 
character printing and display capabilities to be added to all installed HP computer systems 
in the HP 3000, HP 1000 and HP 250 families. (Electronics Weekly, 7 September 1983.) 

China plans big polytechnic project 

China will set up 17 polytechnics under a United States $206m Polytechnic and Television 
University Project. The polytechnics will replace existing technical institutions which 
lacked well-trained staff, facilities, and equipment. The new institutions will offer a 
broad range of speciali~ed subjects in engineering, srience, business management, economics, 
sociel sciences, ind humanities, all emphasising practical rather than theoretiral wort. 

Once established in major urban centres, the new polytechnics will serve about 45,000 
students, a siJ:-fold increase in enrolment. New facilities, including libraries, 
laboratories, and classrooms will be built to cope with this increase. To help the students 
gain "hands-on" eJ:perience, laboratory equipment and computers will be made available for 
group instruction. Audio-visual and language laboratory equipment, as well as instruments 
and reference te7ts will also be provided. The curricula of the polytechnics will be adapted 
to local industries through frequent contacts and close co-ordination. To improve management 
of the institutions, short-term foreign and local training for administration will be 
included in a staff deve1opment progran111e. 

The second major goal of the project is to Ufdate and expand the 'television university' 
system, strengthening the central universit7 in Peking, and establishing 28 rroduction 
centres, and 85 study centres in the provinces. Improvements in facilities will enable 
enrolment in 'television universities' to triple to l. 3 million by 1990 and two million by 
the year 2000. Under the project, the system will reduce its reliance on TV broadcasts and 
in1tead produce more courses using media such as video and audio-cassettes a~d printed 
materials. 

Nine Ufff" transmission stati~ns will be established in the cities where production 
capacity for broadcast quality progr&11111es is provided. The stations will be used exclusively 
for broadcasting televi1ion university progr&11111es, mainly to enrolled students, but they will 
have a potential audience of five million. 

European super centre by 1984 

A Kuropean supercomputer centre in France for sciGntific calculations hes been proposed 
by the French Government, which proposes to put up 401. of the budget. Premier Pierre Mauroy 
has promised full support by France for the centre to be built at Toulouse for industry and 
research workers from all over Kurope. The centre, whose original impetus comes from 
scientl.1t1 in South-west France, will be equipped wl.th a supercomputer with ea1y long 
distance acce1s, training facilities for 1c!entlfic data processing users, and well-stocked 
data banks. 

Although the target date - to get the centre operational by lhe end of 1984 - ml~ht seem 
optimistic, Fr~nce will submit detailed plans to the Kuropean Council of Mini1ters early next 
year. France succeeds Greece in January in the chair of the European Co11111unity. 

The French Government i1 prepared to put up 40f. of the total budget right away - in the 
hope that it1 Europea11 partner• will provide the other 601. - to avoid any delay in getting 
the sch•- off the ground. The French choice of Toulouse as the site for the scientific 
calculating project i1 dictated h part by it1 cloHnen to Spain and Pc.rtugal, which an 
waiting to join the Connon Market. 
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Observers in the French data processing industry say the Iouiouse p~uje~t ~vul<l f•~~ t~~ 
shortage of top-rate specialists which has hampered a venture by Cray Research at Ecole 
Polytechnique, the elite establishment which turns out France's top managers and technical 
brains. . . . (Computer Weekly, 1 December 1983.) 

ECC's Esprit 

The European Parliament last week made key decisions to assure both the political and 
financial future of the E~ropean IT research project, Esprit. The budget and staffing levels 
for Esprit, Europe's £950 mi 11 ion response to the Japanese fifth r;eneration challenge, were 
agreed, and now go before Europe's finance ministers for rubber stamping. Last weeks's 
agreement ends a long period of uncertainty about the financial viability of the project. 
(Computer Weekly, 27 October 1983.) In the meantime, the Council of Research "inisters 
slashed £60 million off the proposed £950 million. A final decision, which was to have been 
taken at the European su1m1it in Athens in December, was postponed. (Note by the editor.) 

Finland steps into IC market 

Finland is now marketing integrated circuits from "icronas, and another company, 
Vaisala, may soon be selling !Cs made in its own wafer fab near Helsinki. "icronas, backed 
by Nokia, Salora, Outoltumpou and Aspo, has prototyped or shipped a dozen gate array designs 
to Finnish customers. It also has three standard circuits on the market based on Nokia 
designs. Next year it will market two Kicronas-designed standard circuits for radiotelephone 
applications. 

Vaisala, one of the world's top manufacturers of meterological sensors, stunned Finnish 
electronics circles when it announced, in late 1981, that it had a CMOS semiconductor lined 
up and running near Helsinki. The CMOS metal gate 7 micron line, which uses three-inch 
wafers, contact printing, ion implantation and wet etch, was set up in total secrecy. One of 
the two people responsible for developing t.he process, Do;tor Timo Salo, told Electronics 
Weekly: "None of the ('eople involved had at any time worked in a co1m1ercial semiconductor 
plant". Vaisala insists it is not in the IC business. It is, however, malting more ICs than 
its sensor production. Sensor manager Christian Carlsson said: "Th~ circuits we have 
contain some potenl:ial technology for measuring capacitances, and we would sell the111 as 
solutions to cap11c i tance measurements problems." The preferred marketing route would be "on 
an OEM basis", said Carlsson. 

Vaisals also makes SAW (Surface Acoustic W1tves) devices, 
silicon foundry for multi-chip projects (several circuit:; on 
educational institutions. 

and has used its fab as a 
ore lOmm x lOmm die) for 

Micronas uses the wafer fab facilities of its West Coast associate ccmpany Kicropower in 
which Nokia ha' an 11 per cent share holding. It has a design centre near Helsinki with 14 
design engineers, a Calma, and a back-end processing f ac i1 i ty. (Electronics Weekly, 
12 October 1983.; 

Federal Republic of Genaanr 

Siemens AG, Erlangen, Federal Republic of Germany has founded a company, Mantee GmbH 
Furth, specializing in robot manufacture. "antec has developed its own robot prototypes but 
makes also control systems for other robot manufacturers. The total number of robots in use 
in the Federal Republic of Germany - mainly in machine tool, car and electrical industry as 
well as processing of metal, wood and synthetics - amounts to 3,500 at present. (Siiddeutsche 
Zeitung, 27 October 1983.) 

The Federal Republic of Germany is about to take the lead in the race to build even more 
powerful microchips. In January the gi~:;<. electrical and electronics company Siemens plans 
to open a purpose-built laboratory which, the company hopes, will develop a I-megabyte RAM 
before the end of 1985. Siemens is investing more than ES million in the plant, which is now 
nearing complet l on at the company's research and development complex in Ferlbach, outside 
Mu"lich. It has spent nearly half the money on an air-conditioning system, and on other 
measures to ensure a dust-free environment for the study of such chips. In collaborAtion 
with the Ze I 11 optical firm, the company has developed a new lens to etch photographically 
the very fine patterns necessary on the silicon. (The di1tance between some of the 
components etched on the megabyte RA' will be less than 1 micrometre.) By the time the first 
1amples of the megabyte chip are ready, Siemens expects to be mats-producing 256K RAM. When 
the process moves from the pilot plant to the factory in mid-1985, Siemen1 will be the only 
maltftr of such chips in Europe. •) (New Scientist, 10 November 1983.) 

* See u.so news items under "Au1tria" heading. 
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!r~~~h t•rhnolORY faces its most sweeping re-Q_~ganization 

The most sweeping re-organization of France's high technology industry since World 
War II has entered its final planning stages in board rooms and government offices: the 
outcome is likely to be a massive concentrati~n of muscle in electronics, information 
technology an~ energy, the sectors on which the competitivene5s of the French economy 
depends. New battle lines are being drawn between the two most powerful firms in these key 
industries, Brandt and Compagnie Generale d'Electricite CCGE), both of which came under state 
ownership 18 months ago. 

Thomson's activities in information technology, office automation and teleconnunications 
seem on the verge of falling into CGE's lap. Thomson is expected to take over CGE's military 
equipment division and to concentrat~ on electrical and electronics consumer proiucts ranging 
from Id tchen cookers to videotape recorders. CGE' s assumption of COll'llland over leading edge 
technology reflects its outstanding performance as the only nationalized firm which reported 
a profit last year. Its 190,000 workers, whose jobs range from building nuclear generators 
to selling digital time division telephone exchanges, earned the group 638 million francs 
(£53 million> in 1982. Thomson, with a staff of 129,000, lost 2.2 billion francs 
<183 million). 

France cannot afford to pour huge subsidies into loss-making business activities which 
are being conducted on a grand scale by nationalized industry, particularly at Thomson. 
Industrial observers say the French telecoll'lllunications industry wi 11 have to shed 22, 000 
surplus workers over the next year following the shrinkage of orders for the successful ElO 
telephone exchanges built by CGE's subsidiary CIT-Alcatel and the failure of Thomson's MT 20 
and 25 exchanges to make any sizeable dent in the world market. French Telecom and Thomson 
recently flew a group of French pressmen to Chile to show their switching system operating in 
Santiago - one of the few world capitals where it is functioning without serious technical 
problems. 

A report by the National Statistical Institute (NSI) published last week says: 
"Staffing in the public sector is shrinking just as fast as in private industry." Until 
nationalization, investment in the public sector was more sustained than in private firms, 
the institute recalls. But in 1982 investment dropped by 8~ in State-run businesses and 7~ 

in the priv1te sector. Although Thomson's problems did not all begin under socialism, those 
of its bigr,n"t subsidiary Thomson-CSF which embraces the military and computer markets, are 
newcomers. Thomson-CSF registered the first losses in its history in 1981. 

In the framework of efforts to establish a viable computer industry in France, Thomson's 
minicomputer division was handed over to Bull, in which the State holds 80~ of the equity and 
Honeywell the remaining 20~. However, the group retained its military computer activities. 
These are not scheduled to be transferred to CGE which is negotiating with Olivetti in order 
to acquire the 35~ stake in the Italian firm previously held by French glassmaker 
Saint Gobain. In the redistribution of responsibilities now under way CGE can be confident 
of developing France's nascent office automation industry in co operation with Olivetti .... 

It is still unclear what roles wi 11 be reserved for computer maker Bull and Katra, a 
leading electronics firm in which the State has a 51~ stake, following a carve-up of 
high-technology activities between Thomson and CGE. Thomson has been promised that it will 
retain is leading role in developing electronic components. But it is not yet able to supply 
French industry on a big scale. (Computer Weekly, 15 September 1983.) 

Television campaign in France 

ft'ance • s governm.ant-run information technology agency is to follow the example of the 
BBC in launching a series of television prograll'llles designed to encourage French viewers to 
give the computer an active role in their everday lives. In the wake of the television 
campaign, the French Government plans to set up 1,000 compute• centres with backing from ~oth 
the private and public sectors all over the country. These will be open to professional ~nd 

hobby users. Each will have 500,000 francs (£40,000) worth of equipment installed. 
(Computer Weekly, 13 October 1983.) 

~~~ace lespfrogs into information technology 

Greece is about to embark on a venture to set up a microelectronics design centre and 
e1tabllsh Its own software industry, with the aid of Greek specialists now working .n 
North America and Western Europe. Th"l design centre will be one of the key elements of a 
five-year plan to develop high technolo~y Industries, recently approved by parliament. It 
will get under way in 1984 .... 
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The country's leaders consider that the shortco~ings ot i t.s economy iDaie ii "j t.a:i. f .:;~ 
in~ustry to leapft"og into advanced information technology. A start has been made vi th the 
creation of a research institute associated with the Institute of Information Technology at 
the University of Crete. The institute will work on office automation and other projects as 
a partn~r in Esprit, the Co11111on Market's effort to make u~ the gap between Europe's computer 
industry and the industries of the United States and Japan. 

"We have the brains to do this," says !linister of Technology George Lianis. "We have 
the people - here and abroad - and the capability to develop our own software industry and 
move into microelectronics manufacture. . . . Earlier this year he irade a tout" of the United 
States and Canada to address meeting of expatriate Greek engineers, many of whom expressed 
enthusiasm to return ar.d join in the national effort to endow the country with an information 
technology industry. Lianis has also est~blished contacts with Greek experts in Britain and 
France. At the beg~nning of this su11111er these specialists from the Diaspora gathered in 
Athens to take a hard look at what was feasible. This seminar was the genesis of the Design 
Centre, which will be located in the capital and associated with the National Centre of 
Physical Sciences, Democritos. 

Between $2 million and $2 112 million are being allotted to this project. Greece has 
:islted the Co11111on Market for cash support to the tune of seven or eight million ECU. "At this 
stage we are not planning to build a chip factory of our own", says Lianis. "We want to 
start with a small VLSI unit for research and possibly for small-scale custom production. We 
intend to give special priority to CAD/CAM design and testing and to systems architecture." 

The Design Centre will have the task of keeping up to date with t~e state of the art and 
finding niches in which to develop subaystems. Design will begin at university level and the 
centre will co-ordinate multipurprose chip design. "The centre will have ample resources in 
computer power", says iatsafouros. "these will be located either in the centre itself o~ at 
a silicon foundry abroad, where wafer p!'ocessing takes flace. This means that the design 
engineers can simulate what they are going to produce on a chip, as well as simulating the 
logic at circuit level." 

Lianis stresses that high quality teleco11111unications are essential for gathering 
information on multi-purpose chips and co11111unicating with facilities overseas. "This is one 
of the reasons why we are renovating our teleco11111s network and moving from an 
electromechanical to a digital system", he explains. To help remedy Greece's lack of 
experience in se~iconductors, special courses are being introduced into university 
progr&J1111es. iatsafouros says: "since students need hands-on access to circuits, we are 
building a fully fledged laboratory facility for this purpose at the Democritos research 
centre. Fundings totalling E300,0~0 have been allocated for this task." 

The Greeks consider that, at the crossroads between Europe and the Near East, they are 
ideally situated - both politically and geographically - to export the products of their 
future microelectronics industry. (Computer Weekly, 15 September 1983.) 

Hungary 

Hungar! wants to increase its tiny share of Britain's E550m software market. Ten 
Hungarian software houaes have just put on a London exhibition, the industry'• first in the 
west, to whet British appetites for products that run from video gaaes to a aophisticated 
logical progr&Jlllli ng language. . . . The Hungarian software effort is •ti :U small. Until now, 
the main western markets have been the German-speaking countrie1 and France. Most sales go 
through the foreign trade comr-any, Metrimpex, and annua.l sales to the we1t are running at a 
1118re $Sm. The Hungarian• would like to co-operate with British firm1. ICL ha1 alr~ady u1ed 
a Hungarian firm, Szamalk, to develop a 1y1tem that providu quick analy1il of the data on 
lorry driver1' performance put out by "1py-in-the-cab" tachograph•. Trade al10 goe1 the 
other way. ICL'1 hardware sale1 to Hungary are ri1ing. 

In at leut one re1pect tha Hungarian• are in the vanguard of 1oftware de1ign. They 
were quick to 1pot thw potential for Prolog, a logical progr ... ing computer language. 
Between 1979 and 1982, •he In1titute for Co-ordination of Computer Techniquu in Budape1t 
developed its own ver1ion, called M-Prolog, which can be u1ed on computers built by IBll, 
Siemena an<4 Digital Equipment Corporation. The system hu already been 1ucce11fully Marketed 
in Ja:-an, which ls u1ing Prolog in itl fifth generation computing project. (The lconomi1t, 
19 November 1983.) 
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India 

The Indian Governaent is continuing its prograa of promoting the production of 
integrated circuits. It is requiring that the foreign collaborator selected to manufacture 
electronic private autoaatic branch telephone exchanges provide knowbow to the public-sector 
Semiconductor Complex, Ltd. for the manufacture of large scale integrated (LSI) circuits. In 
addition, the Government proposes to spend US$213 million by 1992 on microelectronics 
research and development. (Electronics News, 19 September 1983.J 

SFT system makes its Indiah debut 

The Store and Forward Telegraph System (SFT-System) developed by the Elec~ronics 

Corporation of India Ltd., in close collaboration vi th the Tamil Nadu Teleco-unication 
Circle, has been introduced for the first time in India. The entire system is based on 
modern microprocessor and VLSI technology. Telegraph offices connected to the system network 
operate directly into an exceptional fast microprocessor-controlled meirory in the system 
which analyses and retransaits the message. Printing it at the receiver statiJn takes a few 
minutes vith perfectly reshaped signals. If any line connected to the system is interrupted, 
the system stores the -ssage in its memory and forwards it immediately after the line is 
restored with the same speed and accuracy. 

Facilities are p.·ovided in the SFT-System for supervisory position (with a video picture 
tube) to correct occasional human errors in messages received from connected telegraph 
offices. An elaborate journal prints out for the supervisor and the management, full details 
of every message (but without the text) !:uch as time received, ti- cleared and reference 
numbers, so that any complaint on any message can be imaediately investigated. The whole 
message, with its full text, is also retained in a magnetic 11emory For a specific time for 
retransmission and recheck, if required. The through transmission path in the system is 
totally solid state with no moving parts to ensure highest reliability. All magnetic 
recorders are only in parallel by-pass paths. (Electronics Weekly, 9 November 1983.) 

Irish industrialists are introduced to chip design 

An intensive five daJ worLshop in microprocessor design and applications for 
industrialists has been started by a team of Physics lecturers at University College Galway 
(UCGJ. The team has held three workshops so far. The major emphasis of the course i~ 

hands-on laboratory experience sessions in a specially equipped worksh~p. This accounts for 
over half the programs. Nuabers are ,.estricted from 10 to 12 per workshop, to enable 
individual tuition to be provided. And as a result, several engineers with "zero experience 
of microprocessor design work" have been able to write software to control a traffic light 
sequence, incorporate a special interrupt provision within it, debug the program, test it on 
apecially built hardware, and, finallJ, transfer the program to a minimum cost prototype 
board ar.d have it axecute as a stand alone controller. 

The course organizers - drawn fri:.m the Applied Physics and Electronics Group with in 
UCG's Dept. of Physics - 1a1 that the following are the minimum course areas: 

- Baile de1ign awareness; 
- Design aid1; 
- 1/0 interfacing; 
- Demonstration of various lab development aids; 
- Provision of full course notes and other practical documentation. 

Also, it ls poui ble to buJ - at cost - the speci tol development board use-:! in the course 
afterwards. For continued development of software after the course, then, all lhat is needed 
ls a CRT monitor or an ordlnarJ VHF TV &et. (Technology Ireland, June 1983.) 

Signing of agreement between the Ivory Coast and I~I 

A Final Protocol Agre-rit for the implementatlo11 of a Project concerning an 
Administrative Data Bank SJstea wa1 1igned in Rome, on 19 September 1983, betwe~n the 
Government of the IvorJ Coast, repre1ented by the Secretary-General for Informatics, 
Mr. J.M. Akeboue and I8I, represented by the Director-General, Profe1sor F.A. Bernasconi, and 
in the pretence of Mr. A. Hoba, Directeur du Cabinet of the IvorJ Coast Minister of State II. 

The detailed rlan for the implementation of the Project, Wfhich forms part of the 
above-mentioned Agreement, was prepared jointly with the Experts of the Ivory Coa1t, during a 
technical mi11lon carried out by IBI, following negoUatlons and the signing in Abidjan, on 
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5 November 1 ~82, of a preliminary agreement between the Governaent of the Ivory Coast and 
iBI. The Project is aimed at creating a full text data bank 11e110ri%ing all the 
administrative documents concerning the public services of the State, semi-public services 
and local governments' services, based on the results of the vork for the collection, 
classification and reorgani%ation of the existing documentation, carried out by the General 
Secretariat for Administrative Reform (Civil Service). (IBI Newsletter 12.) 

Toshiba Japan to fund Ul fellowship 

Toshiba has established a fellowship program in which two British research workers will 
be selected to vork in the Toshiba research center at lawasaki. The tvo individuals will be 
paid approximately $40,000 per year and the fellowship term could be two years. 

The fellowships offer the tvo people the opportunity to use facilities which are not 
available in the United lingdom. These facilities include a super cleanroOll claimed to be 
the cleanest in the world with less than 10 dust particles (each leu than 0.1 um in 
diameter) per cubic foot of air. The lawasaki Center is working on projects such as electron 
beam lithography directly onto the silicon wafer with a resolution of 0.2 um, the development 
of silicon nitride ceramics strong enough to be used in car engines, and the grot1ing of 
gallium arsenide and sapphire crystals. 

Toshiba is centering all of its activities in the area of VLSI technology. Current 
r.?sul ts or these efforts are a 500 gate galli U£ arsenide array, a 20 ,000 gate triple metal 
layer C!I03 array, a silicon-on-sapphire 16-bit microprocessor, a CCD solid state sensor with 
500 x 400 picture elements with an on-chip colour filter, and three dimensional integrated 
circuits. (Semiconductor International, September 1983.) 

Fifth-generation computer program advances in Japan 

Japan's national program to develop new computer architectures and software for a 
generation of machines with artificial-intelligence functions and so-called natural 
man-machine interfaces has made significant progrP.ss in its initial stage, according to 
Tohru Koto-olca, the Tokyo University professor of electrical engineering who chairs the 
project's main c~nnittee. Last June, a new organization called the Institute for New 
Generation Computer Technology was formed, and a laboratory in Tokyo was staffed by eight 
Japanese computer companies, mostly with software designers to be paid by the government for 
three years. So far, says Koto-olca, the hardware design of what is called an inference 
machine has been almost completed and is expected to be built with conventional components by 
the end of the year. If successful, it will be replaced with a very large-scale integrated 
version. 

The design of a prototype relational data-base machine ls also nea~ly cnmpleted and is 
expected to be operational in 1984. Current designs are based on Prolog, 
developed in France that is especially useful for mathematical computations. 
first of three stages, the 10-year program has dome $4~' million allocated for its 
years with $10 million earmarked for 1983. (Electronics, 19 MaJ 1983.) 

a language 
Now in the 
first three 

An American private investor has set up a company, Data International, in lathmandu 
which has already started operation in computer software production. The company, 
advertising in the local newspapers for new graduates with 11ath and/or computer training, 
found many applicants vi th suitable background and intends to export computer software. 
(Reportrd ty UNIN>'s Senior Industrial Development Field Adviser in Ban,kok.) 

Silicon Valley-based Quantum is building a facility to produce eight-inch Winchester 
dislt drives. The company is invaating $1.3 million in machinery and equipment, and it h 
leasing a 21,500 1quare foot plant from the Puerto iican Bcon011ic Development 
Administration. Quantum will lay off no Silicon Valley production workers a1 a result of the 
move. A company spokA1man 1aid: "Our strategy ls to maintain a steady vorlcforce here in the 
(Santa Clara) ~all&y, and a1 products reach high volu.. and mature, llOVe production 
offshore." Eventually, Quantum will move it1 5 1/4-lnch Wlnche1ter dhk drive production 
offshore, too, when "the product line matures and reaches full production". (Blectronlc1 
Hews, 18 July 1983.) 
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Sri Lanka promotes "Export Village" concept 

The concept of the Export Village has been the t".lp1c of rQcPnt dilcu11ion. Sri 
Lankan Trade Minister, Lalitb Athulathmudali, has be~n particularly activ" in promoHng the 
concept.. Given the enormous growth potential of th" indu1tri111 f'Qlat"d to the new 
coanunication technology, the concept of the Export Village - which focuaQa on ~roductfon and 
export of electronic components - is of great relevance. A Third World "Silicon Valley" 
would be a treaendous b<>ost to development efforts. The achiev"ment of thil would depend 
rather heavily on fiC'lls from developed countries investing in export factori"s in the Third 
World, drawing on local, trained manpower. 

Sri Lanka is an example of a country which is gearing itself towards making use of this 
opportunity. It is in the process of establishing the Arthur Clarke Centre for the Study of 
Modern Technologies at the University of Moratuwa. It is also providing enormous incentives 
to foreign investors to set up export-oriented electronics industries in Sri Lanka. These 
two meaJu~~s should interact Lnd create the right technological environment in which the new 
technology could best be exploited, from the coamunication a~ well as the coamercial point of 
view. (Excerp~ed from an article in Development Forum, October 1983 by Narn J. Chitty, 
Counsellor at the Rllbassy of Sr\ Lanka in Washington DC.) 

Singapore 

A shift from labour-intensive industries to high-technology, knowledge-intensive 
industries is taking place. The government began reorgan1z1ng the country's industrial 
structure in 1979. It followed a National Wages Council recoamendation to promote industrial 
advancement through wage increases. Computer-related equip~ent, aviation and industrial 
elP-ctronics, precision tools and aircraft re?air are being emphasized. Foreign capital 
investments are playing an increasingly important role in Singapore's economy. Foreign 
high-te-::h firms are being offered a 4M income tax exemption for 5-10 yrs for investing in 
the country. Japan has established a strong foothnld in the electronics field. It ranks 3rd 
in private sector investments behind the United States and '.l'estern Europe. Sord Computer 
System began producing microcomputers in Singapore in 4/82. The Singapore government is 
giving priority to developing software programs, hoping to export them in the future. The 
country currPntly has 1,200 computer progra11111ers and systems analysts, but will need 
5,800-7,800 computer experts by 1990. Specialists are being trained at 4 majol'.'" institutes. 
(Technology Update, 1 October 1983.) 

Singapore is rapidly becoming the disk-drive headquarters of Asia. Two more California 
manufactures, Maxtor and Computer Me14ories, have announced that they will open Singapore 
plants hi supplement domestic production. According to industry analysts, Singapore has an 
edge on Hong Kong and South Korea in disk drives because the latter, while strong in 
electronic components, are r-elatively weak in precision metal and mechanical parts and the 
machining industry." (Global Electronics Information Newsletter, August 1983.) 

When Fairchild Se111iconductor announced plans to close its optoelectronics division 
earlier this year, it arranged to sell its assembly equip1.lent to General Instruments. The 
machinery is being shipped from Fairchild's Seoul, South Korea facility to GI's plant in 
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. Canadian teleco11111uni~ations manufacturer Northern Telecom will work 
with the Daewoo Group to set up semiconductor manufacturing facilities in Korea. The 
announcement said that the facility will serve the Korean market, which probably means that 
it will supply linear integrated circuits to manufacturers of consumer electronics equipment 
for export. Timex, which has diversified in recent years from watches to home computers, has 
announced plans to assemble computers near Seoul. With the lure of S3 billion in orders for 
manufacturers into sharing some of their most advanced teleco11111unications technology. Among 
the foreign co11panie1 which have set up joint ventures with Korean industrial groups are ITT, 
AT&T, Northern Telec<>11, and L.Jt. Ericsson. These ventures are being organized to serve the 
entire Asian market, not just South Korea. (Global Electronics Information Newsletter, 
Auguat 1983.) 

Five-year national progr .... fvr microelectronics in Sweden 

Gu idellne1 for a f 1 ve-Jear nation al progr&11111e for research, i nduatri al development and 
training in the 1phere of •icroelectronics In Sweden has been presented in a bill by the 
goverrunent. l1tlaated to co1t Kr. 714 million CS9S,OOO,OOO) over the period, the progr&11111e 
would t.a financed bJ contributions from tl:e government anu industry. In a first stage, the 
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government wtll •Ilocate tr. 44 •ILilOD io~ LDe 1;;~;;~ fi•~-1 7;:~. ~= r~~:~~ ~~! ~-n 

proposed by STU, the Board for Technical Dewelo199nt, u part of a broader •ch•- for 
integrated inforaation technolo~-

The aicroelectronic• progr...., will include fundamental re•earch in the field of 
semiconductor• and goal-oriented re•earch in elec~ronic• &Dd optic• with a view to 
accumulating knowledge about n- ~ufacturing proce••H and c09P0oent technology likely to 
be of decisive importance for future sy•t .. dewelo199nt, 1uch a• opto-electronic components 
and integrated circuit• baaed on -terial• other than •ilicon. Tile part of the progr.-
vhich concerns industrial develo199nt aim at build.Ing up the design capability uiong a 
broader circle of u•ers of electronic coeponent• and the productiYe capacity uiong the 
leading component aanufacturer• which is required over the nest 15 year•. A total of eight 
projects have been •ugge•ted. The training progr.- cover• equi199nt for in•truction in 
microelectronics at university level and also fund• for di•• .. ination of know-how to saMll -
and medium-sized companies and for ezten•ion cour•e• for teacher• &Dd dedgners. Of the 
total of ICr. 7U •illion for the fiYe-year period, the goveru.ent will contribute 
Kr. 549 million and indu•try ICr. 165 aillion. 

"Seeing" robot systea introduced ~I ASIA 

Industrial robots with an integrated v1•1on systea are ~ow being introduced by ASK.A, the 
Swedish-based manufacturer of electric and electronic equi199nt. The sy•tea, which is 
totally integrated in the robot, is de•igned to work. in iadu•trial environ .. nts. It 
ident i fie• the work.piece, visually inspects it and c!etet'llioe1 i h po• j ti on and orientation 
using the same progr ... ing language and unit a• the robot. The robot can easily and quickly 
be pl:'ogr.-ed by shopfloor operators. Another advantage h that complicated installation 
problems can he solved with ainiaua costs for planning and pe~ipheral equipment. ~oreover, 

in batch production, set-up tiae• are sub•tantially reduced. 

Th~ ASEA robot v111on •yst .. coapri••• four -in part•: the robot; a camera - up to 
four different cameras of the CCD (charge coupled device) type -y be u1ed, with ezternal 
synchronization generated by iaage proce••ing; an electronic part with memory and TV monitor 
integrated in the robot controller; and a progr ... ing unit. The gray •cale technique is 
used for image processing, which ls suitable, unlike binarJ •Y•t ... , for normal industrial 
environments without any •pecial auziliary lighting. Thi• techniqu< enable• the equipment to 
register small differencH in contrast. The systea is al•o capable of identifying varying 
fo!."1115 on t~e surface of an object. The i-ge proceuin& •y•t• h eztr-ly compact and, 
vi th the exception of the c._ru, h houHd in the robot control cabinet. Programaing is 
done &.:cording to a .. aoriz:ing procedure. fir•t, the object involved is placed beneath the 
caJDera. The system then procene• t:ie iaage and pre•ent• it• contour• on the TV inoni tor. 
Thet"eafter, the syste• is "trained" a number of ti-• in order to collect •tatlstical data 
and to check if it really can recogniz:e the object. Iw.finlng of the robot'• grip point is 
aleo included in the progr ... ing aode. The aain applicatlone of th• ASIA robot vi•ion 1ystem 
will be in material• handling, •iaple aneablJ and inh,rated operation•. The 1y1tem is 
already in operation at ASU Control, a divhion -nufacturlng lov-Yoltage svi tchiear and 
contt"ol gear. 

~le portal-type robot for aaterial• handling and aacbiae tending 

Stockholm - A new portal-tJpe robot foe aaterial• handling and aachlne tending, as well 
as a•Jtomatic •••-blJ, glueing, in•pe<tion, cutting and •o on, ha• been developed by 
Electrollne AB, Solna, out•ide Stoclthola. Called the KP20, it call quicklJ handle components 
with weights up to 20 kilograa• and, at llower 11peed•, Gven heavier load•. Of modular 
design, it can be tailor-aade to •ult the cu•tomer'• working area, repeatability requirements 
and handling weights. 

In itl 1tandard configuration, the robot h driven bJ three electrical •ervo DC 110tor1 
for po1itioning with quick aov ... nt• and high repeatability, while tb• control •J•tem can be 
ezpanded to encoapau the positioning of eight electrical ue•. Progr-ing l• made by a 
"teach-in" with a Hparate progr-ing unit that ha• control button• for function 
i n1truc ti on•. 

The gp 20 i1 de•igned to work dlrectlJ with production aachlne•, transporter•, carrier•, 
etc., and client• can order the wri•t in on~. two or three aze• de•ign with electric or 
two-W&J pneumatic po•itioning. Th• gripper h •peciallJ dedgned for each application with 
single or douhle gripper or vacuua, -gnetic or aechanical gripper. llaziaua gripper •peed i1 
about 1.5 metre• per 1econd. Standard working voluae i• l.5sl.5z3.0 aetr••· 
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In a tJpical application, the IP20 picks shafts fr<>11 a transporter and delivers thea to 
a lathe. Parts oeing produced are taken up by the double gripper and positioned in a fixture 
for inspection. If pass~d. they are placed on a pallet for accepted parts, if rejected, on a 
pallet for faulty parts. Pallets are subsequently reaoved on an auta.atic carrier. (The 
above three news items are reprinted from Science and Technology, Noveaber, 1983. 
SIP The Swedish-International Press Bureau, Linnegatan 42, S-114 47 Stoc .• ola, Sweden.)• 

Spain looks to a futu~e in semiconductors/ICs 

The Spanish "iaistry of Industry is ~onsidering a proposal to establish the country in 
the semiconductor/ICs producing market. 1'. report presented to the Direccion General de 
Electronic• e Informatica in June lays out a possible strategy for the development of a 
Spanish microelectronics industry. It is based on the formation of a company with tvo wafer 
processing centers and a third center for device design. Total cost is anticipated at 
$31 million. The report emphasized the importance of Spain establishing a base for a 
microelectronics industry in the next few years. If the Ministry of Industry decides to 
follow the program, the first facility will be a large processing center dedicated to the 
production of standard circuits and discrete power semiconductor devices. This center, 
ultimately, will be able to offer a complete product line. -:'he facility would be able to 
produce about 3200 5-in. wafers per month. This projects to about 2300 good die~ per wafer, 
which, after all processing and testing, vould yield about 1275 circuits. Eventually, the 
facility vould be able to produce about 100 million devices per year in 5 m Cl!OS and bipolar 
technologies. Of the three development approaches offered in the report, the medium cost one 
seems to have the best chance of success. This involves the acquisition of one or two 
companies together with the necessary technological information related to masking and 
processing. The acquisition is priced at about $5 million with $20 million for the plant. 

The study foresees the establishment of a distributor network, both in Spain and in 
other countries, which would in about five years, bring sales, of about "22 million in 
standard linear circuits, $29 million in CMOS devices and $11.4 million in discrete power 
products. In the second phase, the report projects the formation of a design center for 2 um 
and 3 um CMOS products. The center would have to design and sell a minimum of 142 custom and 
semi-custom designs in a five-year period to become viable. The investment, including 
equipment and software for the center, is estimated to be about Sl.8 million without the cost 
of the building. The center is expected to take a loss for the first two years, break even 
in the third, and become profitable during the next two years. A smaller facility dedicated 
to the fabrication of existing devices also is a possibility. This plant would have the 
capacity to produce circuits within about two weeks. About $4 million dollars is the 
anticipated cost of this unit. According to the report, the second facility would begin 
operation about nine months after the main plant goes into operation. During this period, 
th~ product~ designated for the second center would be manufactured elsewhere. 
\Semiconductor International, September 1983.) 

Semiconductor manufact~ring in Thailand * 

Far bettE>r knovn for the dazzling colors of its raw s i lit than high technology, the 
ICingdom of Thailand is nonetheless home to a modest U.S. semiconductor assembly and test 
effor\.. With an area about the size of New York and California, combined, Thailand did not 
aggressively pursue foreign electronics companies like its neighbors Malaysia and Singapore. 
American electronics firms in Thai land can be counted on one hand: National Semiconductor 
is the lArgest. Next in size is Signetics Thailand followed by Honeywell Synertek (Thai) Co. 
Ltd. Minicomputer manufacture~· Data General also operates a facility in l!.angkck to provide 
p~rts for it1 ovn products. 

Unlike the Philippines, where metropolitan Manila's "Silicon Superhighway" pivots around 
10111e 20 local and U.S. a11e111bly facilities, the four U.S. company-owned plants in Thailand 
are 1ituated in geographically different areas. 

The attraction• for locating in Thailand include a vast labor pool, 
amountl of land and well-develcped air and rail transportatL'n systems. 
companies reportedly were involved in negotiations with the Thai government 
a view tow•rd locating an a1sembly site within metropolitan Bangkok .... 

low wages, large 
Other American 

in the put with 

The Thai people cling 1teadfa1tly to their language, and Engli1h is not co111110n except in 
the tourist areu of Bangkok and Chiangmai in the North. "Only a very small number of our 

* By Ron Iscoft, Weit Coast rdltor, Semiconductor International. 
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workers speak English," declares Lou li1b, aanaging director for HoneJ1M11 ~Jnerce~ \Iaaii. 
"!Yen a figure like 10 per cent would be optiai1tic," li1h adds. "That .. ans everything has 
to be translated into Thai, which is •an inconvenience factor,• but it's not significant." 
li1b, who foraerly worked in another Asian country, rates the Thais superior "Because of the 
quality levels they are willing to strive for and are able to attain. That's why I feel 
there's an advantage in being here." li•h reports that 101M1 difficulty upfront i1 
c01mOnplace. "Early on, National Semiconductor had labor cata1trophe1 when they started 
here. Everybody knew about that; Signetics bad its probleas, also. "Traditionally," lisb 
continues, "it would 1eea t~at a lot of American coapanie1 had 'teething probleas• when they 
started here. But once you get over tbea, it• 1 a bell of a nice place to operate. The 
respon1ivene11 ii fantastic, and the skill level is high." The Synertek plant, which has 
about 40 ,000 ft2 and 500 eaployees near Bangkok, acts as a sub-contractor to the coapany' s 
larger offshore plant in Singapore. Wafers for a11eably are sent froa Synertek in both 
California and Singapore for a1seably and packaging in the Thai plant, and then returned to 
Singapore for final test. 

Honeywell Syn~rtek is assembling and packaging only 24-, 28- and 40-pin plastic 
devices; ceramic and hermetic parts are handled in Singapore. 

The company has a line of l&s 110del 479 and 1419 wire bonders and intends to replace the 
1419 bonders with the &utoaatic 90del 1482. "The .. cbanically-aided 4791 still have a place 
in the 1eaiconductor industry, but thP.J're raridly falling behind," he ••J•· "We're going to 
see if - can't find 10.. way to eli11inate tbea from the enviro-nt." lhb explains that 
Honeywell Synertek (Thai) "i1 trying to davelop an operation that has truly 1uperior 
(>8rforaance characteristics and u1es a gcod selection of equipeent and 1kill1 to turn it into 
a voluae generator that will satisfy Synertek's needs." Additionally, li1h sa11 he wants to 
ainiaiz;e in-process in1pection as much as po11ible and convert in11pector1 into producera. 
"It would be a di1traction at this time to move other function• out here, such as cu1t0111er 
1ervice and that sort of thing, which are part of Singapore'e charter." The Thai worker• 
have a verJ low turnover rate despite the factory being "far enough from Bangkok that ao1t 
roung people don't really want to 1i ve out here," !Ci sh remarks. Honeywell Synertek runs a 
special bas service from Bangkok for employees, because regular bus 1ervice to Patb1111thani 
province is inconvenient. liah notes that the ~overnment ii putting up flats near the 
factory. 

Data General, the only captive semiconductor aaker in Thailand, operates froa a 
34,000 ft2 facility. In addition to integrated circuit1, the Data General plant a11eable1 
cable• and proc!uces printed circuit board1 and system assemblies. National Semiconductor, 
the large1t device maker in the country, is reported to produce chiefly low pin-count plastic 
devices in Thailand. Signetics Thailand Co., Ltd., h located in the Bangkhon suburb of 
Bangkok, about 25 miles from Synertek. A subsidiary of U.S. Philip•, Signfltic• recently 
clo1ed its Manila a11eably plant and enlarged offshore locations here and in Seoul, !Corea. 
Sig-Thai has expanded to about 2400 worker~, an increaae of 200-300, aince the Manila plant 
waa cloaed. Seoul ha1 added about 150, according to Robert B. Moller1tuen, Signetic•' senior 
vice pre1ident for aanufacturing operations. Moller1tuen, ba1ed at Signetic1 headquarter• in 
Sunnyvale, Calif., is a frequent visitor to the company'• offshore plants. The Sig-Thai 
facility produces plastic, hermetic and ceramics, while the Signetics facility in !Corea 
handles plastic only. In addition to a11eably, both Sig-Thai and the coapany' 1 ICorean 
facilitie1 perform final te1t on 90 per cent of the producta a11eabled in A1ia. A portion of 
the a11eabled and te1ted product froa !Corea is aent directly to cu1t011er1, wh!le the device• 
finl1hed in Bangkok are returned to Signetic1, ~unnyvale for diatributlon. 1foller1tuen note• 
that cycle time i1 now a key iuue, and Signetic1 i1 running a 10-day cycle for plastic. 
"We're going to put on a c~ncentrated effort to reduce that ti .. to 7 day1," he reporta. 

Part of the ti- reduction will be equipment driven. Signetic1 plant1, including 
Sig-Thai, now have Philip• wire bonder1, known a1 Phicom unites as well al a ahture of 
ltulicke & Soffa unit1. The Phico11 bonders have a throughput coaparable to the IC&S 1482, 
1100-1200 unit1/h on 14 lead davice1. Recently Sig-Thai took delivery of Shinkawa'1 
al1111inium bonder• for u•e on the plant'• hermetic line. Moller1tuer. 1r.y1 vendor 1ervice in 
the area i1 exceptionally good. "ltulicke & Soffa hu a fuli service network out here; 
~hinkawa i1 out1tanding in their 1ervice; in the h•ndler area, llC'r ha1 repre1er.tation and an 
office in Singapore that 1erve1 t~e whole area. We've al10 got an IBK coaputer with service 
out of IBM, Thailand. "That'• a lot different than it wa1 when I first c .. e to Asia nearly 
15 year1 ago. It was a different 1tory then. IC&S or any of the votndor1 would •end a rep 
ever o~ce every six month1. We'd have 1 board go bad in a tester and the unit would be down 
while we cent it back to wherever. But those days are pretty well gone. If a part la not 
available in Thailand or Hong long, we can have it flown up froa Singapore in a very 1hort 
ti••- .. 
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A•ked to compare Thailand vith other Asian 1ite1, Bruce A. Strom1tad, managing director 
of Signetics Thailand notes the country has more import/export restriction• than Hong lcng or 
Singapore. "Cu•toms controls are considerably tighter and Thailand is not a free port in 
terms of equipment as are both Hong long and Singapore." A• a result of the controls, 
Stromstad say•, "We just have to build a lit:tle time into our schedules. It's never been a 
aajor problea." Stromstad is the only American at Sig-Thai; however, the production manager 
h Chinese and both the quality manager and engineering manager are lorean. The financial 
staff is composed of Thais. The company uses local engineers for process development vork, 
sustaining engineering, installation and training. We haven't found a problem in recruiting 
them," adds Stroaatad, "and the ones ve have recruited are quite good." 

Sig-Thai does all of its equipment maintenance, including bonder repair. "When ve buy a 
nev piece of equipment, ve vill typically do the training on it either at the vendor's 
facility or bring in a field engineer from the vendor to train our local staff. "For 
exU1ple," Str<>111tad remarks, "right nov ve have tvo people in Japan undergoing training on 
some new equipment ve vill be receiving in a veek or two. Our people will in turn pass that 
training onto our local staff." 

What about the future of offshore assembly? 

"I think it baa an ongoing future," Kollerstuen replies. "As the industry grows, and 
you asswne that in good times the industry will double every five years, then the number of 
devices required vill continue to increase. "Additionally, I wouldn't know how to replace mJ· 
lorean plant or this plant. If we vere to try and recruit the kind of background and 
experience necessary to run this plant in the U.S., we vould have a very difficult time. 
Where does an engineer in the U.S. learn assembly experience today?" Kollerstuen asks 
rhetorically. As ve go to the fully automated line, then we will have more opportunity for 
mor~ stateside assembly; but it vill require some unique discipline." "To me, increased 
demanr\ for integrated circuits means the offshore pla'lts have an ongoing role to plity." 
(Reprinted vi th permission from Semiconductor International Magazine, September 1983. 
Copyrir.ht 1983 by Calmers Publishing Co., Des Plaines, Illinois, USA.) 

Britain gU1bl_es on super chips 

Inmos," Britain's government-backed semiconductor company, has unveiled its "trans
puter", a 32-bit microprocessor. But the firl'I faces stiff competition from nearly every big 
se111iconductor and computer company. Motorola, Intel, Digital Equipment and Bell Labs are 
preparing 32-bit processor chips, while National Semiconductor and Inmos expects that vhen 
its device comes out at the beginning of 1985 it vill be in the middle of a clutch of new 
32-bit chips. The largest available microprocessors for computers and related equipment 
handle data in chunks of 16 bits. The new breed of 32-bit processors will allow engineers to 
build computers better suited to handling graphics, and understanding the human voice. 
Because 32-bit processors can cope with more complicated programs they are useful in systems 
where several people share a processor, or in computers that do several things at once. 
Inmos is pinning its hopes of co11111ercial success on the fact that the transputer has a number 
of novel design ideas. First of all, unlike other processors, the transputer has its own 
memory - 4 lbytes of static RAK (random-access ..... .tory). Information can be shuttled between 
this memory and the processor quickly enough to enable the transputer to carry out 10 million 
program instructions per second. 

According to Inmos, the processor's memory would be used as a temporary store in a 
computer, holding data from higher-capacity memory chips wired up to the transputer. The 
transputer can call on four million bytes in this way. The transputer's speed is also due to 
it• small size. At 45 square millimetr~s. it is considerably smaller than existing 
p~ocessors, fev of vhich are under 100 111112. 

Inmos baa aimed the transputer at computers that use artificial intelligence techniques, 
particularly paralle! processing, in which different processors carry OuL several steps 
1 imul taneously. Transputer• are equipped with co11111un icat ions together in groups of four. 
Each transputer can carry out separate parts of a program at the same time. The t'levi ce wi 11 
coat aro~nd ES million to develop, according to Inmos' managing director, Iann Barron. This 
compares with the $100 million that Hevlett-Packard spent on producing its 32-bit processor. 
So far Inmos has yet to make a full specification transputer - the prototype works half as 
quickly. 

" INMOS vas launched in 1978, vhen the British government put up £25m. That has since 
beco111e E65m cub plus E35m of loan guarantees. The company is now 7 5~ owned by the Brit i rh 
government with most of the rest belonging to two of I ts founders, Mr. I ann Barron, and 
Mr. Richard Petritz, the managing director. It has a factory and development centre in 
Colorado, U.S.A., an R&D centre in Bristol and a high-tech new factory in South Wales. 
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Companies such as Intel and Motorola which "lready make saaller aiz:e proceuors are 
experienced at providing the computer development systems and back-up that customers need to 
prog~am their processors. Although Inmos does not have the same support, Barron believes his 
competitors are too wedded to their existing products, and will not be able to move aa fast 
as Inmos. The transputer is the first of a family of prccessor• that Inmoa plan a to make. 
The company is aho developing a 16-bit version of the transputer, a processor design.ad to 
control magnetic disks and a graphics processor that vill drive computer displays. So far 
Irunos, which has 50 scientists and engineers at work at its headquarters in Bristol, bu 
contented its elf with making 161( and 641( memory chips. Only the 161( chi pa have bad much 
success in the competiti\·e microelectronics market. (New Scientist, 10 Nov-bar 1983.) 

And more on INMOS 

INMOS International PLC, the government-backed Britis~ semiconductor manufacturer, last 
veek gave a description of a new type of microprocessor which, it claima, will become a 
building block for "fifth ger.eration" computers. 

The device, to be known as the transputer, was originated by Mr. Iann Barron, a 
director of Inmos . 

.. . The transputer will operate vith a reduced instruction set optimized for executior. of 
high-level languages. The impressive specification has been achieved partly by increased 
conmunication speeds possible when memory ara.; processor are combined on the same chip. But 
the feature that is likely to secure a long-term future for the transputer is that it is 
designed for integration into arrays of many transputers operating concurrently. Tbe 
transputer will be able to interface with exis~ing industry standard devices and, most 
importantly, with other transputet"s, vi a special "Inmos 1 inks". These 1 inks wi 11 allow an 
art"ay of tt"ansputers to opet"ate as an "intelligent co11111unity". Inmos has developed a special 
language fat" use with the tt"llnsputet" which t"eflects this featat"e. The language, called 
Occam, allows pt"oblems to be bt"oken down into sepat"ately-t"unning subunits so that the 
pt"ocessing speeds likely to be needed in so-called intelligent machines can be achieved .... 
(Excet"pted ft"om Natut"e, vol. 306, 10 November 1983.) 

UK must make chips - Sinclair 

Bdtain m.ist have its own chip making industt"y if it wants to take pat"t in the next 
industdal revolution be.sed on fifth generation computet"s. So says Sit" Clive Sinclait", the 
man who has sold mot"e computet"s than anyone else ln the world. "Not to have a semiconductor 
industt"y would be like not having had any metal founding capacity during the fit"st industrial 
t"evolution. It would be like Birmingham having been in Japan," Sinclait" co11111ented. 

At the same time Sinclair slarrwned the govet"nment's Alvey pt"Ogt"allllle fol" reseat"ch into the 
next genet"ation of computing. He said he would not invest in Alve:t because he was not 
pt"epat"ed to put up 501. of the money for t"eseat"ch and then give a..-ay the res.il ts. "If 1001. of 
the money fot" pt"ojects was an offer I might take a view that some of the work could be done 
on out" pt"emises, but I don't see out"selves as the sot"t of place where this t"esearch should be 
done," he said. Ra~het" than the Alvey pt"ogra11111e, the govet"nment should set up a centt"al 
t"eseat"ch facility to do fifth genet"ation wot"k. The govet"nment should bt"ing evet"yone together 
fot" a crash progt"a11111e," said Sinclait". 

Sinclair said Inmos must be kept Bt"itish. But he has no intention to buy any of it if 
the government goes ahead with plans to sell. "Inmos is a bit too big for me. It is not out" 
business to invest in that kind of industry," he said. He went on: "Very soon the only way 
to have ~ leading edge product will be to design the silicon from sct"atch. If we don't make 
chips we've hnd it. I think I'll emigrate," he added. 

Accot"rling to Sinclair, the British semiconductor industry should be based around the 
chip makers Plessey, Ferranti and Inmos. "The bits of the semiconductor industry we've got 
is where we start. We need a national sense of humour to banner out a massive silicon 
foundry among those people." Sinclair is planning to get into new areas of researi::h. His 
new £2 million centre, Metalab, will open in the autumn. Pt"ojects at the centre will be 
those that do not. fit in with current research Ot" those which represent a high risk because 
it is not clear how long it will take to get a product to the market. (Computer Week!..I, 
4 August !'HD.) 
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More_c:aah for Britain'• IT ~aapaign 

The goYerll88nt i1 putting up £250,000 to keep last year's inforaation technology 
awareness cupa•gn going for another 18 810nth1. But industry people close to the IT82 
c .. paign say the a11e>ant i1 far too little, and they point out that it is coming nine months 
after the end of last year'• progr..... During those nine months the government has relied 
on the IT82 c011mittees to carry on last year'• vork on a voluntary basis. The money vill pay 
the salaries and expen1e1 of 10 regional co-ordinators. They vi 11 work closely vi th local 
Departaent of Trade and Industry offices and with the regional c<>11aittees. The jobs vill be 
full-tiae but last for only 18 8IODths. The gover08ent has also bought two more caravans to 
mount mobile exhibitions on inforaation technology. One will sbov an automated office and 
the other will concentrate on c011puting in retailing. These will join the six from last year 
and tour the country. They will be run by the •ational Coaputing Centre. 

"The funding is not enough," said Alan Benjaain, director of IT82 and a full-time 
director of software house CAP. "A regional co-ordinator won't be able to do much vith 
£25,000." But, be added: "They will be iaportant in keeping local events going. And their 
close contact with the Departaent of Trade and Industry vill meau the department's aims vill 
get through to the C011mittees i ... diately." 

The department said there bad been a lot of goodwill fro• co .. ittee members. People had 
given up their tiae, and coapanies had provided exhibition space and meeting rooms for free. 
The departaent added that the eapbasis would now be on information technology awareness among 
business people, rather than the general public. Dennis Blackwell, chairman of a 
British Computer Society inforaation technology working party, welcomed the plan, but said it 
should have been announced a year ago. "It's a very good idea to keep the mooentum going and 
it• s better late than never," he said. "But I doubt vhether the amount• s much use." 
Benjamin added that IT82 bad been a success. Surveys shoved that public awareness of 
information techno1ogy rose fr<>11 17 to 621. during the year, vhile over soi. of business people 
had called for 810re government backing for demonstrations and education. Over 630,000 people 
had visited the 810bile exhibitions. (~ompute~WeeklJ, 29 September 1983.). 

UK: unemployed teenagers trained. in IT centres 

Britain'• hucely-1uccessful inforaation-technologJ centres, vhich are being set up all 
over the country to train un-ployed teenagers in the skills of IT, 111ay soon be able to 
reinvest the profits froa their co ... rcial ventures in nev equipment and business expansion. 
An announceaent frOll the Treasury is expected later this 1u11111er. The new deal for IT centres 
follows intense pressure frOll the "anpover Services Co111111ission ("SC), vh!ch funds the 
centres. IT centres are springing up at an extraordinary rate. The first opened in 
Notting Dale, West London in 1980. Today there are some 50 centres, few of which are more 
than a year old. Another 100 will open for business by the end of the year. At the heart 
of the sche98 is the idea that young people should learn up-to-date-techniq~es in an 
atmosphere that re1eables ordinary employment. Thus the "SC encourages each centre to sell 
goods and 1ervice1 to local industries. The centres are responding to the challenge. 
According to the c011minion, about 70 per cent are involved in some kind of co111111ercial 
activity, for example typins out letters on a word processor or making rudimentary electronic 
goods. 

The prob lea, bovever, i 1 that under Treasury rules any cash that the centres make 
through such enterprises must be offset again1t operating costs, which are paid by the "SC. 
So the money the centres earn is effectively returned to the coffers of central government. 
And that reduces the incentive to becoae involved in bu• i ness ventures. As information 
technolc.gy centre• are •<> new there is plenty of opportunity to ski rt round the rule. One 
centre in nortb-ea1t England operates vhat it privately calls a "slush fund" that puts cash 
earned in bu1iae11 ventures into purcha1e1 of new equi~ent. 

But 8i01t centres would like the govern918nt to approve the idea that the money can be put 
to whatever use each centre chooses. The ca1h vould be spent vi thout a reduct ion in the 
grant that each centre obtain• from the MSC. A wort.hop training 30 people receives about 
E.lS0,000 per year frOll the MSC vith a further grant of £75,000 over three years from the 
Depart .. nl of Trade and Industry. The MSC alone expects to spend some E20 million on 
infonaation-technology centres thi1 financial year. 

- The llSC wants to widen the scope of IT centres by using them to train unemployed 
adults. In one plan under di1cussion, four pilot schem&s would st.art over the nexl fev 
monlhs at centres in Telford, Leice1ter, Port1mouth and Southwark in South London. The 
centre11 vould provide cou.-se1 ranging between three mor1ths and a year in specific subjects 
such as computer -lntenance or the design of printed-circuit boards. Each centre would 
cater for about SO adults per year in addition to its teenage trainees. (Ne_w ~cientist, 
21 July 1983.) 
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Uneaployed Londoners are being brought together vith acade•ic1 to create jobs by 
exploiting bright ideas. The Greater Loncfon Co1mcil h putting U silllon into setting up 
what it calls technology networks to aake expertise and equipment at London polytechnicr and 
univer1itle1 available to "ordinary people". The projact, announced today, la backed by tvo 
polytechnics plus researchers at St. Thoea1' Hospital, Iaperial College and City University. 

The four technology networks, formed by the GLC'• Greater London Enterprl1e Board, vill 
have shop-like centres where people can go to di1cu11 their own ideas or set up their ovn 
busines1e1 using ideas fr<>11 the centre. Work1hop1 and second-hand equipment vlll be 
available to get ideas to the prototype stage. Network centre staff and acad-lc1 vill 
provide technical advice. Existing bu1ine11es vill &110 be able to draw on the pool of 
ideas. Royalties will be re-invested in the networks. 

"Enthusiasm among researchers and coaaunity groups ls such that ideas for the product 
bank are already pi ling up, ready to go into production •• r.oon a1 the networks open," 
said Dr. Michael Cooley, director of the Greater London Enterprise Board's technology 
division. These ideas include a robot arm, .. dical expert 1y1teas, energy aonitoring 
products and a controlled entry system for flats and old people'• housing. "The response of 
London's research institutions and their staff to the network• in the preliain&rJ stages has 
shovn the great enthusiasm they have for making their work aore relevant to ordin&rJ people," 
Cooley said. Onil! in eight of London's workforce la un•plored and there are 33 million 
square feet of idle factory space in the capital. (~~~ter Week~, 1Deceaber1983.) 

Southeast region Jobcentres vill be electronically linked with virtually every other 
Jobc~ntre in the country. The tie-up i1 the final step of a five-year project aounted by the 
tlanpover Services co-inion and developed in conjunction with Perkin-Ki.er to iaprove the 
efficiency and effectiveness of the l!SC'1 employment service. "The new coeputer-baaed system 
can transmit quickly details of vacancies to other Jobcentre1 in the network, and eni:ures 
that the widest possible choice of the jobs that are available are proaptlJ aade knovn to 
every job seeker," says John Taylor, head of the MSC' s -ployment service 
Computer Development Branch. "This improves our standard of service to potential employees 
and ~mployers alike, vhil~ helping to contain our administrative co1t1." Te1t1 of the MSC's 
new Vacancy Cit·culation and Statistics (VACS) system have shown that it gets news of a job 
opening around all intere11ted offices 1 1/2 days faster, on average, than ordinary post or 
telephones. (El~tro!lics. Week!J_, 7 September 1983. l 

The first of a seri11s of London projects to provide jobs for disabled people in the 
computer services industry wu officially opened on Monday by industry minister 
John Butcher. The aim of the 1cheae is to create 80 jobs in the nezt two years by training 
disabled people to operate computer bureaux for local bu1ine11e1, offering printing, word 
processing and book-keeping. Already seven disabled people are being trained for the first 
project in the London Borough of Lewisham with more pr-oject1 to follov later this year in 
Charlton, H&111111ersmith and Islington. 

"Thi• is the first project of it1 kind in the Ul," says Btian Upright, aanager of the 
Lewishaa project. The scheme is called Outset, and the Lewi1haa project has received initial 
finance of £100,000 from four 1ource1: the tlanpover Services C<>1111i11ion, which i1 paying for 
the training, the Departaent of Industry, the London Borough of Lewhhu and Citibank. But 
Upright says that the 1cheae will eventually be self-financing, apart from disabled 
facilities such a• toil-ta which will be provided by the borough. "Ve hope to break even as 
a bureau after the fir1t year," he 1ay1. The bureau 1ervlce i1 based on a DIC PDP-11, which 
will be linked to the project at Charlton. Each of the staff will ha.ve a terminal for 
program developiment. 

The computer indu1trJ ha1 provided lllO•e opportunitie1 for handicapped people than most. 
There are now 200 blind or partially blind programer1 and analy1t1, according to the 
Royal National Institute for the Blind (RNIB). Tb~ RNIB 11 this week launching an electronic 
off Ice product for use by bl! nd people. The advent of word proceuors bu kept blind people 
out of office jobs, but the new product, develop11d vlth the help of a Departaent of Industry 
grant, ii equipped with -chanic&l aid• to help the blind operate tbea. (~~2...~•~ Weekl1, 
3 November 1983.) 
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Under a rev.&aped CAD/CAB awarene11 sche-, the Depart.ant of Trade and Industry will 
provide half the co1t up to £50,000 for firas to hire con1ultants to plan the introduction of 
ne"' -chines and production -thods. Thi• ii one part of th-.: enhanced CAD/CAM awareness 
project announced by ~enneth Balter, the Industry Minister. The allocation of the £10 million 
which the changes will cost was annou .. ced in the Karch Budget. Until now the a1110unt 
available for con,.ultancy under the awareness sche- was limited to £2,000 for fea1ibility 
1tudie1. Tbi1 fisure has now been increaaed to £3,000. Provision of money for planning how 
lo introduce CAD/CAii is a neH facility, and should counter criticisms that the awar€'ness 
scheme did not help firas to i•plement rec0111Mtndations from feasibility ~tudies. 

Balter also announced that the scope of the project will be extended so that any company 
with a significant design proble• is eligible. This will include companies involved in the 
mechanical, electrical and electronics sectors, or which manufacture discrete products in 
other sectors which call for significant engineering design, or provide direct support 
services to the1e •anufacturing 1ectors. The DoTI has com1issioned a self-teaching progr&11111e 
to show lndustriali1t1 hov to apply CAD/CAii ter.hniques. The progr&n111e will cost £500,000 to 
produce, but this will cover the first l,COO copies of the programe. q::o~2_uter_ ~eekli. 

4 August 1983.) 

Iver since 1968, when the 'Low Cost Autoaatio:i Centre' was established a~ 
Queens University, Belfast, developments in technology have been monitored and translated 
into practical progr.-es and services by its Director Irie Beatty and his staff, to help 
industrial progress. Originally set up to focus on the 'do it yourself' approach to 
production auto•ation favoured then by small companies, the Centre has progressively extended 
its re1ources and abilities. 

Microprocessor sy1tems, progra11111ed logic controllers and robotic equipment share the new 
laboratory and office 1pace with the Centre's nine full time staff. Eric Beatty explains 
th~t low cost automation is still important but the range of services dictates that 
'Autoaation Centre' ii a more appropriate title for today. Worlt is 'primarily associated 
with the applicatioi1 of new technology to the mechanization and automation of manufacturing 
processes'. 

D! rector Irie Beatty is from Derry, and spent several years in manufacturing industry 
before joining the Centre when it was set up. He points out that the Centre 'derives all its 
inc~ fro• out1ide the Univer1ity', with mo1t of the finance generated directly by worlt for 
indu1try. The advi1ory and information on autcmation service receives support from the 
Indu1trial Developnent Board. Irie Beatty has a particular concern for our small companies -
'th~y need avareneu •nd training in 1pecialist tech;1ology topics that can be profitably 
explo\ted in the 1hort term'. He 1ee1 robotic equipment increasing in importance and notes 
the trend f~om 'circuits to 1y1tem1 1 in electronics. The relevance of electronic engineering 
is clear from th'I training cour1e progr-e, with almost half of the topics involving 
microproce1sors, computer• or information technology. 

The Auto .. tion Centre is a ltey contributor to technology-based industrial innovation, 
progre11 and survival for ~ortbern Ireland. 

Another new sc~eme to help industry i1 the Advisory Service to Industry, now set up and 
ready to roll. It will be operated through the ASI Co-Ordinating Unit at the Northt'rn 
Ireland Autoiwtion Centre. It1 location underlines the 1tatus of the Centre, but this IDB 
initiative has itl own staffing structure and operation permit. ASI Project Officer is 
Rodney H .. ill, who has both process control and electronics industrial experience. The 
outstanding feature of the servlce is lOO'I. grant aid for consultancy projects (up 
to 5 aan-days work for larger organization1). There is an empha1is on production efficiency 
and upects of design and product enhance .. nt are also eligible u topics for advisory 
projects. llectronic1 11anufacturers can benefit in areas such as automated a11embly, 
autOll&tic testing and product i•prov91110nt. Already, co•paniu and consultants are shoving 
interest in the sch .... (llectro~J.~!..-~..!E2!!. October 19g3.) 

us high technolog1 

State govern .. nts have become ltey but inconspicuous players in the promotion of 
high-technology industries. In an intense co•petition to attr•ct high-technology investment 
27 state governor• have appointed boards and co .. i11ion1 to upgrade local research 
universities, build science parks and conjure up venture cap IC.al for private or academic 
entrepreneurs who can turn scientific Idea• into marketable product1. 
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Science co11ncil• at state goverll8ent level appear to have beco.e ••••nc1a.i ror •i.a\.e:i 
that want co attract high-techno:i.ogJ ind11•tries. Earlier thh Jear, 27 states competed to 
persuade the new S50 mi 11 ion tlicroelectronics and Computer Corporation (llCC) • to m&te its 
home \n their state. According to llCC ~hief executive Adairal BobbJ Inaao, the decision went 
to Austin, Texas, because a state board mobilized political, financial and academic leaders 
and put togather a package of inducements tlCC could not refuse. 

As part of the package, the stste will sink large suas in the UniverdtJ of Tens at 
Au$tin to build up its strength in computer science. There will be $15 aillion over three 
Jears for endowed chairs and additional professorships and $750,000 a Jear for 10 Jears in 
grants for computer science graduate students. The state i& offering !ICC a new building on 
university-owned land at a minimal rent, low fixed-interest home loans for flCC staff and a 
job-finding serv\ce for their spouses. Texas is onlJ an inch ahead of other states working 
aggressively to increase their stake in high-technology. New York, which first set up a 
science and technology council i'I the 1960s, is spending heavily to implement a 
high-technology master plan, devised by the Battelle Laboratories (Coluabus), that will boost 
the state's existing strengths in electronics, information science, medicine and biological 
products. 

Under one progr&ll'llle, the state is supporting university and non-profit laboratories 
whose work can be rapidly coanercialized. The State University of New York (SUNY) 
at Stony Brook, for example, is r~ceiving money to find industrial collaborators for its work 
on the production of monoclonal antibodies. Meanwhile, a state-fu~ded corporation for 
innovation development gi 11'es start-up capital to small high-technology ventures. A typical 
rei:ent investment was S 100,000 for Laboratory Microsysteas, a Troy company that applies 
microcomputers to laboratory instruments. At the centre of New York's plan is the 
designation of "centres of advanced technology" to nurture links between universities and 
companies. Advised by the National Academy of Science, the state has alreadJ spt:nt nearly 
S 2 million on four centres at local universities: Cornell (biotechnology), Rochester 
(optics), SUNY (medical diagnosis) and the Polytechnic Institute of New York 
Cteleco11111unications). 

In Massachusetts, where new high-technology industries have helped to arrest two decades 
o~ decline in conventional industries, a state technology park corporation in raising funds 
for a network of facilities that can be used by universities and private industry to train 
students and employees. The first facility, a S40 million microelectronics centre, will 
receive half its money from the state and half from a consortium of private companies and 
universities. Like New York, Massachusetts has established a technology development 
corporation which tracks down venture capital for new companies or invests its own money in 
young companies. Last year, the corporation invested S 150,000 in Aspen-Technology, a 
computer software comp&ny formed by rembers of the faculty at the tlassacbusett• Institute of 
Technology. 

North Carolina, runner-up in the competition 
co-ordination between its already strong research 
companies. By setting up a microelectronics centre and 
plans to harness existing research resources so they are 
grants and private investment. 

for MCC, ha• recently improved 
uni ver• i ti es and high-technology 
a biotechnology centre, the state 
better able to compete for federal 

Later, however, there have been signs that this kind of competitive bidding is falling 
from favour. A fol"thcoming report bJ the National Governors AHoc iation points out that no 
state can capture more than a small share of high technology firms. Future efforts, \t says, 
should concentrate on supporting local research institution• and nudging existing industries 
in the direction of new technologies. (Nature, vol.305, 1 September 1983.) 

USA: Trust laws fall for new technology 

President Reagan ha• made another cut at the laws, "-erican coapanies claim are keeping 
them behind their Japanese and European counterparts in the scramble for high technology's 
profits. Reagan last week introduced moves to change law• dating frOfl the turn of the 
century that were designed to keep the "robber barons" - mo•tlJ big oil and railway companies 
- from conspil"ing to fix prices and divide mal"kets in restl"aint of free trade. The•e 

• See also next news item. 
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"anti-trust" laws now discourage electr0nics, computer, drug and other technologically-driven 
comp&nies from pooling their resources. "The result is a reluctance by American companies to 
follow paths that involve spending large sums on R&D especially in fields such as 
semiconductors where there is an active international market. 

One enterprise has recently decided to run such a risk. Microelectronics and Computer 
Technology Corporation (MCC) is an affiliati"" of several medium-sized electronics firms. 
Its boss is Admiral Bobby Inman, formerly the deputy director of the government's 
super-secret electronic ~urveillance organization, the National Security Agency. MCC's aim 
is to dominate the world market in computers and their components, much as Japan hopes to do 
~ith its Institute for New Generation Computer Technology (!COT). 

ICOT has pooled talent and resources from several companies, something Inman hopes be 
can do as well. Last December, the US Justice Department gave Inman an &n'ber light, letting 
him know tha· at least for now his consortium is legal. Once KCC starts selling products, 
however, the ddpartments will take another look:. (New Scientist, 22 September 1983.) 

US~.: Kicrolectronics education supported by semi-conductor industry 

... The Microelectronics Laboratory of the University of Arizona was established in 1966 
with just $80,000 from the National Science Foundation (NSF) and the University. Since then, 
the semiconductor industry has helped to maintain the Laboratory with equipment, resE'8.rch 
contracts, teaching help and grants. Industry support has come from local companies that 
include Motorola, IBM-Tuscon, Hughes, Burr-Brown, GTE and Roger .... 

... According to Roy Mattson, head of the electrical and computer engineering department, 
"To create a similar laboratory today with the same capability and equipment would cost at 
least $ 6 million. While this Laboratory has received relatively little state support, it is 
very nearly self-sufficient and is a bigh-quality ~peration" ... 

Its director believes that thL University of Arizona has come up with a unique 
curriculum that produces an engineer who knows both the electronics of the device and the 
wafer fabrication process involved. "Today, the whole process from design to finished !Cs is 
so interactive that it is extremely important to provide foundations in circuit design that 
relate to wafer processing," he says .... 

Among the many projectq currently in progress at the University's Microelectronics 
Laboratory are research in tungsten and cold-wall tungsten LPCVD reactors, which may lead to 
a sp:n-off industry; a CMOS capability with which they would like to produce the first 
university-made microprocessor, and leading research in ISFETs, ion-sensitive field effect 
transistors. In addition, a graduate program in electronic package engineering, designed to 
involve both industry and other departments at the University, will soon be started. 
(Excerpted from an article in Semiconductor International, July 1983.) 

Zimbabwe hit by personnel shortage 

The Zimbabwe Government is having difficulties getting qualified and experienced 
computer personnel, the Deputy Minister of Economic Planning and Development, Chimbidzayi 
Sanyangare, has revealed. Opening a three-day computer appreciation course for senior 
Government officials in Harare recently, he said: "This situation is getting wol"se rather 
than bettel" on account of the unprecedented increase in computers in the public and private 
sectors." The computel"s the Government acquired had to be used fully befol"e othel" computer 
projects could be embal"ked on. This entailed the "involvement and connitment by all senior 
people in Government, to ensure that the tools on which a lot of money has been spent do not 
become mere white elephants". 

The countl"y lacked locally trained staff able to use computers and until personnel wel"e 
available, little progress would be made in realizing the full potential of computel"s. 
"There ls therefore little doubt that accelerated computerization is the most rational 
re1ponse to the demand for better management of data, it1 flow, manipulation and retdeval. 
Without accurate data we cannot make sound decisions for the development of our country and 
people." Some Government officials were not aware of the importance of information and of 
th• extent to which they depended on infol"mation in making decisions. 

The cou::-se was launched by the Ministry of Manpower Planning 
Public Service Co11111isslon throught the Scientific Computer Centre. 
to be held in the neal" future. (Electronics We~ltly, 17 August 1983.) 

and Development and the 
Two similar courses are 
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GOVRIUCllBNT POLICIIS 

In this new section, the Microelectronics Monitor intends to introduce in each issue one 
or two countries as exaaples of succeufullJ i•pl-nted national policies in promoting new 
technologiH. 

In this iuue we look at the Republic of Ireland, which for centuries had been mainly 
agriculture-based and then became a centre for subsidiaries of foreign-based heavy industries 
bJ offering favourable tax rates and depreciation allowance as well as cheap labour. As soae 
of the older industries are failing acd redundancie1 increase, Ir2land is aaking everJ effort 
to become a major electronic •anufacturing centre. The Irish Development Agency <IDA) 
decided ten year• ago to concentrate on creating an electronics industry because it is clean, 
fast-growing, labour-intensive and needs low capital investaent. The growth of the industrJ 
has been quite impressive: in 1972, 30 companies emploJed 5,000 people and exports totalled 
£28 million. Now, in 1983, 250 companies employ 22,000 and 1983 exports are expected to be 
£1. 2 bi 11 ion. Liaerick-Shannon and rtcently Cork have becoll8 the main electronics industry 
centres supported by the national microelectronics application centre at Limerick and the 
national microelectronics research centre at Universit) College, Cork. In Cork it has taken 
time to build up the necessary infrastructure. The IDA has had to buy land for new 
industrial estates, telecomunications and other services have needed improvement. Kore 
importantly, Cnrk University boosted its educational efforts and is now turning out & good 
1upply of highlJ trained technical personnel. This may provide an incentive for foreign 
electronics companies to set up manufacturing 1ub1idiaries. 

As a further step, the government is planning a national electronic software centre in 
Dublin. The new centre will be established by the Industrial Development Authority at its 
new enterprise centre in Pearse Street, Dublin and will cost IR£1m, of which £400,000 will be 
in equity and the balance by way of grants for buildings and equipment. Th3 centre will 
becowe operational by the end of this year and i.; expected to be self-financing within four 
years. 

The minister, John Bruton, said it will have its own board of directors, membership of 
wllich will include representatives from Iri!'h and international businesses, &ducational and 
technical institutions in Ireland and appropriate public sector members. A managing director 
with widespread ~xperience in the computer software industry will be appointed before the end 
of the year and about 14 people will be employed in the initial atagea, professional software 
per1onnel with at least three to four years' experience. Bruton 1aid the aim of the centre 
was to increue the number of workers in the software side of the electronics industry in 
Ireland from its current level of 2,500 to 7,500 and possibly to 10,000 by the end of the 
dec•de. The new centre was decided upon after major research carried out internationally by 
the IDA, to ascertain the strategy Ireland needed for developing a software induat-.ry. It is 
based in concept on similar centres in European and the IDA has had clo1e co-o~eration from 
the Irish national board for science and technology, another state body, in the establishlllent. 

The activities of th11 new centre will include software development in co-operation with 
existing 1oftware and hardware companies. Software contract work will also be sought for the 
development of progruaes for EEC and other international bodies. Advanced training in 
t~chniques at present not available in Ireland will also be provided to increase tbe 
technical cApabilitiea of exi1ting companies and technical a1~i1tance will al10 be available 
to Iri1h companie1 in the software export field by advising them on documentaticn needs. The 
country's minister for industry 1ay1 it will provide a "total infrastructure" for the 
electronics and computer industry in the Iri&h Republic. (compiled from articles in: New 
Scientist, 20 October 1983; ~lectronics ·~eekly, 26 October 1983; and Electronic• Report 
[Ireland], October 1983.) 

India: debste on national coaaunications policy 

As part of the World Comunication Year, as declared '>J the United Nations, it la 
propoud to initiate a debate on the national co-unication poller at the end of 1983. A 
number of technical and general 1eminars, besides other actlvitie1 in diverse fields, in the 
earlier part of the year are expected to provide "talking points" for the debate. Outlining 
the variou1 areas in which the Government was trying to initiate action during 1983 
Kr. T. v. Srirangan, wireless advl1er to the Government, told reporter• that while .. thods to 
laprove th4 existing coaaunlcatlon network would be an important part of the year's 
activitie1, other projects had either been initiated or were to be organl:r.ed shortly. He 
e•pha.1 i :r.ed the need to generate awareness about the spectrum of acti vi t l e1 covered by 
comnunicatlons, like various typez of media, defence and links with spac.,,. 
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One of the progrannes included extension by the Posts and Telegraphs Department of the 
co111111unication facilities to all parts of the country during the decade to enable a telJphone 
to be available ~ithin 5 km of any inhabitation. Also, 300 long-distance telephones would 
be provided in selected areas in the north at a cost of Rs 154 crores. The facility vould 
gradually be extended to other centres. The Rail4ay Ministry had undertaken a survey on the 
Delhi-Ballarshah and Bombay-Nagpur section of Central Railway to explore the possibility of 
introducing on a wide-s~ale telephone link betwe&n trains and rail~ay stati~ns. Also during 
1983, the comnunications systems in the Andhra-Orissa-Tamil Nadu cyclone prone coastal areas 
would be improved by the P and T Department so that wireless, telegraph and telephone links 
could help give ti~ely ~yclone warnings. 

To symbolize the importance of co11111unications the International Teleconnunications 
Union had invited the Heads of State of all Governments to join a Coimnittee of Honour and 65 
Heads of State, including the President, Mr. Zail Singh, had accepted the invitation, 
according to Mr. Srirangan. (Statesman, July 1983.) 

LPGISLATION AND STANDARDS 

WIPO decides to have no special treat1 on software protection for the time being 

The Second Session of the Co11111ittee of Experts on the legal protection of computer 
software convened by the World Intellectual Property Organ i zat ~on (WIPO) with in the Paris 
Union for the Protection of Industrial rroperty, was held in Geneva from 
13 to 17 June, 1983. IBJ: was represented by P'lr. Thomas Enni son Jr. , legal adviser to the 
Director-General. 

The first session of the Co11111ittee was held in 1979 soon after the publication of the 
WIPO model pro> is ions on legal p~otection of computer software in 19 78. Reconwnendat ions 
were made at that time for further study of the desirability and feasibility of a treaty for 
the protection of computer software and/or the adaption of one or more t:xisting treaties. 
Acco~dingly, the International Bureau of WIPO conducted a survey on the issu~ and based on 
the results thereof, prepared a draft treaty. This second session of the Conwni ttee was 
consequently convened t.:> consider c.nce more the issue of the appropriate form nf legal 
protection for computer softwue, in the light of this work done by the International 
Bureau; and its conclusions therefore represent the latest in the thinking of the 
international conwnunity on this su~ject. 

The Co11111ittee took the important decision that it was premature to take a stand on the 
quest:on of the best fo.m of international arrangement for the legal protection of computer 
software. It therefor2 reconnended that considerations for the conclusion of a special 
treaty as presented should not be pursued, for the time being. It noted that as a result of 
the application of the princip1e of nat;onal t~eatment, the increasing trend at the national 
level in a nu111ber of countries of granting protection under copyright law to computer 
software was likely to have the salutary consequence of satisfyidg to a considerable extent 
as between those countries, the need for int~rnational protection by means of the 
international copyright conventions. 

In the meantime, the next sttlge of the work in this field wi 11 be focused on a 
WIPO/UNESC0 joint study on the protection available for computer scftware under copyright 
laws and tr~aties, to be fo:lowed by a meeting of governmental experts. It was reco11111ended 
'-hat the results of the present ::onmi ttee st.ould be brocght to the atlent ion of the future 
WIPO/UNESCO joint Connittee of Governmental Experts, together with su~plementary 
ob1ervation1 to be invited fr<>11 governments and interested international organizations, 
particularly on the que1tL.1n •• to whether any mechanhm for the protection of ideas or 
concepts on which software is based, such as methods, processes or operat l ng systems, would 
be de. l rable. 

It 1ia1 always been part of the terms of reference of the work on computer software 
protection as defined in the original request of tne United Nations to study the 
pouibilities in lhe field of in~11rnational arrangements with a view to facilitating the 
acceu of developing countries to information on computer software. This touches on th.? 
ner-ve of IBI'11 co'lcern in this field, especially at the organization is involved in many 
ways in briniing up developing countries into the main stream of Information 'iechnology. A1 
rightly pointed out by Professor M. !'aj i111, the uelegate of Morocco at the meeting, wher. 
examining questions of international protection for computer software, it ls necessary to 
keep the special conH~ions of developint countries in mind. (IBI_ Newslet~I. 12. J 
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United Kingdom: Cop1right for s~ftwarc 

A new move tu get software covered by copyright legislation is to be launched by the 
British Computer Society next week. The idea is t<' brinr' in a Private !!ember's bill that 
would remove the doubt on the subject through a simple a~endment to the 1956 Copyright Act. 
Industry leaders see no prospect of the government fulf i 11 ing wlt:tin the nezt three years 
its pledge of a general reform of copyright lew. 

Conman !!ark.et plans to promote en international law have stumbled on member States• 
o~jections, leaving individual nations to put their ovn houses in order. (Computer Weekly, 
1 December 1983.) 

United States of America: software copyright case 

Apple Computer won its appeal of a software copyright case ar,ainst Franklin Computec 
(Philadelphia). The Federal appeals court ruled that all computer programs may be 
copyrighted, ~ven if they are an integral part of a computer's circuitry. For the consumer, 
the dee is ion may mean that fewe•· low-priced imitations of the most popular personal 
computers and programs will be available on the United states market. Franklin admitted 
that it had copied 14 operating system programs - the basic instructions that tell a 
comput~r where to store and retrieve data - but it claimed that such systems were not 
protected under present United States co~yright law. Apple now wants the Federal District 
Court (Philadelphia) to prevent Franklin from selling its Ace 1000 computer. Should it 
succeed, it could deter other firms from imitating computer and software designs. 
(Technology Update, 24 September 1983.) 

Copyright for circuit patturns 

Copyright protection for 10 years on semiconductor circuit patterns would be provided 
under legislation being considered by the Senate Judiciary Co11111ittee. According to 
c. Mathias CR-!!D), a co-sponsor of the bill, firms can buy chips on the market, take them 
apart, copy the design, and t: • .:n sell duplicate chips on the ma•·k.et, avoidirg any R&D costs 
and underselling the originator. Unwitting purchasers of pirated chips will be protected 
under the bill by a compulsory 1 icens ing provision, allowing such a producer to cont i nui. 
using the device. (Technology Update, 3 September 1983.) 

Computer crime is all a fraud say Canadians 

The widely-~eld "tip of the iceberg" theory that 85 per cent of all computer rrime goes 
unreported ~ith billions of dollars lost every year, was challenged in an official Canadian 
report. "There is very little data which clearly demonstrates that computer crime poses a 
serious problem", states a Canadian government conmittee on computer crim<l instigated by 
Perrin Beatty, a Canadian MP. The conmittee, which has been sitting for siz months, 
nevertheless reco11111ended that two new offences be created in Canada; unauthorized access to 
a computer system, and unauthorized alteration or destruction of computerized data. The 
connittee states that computer crime is over-estimated "because any offence remotely 
associated with a computer is c.iescribed as computer crime. For instance, if a dishonest 
bank employee manually falsifies financiel records which are fed unaltered into the bank'' 
computer, it is no longer considered fraud, but compi:ter crime. Therefore, there is a 
tendency to sensationalize fairly co11111on offences." 

Evidence collected 1-y the co11111i ttee "suggests that tpproziir.ately H cues of computer 
crime are reported annually worldwide, "'i th an annual loas of about S40 million". The 
co-ittee concluded that "rela~ively little h known about the incidence and seriou1ne11 of 
computer crime", but that ia "not a justification for legi1lative complacenc7." That is why 
the committee recommended legielation to atop a series of abuses which are not prohibited in 
Canadian law. 

Canadian laws 

Canada i a moving toward a fl. rmer laws for a.:if tware copyright. The Federal Cabinet is 
inviting prop~aals for changes to the law this autumn, although legialation is still 1everal 
years away. According to Bruce Couchman, a policy-analyat for the Department of Con1umer 
and Corporate Affairs, any change11 in the law cs.nnot take effect before 1986. (Computer 
Weekly, 13 October 1983. l 
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Software standards take shape 

Software professionals have a tendencJ to greet the subject of stsndards vi th a yawn. 
To most of us, a standard is a restriction foisted upon us either by the government, as a 
contractual requirement, or bJ the special interest connittees that define progr&11111ing 
languages, infor11ation interface standards, and so on. But the most active software 
engineering standards effort under way today is engaging the energy and enthusiasm of many 
hundreds of software pr"fessionals all over the world. The Institute for Electrical and 
Electronic Engineers has nov published four standards, completed one more, and currently has 
12 additional standards under development. These standards (the term is used here to 
include reco-ended practices as well as standards per se) represent an important step in 
the growth of software engineer~ng as a profession. They are establishing the basic 
practices and procedures that will guide this fledgling profession in the year~ to come. 

Computer programs control critical-care medical units and the fabrication of drugs, the 
timing of our automobiles and the flight paths of aircraft, the flow of our wealth and the 
launch and guidance of our ultimate weapons. Our society has come to depend on the 
reliability of software. For the past two decades, the responsibility for the design, 
production, and ultimate reliabi!ty of software- based services has been in the hands of 
people trained in disciplines othar than software. In the next two decades, much of this 
responsibilitJ will be assumed by professional software engineers who will increasingly 
perform the tasks of specifJing, designing, implementing, testing, managing, and deliver'.ng 
software and software-based services according to recognizable and a~cepted standards of 
professional practice. This is what the energy and excitement behind the IEEE Software 
Engineering Standards effort is all about. The standards that have been co:npleted, and 
those under development, are the first firm steps towerrl establishing norms of professional 
software engineering practice. What is more, the process of init~ating, defining, 
reviewing, and voting on these standards is an open one, and anyone in the industry who 
wishes to participate is welcome to contribute. 

The first software engineering standard to be produced and approved was the "IEEE 
Standard for Software Quality Assurance Plans" (ANSI IEEE Std 730-1':31). Among other 
thir:gs, this standard specifies the minimum documentation that should be produced and the 
minimum reviews that should be held during the development of critical software programs 
which, in failing, would endanger people c..r cause large financial or social losses. The 
four development documents required by this standard are a software requirements 
specification (SRS), a software de~ign description (SOD), a software veLification plan 
(SVP), and a software verification report (SVR). The standard requires seven reviews, four 
of which are addressed to the required documents. These four reviews are a software 
requirements r;?view (SRR), a preliminary design review (PDR), a criticai design review 
(COR), and a software verification review (SVR). Although the quality assurance standard 
provides only the basic definitions for thes1? documents and reviews (the er.tire standard is 
only three and a half pages), it nonetheless delineates a minimum set of tasks t"lat should 
be performed during the development of critical software to provide reasonaule assurance 
that the final product will operate correctly. By only briefly defining the documents and 
procedures, this standard sets the stage for the creation of additional standards to further 
define these docUJDents and procedures. 

The second standard to be approved addresses the problem of establishing definitions 
for most of the software engineering terms in general use. The "IEEE Standard caossary for 
Software Engineering Terminology" (IEEE Std 729-1983) contains definitions for more than 500 
terms. It therefore Pstablishes the basic vocabulary of softwar!? engineering and makes a 
major contribucion toward decreasing confus~0n and facilitating precise communication. 

The third standard to be approved is the "IEEE Standard for Test Documentation" (IEEE 
Std 829-1983). It defines the content and format for eight documents that cover the entire 
testing proces'.l from initial p1ar.ning to final report. The eight documents are: 

1. Test Plan; 

2. Test Design Specification; 

3. Test Case Specification; 

4. fAlt Procedure Specification; 

5. T111t Ite• Trans•itt~l Report; 
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6. Test Log; 

7. Te'lt I:icident Report; 

8. Test SWllllary Report. 

The "IEEE Standard for Software Configuration "anage11ent Plans" (IEEE Std 828-1983), 
the fourth standard to be approved, is siailar in fonu.t to the quality assurance standard. 
It gives requirements for configuration identification, control, 1tatu1 accounting and 
reporting, and configuration audits and reviews. It was formally approved by the IEEE 
Standards Board on June 24, 1983. 

The fifth standard to be completed is the draft "Guide for Software Requirements 
Specifications." It is being issued as a guide because the current consensus is that there 
is not yet any best way to write a software requireae~ts specification. 

In addition to the above standards, there are currently active efforts on 1even other 
standard•, with four more to be initiated this fall. Soae of these efforts are just 
starting, others are nearing completion. S~ provide guidance for implementing standard• 
that have been completed, such as guides for software quality assurance and software 
configuration management; others are breaking into new areas such as design documentation 
and software unit testing. The main motivation behind the creation of these standards is to 
provide recoanendations reflecting the current state of the art in the application of 
engineering principles to software design. It is assumed that these will contin11e to 
evolve, and the standards are meant to serve as starting points for further development. 
For those who are new to the practice of software engineering, the stand11·ds should prove an 
invaluable source of carefully considered advice. For thoge who are on the leading edge of 
the practice, the standards serve as a baseline against which advances can be evaluated. 

The first paper to cite the application of an IEEE Software Engineering Standard was 
published in the Proceedings of the IEEE Computer Software and Applications Conference in 
1982. This paper, by J. J. Greene, et al, describes how the quality assurance standard was 
used in a large-scale teleco11111unication project. A paper by J. A. ltish in the Proceedings 
of the Second IEEE Computer Software and Applications Conference in 1983 describes how the 
test documentation stand&rd was used to define test documentation requirements for 
numerically controlled machine tools. But published references are only the tip of the 
icebeq,; most applications of standards are routine, and the profeuional doing the work 
usually does not have the time or support necessary to produce a paper. The real test of 
these standards is in their practical applicalion in ordinary situations in company after 
company. We only hear about these routine applications by reading the internal memoranda of 
our own organizations, by word of mouth, and by exchanges at presentations and seminars. 
The message that is coming through loud and clear is that the software engineering standards 
effort is widely appreciated, and the standards are being widely employed. The sine qua non 
of an IEEE standard is lhat it represents a consensus of profe1sional practice. To achieve 
this result, every effort is made to ensi:re that the process of creating a 1t1ndard is an 
open one. The initiation of a standards effort initially requires only a generally 
perceived need, a volunteer to lead the effort, and the approval of the IEEE Standards Board. 

The legwork of collecting information, writing and rewriting draft1, and patiently 
building a conaensu1 i• performed by a working group. The .aeeting1 of a working group are 
open to anyone who wishes to attend, and are rotated geographically. liiorking drafts and 
minutes of the meetings are available to anyone. Participation in the work of the group can 
also be accomplished by submitting written co11111ents. While the participation of most of the 
members of a working group h supported in part by their e•ployers, they represent only 
themselves in the deliberations of the group. The reward i1 likewise personal: a sense of 
service and the opportunity to learn fro~ and 1h1re experience1 with other•. Afte~ a draft 
doccment is produced by a working group, it undergoo1 a thorough ballotting process, man1ged 
by the chairperson of the Software Engineer!ng Standards Subco .. ittee who orgenizes and runs 
the ballotting group. With some 1peci1l exceptions, the members of a ballottlng group must 
b11 members of the IEEE or its Co1Dputer Society. Creating a 1tand1rd draft and getting It 
approved take• thrAe to four year•. 

Given the ;amount of activity now under way, the ooftware 1tand1rds effort will have 
produced 10 1tand1rds by 1985, with 1even more 1cheduled for co•pletion by the end of 1986 
(see below). The expectation 11 that theee 1tand1rd1 will ulti~at9ly define the norm of the 
profeuionll practic~ of ioftware engineering. The open proce111 of discu11ion and debate 
that Is needed to create and revise them 1hould ensure that they will not be in conflict 
with standards in related are1s produced by other group•. 
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The Ill.I standard• should be widely eaployed because they represent a profe11 ional 
consensus on what 1bould ba done to produce the kind of software our society now depends 
on. (by A. Prank Acteraan and Pletcher J. Buckley.) 

Current 1oftware engineering 1tandard project 

Standard for Software Quality Assurance Plans Cievision) (P730-l) 
Guide for Software iequir..ents Specifications (P830) 
Standard• for Software Reliability Reasurement (P982) 
Guide for Software Quality Assurance (P983) 
Guide for the Use of Ada as a Program Design Language (P990) 
Software Engineering Standards Taxonoay CP1002) 
Standard for Coaputer Program Unit Testing <Pl008) 
Guide for Software Design l>cc11J1entation 
Standard for Softwar• Verification Plans 
Standard for Software ieviews and Audits 
Guide for Software Configuration Management 
Standard Cla11ification for Software Errors, Faults, and Failures 
Guide to Software Engineering Techniques 
Standard for Software Productivity Metrics 

Dr. A. Prank Ackeraan ii a -•ber of the technical staff in the systea develoi:•ent 
technology group at Bell Laboratories, Piscataway, N. J. He is co-chairperson of the IEEE 
Working Group for a Guide for Software Quality Assurance. 

Fletcher J. Buckley i1 with the Kiu ile and Surface Radar Unit of iCA at Moorestown, 
N.J. and is chairperson of the Software Engineering Standards Subcoamittee of the IEEE 
Computer Society. Reader• who wish to take part in the standards effo~t can contact him at 
RCA, KS 101-230, Moorestown, NJ 08057. 

Copies of IEEE Software Standards can be 
Lane, Piscataway, NJ 08854, (201)-981-0060. 
Magazine copyright by Technical Publishing 
October 1983 - all right• re1erved.) 

Cobol 1tandard due next year 

bought from IEEE Service Center, 445 Hoes 
(~eprinted with permi1sion of Datamation 
Compan1, A Dun & Bradstreet Company, 

The long awaited Cobol 80 standard looks set to eaerge in mid-1954, u the ucond 
public coament period cloaed last week. The first draft standard drew more than 2, 200 
coanents from Cobol users, forcing the American National Standard• Institute CAnli) to 
produce a revised 1econd draft standard. The second draft 1tandard ha• drawn less co1111Aent. 
Vony Gwillim, auistant secretary of the Codasyl Cobol co-ittee, said: 'Kany of the 
comments have repeated thoae rejected during the first coament period. People are saying 
Ansi should just get on and produce the 1tandard.' 

The National Computer Centre (NCC/ has been attempting in recent months to make cobol 
more visible and portable. It is 1eeking to achieve widespread awar~ne11 of 1tandardiiation 
iuuH before the Cobol 80 standard finally e-rges. The NCC, along with its German aad 
French counterpart•, i1 working with An1i to produce te1ts for Cobol 80 coapiler1. 
Dhtribution of the •ui tH of test program• and procedu:-e1 wi 11 be controlled by ADI i. 
Gwillim said: 'When all the new compilers hit the market we will be ready with the new 
te1t1 for them. When the Cobol 74 standard emerged it was nine months before the teats were 
available. ' 

~alidation of Cobol 74 compiler• 11 well under way. ICL and GEC applied for validation 
ce. tificatH two month• ago. Both companies are being validated at the high intermediate 
level, the uecond highe1t of the four po11ible levels. They are expected to receive 
certificate• by the end of November. 

The validation report• would normally remain 1ecret in the United Kingdom. However, if 
companiu wi1h their product• to be placed on the Ansi appL·oved li1t1, the reports becoae 
1ubject to United StatH freedom of information legia:la::.lon. The validation report• list 
all problems encountered during the validation proces1 and detected errors. Mo1t compilers 
are 1,1ued with error• for the flr•t year, at the end of which they mu1t have been reanoved. 
(Coap•~. 31 Or.tober 1983.) 
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~tandard1 for Ada blocked 

At its biennial meeting last week in Ottawa, th~ progr ... ing language• committee (SC 5) 
of the International Standards Organir;ation was forced to 1uspend its work on Ada. The 
reason is that the Departllent of Defence has trademarked it• ver1ion of Ada and the 
International Standards Organir;ation (ISO) fears that if it aake1 &DJ changes it will fall 
foul of United states trademarking laws. The American National Standard• In1titute (Ansi), 
which has '..dopted the Departaent of Defence version of Ada, tried to steaaroller its 
standard through ISO last veek. But An1i bJpassed the normal procedures when it adopted the 
standard by using a canv•ssing rather than a formal procedure, which -•ns that there are 
doubts as to how representative it is. 

The United r:ingdom delegation at the ISO meeting did not want an Anal-based standard 
for Ada, and urged a formal specification of the semantics. However, a coapromise was 
reached: the United States standard is to be circulated &80ng international standards 
bodies by ISO and they will be invited to collM!nt, so th1t when the legal wrangle is sorted 
out, ISO will be able to formulate a working draft internation~l standard quicklJ .... 

In addition to the Ada problem, the SC 5 co-ittee -etl.ng notched up considerable 
successes which are beginning to accelerate the pace towards standardiEing programr.'ng 
languages. Ansi announced its intention to ~Ee the ISO standard for the APL language, which 
has now reached the status of a draft proposal standard. That will avoid the situation with 
Pascal a~d the Gis graphics standard, where Ansi has produced its own version•. 

A major advance was also made last week towards integrating the co.blued experience of 
progranning eiperts in creating standards and to inaugurate a -thodologf for future work. 
"The problem i.s that many so-called experta in drawing up standards are experts in their 
languages but not in drawing up standards," co-ented Brlan l!eek, director of 
Queen Elizabeth College London's Computer Centre, who attended the Ottawa -•ting. 

The meeting decided to take steps towards amalgamating the different standards for 
co11111Cn progra.Jm1ing languages, and also to set up a co-i ttee to ~ake independent the 
language of graphics functionality, databases and real time functionali tJ respectively. A 
third innovation was to set up a co-ittee to studJ how to validate standards. "These 
innovations will make it possible for expert& in languages such as •c•, to draw on the 
general e..:perience gained by experts in other languages who have worked on standards," said 
Meek. 

"We hope that the new approach to standards production will help to make people take an 
interest in them. We want to show people that theJ can contribute broad ideas to what they 
th i nit standards should contain, and to tell them standards are not at all •bout fiddly 
detail," he added. (Computer Weakly, 23 Hovember 1983.) 

ISO puts the ball in suppliers' court 

The International Standards Organization (ISO) has now done all it can to promote 
standards in networks, and can only leave it to the supplier to decide which will survive. 
At a meeting in China, the key computer coD1Dittees of the ISO met to decide whether or not 
to give the go-ahead to the Ethernet-type CSKA/CD and token bu1 networks. The revised 
CSMA/CD proposals had the backing of the United States IBll 802 networks co-lttee and 
European backing from the European Computer Manufacturers A11oclatlon (lcaa). But ISO ls by 
far the most influential bodJ, and one whose assent vu vital if the 20 suppliers backing 
CS"-\/CD were to be succes1ful. 

The result wa1 an overwhelming vote for the propo1al1. In the words of United llngdom 
delegation leader, Jack Hould1worth, ·~here was 'an almost unani110u1 dechlon to adopt the 
IE!! 802 local area network standards. The CSMA/CD, token bu1 and logical link control 
1tandard1, which are alreadJ ratified bJ the IEEE, are being ballotted 1 ... dlatelJ without 
anJ changes. 'The 111<>od of the meeting indicated that the vote will be overwhel.alnglJ in 
favour 1nd there sh0uld be draft international standards bJ 198•,• Hould1vorth 1tated. The 
drafts will become foraalir;ed before the Jear end. 

Indu1try 0~1e~ver1 1ee the meeting a1 a key victorJ for the ltbernet camp. 
David rll nt, natworlt 1peci all st with consultant Butler Cox, 1aw l t as 'the big hurdle to 
have got over. The Xerox initiative has succeeded'. The move la also good n-• for those 
dp department• which dream of open 111tea1 interconnection and the freedoa to alz and match 
the kit of different supplier•. Flint said: 'What it reallJ -an• ls that organiEations 
that ••~It to operate multlvendor envlronaent1 can go ahead with n- ard greater confidence." 
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Despite the considerable activitJ surrounding Ethernet, the China meeting also saw a 
beachhead established bJ supporters of token passing networks. Indeed, Ethernet may have 
won a keJ battle, but the war against IBM has yet to be fought. IBM is currently plaJing 
both games, bJ voting for Ethernet in its capacity as a member of Ecma in MaJ 1982, and by 
making clear its preference for token ring networks. Despite its public statements, 
however, IBM's interest in CSMA CD is probablJ little more than passing, according to 
anal1sts. Soon after last Jear's Ecma meeting, IBM was accused by United States analyst, 
the Yankee Group, of sitting on the fence over network strategJ. IBM watcher, Dale lutnick, 
said: 'IBM will not go over to Ethernet and the decision to support CSMA/CD is a holding 
action. If anJthing it will offer CSMA/CD on bottom end products but not for the higher 
levels of SNA.' Even IBM would not coamit itself much further than a show of hands. A 
spokesman at the time said: 'While we voted in support of the standard at the recent Ecma 
assemt:.lJ, to sign an agreement indicating our intentions to announce products to support 
these standards would be premature.' Premature indeed. Two months later IBM signed an 
agreement with Texas Instruments for the chip maker to produce network interface chips based 
on a token passing·s1stem. 

Given the magnitude of IBM's market presence, can the Ethernet camp seric~&lJ expect to 
establish their standard with customers? Furthermore, what relevance has a standard to the 
huge number of non-standard networks installed bJ the likes of Datapoint, Wang and Corvus? 
The Ethernet :3uppliers are predictablJ bullish about their current lnstalled bases, let 
alone their predictions of world domination. Stan Smith, network marketing manager at 
Xerox, told Computing last week: 'Its not a question of giving its backing ... there are 
several hundred manufacturers vi th Ethernet iti t.' He vent on: 'There are hundreds of 
Ethernet sites around the world <installed by Xerox) - in July alone we attached 500 word 
processors.' 

P.e concluded that rather than attempt to be the only standard, Ethernet would be 'the 
best•. Geoff latz, a marketing manager at Intel, one of the key Ethernet trio alongside 
Digital Equipment and Xerox, claims that 'Ethernet was a de facto standard before it was a 
paper standard'. latz claimed that Intel has sold large numbers of networks without 
specifically identifying them as Ethernets. 'We have installed several hundred networks 
linking laboratory instrumentation equipment which have Ethernet as their backbone.' Intel 
is now preparing for volume production of chip versions of Ethernet interface boards. Katz 
said Intel was sampling chips at the moment and ~ould move into full volume manufacture by 
early next year. Semiconductor manufacturers have the key role in market acceptance of 
networks since they can radically affect the price of connection. ICL is currently looking 
at CSMA/CO chips from Intel, Seeq and Fujitsu which will cost E50 a connection next year. 
This compares with a £700 board needed last year. ICL i a delighted with the outcome of the 
China meeting. A spokesman said: 'It's the final ~ndorsement of the initiative taken by 
ICL through Ecma. • He went on to say that, following the agreement two weeks ago on the 
first two layers of the ISO modd, 'similar initiatives are now being taken by ICL on the 
higher layers'. 

Set against the Ethernet standard are the IBM colossus and the likes of Datspoint, 
which now boasts 50,000 processor connections to its Arcnet local area network. A Datapoint 
spokesman did not see the China meeting as much more than another paper standard: 'We are 
still the de facto standard, because we have more installed stations on networks than all 
the others put together.' Datapoint has been in local area networks for nearly 10 years 
with its token bus technology. But the spokesman did say: 'If we saw a genuinely 
meanin0ful standard that is workable and beneficial to users, then we would conform to it, 
even if it meant U'l adapting t.1e product we currently have.' But he stressed that 'if it 
can be proved that a new 1tandard, if it exists, is workablf'' then, and only then, would 
Datapoint consider· a different approach. But, for the record, Arcnet is currently 
compatible with the fir1t three layers of the ISO model, giving the company some leeway for 
the present. Wang i1 the other non-standard network supplier and the company's Wangnet has 
long been advertized as a 1uperior 1ystem - by Wang. Now even this company has announced it 
can offer Ethernet within it1 product line. The ISO meeting has settled the technologiclll 
arguments over standards. It h now an open que1tio11 for the suppliers to re1olve. 
(Computing, 31 October 1983. Article reproduced in full by kind permission of the editor.) 

U1er1 prote1t in uni1on on 1tandards 

Computer u1er1 are 
1tandard1 bodiu - with 
A11oclatlon Is to be set 
with the 1i11 of malting 

to band together to make their voices heard on international 
help from the United Ungdom government. The IT Users Standards 
up early next year backed by the Department of T~ade and Indu1try 
the .11er1 views paramount when co:npute•· and teleconnu.1ication1 
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standards are set. The impetus for the a11ocialion c..e fr011 Eric Howe, Chairaan of the 
U1er1 coami ttee of the Departaent of Trade and Indu1tr1' 1 l"ocu1 Group, Ht up to ex-tne 
British attitudes to standards. The association vill be helped off the ground by th~ 
National Computer Users l"orur. which is a grouping of coaputer user• a11ociation1, also 
chaired bJ Hove. "We want to ensure that standards are properly drafted fro• 1 user and 
manufacturer's point of view," said Hove, "vith the u:-.ers viev paruiount. But draftings 
need to be tight enough for manufacturers to implement thea." 

According to John Foote, head of the full Focus C~ittee, the IT Users Standards 
Association vill be set up early next year "depending on a reasonable indication of interest 
and financial coaaitment from industry." The Association will comprise individual coapanies 
which vill push for more user representation. One of the plans being mooted is for the top 
100 United lingdom user companies to spend El,000 a year each - a fraction of what they are 
now wasting because of inadequate standards - vhich would be put in a kitty to enable 
British experts to attend international standards drafting co .. ittees and help create 
effective standards where it counts. At present, most experts have to find their ovn travel 
expenses to attend standards drafting co11111ittees: "It is left to a few enthusiasts to raise 
their ovn money to express users' vievs," said Brian Keelt, director of Queen Elizabeth 
College London's Computer Centre, and member of the recent SCS progr&111111ing language 
standards coanittee meeting in Ottawa. Keelt is sceptical about the new Association: "I'll 
believe it vhen I see it," he said. "The government has shovn in the past that it 
recognizes the i1l'1portance of standards, especially in the military area, but now it is 
leaving things up to industry even though it is one of the biggest computer users and vould 
benefit considerably by the savings that better standards would bring. (Computer Weekly, 
13 October 1983.) 

NBS standards aid in new semiconductor measurement technology 

ThE (United States) :National Bureau of Standards OIBS) is very actively involved in 
develoring better measurement methods and the results of their research have had a 
significant impact on the semiconductor industry. According to Robert I. Scace, chief of 
the Semiconductor Materials and Process Division, "We look for measurement issues, try to 
understand what the problem is, and then come up with an improved way of solving it." The 
other division of the NBS which is involved with the semiconductor industry is the 
Semiconductor Devices and Circuits Division, headed by ten Ga:loway. Encompas.dd by these 
two separate but co-operating divisions are seven principal groups, each dealing with 
specific issues of concern to the industry. Under the materials and proce1ses division are 
four groups including linewidth measurement, defect characterization, measurements on 
insulators and interfaces and a recently formed group on gallium arsenide (G&As). 
(Semiconductor International, Octobe~ 1983.) 

Standards for PCs 

The Japanese calculate that they will do better once coanon standards for the software 
to run small computers are agreed in the United States. They tried to hurry this along la1t 
month, when 17 Japanese firms signed an agreement with an American firm to work on a 
software standard for writing application prograanes (e.g., for accounting). Thie 1tandard 
would be baaed on the (more 1:.uicl op-.rating software, ltnovn u KS-DOS, written by the 
American company Microsoft. 

Software standards are already emerging in America. Small computers based on 8-bit 
11icroproceuor1 (which took digits) used three competing operating sy1tea1. Kicro1oft'1 
Xenix and AT&T'• Unix, which are almo1t interchangeable, are expected to become the standard 
operating 1oftw*re for 32-bit machines. 

Since IBK took the lead in 1ale1 of per1onal computers, aore 1oftware hou1e1 and 
computer aanufacturer1 have wanted to make their products coap1.tible with IBK' 1. lven 
01bor11e, the fir1t firm to producn a (ju1t) porttble computer, i1 aalting ltl htHt llOdel 
coapatl ble with IBll product•. Apple, however, ii spending about $50m to make a ran&• of 
simple 1oftware progr.-.1 for it1 ovn machir:u. Though thil will help amateurs, it maltu 
11c>1t 1en1e ln the market for computerizing office work. (The lconomlst.) 

Canadian Standard A11oci~tion 

Incoapatlble computer• ••J re1ult in a planning nightmare. The mo1t significant 
advances in 1tandardizing data c~unication1 may be 1een in the work of the Open Sy1tem1 
Intarconnect (OSI) 1ubc~ittee, a body operated under the Canadian Standard• A11ociation 
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with counterparts in other nations under the International Standards Organization. The 
subco-i ttee includes computer 7endors, users and government depart-nts and regulatorJ 
agencies. If two people are to co-unicate successfullJ, three main factors are involved: 
the phJsical medium - voice to air to ear, or hand to page to eJe, for instance; a coa.on 
language; and a co11111unicable concept independent of the langua~e or medium. With software 
prices increasing as hardware costs decline, software incompatibil1t1 is a significant 
busin~ss. Fear of software has gone so far that orlJ hands-on testing is a~cepted as real 
proof of compatibilitJ. The IB" PC presentlJ has about 25 per cent of the microcomputer 
market, and i t'.I share is growing quicklJ. Xerox's Ethernet vi 11 be considered by the 
International Standards Organization as a possible industry standard for a local area 
network (I.AH) on the strength of its compatibility potential. An I.AH could integrate office 
equipment and data-processing machines at the lover levels of the 'Open Systems 
Interconnection Environment' (OSIE) to guarantee the unimpeded trar.smission of data. But 
without protocols for the top levels, the meanings of messages could be altered. 
(Technology Update, 24 September 1983.) 

SOCIO-!CONO"IC If!PLICATIONS 

Human resources implications of robotics 

A ma~or new study of the impact of robotics on the industrial workforce warns that the 
"poor match" of worker~ displaced versus new jobs created by the robotics industry will mean 
several pockets of worker distress in the next 20 years .... 

As major industries like car and truck manufacture adopt new production technologies 
such as robots, unskilled and semi-skilled jobs vi 11 be displaced while skilled jobs are 
created. "There is an extre:nely poor match between the jobs that robots will probablJ 
dis~lace and similar jobs that will b~ created through the introduction of robots", says the 
studJ, Human Resources Implications of Robotics, by the W.E. Upjohn Institute for Employment 
Research, ~alamazoo, "ich., USA. Although the study concentrates on the impact of robotics 
in the United States, the conclusions apply worldwide. On ave:-age, the institute figures, 
each industrial robot wi 11 displace one job for every work shift it operates. In the 
United States, that typically means two shifts per day, so each robot vi 11 displace two 
jobs. The kinds of jobs robots today are capable of performing are currently held by 
unskilled labourers or semi-skilled machine operators. That largely means spot vel~ing such 
things as car bodies, painting cars, or simple pick-and-place operations. Even assembly 
robots, which must await major technological developments in the area of vision and/or 
tactile feedback sensors before they gain widespread application, will be displacing 
unskilled blue collar jobs. 

Meranwhile, a growing robot industry will create some Mw jobs. The Upjohn Institute 
categorizes four areas of new employment due to robotics: robot manufacturing; direct 
auppliers to robot manufacturers; robot system engineering; and corporate robot users (the 
latter mainly for maintaining the robots). It estimates that each robot-manufacturing 
employee today produces 1. 3 robots per year, and wi 11 be turning out about 1. 6 robots 
annually by 1990. 

For each job created by a robot manufacturer, tltere will be 0.93 jobs creal:ed among the 
direct suppliers. Since a large portion of future robot sales will be embedded in 
automation 1y1tems, Upjohn also calculated that one systems engineer will be needed for each 
2.8 robots sold. Finally, robot users will need one robot technician to maintain each 5 
robots in use, according to the Upjohn study .... 

And while mo1t of the job1 robots will directly eliminate are semi- or unskilled, more 
than half of the ones created by robots will require at least two years of college 
education. So 'ifhile skilled maintenance workers can be quickly retrained to become robot 
techn i ci an1 in, 1ay, auto plant•, the unsltil led workers that ar& displaced probably cannot 
be upgraded to the required level. 

Finally, u robots increa1ingly occupy th'1 bottom runt of the manufacturing employment 
ladder, there will be a diminishing number of snl:ry-level unskilled joba for young, 
uneducated v~rlter1 .... 

In developing nations, the 1tudy •peculates, wages for inexperienced labourers are low 
enough for robots not to have much impact there for some time. But while timing and policy 
respon1es will vary becau1e of cultural and politic&l f&ctors in places such as Western 
Europe and Japan, "there Is no reason to think that the same conclusions do not apply". 
(International Manageme_!!.~. July 19~3.J 
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Threat to jobs as teleco11111s industry expands 

The United Kingdom telecoamunications industry, despit~ the efforts of the Post Office 
Engineering Union !POEU), is set for expansion. But this isn't to say that the union's 
worst fears are not justified. Telecoamunications business will probably grow, but few of 
the job oppot·tuniHes will be in the maintenance and servicing sector supplied by POEU 

membe!:'s. 

As technology advances, staffing for the day-to-day business of 
decrease. J0bs on offer will be for specialised telecoamunications skills 
and optical fibre techniques and for project design involving a 
teleco11111unications and computing skills. 

maintenance will 
such as microwave 

combination of 

Like so many industdes, job quality in teleco11111unications is being upgraded, and more 
skilled staff will be needed. Fewer, however, will be required for the servicing and 
operations functions .... (Computer Weekly, 10 November 1983.) 

MICROS BLAMED FOR JOB LOSSES 

Government sources in Japan say employment losses due to microcomputer applications 
wi 11 total between 210, 000 and 480, 000 by the year 1985. These were among the C indings 
discussed this month at a world conference association in Tokyo organised by the 
International Metalworkers Federation (IMF). The 130 union representatives from 32 
countries agreed that the pict~re in these industries is 'one of lay-offs and no increase in 
employment', and predicted a 'continuation of diminishing employments until 1990, or even up 
to the year 2000', in contrast to the favourable image of the industry in the '70's. 

The IMF general secretary, Hennan Rebhan, told Computing that women workers were seen 
to be under a special threat, s i nee they are given limited skills and engaged as operators 
and light assembly workers who are 'the first to be dismissed'. IMF estimates showed that, 
in the UK, women workers in the sector dropped from 521. to 4 7T. between the years l 9 77 and 
1981, and in Japan, from 69T. to 567. between 1976 and 1979. The ass.?mbly reco11111ended that 
the fundamental c0unter-measure to this ti:end should be • ar. e1treme shortening of working 
hours' witn wage protection. 

Concerning the introduction of new technology, measures advocated included a ban on 
~orker dismissal without alternative employment, provision of information by the employer at 
an early stage, new management/union bodies to negotiate technological innovation, new 
training and retraining and early retirement schemes and a prohioition on 'computer 
monitoring' where it llffects an employee's job status. tle11.· health risks were said to have 
emerged from excessive use of display sc.-eens, the isolation of workers and the 'ergonomic 
inadequacies of automated machinery'. Modern technology was also blamed for polarisation of 
the workforce .... (Computing, 31 October 1983.) 

Robots irritate the US unions 

US trade unions are poised to retaliate against industry as factory automation steps up 
in the US, threatening more job~. warned a leading us market research company last week. A 
report, •Factory Automation Marke':;.• publish':!d by International Resource Development paints 
a bleak picture, which it links with an expected wooling of the US workforce by the 
Democratic Part:r in the run-up to ne1t year's presidential elections. Among the main 
findings of the report are that the US market for factory automation equipment (which 
includes robots, process controllers, automatic test equipment, computer aided design and 
manufacture equipment, could reach $82 billion by 1993, while the trade unions would lose 
out heavily. The report concludes that the main need is to retrain the displaced workforce 
up to the technical and literacy standards needs in computerised factories. 
(Computer weekly, 4 August 1983.) 

Kffect of Off ice Automation on Labour Force Repo~ted 

Denki Roren (All Japan Federation of Electric Machin~ Worker's Unions) which is taking 
a 11riou1 view of the effect• of microelactronics (KE), such as robots and the OA off ice 
automat.ion) on workers, announced the re1ult1 of the "study on the effect of KE," that 
"50,000 (about 13 percenl:.) of 370,000 eaployeu have lost their jobs due to the 
introduction of KE sine!! 197R," at the regul•r meeting held in lanaz.awa City on 7 July. It 
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was pointed out that !IE do create negative effects causing psychological strain and 
exhaustion &l90Dg workers and the federation confinnE.d its policy of dealing with this 
problem by establishing a prelabor and management discussion system, etc. concerning the use 
of !IE. 

The study was conducted last October, based on branches (offices) employing over 200 
personnel and eaployees of 5 offices equipped with !IE. Responses received numbered 277 from 
branches (66.9 per cent response rate) and 1,961 from employees. It showed that 255 offices 
(92.7 per cent) have llE equi~nt totalling 17,131 pieces, which averages out to 67 per 
office or one for every 20 eaployees. The study of these offices with ME equipment showed 
that 35. 7 per cent have "increased," 40. 9 per cent have "not changed," and 21. 3 per cent 
have "decreased" the number of employees £ince 1978. Based on this study, the Denki Roren 
calculated that 50,000 jobG in the surveyed offices (total emploJ111ent of 370,000) have been 
eliminated in the 4 years since 1978. The employment problem created by the use of KE has 
remained inconspicuous up to now because most of the work force have been absorbed by 
business expansions and transfers. All branches show a harsh outlook on employment in the 
study and a "reduction" of around 40 per cent is expected. 

On the other band, the llE equipped work sites are concentrating on men in their 20's 
and ~o•s and show a strong tendency that women and older employees will lose their jobs due 
to 'CE. The llE process involves (1) progra.nming aad system design, (2) maintenance and 
repairs and (3) operation and monitoring. It has become evident that it is heading toward 
the undesirable direction of stratification of workers and monotony of work. 

In the study conducted on workers, 65. 2 per cent replied that the use of ME has 
"inc::-eased" psychological fatigue in the last few years, 28.9 per cent replied "no change" 
and 4 per cent said that it bas "decreased." In regard to actual fatigue, the 43.3 per cent 
saying "increased" far surpassed those sayins "decreased" Cl2.6 per cent). Many workers 
complained of symptoas such as "stiff neck and shoulders" (66.2 per cent), "eye fatigue" 
(65.2 per cent) and "tire easily" (47.5 per cent). In querying work sites, complaints such 
a11 "shortage of personnel" (80 per cent), "diffic1:lty in getting promotion" ( 79 per cent>, 
"wages not c~nsurate with work" (79 per cent), "bewildering changes in work substance" 
(6Q per cent) and "stringent cost management" (64 per cent) have been given. 

Response that "eaploJ1119nt will be reduced" (81 per cent), "greater transfer of work 
and workshop" ( 79 per cent), "monotony of work and loss of willingness to work" ( 60 per 
cent) and "intensification of competition b~tween firms and lesser chance of improvement in 
working conditions" (69 per cent) were given in regard to future technological innovations. 
However, optiaistic views such as "improved level of work and greater display of creativity" 
( 60 per cent) and "lower cost and upgraded quality for greater con tr i bu ti on to the society" 
(75 per cent) were also expressed. 

Denki Roren is a union which includes many workers engaied in the production of KE 
equipment; on the other hand, it is directly involved with the "ME revolution" where KE 
equipment is intro(~ced in the work process. The study sho~s that the "ME revolution cannot 
guarantee an optiai.~tic future." A policy to prevent the "minus effects" of the ME 
revolution by establishing a prelabor and management discussion system pertaining to the 
introduction of ftX equipped, refusing ME which create loss of jobs and establishing a safety 
and education 1y1tem wrs confirmed by the Denki Roren at the meeting. 
(Tokyo Kainichi Shimbun, 8 July 1983, translation from Japanese.) (Copyright: Mainichi 
Shimbunsha 1983) 

Human cost of cheap electronics 

A terrifying picture is slowly emerging across Southe4tt Asia of the true cost of the 
industrie1 that supply the West with cheap computers and video n·corders. A meeting in 
Penang, Malaysia, this week heard that the incidence of industrial disease is rising rapidly 
in countries such as Hong long, Singapore and South Korea the homes of many new 
industries, such as microelectronics. 

According to the International Labour Organisation, "such cases which reach the public 
eye represent on 1. 1 the tip of the iceberg". The organisation's regional office says that 
only three co~ntries in the region - Singapore, Hong Kong and South Korea supply data on 
occupational dheues. Even t.ere, the figures suggest that many dlsea,es are not reported. 
l'or example, Singapore reported 400 cases of industrial skin diseases in 1981. Hong Kong, 
with a similar level of lndu1trlali~ntion and a much larger population, reported only 10. 
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Indu1trial accidents acro11 the region have sharply increased over the past 10 years. 
In 1974, Hong long reported 30,980 accidents. BJ 1981, this figure bad j1111ped to 69,428, 
270 were fatal, according to the ILO. In ••DJ other rapidly industriali1ing countrie1, ~uch 
•• Indone1ia and the Philippines, it is impo1slble to get &DJ figure1. "But all the fact1 
says that the n1111ber of accident• and industrial dlsea1e1 i• increasing 1harply in Aila and 
the Pacific," the ILO reports. The reasons are not difficult to find. 

The government of the Philippines, which ii trfing to per1Uade c011panie1 in Japan and 
the US to set up factories there, has not released figures on indu1trial accidents and 
diseases for a n1111ber of years. (New Scientist, 27 October 1983.) 

Pollution Probl .. • in the Valley 

Silicon ValleJ, renowned blrth~l~ce of the •icro revolution, is becoming the target for 
conservationists, who are increasinglJ angry about pollution in local water supplies. A 
three-month inve1tlgatlon by a Californian newspaper reveals that drinking water in the 
valley is threatened by potentially dangerous levels of cont .. ination fr<>11 the residues of 
the chip ••nufacturlng process, including ar1enic and phosphorous. 
([Ireland llectronlc1 Report), O~tober 1983.) 

And after all these 
a~plications, the following 
coping with these effects: 
wort.force and developing a 
accepting the eli•ination of 
section. (Editor'• note.) 

Computer liter&cJ 

pe11iahtic reports on the effects of •icroelectronics 
new• lte• reflects an insight into what is required to help 
computer literacy. The need for retraining a robot dhplaced 
workforce capable of manning aore •fficient factories and 
unskilled jobs, 11 al10 confirmed by the other reports in this 

United States trade a11ociation1 are 1tre11ing the need for c011puter 11 teracy among 
tht'!lr Mmbers. They 1pon1or workshops and •-inar1 and offer other educational advice to 
make their membership aware of a~vance1 in computer application•. Through these mean• they 
contribute to building a aarket for future 1ale1 of 1aall coaputer1 and related 
peripherals. The National A11ociation of Accountant•, Aaerican Society of Travel Agent• and 
National Automobile Dealers As1ociation, generally, have ... bers ver1ed in computer 
operation•. The National Association of Wholesalers/Dl1tributors and the Independent 
Insurance Agents of Allerica are 2 as1ociations whose aember1 are lnesperienced with computer 
busine11 applications. llec News 9/12/83 p114+. (T•chnology Update.) 

Computer• and C<>1111unication1 to aerge bJ 2000 

Over the nut 20 years coaputers and cc>1munication1 will aerge into a single field. 
Society will develop a coaputer and comaunication1 netwo~k which will bave a aajor influence 
on the future of aodern civili1ation. Thi• w~s the aes1age in a •ajor 1peech delivered la1t 
month by loji lobflJHhi, Chairaan and Chief Esecutive at Nippon llectric COllpany, or NBC, 
which ha1 a large plant in Balllvor, Co. "eath, Ireland. The C09111erce 1ymposiua was held in 
Trinity ColleKe, Dublin, where Mr. Kobayashi wa1 one of a nuaber of di1tingui1hed 
international 1peaker1. 

The NEC Chairman also criticised Europe'• attitude to technological develop119nt1: "In 
October last year, the Japan C01111ittee of the Club of ROiie, of which I aa chairman, hosted a 
conference of the Club in Tokyo. It di1cus1ed the benefits and drawbacks of the 
11\croelectronic future, following up one of the topics on the agenda of the Club's 1979 
Bt•rlln Conference. Participant• fr<>11 all over the world attended the Meting, but I noticed 
ttat European intellectuals voiced the 1aae negative argument• as they had done at the 
Berlin -•ting. It remains to be seen whether lurope adopts a positive attitude or suffers 
the con1equence1 of it1 negative approach". llr lobaya1hi aaintained that it wa1 around the 
early '70'1 that Japan began to juap to the forefront of technology: "Starting at about the 
time of the first oil crhi1, Ja{l&nese terhnology underwent a aajor tran1fol'llation. There 
wu a quut•un jump in production engineerinK, beginning with energy conserving technology, 
that led to improvement• in product quality and reliabilitJ, higher productivity, and 
greater adaptation to aarket needs. Thll juap lignificantlJ increased Japan' 1 industrial 
capability. New technology fo1tered bJ flr1t-cla11 production engineering began to flouri1h 
at 'gra11-root1'level in areas 1uch &1 microelectronic•"· (Ireland llectronics Report, 
October 1983.) 
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IllFOillATICS 

(UN) Advisory C0111aittee for the Co-ordination of Inforaation Systems (ACCIS) 

The first session of ACCIS was held in Geneva from 22-23 September 1983. The Advisory 
Comi ttee reviewed and approved the progr.- of work and budget for 1984-5. It was 
recognized that ACCIS' aain programme objective is to meet the needs of Member States for UH 
information. Tools are neceuary to improve the infonnation infrastructure within the UH 
system and thus to facilitate access. Important sagJDents of the work will be carried out by 
technical panels. These panels will consist of small teams of knowledge people from 
different organizations concerned with the panels' work assignments, under the leadership of 
a lead agency designated because of its expertise and interest. Three panels were set up by 
ACCIS at its September session: computer-based co11111unication services, access to UN 
databases and the register of development activities. 

It is necessary for information of all sorts to be sent readily from one computer to 
another throughout the UH system. The first panel will study ways of providing necessar-y 
links so that, in the first phases, the computers in New York, Geneva, Pads, Washington, 
Rome and Vienna are able to coanunicate with each other. ~ databases should be made mor-e 
accessible to users in Member States and the second technical panel aims to do the necessar-y 
groundwor-k so that databases can be utilized freely. The activities of this second panel 
will include pr-eparation of a guide to UN system databases presently available, and 
su11111ades will be made of marketing practices concerning online access, downloading and 
other types of services. UN agencies will be encouraged to make their databases more 
readily accessibl~ to outside users. 

This third panel w:ll create a pilot database containing information on .!evelopment 
projects, will produce experimental information from it, and will prepare a detailed, costed 
proposal ~or creating and operating a register of development activities. 
(ACCIS Newsletter 1, November 1983). 

Information and development: !BINET 

IBI was invited to the second meeting of the Intergovernmental Follow-up and 
Co-ordination Comittee of the Group of 77, held in Tunis from 5 to 10 September- 1983, to 
participate in the discu11ion1 on the multisectorial information system that the Group of 17 
is planning to set up with a view to facilitating the cit"culation of information system 
between Member States. The impoE"tance of information for development has been emphesized by 
moat of the delegations who have often refeE"red to the role of informatics. 

The International Data Network of IBI (!BINET) aroused the interest of the participants 
and, following the meeting in Tanis, the Chairman of the GE"oup of 77, 
Alllbauador Farooq Sobhan, travelled to Rome to attend the P.xperimental demonstrations of 
ISIN!T which offers the beat conditione for supporting the planned information system. (See 
Technol~gy section.) (IBI NewsletteE" No.12.) 

Low-cost satellite will up rural access to know-how 

Well over a decade ago, Canadian acadeaician Marshall McLuhan entE"anced the woE"ld with 
hh vi1ion of a "global village" in which television would play a stardng E"Ole. But 
talevison, especially educational televi1ion, never quite lived up to it1 pE"omise, 
puticularly in developing countriea. Today it is clear that if the.·e is a succeuor for 
that E"ole, it i1 the co .. unications 1atellite that use• advanced digital technology to speed 
low-cost information and .. 1sage1 at"ound the WOE"ld, even to the remotest location•. 
CaE"tainl:t, the laclt of accurate and ti .. ly information is not the only impedim')nt to E"UE"al 
development. But where it is, the new technology could have a significant Impact on those 
E"egion1 that at"e informations and co .. unications poot". Incnulng attention h being paid 
to low-earth OE"bit (LIO) 1atellite concepts a1 "appE"opE"iate" 1atellite technology foE" 
davelopini; countE"iea. In a polar oE"bi t, a a ingle such 11.tell ite equipped with an on-boud 
computer would pa11 O#er all point• on earth at least twice a day and provide 
me11age-stor-ing and forwarding and computer conferencing capabilities. Uu of VHF (ver-y 
high fr-equanciea) would keep ground station equipment simple and inexpensive; neither
par-abollc "dilh" antennae nor complex 1tation equipment tr-ained on atandar-d geosynchronous 
utallites (orbit. about 22,500 miles above the earth, wher-e satellite locations appear-
1DOtionle11 to obser-vers on the gr-ound) ar-e r-equired. 
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Encouraged by the results from a progr8ll'lllle disseminating information on renewable 
energy technologies to user groups on Pacific islands via the PEACESAT public service 
satellite system, Volunteers in Technical Assistance (VITA} has joined forces with the Radio 
Amateur Satellite Corporation CAMSAT) - both non-profit or~aniz:ations in the United States 
to design, build, launch, snd operate a LEO demonstration satellite using international 
amateur radio frequencies. Nicknamed "PACSAT" (for the advanced "packet radio" digital 
processing techniques incorporates}, the system will demonstrate how the delivery of 
technical information required for development purposes can be improved in terms of speed 
and quality. Other applications, such as rescue and relief missions following natural 
disesters, are also contemplated. 

PACSAT wi 11 p.?rmi t eva 1.uat ion of the effect that fast anii accurate technical 
information has on selected development projects and progranac's. The system will also be 
able to tt"an smi t, store, and forward co!llplete docu:nents through facs I mile technology, so 
that full text as well as tailored technical response transmission is possible. 
Sophisticated software protocol and coamunication interface hardware are being developed by 
AMSAT and VITA volunteer teams. These will allow automatic operation between ground 
stations and the satellite. For example, let uE suppose a UN field technician working on an 
agricultural project in a remote part of Asia needs to coamunicate with UN headquarters in 
New York, the Food and Agriculture Organiz:ation CFAOl in Rome, the national UN Development 
Pl"ogt"amme (UMDP) office, and with a similar project in Central America. The techniciar. 
simply types messages into the computer, lu.ves all the t"adio equipment t•irned on, and goes 
about his or her busines~ (depending on local regulations, the presence of a radio amateur 
may be required to "control" the transmissions). \r"hen PACSAT comes within range of the 
ground station, contact is automatically made, the previous prepared messages are 
transmitted up to the satellite, stored in its 111emory, and later r .. -transmitted to the 
col"l"~ct ~ecipients (who must have access to their ovr: ground stations), all without operator 
inter;rention. Like other electronic mail systems, the technician can tt"ansmit "carbon 
copies" of messages to the Centl"al American project Ol" to the othel" users, or s111nd "private" 
messages to the FAO office, etc (goverr.ment agencies will always be able to monitor the 
transmissions, however). Similal"ly, any messages waiting fol the technician (for example, 
technical information fl"om VITA responding to a pr~vious ~equest) are transmitted from the 
satellite to the ground station, where the technician can read them fl"OIB a print out or 
computer screen. Where deper1dable electrical mains al"e a problem ln rural areas, the entil"e 
ground station can be powered by several inexpensive solar panels. Besides re1110te stations 
(up to 20 of these will be set up under the demonstration project), a "regional" ground 
station that would handle si111ultaneously the information needs of many development groups 
and/or government agencies is also <'ontemplated. According to the present design, up to 
thl"ee gl"ound stations can be supported, and will co:istitute the waajor load on the system. 
When the system is fully subscribed, VITA will transmit up to 1,400 paies of text per day, 
fol" 1lstribution as required aeon~ the l"egional and r~mote station1. 

If the demo:istration period (up to a year) is 1ucce11ful, VITA-AMSAT hope that enough 
interest will have been generated for future PACSATs to be supported on a quasi-coamercial 
basis on non-amateul" fr.equer.cies. For the demonstration, costs are extre-ly llOdest. Given 
the value and proven expertise of the volunteer technical effort (AMSAT and its predecessor 
have been successfully launching amateur radio 1atellite1 for over 20 yeat"s), the PACSAT 
budget, from design tht"ough launch and operation, including all equipment and personnel 
costs, is well under a million dollars. Ground stations, including radio equipment, 
computers and acce1Bories, will cJst only a few thousa:id (US) dollars each. !ven befot"e 
the prCijected mid-1985 launch date, a demonstration of many of the 1y1t-•s functions is 
planned through en existing am&ttiur satellite. This carefully orchestrated event will give 
potential uset"s and funders alike the opportunity to grasp the full significance of PACSATc 
potential fol" an relevance to developing countrie1. 

Fol" furthel" information on PACSAT, contact: Dr. Gary Garrlott, Senior Technical 
Co-ordinatol", VITA, P.O. Box 12438, Arlington, VA 22209 2079, USA. 

Decision time for tomorrow's TV 

rhe BBC is trapped in an argUtaent over satellite broadcasting which it cannot win. The 
government has given the BBC petimiuion to start direct broadca1ting by satellite in 1986, 
on the job-creating condition that it leases a British satellite from Uniaat. But thi1 will 
coat so much that the BBC cannot hope to make money on direct broadca1ting for ma~J years. 
If the BBC 11u1 a cheap, lov-pover comiunications 1&tellite to distribute sign;..ls to cable 
1tation1, this would get the BBC off the pl"ice hook, and give cable teleyision a flying 
start. But the 1cheme would then no longer be DBS (dll"ect broadcasting by satellite). 
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If the BBC follows recent moves in the US, and transmits its progrU111es through a 
medium-power satellite, it could save money while still offering DBS. But viewers would 
need more exper1sive and more complicated aerials, ~he picti.res would be of poor ar,d erratic 
quality and Britain would be in breach of an inte:-nat. ional agreement. Provided the BBr. 
1tick1 with high-power DBS, British homes will get better pictures than ever before but the 
BBC will risk crippling costs. Whichever DBS route Britain takes, Japanese firms will 
prosper because they are developing the electronics to create clear pictures from small 
aerials or low power signals. 

The arguments go back to 1977, lllhen the International Telecoanunication Union (ITU) 
dr1. up rules for the use of radio frequencies in the 12 GHz: band. The signals are for 
direct broadcasting of television and radio from satellites parked in a geostationary orbit 
36,000 kilometres over the Equator. European countries were each allocated five channels. 
In space, where only solar energy is available, po..-er is at a premium. So is weight, 
because it governs the cost of rocket launching. So when the ITU recomeuded around 200 
watts per channel for DBS it was known to be an expensive rating. The satellite can support 
only two channels at this power. BJ comparison a coamunications satellite can carry at 
least 20 transmitters because they have power rating of less than 10 watts. BJ specifying a 
high-power, expensive satellite system, the 1977 plan promised viewers adf!quate quality 
pictures from receivers expected by the mid-1980s. But improvements in receivers over the 
past six years, especially low noise amplifiers to boost the tiny incoming s:~nals without 
introducing c~rcuit noise, can produce pictures from a high-power DBS satellite that ar•' as 
good as those viewers now get from a conventional transmitter. 

The current dispute is based on claims that furthP.r improvem~nts in receivers will make 
it possible to receive equally good pictures from mediu::;.-power satellh.e transmitters, rated 
at 40 or 50 watts. In the US, which has an "open skies" policy, at least two syndicates 
plan to start direct broadcasting from medium-power transmitters this winter. They will do 
this by ganging together low-power transmitters on a co111111unications satellite. 

When the ui government allocated the first two DBS channels to t~e BBC, in March 1982, 
it added the condition that the BBC had to use a satell i t.e built by Uni sat, a consortium of 
British Aerospace, GEC-Marconi, and British Telecom. Normally the BBC would put such a 
large contract out to tender but it has had no option but to sign an agreement with Unisat 
for a rental of £24.4 million a year over seven years. Privately, the BBC resents this high 
price tag because it puts a large question mark over success of the service. Viewers may 
refuse to pay the high fees needed to make the service co111111ercially viable. (New Scientist, 
22 September 1983.) 

Message• in the Jungle 

The US Agency for International Development has embarkP.d on a "modest" effort to test 
the utility of satellite coamunications as a development tool in Third World countries. The 
Agency (AID) has conaitted $10 million to fund a three-year rural satellite progrume under 
which the agency will set up audio satellite coamun~c11.tions systems in Indonesia, Peru and 
the West Indies. In Indonesia, the Eastern Islands University Association will offer 
cou~ses on agriculture and other topics via an audio satellite circuit from a central campus 
to nine campuses. Lectures will be transmitted using the Indonesian Palapa system to small 
earth stations on campus. 

In Peru, the govern111ent will use tntelsat audio circuits to establish reliable 
coaDunication1 1ervice to rural areas. The ay1tem will employ earth station• manufactured 
by Harris Corp. to provide two audio channels to highland jungle areas in eastern Peru. The 
government will use the system · o provide informatior. to agriculture and hedth ministl:'J 
worker1 in that. area. The 1y1tem will al10 be available for making public calls. 

The University of the Weit Indies started using similar audio satellite cOll'Dunications 
earlier this year to provide in1truction to 1tudents unable to attend cla11e1 on ca11pus. 
(IBI Mew1letter 12.) 

rullJ indigenous electronic phone exchange in three year• 

Difficultiu u-e anticipated in switching over to the fully digital 1y1tem of E-10-S 
the technology fol:' which la expected to be tranafel:'red by Cit Alea tel, t11e French 
collaborator• of the Indian Telephone indu1trie1 (ITI), for building two electronic exchange 
equip119nt factorie1 each with an annual capacity for 500,000 line1. Both the Department of 
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llectronics (00!) ~nd the Union C01111Unication1 IUnistrJ are aware of th& probleas which 
would crop up in tbe adaptation of !-10-S to suit Indian conditions. They are considering 
how best to tackle these proble•• by extensive indigenlsatlon of the technologJ. The 
technology which i• being transferred for the factory being set up at Gonda in Uttar Pradesh 
i• that of E-10-S which is hybrid - partly analogue and partly digital. The fully digital 
!-10-S which is still under developaent is entirely different in all .. spects fora E-10-S and 
it •aJ not be ~uitable for saall exch~nges. Apart froa this, the ITI will have to enrure 
adequate and satisfactory hard and software availability for the !-10-S digital exchange• 
both fr09 indigenous 1ource1 and froa abroad. 

The E-10-S sys tea whicJ: is yet to be proven by field trials will use the 16 bit 
aicroproceP11.1rs. s-i-Conductors Ltd. of Chandigarh which had been hoping to obtain the 
technologf for the aicroprocenors froa the Intel of the US is now approaching two other 
firms, Motorola and Ziiog, for collaboration as the IBll aay not give it the technology. 

The DOE which has carried out detailed studies on all aatters relating to tbe 
Electronic Switching Systea (!SS) bas COiie to tbe conclusion that it is possible for India 
to set up .. third electronic exchange factory on it1 own without foreign collaboration. 
Though no propo1als have Jet been drawn up for a third factory, the continuing big increase 
in demand will leave India no choice but to expand the ava~labilitJ of electronic exchange 
equipment. The transfer of research and developaent froa Cit Alcatel, the DOE feels, should 
in the meanwhile be put to the aaxiaua use to enable Indian telec01111Unication engineer• to 
develop a wholly indigenou1 !SS within this decade. 

The studies carried out by the DOE on the !SS and into the content of the !-10-B 
technology of Cit Alcatel have revealed that the infrastructure available in India (in tbs 
Bharat Electronic•, the Electronics Corporation of India, the ITI etc.) could be fullJ 
utilised and adapted to .. et the coaponent requ\re .. nts of the electronic exchange 
factories. The rep-:.rt prepared by tbe DOI on tbe i•ple .. ntatlon of the indigenhatlon 
programie has, UIODg other things, drawn attention to the fact that the technology advance 
since 1976 has consid~rablJ reduced the hardware development efforts because of tbe advent 
of large-1cale and very-large- scale integrated circuits and India ii very well placed with 
regard to scftware availability. 

The DOI has also just COllpleted another reporc on tbe status of coaponents, equipaent 
a11eably, automatic testing and computer-aided testing facilities in the ~ountry for 
&Histing the development and engineering progr .... • on digital ESS. The report HJ• that 
the components needed for ESS are aainlJ sub-•••••blJ consisting of line and trunk circuits, 
digital interfaces, line switch codes, switching sub-•J•t-• cous!lting of ti .. division 
•atrix and speech path controllers etc. The report also reveals that in the 1-10-8 •J•t•• 
of Cit Alcatel integr·&ted circuitry accounts for 18 . .- per cent, connectors 12 per cent, 
printed card boards 16.3 per cent and transistors 7.8 per cent, while the share of a number 
of other components is individually very auch leu. The report has pointed out that 
component• like connectors, printed cardboards, rel&J• and diodes are used in large nuabers 
and th~ infra1tructural facilities available within the countrJ should be adequate to 
produc~ a good nuaber of these component• though the quality of production will have to be 
iaproved greatlJ. 

Taking all these factors into account the DOI baa stated in its report that it should 
be possible to develop a fully indigenous state-of-the art electronic exchange •J•t .. within 
36 months. Thh task wil.l call for orienting the rHearch and denlopaent act!YltJ to 
producing a package of du ign1 for the produc.~ \on of both hard- and software aa.d for the 
Ht ting up of anclllarf industrlH. The report prepared bJ the DOI on how production of 
prototJpH for field trials and later for c~rcial UH should be orgaaised takH note of 
the infrastructure available within the countr1 and the it .. 1 which a&J have to be 
iaported. The indigenhation whlcb tht DOI h working upon h alMd at en•uring that the 
ISS developed within the country should 1Jit the Indian traftlc and environaent which is 
.. rked bf "high bu•J hour cAlling rate". If (the ISi) should use standard bu~lding blocks 
and should be econoal c throughout the siH range and should be adaptable for varfhg 
applications like voice and non-voice aerwices (telephone and telex). <t)l• Hindu, 
International Edition, 10 Sept .. ber 1983.) 

SVitzerla~d rethink• telecoaa stratcar 

While the debate on the relative Mrit• of state control and privatisation co~tinue• to 
looa large on the luropean tel•c~unications scene, interesting developaenta are reported 
froa Svi tr.erland. The government tbere rei::entlf decided to •bandon a sch- to develop a 
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digital public telephone n•twork ln conjunction ~·lth a group of Swi.n fir111 and, instead, 
the au1tlnatlonal aajon have been invited to coapete for the contract. The succe11ful 
bidder could 1ell a1 auch a1 4 billion Svl11 franc• worth of 1vltching equipment to 
aodernl1e 1,000 exchange• around the country. 

It ii unde:-1tood that the native flra1 aay 1tlll be given a ainor role ln tbe 
lapleaentatlon of tbe new network. Indeed, tbe re1ultlng 11tructure aay well look rather 
like the 1ltuation in thl1 cGuntrJ, where the Departaent of Poat and Telegraph• ls acquiring 
lt1 aain 1vitching and tran1&l11lon eq~lpment froa multinational aanufacturer1, but sourcing 
other ltem1 froa Irl1h flra1. (I~elLnd llectronic Report, October 1983.) 

J'Ult Browllng 

The iapact of the new technology va1 the lheae or tbe annual International Federation 
of Library A11ociatlon1 and In1titution1 (IrLA) conference held ln Kunich ln August. 

One of the ao1t intere1ting iteaa on dl1play va1 the "Brov1er", a u1er-friendlJ 
touch-terainal, which vu Ht up to 1how 1eat·chlng on a ~lbrary and comaunlty lnforaatlon 
databa1e. There l1 no kefboard. To 1earch for an ltea, you touch an itet11 on the aany which 
ii dilplayed on the 1creen. Tour finger interrupt• a -trh: of lov-ini:en1lty, infra-red 
beaaa. The built-in aicrocoaputer interpret• rour "finger" and help1 you quickly locate the 
de1lred info~tion. After a nuaber of touches, the specified ltea i1 found and displayed 
on the 1creen. The screen h •pll t into different work areas and you can 1ccoll replle• 
while still retaining on the 1creen the aenu and your cho1en cOllllland. 

No training i• required to u1e lt and the only thing you need to know i1 when to lift 
your finger. (Even that can be dl1covered by a few mlnute1 of trial and error.) 

The "Browser" ii produced by ALS (Automated Library Syateaa) and further infor-aatlon 
can be obtained froa thea at: Vector Hou1e, Brovnfleld1, Welwyn City, Hert1, AL7 lAN, UK. 
(ACCIS Nev1letter 1, Noveaber 1983.) 

RICIDfT PUBLICATIONS 

Relevant UNIDO doc119ent1: 

UNIDO/IS.41~ 

The iapact of aicroelectrouica JD blomedicAl application• in developing 
countrle1, by Cor L. Claey1, UNIDO con3ultant, baaed on di1cu1aion1 held 
at the Fourth Brazilian Worklhop .,n lllcroelectronlc1, Caaplna1, 
Sao Paulo, February/Karch 1983. 

I::tforaatlc1 For Indu1trlal Development bJ R.J. Nolan of th• Trinity 
College, nub, in, Inland. Thil aonograph ii bued on the dhcu11ion1 
and -ln th ... • developed at the International Conference on Pollcle1 
for Inforaatlon Proce11lng for DQveloplng Countrle1, co-1pon1ored by 
UNIDO a~d held at the Trinity College, Dublin on 9-13 Karch 1181. 

Studie1 publl1hed recently by the Re1earch Polley In1tltut~. Box 2017, S-220 02 T.und, Sweden: 

tell: Infonaation £nfrutructurH in India and China. BJ lrlk Baark. 

Thi• 1tudJ f~ea1e1 on the interaction between technology and cultural context• •• 
-dlated through the proceu of lnfo~tlon 1.H11ealnatlon. Flnt, a coap•ratiYe l'evlew of 
the 1tructure of lntoraatlon dl11 .. lnation ln Jndla anrt China ii prHented, ~ocuulng on 
1clentlf!c and technical perlodlcall. A dhcu11lon "' the relatlon1hlp to foreign 1ourcH 
Jf lnforaatlon introduce a k•J difference between the two countrle1. Second, the 
organizational 1tructure of lnfon.oation 1er·vicH ln India and ehlna reviewed. Thlr~. the 
formation and lapl ... ntatlon ~f \nfor11atlon pollcie1 l1 coapared. The coaparlaon of 
organization and pollcy lead• lo a dl1cu11lon ~f the information lnfra1tructura e1tabli1hed 
over th• rear1. Fourth, the coaparative effectlvene1a of lnforaation utilization l1 
analy1ed in relation to Indian and Chin••• contezt1. A flna1 1ection att .. pt1 to draw IOIM 
general conclu1lon1 froa the r~1ult1 of thl1 1tudy. {Lund 1983, 62 pp, ISBN 91 8~002 33 ~. 

Price: 30 Siii:.) 
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'!'CIO: Chick.en and .~gg: Electronics and Soci'l.l Change in India. By Ward Morehouse and 
Ravi Chopra 

This report addresses lhe classic cl.ick.en-and-egg issue related to technological 
change: to what P.xtent do socio-economic institutions and cultural values determine what 
kinds of technologies are developed and how they are used? To what extent does 
technological change itself open up new options for societies a~d influence socio-economic 
change? A detailed study is presented of the or~ans and current status of government policy 
regarding electronics in India, the use of electronics at government and industry levels, as 
well as the interaction between policy and performan~e. Indian electronics are then 
discussed in terms of social alchemy and synthesis with Indian cultural tradition. Finally, 
the future strategies and "models" for government policy are analysed witn respect to 
feasibility in the Indian context. (~und 1983, 100 pp, ISBN 91 86002 31 7, Price: 45 SEK.J 

Industrial Robot:cs Handbook., by V. Daniel Hunt, Industria~ Press Inc., 2JO Madison Avenue, 
New York, H.Y. 10157, $32.50). 

This ro•.inded compilation of matter of diverse source and nature fills a volume of 
unexceptional size and weight, neatly produced. It ~s an overview for readers with a broad 
understanding of engineering and economic topics; only here and there, particular!) around 
its account of computer pcograms and robot control, does the level taken enter the domain of 
the specialist, say a wocld-be designer. The text begins with what anoar.ts to a small book 
on robots in general, their configuration, sensors, tools, programs and control, s~fety and 
socioeconomic impact. Then we come to a look at the state of the art: a field guide to 
"current robotic systems" and a few pages of spacifications and figures from each of the 28 
US manufacturers of robot$, more than 80 species overall. Not at all provincial, the 
compiler then goes overseas; there is a review of industrial-robot manufacture in 10 
countries, including a major review of the industry in Japan, although not in the USSR. The 
last 40 pages take a look at the robot and the future, by way of invited or cited 
statements from a wide range of expert and interested sources. The book is completed by a 
glossary, a bibliograp:1y and a brief sunuary of robot R&I: organizations in the US. 
Reviewed in Scientific American, October 1983.) 

Software user guide 

The third edition uf ~ 1e CP/M Software Finder, an essential guide for users of CP/M 
systems worldwide, will be available mid-November· from Digital Research distributors. 
Software Finder is a comprehensive directory of CP.'M software that is published in the 
United States by Que Corporation. It is a full inte:nat.•onal directory containing details 
of over 2,000 applications pack.ages. Each entry i.1 the directory is accompanied by a 
concise, factual description of the products, and the total is sub-divided in o applications 
categories to help make product selection simple and straightforward. (Electronics Weekly, 
9 Novemb~r 1983.) 

Profile of Indian computer industry 

(The Computer Directory of India 1983, Ed. Prithvi Haldea, Constellate Consultants (Pl 
Ltd., 50~, Vi11hal Bhavan, 95, Nehru Place, New Delhi-110019. Price: Rs. 500, Update 
Service Rs. 150 per year.) 

The growth of the computer industry in India in the past few years has been substantial 
and it continues to be tha only industry with a growth rate of over 15 per cent per ar.nua. 
Comprehensive information on the Indian computer scene in a single source was not available 
till this publicatl.:in u the earlier public1tion11 from ASCI and CSI cr.:.1fined themselves to 
the computer installations in India. 

Thia 650-page directory, <1iv!ded into 1even section•, covers over 3,000 organilations 
in Ind!a. The1e include the computer manufacturers (along with their models), 
importer a/ agents of foreign computer, peripherals and media suppli en, computer maintenance 
companies, computer i n1tal lat ion•, aoftllfare and data proceu i ng service centres, 1uppli er• 
of computer 1tationery and related item1, magazine• on compJters and allied 1ubject1, 
publhhen and distributor• of books, magazinu and jou~nal1, computer a11ociation11, and 
KOVarnaent agenc i e1. The cro11 ind i ce1 and the glouary of comput~r term• provided are 
fairly comprehen1ive. The coverage on in1tallation1 ii 1ke':.chJ when compared to other•. 
Application• of computers in India hu bee'.l completely omitted along with the Government 
policy on import of r.omputers. Incorporation of sum1ary reports on 1ectorial distribution 
of computer in1tallations, teaching and i-.raining inrtitution•, price range of computer•, 
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approxiaate fees for Y&riou1 cour1e1, lilt of leading coaputer profess i Jnals and current 
research ar.tiYitie1 in India would haYe aade the publication more useful. There are also 
compilation errors such •• the oai11ion of TDC-312, Nelco-4000, Syste3 1800 in the product 
ranges of ICIL, Nelco and HCL respectively, while there is no aentior. of data entry systems 
from ORG, Nalco and interchanged te~hnical specifications of DC!! products. The cut-off date 
for compiling h not -ntioned anJWbere in the directory. One can hope that the periodic 
updates (quu·terlJ as indicated) will cover the missing areas in addit:ion to updating the 
existing information. 

Ho-ver, the comFilation efforts and the elegant presentation deserve appreciation. 
There is no doubt tbh directory will be a v~luable source of informatio" on the Indian 
computer industry though the publishers of Computer Age and Data Quest are reported to be 
working on their annuals covering siailar information. (Reviewed in The Hindu, 
10 September 1983.) 

Computer lingo 

The fast grovin0 breed of computer progrdlllers, aided by other computer specialists, 
have added aany colourful words to the !uglish language, particularly slang words. !he 
process shows eyery sign of continuing. 

Debu11.. In computer parlance, the word usually means an error made by the progrllll!ler 
when he wrote the progrsa, thereby conveying to the computer a scheme of action which is not 
exactly the one that is needed to get the work done. 

Gigo. (Gu,-go, abbreviation of Garbage In, Garbage Out). Bad data leads to bad 
results. Your staff aay find that the provident fund values shown on their pay slips don't 
make sense. The progru.er is likely to explain this by saying that this is a case of 
GIGO. The account• people feed in "gartoage" into his computer program which prints pay 
1lip1. So, in turn, the progrsa puts out garbage. You had better check vith the accounts 
people; they are likely to claim that the progra11111ers runs a "bug farm". 

Hacker. 1) Refer1 to a dedicated computer progra11111er, expert at his job, who spends 
all hi• living houri at the computer centre. 

2) An othervi1e sensible boy who found himself a computer terminal vhile his friends 
found them1elve1 girlfriends ~nd/or wives. 

Interrupt !lode. The computer goes on doing some specified vork, interrupting this 
occasionally to attend to urgent minor tasks that need a little attention. You are in an 
interrupt mode when you are handling such a minor task needing i11111ediate attention. Or, you 
can "turn the interrupt• off", or you can have "interrupts stacked up dangPrously" ~siting 
for attention. 

lludge. An inelegant, elua1y vay to "fi1" a bug. 

Pert Chart. A graphical vay of describint a complez plan of action. Invented in the 
fiftie1 for handling major government funded p~ojects in the US, the Program Evaluation and 
Reviev Technique viavs a project in terms of "events" And "activities". A Pert chart 
clearly 1hov1 what goes on in parallel vi th vhat, and vhat has to be completed before 
something el1e ean begin. 

Save World. A hacker working a~ a computer terminal does not vant a pover failure to 
wipe out all hh wort. He give" a "save world" co11111and once in a 11hile, telling the 
computer to store in a •-i-peraanent way all that has been typed in. Hackers learn early 
in their career1 to set up the computer to do an auto111atic: "save vorld" every five minutes 
or 10. 

~~ack. Computer pro~r .... r1 1tore key infonnation about vhat they are doing in a 
"•tack" before th•!' switch attention to an "inte.·rupt". On returning from interrupt they 
"re1u~~ the previo~• work by "un1tacking" the detail that had been put avay. You can get ~ 

"1tack overflow" i~ you keep honouring all kind1 of interrupt• at a rate you cannot handle 
euily. But don't he1itate 'o 1tack up unintere1ting job1 when something more exciting 
COll81. You can go back to thea later. 

Ti-1l:are. Like a wizard playing che111 "1imult.aneou1ly" against a dozen opponents, 
large acdern coaputer1 work independently in pac·allel for a fe11 dozen "u1er1". Even 1mall 
coapu•.ert V(>rk 1iaultaneou1ly for t.hree to 1i1 ul8r1 vho sit at Interactive ter111inah. 

BJ Or. laaanl, a 18nio,. re1eatcl' acientist vith the National Centre for Software 
D•velopc1ent ind Cc..putlng Techniques. (Jndl1). (Science A,&e, August. 19R1.) 
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